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ABSTRACT

This three-volumereportcontains90 papersout of the 102 that were presented
at the Twenty-First Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting held at the
BethesdaMarriottHotel,Bethesda,Maryland,duringtheweek of October25-27,
1993. The papers are printedin the order of theirpresentationin each session
and describe progress and results of programs in nuclear safety research
conducted in this country and abroad. Foreign participationin the meeting
includedpaperspresentedbyresearchersfromFrance, Germany,Japan, Russia,
Switzerland, Taiwan, and United Kingdom. The titles of the papers and the
namesof theauthorshave beenupdatedandmaydifferfromthosethatappeared
in the finalprogramof the meeting.
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Materials Engineering Branch Activities tn 1993
Charles Z. Serpan, Jr.

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington D.C. 20555

The MaterialsEngineeringBranch,Division of Engineering,Office of Nuclear
RegulatoryResearch,has had an exceptionallybusy year of work, encompassing
the traditionalresearch program, regulatorycodes and standardsdevelopment,
and direct technicalassistance to NRR. The researchwork is detailed in the
followingpapers of this volume, and is highlightedin this summary; the
regulatorycodes and standardswork and the direct technicalassistanceto NRR
however, are not describedelsewhereand so are included in more detail in
this summary.

The researchprogramcontinues to have a strong focus on fracture mechanics
issues relatedto pressurizedthermalshock (PTS).The Heavy Section Steel
Technology (HSST) programat Oak Ridge has emphasizeda number of technical
issues within the area of crack-tipconstraint,includingbiaxial loading
conditionsand shallow-surfacecrack effects. Accurate understandingand
representationof these potentiallycompetingeffects is necessary to assess
the degree of conservatismand margins in presentfracturemethodologies. The
degradationof pressurevessel steel mechanicalpropertiescaused by neutron
radiationembritt_ementcontinuesto be a critical issue. Irradiationis
currentlyunderwayon a typicalproductionsubmerged-arclow upper shelf
weldment made with Linde 80 flux; and good progresshas been made on
developingmodels to predict transitiontemperatureincrease,drop in upper-
shelf energy, and the responseof both to post-irradiationannealing. Direct
neutron flux spectrummeasurementsare being made on a VVER-440 mockup
ekperimentat the Czech Nuclear Research Institutein a cooperativeprogram;
the Czech results are providing importantverificationof the neutron flux
spectrum calculationsdone in the U.S. using transportcodes. In addition to
the work underway in the IPIRG (InternationalPiping IntegrityResearch
Group)-2 programon dynamic and seismiceffects in piping components,a multi-
disciplinedeffort has continuedat Battelle ColumbusLaboratorieson "Short
Cracks" to assess the applicabilityof current ASME Code rules for long
cracks. Environmentallyassistedcracking and corrosioncontinues at Argonne
National Lab, wherein studiesnow show that previoustheories on irradiation
assisted stress corrosioncracking cannot be substantiated. Additional
studies are underwayto strengthenthe data base on environmentaleffects on
fatigue life particularlyfor carbon and low alloy steels.A wide range of
activitiesis underway at Battelle-PacificNorthwestLaboratorieson non-
destructiveexamination.Progress has been made in the difficult area of
ultrasonic (UT) inspectionof cast stainlesssteel, and in evaluation of
commercialUT systems so that NRC Regional staff can better interpret
inserviceinspectionresults from periodic plant inspections. Lastly,good
progress is reported by Battelle PNL on improvingthe detailed plans for
inserviveinspectionof power plant components,on the basis of risk posed by
those components;this work is being done in cooperationwith the ASME
ResearchTask Force, and a SectionXI working group.

Activities undertakenthis year by the MEB staff in the preparationof a
series of rule changes and RegulatoryGuides, are as follows:



proposedRevisionsto Rules
• ]0CFR50.61"PressurizedThermal Shock"
• IOCFRSOApp. G "FractureToughness Rules"
• IOCFR50App. H "ReactorVessel Material SurveillanceRequirements"

Proposed Rule
• 10CFR50.66 "ThermalAnnealing Requirements"

Draft Requ]atoryGuides
• DG 1-027 "Formatand Contentof Application for Approval of Thermal

Annealingof RPV"
• DG 1-025 "Calculationaland DosimetryMethods for DeterminingPressure

Vessel Neutron Fluence"
• DG 1-023 "Evaluationof Reactor PressureVessels with Charpy Upper

Shelf Energy Less than 50 ft-lb."

The rule changescorrect a number of inconsistencies,clarify NRC's intent,
and respond to Commissionguidance on a number of issues.The proposed rule
and Reg. Guide on thermal annealingfor example, sets forth NRC's requirements
for licenseesthat might be consideringannealing in the future. The Reg.
Guide on neutrondosimetryhas been in preparationfor severalyears, and is
very complementaryto the vessel integrityand annealingguidance; it
integratesand "codifies"the best of current practicetoday for this
technology. Finally,the Reg. Guide on low Charpy upper shelf energy was
completedthis year. The MEB staff used this methodologyto perform generic
bounding calculationsto determine allowableupper shelf energies in support
of the NRR staff'sevaluationof Generic Letter 92-01 "ReactorVessel
Structural Integrity. This very critical guide shows a method acceptableto
the staff to demonstratethat the margins of safety againstfracture are
equivalentto those required by Appendix G of the ASME Code, if the Charpy
upper-shelfenergyof reactorpressure vessel beltlinematerials fall below 50
ft-lbs during the plant operatinglifetime. A final, intenseeffort this year
involved preparationof a report "Evaluationof Steam GeneratorTube Leak Rate
Under MSLB Conditions,''_in supportof NRR's reevaluationof interimplugging
criteria for steamgeneratortubes. The evaluationprovided a "best estimate"
of the primary-to-secondaryleak rate that would be expected due to a main
steam line break (MSLB)and the resulting leakage from steam generator tubes
at the Trojan nuclearpower plant. MEB staff were also members of the task
group which preparedthe draft NUREG-1477 "Voltage-BasedInterim Plugging
Criteria for Steam GeneratorTubes," and will continueto be involved in steam
generator activitiesin the future.

The MaterialsEngineeringBranchwill continue strong efforts in both the
traditionalmanagementof research,and in regulatorycode and standards
developmentactivities,providinginput to both sides through its very close
ties to NRR, the Regions,the U.S industrialcommunity,and codes and
standardsgroups, and throughcontacts and exchangewith colleagues in foreign
countries.

E. S. Beckjord to T.E. Murley,January 15, 1993.



Biaxial Loading and Shallow-Flaw Effects on Crack.Tip Constraint
and Fracture-Toughness*

W.' E. Pennell,t B. R. Bass,** J. W. Bryson,t W. J. McAfee,t
T. J. Theiss,t and M. C. Rao¢

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Abstract

Uniaxial tests of single-edged notched bend (SENB) specimens with both deep- and shallow-flaws
have shown elevated fracture-toughness for the shallow flaws. The elevation in fracture-toughness
for shallow flaws has been shown to be the result of reduced constraint at the crack-tip. B iaxial
loading has the potential to increase constraint at the crack-tip and thereby reduce some of the
shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness elevation. Biaxial fracture-toughness tests have shown that the
shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness elevation is reduced but not eliminated by biaxial loading. Dual-
parameter, fracture-toughness correlations have been proposed to reflect the effect of crack-tip
constraint on fracture-toughness. Test results from the uniaxial and biaxial tests were analyzed
using the dual-parameter technology. Discrepancies between analysis results and cleavage initiation
site data from fractographic examinations indicate that the analysis models are in need of further
refinement. Addition of a precleavage, ductile-tearing element to the analysis model has the
potential to resolve the noted discrepancies.

Introduction

Fracture mechanics technology is used to assess the structural integrity of irradiation-embrittled
reactor pressure vessels (RPV's) containing flaws. The fracture mechanics technology currently in
use is based upon analysis methods and fracture-toughness data appropriate for cracks with a high
degree of crack-tip constraint. This approach has the advantage that it produces very conservative
estimates of allowable RPV operating conditions, and therefore assures high levels of safety. There
is a concern, however, that the level of conservatism inherent in the limiting crack-tip constraint
approach to RPV safety assessment may have economically unacceptable consequences when
applied to configurations and loading conditions where upper-bound levels of crack-tip constraint
do not exist.

In part, the current approach to the structural integrity assessment of irradiation-embrittled RPV's
stems from limitations of the nondestructive examination (NDE) technology available at the time the
fracture mechanics technology was developed. Substantial advances in bIDE technology have been
made since that time. Detection and accurate sizing of relatively small flaws is now possible.
Conceptually it is now possible to define requirements for the fracture analysis of RPVs in terms of
the flaws detected and sized during in-service NDE examinations. For this approach to become a
practical reality, however, fracture mechanics technology appropriate to these new conditions must
be developed and validated.

*Researchsponsoredby Divisionof Engineering,Officeof NuclearRegulatoryResearch,U.S. NuclearRegulatory
CommissionunderInteragencyAgreement1886-8011.9BwiththeU.S.Departmentof Energyundercontract
DE-AC05-84OR21400withMartinMariettaEnergySystems,Inc.

tEngineeringTechnologyDivision.
**ComputingApplicationsDivision.
¢Consultantto theMetalsandCeramicsDivision.



Featuresof the flaws of interestin an NDE base_RPV safetyassessment are thatthey arerelatively
shallow and located in a biaxialstressfield. Fracturetechnology advancesrequiredto address these
conditions include the development of a fracture-toughness data base for shallow flaws and
determination of the effect of biaxial stress fields on the shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness.
Shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness would be expected to be higher than the deep-flaw fracture
toughnesscurrentlyin use becauseof the proximityof the vessel innersurfaceto the crack-tip and
the consequent decrease in crack-tipconstraint. Biaxial loading would act to restoresome of the
crack-tip constraint and reduce, but not eliminate, some of the fracture-toughness elevation
associatedwith shallow flaws.

Development of analysis techniqueswhich adequately reflect the effects of crack-tip constrainton
fracture-toughnessis clearly essential to the implementation of an advanced fracture analysis
technology. Development of fast and economicalhigh-volume computing capabilities has made
possiblethe detailedanalysis of theelastic-plastic stress fields at the crack-tip. Crack-tipconstraint
can, therefore,be characterizedin termsof its effect on the crack-tipstress fields. Dual-parameter,
fracture-toughnesscorrelationsandcorrectionshave been proposedfor this purpose. Refining and
validating these dual-parameterfracture analysismethods is an importantelementof an advanced
fracturetechnologydevelopmentprogram.

The above discussion of the use for an advancedfracturemechanics technology has been in terms
of its applicationto the evaluationof flaws discoveredand characterizedduringanin-service NDE
examination. Itshould be noted,however,that other importantRPV safetyassessmentapplications
exist. These include (a) the probabilisticfracture mechanics analysis of reactorpressure vessel
integrity underpostulatedpressurizedthermal shock (PTS) transient loading, and (b) transferof
datafrom futureminiaturefracturemechanics RPV surveillance specimens for applicationto RPV
safety assessments.

The NuclearRegulatoryCommission (NRC) sponsored Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST)
ProgramatOakRidge NationalLaboratory(ORNL)is conducting researchto generatethe fracture-
toughness data to develop and validate the analysis methods required for the application of an
advanced fracture mechanics technology to RPV safety assessments. This paper provides an
interimreportof results from thatresearch.

Constraint Effects In Fracture

Fractureoccurs when the opening mode tensile stresses at the tip of a crack in a brittle material
exceed a critical value over a finite length (1). Local yielding of the materialat the crack-tiplimits
the buildupof opening-mode s_ and thereby directlyinfluences fracture-toughness.

Crack-tipstress fields can be divided into hydrostatic and shear components. Yielding of the
material is governed by the shear component of the stress field. Tensile hydrostatic stresses
contributedirectly to the crack-tipopeningmode tensile stresses but do not influence yielding. It
follows, therefore, that fracture-toughness will be directly influenced when the hydrostatic
componentof the crack-tip stress fieldincreases.

Crack-tip constraint is the term used to describe conditions which influence the hydrostatic
componentof the crack-tipstressfield. Low constraint reduces the hydrostaticstress contribution
to the opening mode stressandtherebyincreasesthe fracture-toughnessrelative to thatobtainedin a
high-constraintconfiguration.

I

Plane strain constraint of a crack embedded in a large elastic body represents what may be a
practical upperlimit to crack-tipconstraint. In such a condition the crack-tip plastic zone is very
small when compared with the test specimen dimensions. Irwin (2) demonstrated that fracture-
toughnessof a material forconditionsof linearelastic plane-strain(LEPS)constraintof the crack-tip



plastic zone can be adequatelycharacterizedby a single parameter,the st/:ess-intensityfactor Klc.
Hutchinson (3), Rice, and Rosengren(4) showed that crack-tip stresses can be uniquely defined for
these conditions for a power-law hardening material. The singular crack-tip stress distribution
associated with LEPS constraint is designated the HRRstressdistribution.

The LEPScrack-tipconstraintconditionis attractivefor fracture-toughnesstestingbecauseit can be
readily reproduced in any testing laboratory. Fracture-toughnesstesting standardssuch as the
AmericanSociety for Testing and Materials (ASTM) StandardE399 (5), therefore, requires that
LEPScrack-tip constraintbe presentin a test specimen for the fracture-toughnesstest data to be
consideredvalid. Assurancethat the requiredLEPS constraintcondition was achieved duringa test
is obtained by requiringthat the test specimen size be not less than a minimumacceptable size
governed by the material yield stress and the measured fracture-toughness. The requirementsof
ASTM E399 have the practicaleffect of limiting the size of the crack-tip plastic zone radius at
fractureto approximately2%of both the crack-depthand the test specimen thickness.

Fracture-toughness dataproducedusing test specimens with LEPS crack-tipconstraint represent
what is probably a lower bound fracture-toughness for a material. Test specimen dimensions
requiredfor the maintenanceof LEPScrack-tipconstraint conditions can be very large. Fracture-
toughnesstests of A533B materialconductedat temperaturesin the transitionrangeof the fracture-
toughnesscurve requiredthe use of 10Tand 12T compact tension (CT) test specimens (6). These
test specimens incorporatecrack depthsof 254 mm (10 in) and 304.8 mm (12 in.), respectively.

Departurefrom conditions of LEPS crack-tip constraint results in a crack-tip stress distribution
which is no longersingular. Itdiffers fromthe HRR stressdistributionin a mannerdictated by the
crack-tip constraint. This difference directly influences the fracture-toughnessassociated with a
particular material and crack-geometry combination. The fracture-toughness now becomes
constraint-dependent. It follows, therefore, that a second parametermust be addedto the fracture-
toughness characterization to account for the influence of departures from LEPS crack-tip
constraint.

Dual-Parameter, Fracture-Toughness Corrections and Correlations

Dual-parameter, fracture-toughnesscorrections and correlationshave been proposedto provide a
quantitative assessment of effect of reduction of crack-tip constraint on fracture-toughness.
Principalfeaturesof the J-Acr fracture-toughnesscorrectionproposedby Dodds-Anderson(7), and
the J-Q dual-parameter,fracture-toughnesscorrelation proposed by O'Dowd and Shih (8, 9) are
illustratedin Fig. 1.

The Dodds-Anderson .l-Acrcorrection factor approachprovides a quantitative adjustment for
fracture-toughnessdata when the LEPSconstraint conditionsassociated with valid Klc data have
not been maintained. Formulationof the .l,-Acrcorrection factor approachis b_/sedupon the
following principlesand assumptions: (a) initiation of cleavage fracture is governed by a stress-
basedcriterion which remains constantfor a range of crack-tip constraint conditions;(b) cleavage
initiationoccurs in a region of the crack-tipstress field where stresses can be adequatelydefined
using small-scale yielding (SSY) continuummechanics-based,finite-element analysis models; (c)
fracture occurs in two specimens with differing levels of crack-tip constraint when stresses at
specific locations on the crack plane aheadof the crack tip reach a common referencevalue. The
referencestress value does not have to be rigorouslydefined if the crack-tipstress fields are self-
similar since the same value will be used in each of the constraintconditions beingcompared; (d)
the specific location (r) along the crack plane selected for',assuring equivalence of opening mode
stresses is not critical, providedthat the location selected is within the zone where SSY continuum
mechanics-based analysis models can adequatelydefine the stress field. A value of r - 4*CTOD
has been used (7); (e) in a simplified form, the Dodds-Anderson fracture-toughness correction
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Fig. 1 Dual-parameter corrections,and correlationshave been proposed as meansfor adjusting
fracture-tough_ssdatafor theeffectsof crack-tipconstraint.

factorscan be defined in te.rmsof the constraint-dependentratioof the appliedJ-valuesrequiredto
generatethe reference openingmode stressvalue at the selected distanceaheadof the crack tip (r);
(f) extension of theconceptof a references.tr_' at a specific radiustoa reference,stress.at,ti.n_gover
the volume definedby the areacontainedwtthina reference stresscontourtact) m a umctmclmess-
plate provides a means of reflecting the statistical nature of cleavage initiation in the fracture-
toughnessprocess. In practiceresultsobtained_ing this ex_nsion of the concept compare closely
with those predictedusmg the referencestressraaius approacht/).

Use of the simplified form of the .Dodds-Anderson correction factor approachis illustrated in
'Fig. 2. Note that thevalue of "r" in the expressionra0/./remainsconstant. Thecritical J-value for
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Fig. 2 A simplified form of the Dodds-Anderson correction factor can be used with opening
mode stressplots from crack-tip analyses to make J¢predictions for modified constraint
configurations.



a 1o',_constraintconfiguration(Jc0 can, therefore,be estimatedif the critical J for a highconstraint
configuration (Jch) is known and the crack-tip, opening-mode stress plots are available for both
configurations.

The two-parameter (J-Q), fracture-toughness correlation proposed by O'Dowd and Shih
characterizesthe effects of stress triaxialityon the crack-tipstress field. The HRRcrack-tipstress
field is used as the basis of comparisonfor crack-tipstress fields with differing levels of crack-tip
stresstriaxiality.

In the J-Q fracture-toughnesscorrelation, Q defines the departureof the stress-state dependent
opening mode stress distribution on the crack plane from the HRR opening mode stress
distribution. Extensive SSY finite-element analysis performedby O'Dowd andShih indicates that
Q remains relativelyconstantover the region aheadof the crack-tipin which cleavage initiation is
postulatedto occur. Q can, therefore,be expressedas follows.

cryy- (oyy)HRRQ= (I)
o'o

WhereOyyisthecrack-tipopeningmode stressdistributionfora specificconstraintcondition,
(ayy)HRRisthecorrespondingstressdistributionfortheHRR constraintcondition,andOoisthe
,mat¢_-ialyieldstress.Q ispostulatedtoremainconstantoverthecrack-tipprocesszoneandis
conventionallyevaluatedatr= 2Jlso.

In physical terms, Q is the difference between the hydrostaticstress associated with ,' eference
HRR crack-tip stress distribution and the crack-tip hydrostatic stress associated wlm a specific
constraint condition. Q is conventionally expressed in a normalized form by dividing the
hydrostaticstress incrementby the materialyield strength.A reductionin constraintrelativeto the
reference HRRconstraintconditionproducesa negative Q-value.

Rice's J-integral (10) sets the size of the zone over which,large crack-tip stresses act. Fig. l(b)
shows the crack-tip opening mode stress distribution for a range of constraint conditions
characterized by Q. The distance "r" ahead of the crack tip is normalized by dividing by the
parameter(J/ao). In non-normalized form anyone of the curvesshown in Fig. l(b) would appear
as a family of curves with the peak on the curvemoving furtherfrom the crack-tipas J increases.

A fractureprevention margin calculated using a single parametercharacterization of fracture-
toughness would be expressed as the ratio of the material fracture-toughnessto the crackdriving
force (KIc/KIor JjJ). The equivalentprocess using the J-Qcharacterization of fracture-toughness
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The single-parameter characterizationof fracture-toughnessat a particular
value of RTNDTis replacedwith a J-Q fracture-toughnesslocus. Given the data scatterinherentto
the fractureprocess, the J-Q locus takes the form of a J-Q datascatterband with upperand lower
bounds. Fracture-toughnesstestson specimens with varyinglevels of crack-tipconstraint,such as
those described later in this paper, are used to generate the data requiredto define the J-Q locus
scatterband.

Elastic-plastic, finite-elementanalysis of the crack-tip region defines J and Q for each step in the
loading sequence. I6tersection of the locus of these points with the lower bound of the J-Q
fracture-toughnessscatter banddefines the minimumJ and the associated Q for fracture initiation.
This value of J can then be compared with J produced by the maximum component loading to
determine the fracturepreventionmargin for the component. Characterizationof the J-Q fracture-
toughnessscatter band in statisticalterms permits extension of the concept for use in probabilistic
fracturemechanics analyses.
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with the materialJ-Qfracture-toughnessscatterbanddefinesthe rangeol criticalJ values

It will be evident fromtheabovediscussion of the J-Acr and I-Q dual-parameterconcepts thatthey
have much in common. Principles (a) and (b) described above for the J-Acr correction factor
concept are equally applicableto the J-Q dual-parameter,fracture-toughnesscorrelationconcept.
TheJ-Q concept assumesthatQ wilt remainrelativelyconstantoverthe processzone and, therefore,
does not requirethat a specific locationbe selected for a comparisonof Q values. It has, however,
becomecustomaryto use the locationdefinedby r = 2.//o0 for this purpose.

Shallow-Flaw Fracture-Toughness Tests

Fracture-toughness tests have been performed on single-edge, notch-bending (SENB) test
specimens using both deep- (a/W = 0.5) and shallow- (a/W = 0.1) flaws (Ref. 11). Beam
specimensused in these testsareshown in Fig.4. The beamswere fabricatedfrom A533B material
and were nominally 100 mm (4 in.) deep. Use of beams with this depth permitted testing of
shallow flaws withdepths in the range identifiedas the critical depth range for PTS analysis. Use
of prototypical flaw depths reduced somewhat the uncertaintiesassociated with extrapolationof
shallow-flaw, fracture-toughnessdatafor applicationto full-scale structures(12).

Details of these tests have been extensively reported elsewhere (11, 13, 14), and will not be
repeated here. Data from the tests are importantto both the ongoing development of dual-
parameter,fracture-toughnesscorrelationsandthe investigationof biaxial loading effects on crack-
tip constraint and fracture-toughness. The deep-flaw and shallow-flaw fracture-toughnessdata
generatedin these tests were producedusing a single materialand closely controlledtest conditions.
Differences between the deep-flaw and shallow-flaw fracture-toughness data obtained can,
therefore,be reliablyattributedto differences in crack-tip-constraintfor the deep and shallow flaws.
This attributepermitsthe data to be used, together with a J-Q analysis of the test specimens and
loading conditions, to generatepreliminarydefinitions of the J-Q failure locus scatter bandfor
temperatures(T-RTNDT)investigatedin the tests. The shallow-flaw portionof the database also



Fig. 4 100 mm deep beams were used in the shallow-flaw test program to permit full-scale
testing of surface flaws having depths in the range which PTS analysis has shown to be
the controlling range for crack initiation

provides a basis for assessing the effect of biaxial loading on the shallow-flaw, fracture-toughnessof A533B material.

Shallow-flaw and deep-flaw fracture-toughness data generated in these tests are plotted in Fig. 5.
The data are seen to be grouped into two separate families corresponding to the shallow and deep
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Fig. 5 Data from the shallow-flaw, fracture-toughnesstesting programshowthat the shallow-
flaw effect producesa substantialincreasein toughnessat temperaturesin the transition
region of thefracture-toughnesscurve.



flaws respectively. Lower bound curves fitted to the data show a 35°C shift in RTNDT between the
two data sets. It is appropriate to note that most of the shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness data
plotted in Fig. 5 are for a flaw depth of 10 mm (0.4 in.). The shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness
would be expected to be flaw-depth dependent, with larger #hifts in the RTNDT anticipated as the
flaw depth decreases.

Note that the shallow-flaw effect on fracture-toughness is significant in the lower transition range of
the fracture-toughness curve, which is the area of the curve important to PTS analysis, but is not
significant on the lower-shelf portion of the curve. The transition region of the fracture-toughness
curve is a region in which plastic flow at the crack-tip produces crack-tip blunting in advance of
cleavage fracture. This result is, therefore, consistent with the concept of reduced crack-tip
constraint for shallow flaws producing an associated decrease in hydrostatic stress and increased
plastic flow (blunting) prior to cleavage fracture.

Ultimate resolution of the role of the absolute crack-depth "a" and the crack-depth ratio "a/W" in
controlling the shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness enhancement effect will require test validation.
The HSST Program has initiated the required tests using full-thickness test specimens cut from the
wall of a reactor vessel from a canceled nuclear plant. One of the full-thickness test specimens is
shown in Fig. 6. These specimens are currently being tested in the 27.106 N (6.106 lb) test
machine at the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) under an HSST Program
subcontract.

Biaxiai Fracture-Toughness Testing Of Shallow Flaws

Biaxial stress fields are produced in a reactor pressure vessel wall by both pressure loading and
through-wall temperature gradients. A typical biaxial stress field is shown in Fig. 7, together with a
constant depth shallow-surface flaw. One of the principal stresses is seen to be aligned parallel to

Fig. 6 Full thickness shallow- and deep-flaw SENB specimens currently being tested in the
27,000,000 MN (12,000,000 lb) test machine at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology.
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Fig. 7 PTS loading produces biaxial stresses in a reactor vessel wall with one of the principal
stresses aligned parallel with the tip of a constantdepthshallow-surfaceflaw.

the crack front. There is no counterpartof this far-field, out-of-planestress in the shallow-flaw,
fracture-toughnesstests previouslydescribed. The far-field, out-of-plane stresshas the potentialto
increase stress triaxiality (constraint)at the crack-tip and thereby reduce some of the fracture-
toughnesselevation associated with shallow flaws. The HSST biaxial test Programwas instituted
to investigatethiseffecL

Test Specimen Functional Requirements

A numberof researchershaveinvestigatedthe effects of biaxial loadingon fracture-toughness(15,
16, 17, 18, 19). These investigations have producedclear indications of a biaxial effect on both
cleavage fracture-toughnessandon ductile-tearingtoughness. They also servedto identifysome of
the difficultiesunavoidablyassociated with biaxial fracture-toughnesstesting. The specimen size
requirementfor a meaningfulinvestigationof biaxial loadingeffects in fracturehasemergedas one
of the mostdifficult functionalrequirementsto accommodate. If the specimen size relative to the
crack-depthis notadequate,gross plasticdeformationcan occur in the remaining ligamentpriorto
the initiationof cleavage fracture,makinginterpretationof thetest resultsdifficult.

Increasingthe testspecimen size will overcome the difficultyoutlined above, but at the same time
sharplyincrease the cost of both the test specimen andthe test. Increases in the test-specimen.size
can, therefore, result in testing costs which severely restrictthe scope of a testing program. Costs
must be tightly controlledin orderto permit an adequate investigationof fracture-toughnessdata
scatterunderbiaxial loadingconditions. It follows, therefore, that basic functionalrequirementsfor
the biaxial fracture-toughnesstest specimen are (a) low cost, and (b) a configuration, which will
minimize departurefromelastic behaviorin the unbrokenligamentup to the instantof fracture.

An equally importantfunctionalrequirementfor the test specimenis that it permits any biaxialeffect
on shallow-flaw,fracture-toughnessto be clearly identified. The test specimen must, therefore,be
capableof being loadedin eithera uniaxialor a biaxialconfiguration,with all other test parameters
remainingunchanged.
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An infinitely long (constantdepth)geometryis assumedforall shallow flaws in conformancewith
the PTS analysis guidelines providedin US. NRC RegulatoryGuide 1.154 (Ref. 20). Evaluation
of flaws discovered during an in-service inspection, and possible future developments of ITS
analysis technology, creates a need for data on the fracture-toughnessof finite-length shallow
surfaceflaws. A furtherbasic functionalrequirementfor thetestspecimen designis, therefore,that
it be capableof accommodatingbothof these flaw geometries.

Test Specimen Design

A number of potential test specimen configurations were considered prior to selection of the
cruciform design. Several specimen designs were identified which could satisfy the technical
elements of the functionalrequirements.Testspecimencost was a majorfactor influencingthefinal
selection.

Conceptual features of the cruciform biaxial fracture-toughnesstest specimen are illustratedin
Fig. 8. The specimen design is capable of reproducinga linear approximationof the nonlinear
biaxial stress distribution shown in Fig. 7. The cruciform design, coupled with a statically
determinate load reaction system, permits the specimen to be loaded in either uniaxial (4 point

p_

I
HF.AC'I'OII-_ ,.e_-."_,_,_,._ _U 8UHFA_

_ "._ CRACK

Fig. 8 Conceptualfeaturesof the cruciform shallow-flaw,biaxial fracture-toughnesstest
specimen

bending) or biaxial (8 point bending) configurations. Tests of nominally identical specimens can
thus be performedwith the level of stressbiaxialityas the only testvariable. Details of thestatically
determinateloadreactionsystem aregiven in Fig.9.

•Load diffusion controlslots permit the maintenanceof a reasonablyuniform biaxial stress field
within the test section of the specimen. The uniform depth shallow-flaw terminates at the central

12
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Fig. 9 Hydraulically coupled passive load-reaction jacks assure that the test specimen loading is
statically determinate. A divider piston in the hydraulic coupling line provides control of
the beam loading ratio.

load diffusion control slots, thereby simulating an infinitely long flaw. Control of the differential
length of the central load diffusion control slots relative to the lengths of the outer slots is used to
eliminate unacceptable stress concentrations at the ends of the crack.

The central block of the cruciform specimen is the only portion fabricated from fully characterized
test material. The load diffusion control slots are machined in both the test block and the reusable
.a_s using a.numeric_ly controlled electro-discharge machining (EDM) process. The crack starter
slot is machined at the same time. A completed central block is shown inFig. 10.

Longitudinal arms are attached using a low-heat input electron beam (EB) welding procedure prior
to tatigue precracking the specimen in four point uniaxial bending. A mechanical machining
operation is used to remove any EDM embrittled material andany fatigue-crack arowth irreaularities
from the central load diffusion control slots at the ends of the c_'ack.-Attachm_'nt of the transverse
load arms by EB welding completes the fabrication process. The resulting test specimen, which is
shown in Fig. 11, meets all of the functional .requirements and is considerably lower in cost and
material requirements than any of the alternate destgns evaluated.

Test Specimen Analysis

A three-dimensional, finite-element model of cruciform specimen, incorporating a highly refined
representation of the crack-tip region, was used for this analysis. Essential features of the. model
are shown in Fig. 12. The model has 3890 isoparametric brick elements. For the crack-tip field
analysis, the crack-tip region is modeled using collapsed prism elements arranged in a fan
configuration. The analyses were run using the ABAQUS (Ref. 21) computer program and a
piecewise representation of the material elastic-plastic, stress-strain properties. Further details of
the analysis procedure can be found in Ref. 22.
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Fig. 10 The differentialload-diffusioncontrolslot lengthsused to control stressconcentrationsat
theslot-crackinterfacecan be seen in thecompletedcentralblock.

Fig. 11 Loadingarmsareelectron-beamweldedto thecentral blockto complete the cruciformtest
specimen.

14



Fig. 12 A cruciformmodel incorporatinga highly refinedcrack-tipregionwas used for the local
crack-tipfield analysis.

Validationcheckswere performedon the analysismodel before it was used to interpretthe test data.
Results from one of the most stringent of those checks are shown in Fig. 13. Load vs crack-
mouth-opening displacement(CMOD) predictions from the analysis were requiredto match test
values for this parameterset over the full rangeof test values, lterative adjustmentswere made to
thematerialstress-strainrepresentationtoachieve theclose matchbetweenanalytical predictionsand
testresults shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13 Analysismodelpredictionsmatchcloselythe loadvs CMOD resultsobtainedin the
uniaxialandbiaxia]tests.
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Two schemes for estimating Jc from the biaxial test results were evaluated by Theiss et al. in
Ref. 23. The methods arebased on estimatingthe energydeposited in the crack-tipmaterialusing
(a) the area underthe load vs load-line displacement curve, and (b) the areaunder the load vs
CMOD curve. The latterscheme was consideredthe moreaccurateof the two because the CMOD
measurement is madeclose to the cracktip. The load vs CMODc,_rveprovides, therefore, a more
sensitivemeasure of theenergy depositedin the crack-tipmaterial.

The appliedJ integralat fracture(Jc)is expressedin termsof elastic and plasticelements of the load
vs CMODcurvein equauon2.

Jc = Jet+ Jpt (2)

Where

Jel ffi elastic contributionto Jc- K_(1 - v2)/E
Kc - applied stressintensityfactor
v = Poisson'sratio
E = Young's modulus

Jpi = plastic contribution toJc = T_:sI..J_,BOV-' a)]

T]:_= dimensionlessfactordeterminedby analysisandrelatingthe plasticareaunderthe
¢

load vs CMOD curve to Jpi. Note that 11,,,is stress-statedependent.

U_ = plasticportionof the areaunderthe load vs CMODcurve
a = crackdepth
W = test spectmenwidth (depth)
B = testspecimen thickness

Outputfrom the analysisalso includeda definition of the appliedcrack-tipJ forall points along the
crack-f_nt. One set of these results is shown m Fig. 14 in termsof the more familiarKj. Biaxial
loadingts seen to producea nonuniformdistributionof Kj alongthecrack-front,with the departure
from linearityincreasingasspecimen is loaded furtherinto the regime of nonlinearbehavior. This
trendmakes considerationof the crack inttiationsite necessaryto an accurateinterpretation of the
test data.

Plots of the Von Mises equivalent stressdistributionoverthe test specimen lig..am.entareshown in
Fig. 15 for uniaxial and biaxial loading conditions. Both plots represent condlUonsat failure as
determinedin the tests. Note that the Von Mises equivalentstressexceeds the material yield stress
by a small amount over much of the lig.amentin the unmxial loading case. Biaxial loading, in
contr_t, results in the ligament remaining elastic. This res..ultcould have been anticipated by
imposing an out-of-plane stress on the published stress distributionsfor notched bars (Ref. 24).
One consequence of biaxial loading is, therefore, to incre.a.._.crack-tipconstraintby suppressing
large-scaleplastic deformationof materialin the immediatevicinityof thecrack,

Results from the crack-tipfield portion.ofthe analysis areshownin Fig..16.. The curv_ in Fig: 16
show the o_. ning mode stressdtstribuuon,aheadof the crack for both unsaxlaland biaxmlloading,
together wsth the reference (high constraint) opening mode stress distribution. It is evident from
these curves that Q does not remainconstant with distanceahead of the crack tip for the case of
uniaxial loading. Biaxial loading, in contrast, results in relatively constant values of {2 for
r > 2.//00. This observed trendfor uniaxial loading is incompatiblewith one of the postulatesupon
which the J-Q fracture-toughness correlauon is based, indicatin_ a need for some further
development of that correlation. The Dodds-Anderson correctson factor approach is not
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Fig. 16 Stress biaxiality improves the uniformity of the Q.stress field relative to the Q-field
obtained with uniaxial loading.

compromisedbytheresultsillustratedinFig.16becauseitisnotbasedupontheassumptionofa
uniformQ-stressfieldaheadofthecracktip.

Test Results

The fu'strequirement for the test program was to demonstrate that the configuration of the crack and
the load-diffusion control (LDC) slots would produce crack initiation remote from the intersection
of _ two features. Satisfaction of this requirement was essential to assure that the measured test
results were a true reflection of the influence of the test parameters on shallow-flaw, fracture-
toughness and were not influenced by stress concentration effects at the ends of the LDC slots. The
requirement was found easier to satisfy under uniaxial loading than biaxial loading. The
configuration of the crack-geometry and LDC slot geometry finally selected was capable of assuring
crack initiation away from the intersection under both uniaxial and biaxial loading. Figure 17
shows a fracture surface from one of the biaxial tests. The river patterns in Fig 17 show the
fractureto have initiated close to the mid point of the crack.

Extensive calibration of the test fixture was undertaken prior to the initiation of testing. A dummy
cruciform specimen fitted with multiple strain gauges was used in this phase of the program.
Results demonstrated that the statically determinate load reaction system was working as planned.
Pretest preparations culminated in a test readiness review, in which an independent body of fracture
mechanics experts found the test program ready for implementation.

Clip gauges and displacement transducers were used to measure CMOD and load-line displacement
(LLD), respectively, as a function of the applied load. Test temperatures were selected to be in the
lower transition region of the shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness curve. This is the area of the
fracture-toughness curve of particular interest in determining the effect of biaxial loading on
ARTNDT.
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Fig, 17 Cleavage fracture initiated in the mid-thickness of the biaxial test specimen, remote from
any structural discontinuities.

Load vs CMOD curves generated in three of the four valid tests completed to date were shown in
Fig. 13. Note that the measured CMOD at failure is remarkably similar for the two biaxial tests.
Biaxial loading substantially reduces the CMOD at failure when compared with the uniaxial loading
result.

Test values for Kjc are shown in Fig 18, superimposed on data from the shallow-flaw and deep-
flaw SENB tests. The cruciform beam data plotted in Fig 18 corresponds with the point on the
crack front at which post-test examination showed the crack to have initiated. The cruciform
specimen tested under uniaxial loading produced a fracture-toughness close to the lower bound of
the fracture-toughness scatter band from the shallow-flaw SENB tests. Biaxial loading of the
cruciform specimen produced two results below the lower bound of results from the shallow-flaw
SENB data set. The two data points from biaxial loading tests on the cruciform specimen are seen
to be closely matched.

Test data generated to date are consistent with expectations for the biaxial tests. Biaxial loading
appears to reduce KJc below the values associated with shallow flaws, but not down to the lower
bound values associated with highly constrained deep flaws. There are also indications that biaxial
loading may reduce the scatter of shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness data. The biaxial testing
program is, however, in its infancy, and the amount of data currently available from the program is
not sufficient to support an assessment of biaxial loading effects on shallow-flaw, fracture-
toughness at this time.

Test Data Interpretation

The objective in this section is to illustrate the practical application of constraint effects technology
to the safety assessment of an irradiation-embrittled reactor pressure vessel. Fracture-toughness
data reflecting the effect of varying levels of crack-tip constraint are essential input to such a safety
assessment. At this time the amount of data available from the biaxial testing program is too small
to support a safety assessment. This example, therefore, utilizes data from the previously
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Fig. 18 Biaxial loading resulted in shallow-flaw, fracture-toughness values below the lower
boundvaluesobtainedunderuniaxial loading.

completed HSST shaDow-flaw tests on SENB specimens. Data used in this assessment were taken
fm.m Ref. 11. The data set of Ref. 11 cover two constraint configurations. These are deep flaws
wtth an a/W of 0.5 and shallow flaws with an a/W ratio of 0.1. Prof. R. Dodds has performed a J-
Q analysis of these test specimens under an HSST Program subcontract. J-Q trajectories for both
the shallow- and deep-flaw beams are shown in Fig. 19, together with a J-Q loading trajectory from
one of the HSST Program wide-plate tests (Ref. 25).

Fracture-toughness data from each of the test series are shown in Fig. 19, superimposed on the
appropriate J-Q loading trajectory. Upper and !ower bounds to the resulting J-Q scatter band are
represented in Fig. 19 by straight lines. Thls representation reflects the fact that only two
constraint-effects dam sets are available at this time. A more accurate definition of the bounds of the
J-Q failure locus scatter band will be possible when more data become available. The data shown in
Fig. 19 were all generated at the same test temperature (-10°C). A similar data set exists for tests
performed at-25°C.

The lower bound to the J-Q failure locus scatter band defines the minimum anticipated increase in
fracture-toughness over the reference high-constraint toughness as the constraint parameter (2
decreases from the reference high constraint value (Q = 0). Minimum anticipated fracmre-toughneas
increases due to loss of crack-tip constraint are plotted in Fig. 20(a) for each of the test
temperatures. Note that fracture-toughness in Fig. 20(a) has been expressed in terms of Kj¢ rather
than Jc. This was done to permit the final result from this example to be expressed in terms of the
fracture-toughness units currently in use in RPV safety assessments.

The plots of Fig. 20(a) can now be used to predict the lower-bound, fracture-toughness curve for a
given crack-tip constraint condition. In the example given, a constraint loss characterized by (2 =
-0.6 was used. Predicted fracture-toughness increases for Q = -0.6 are 3,*MPa_f'm at T-RTNDT =
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-25°C and 74 MPa.fm at T-RTNDT = -1O°C. These values are now transferred to Fig. 20 (b)
where they are shown plotted as increases over the base material fracture-toughness curve.
Transition of the base material curve to the left, such that it passes as closely as possible through the
two data points, completes the process. The resulting curve represents the lower bound fracture-
toughness for a given level of crack-tip constraint, a constraint level characterized by Q = -0.6 in
this example.

In a practical application of the J-Q methodology, lower bound fracture-toughness curves could be
produced for a range of crack-tip constraint conditions. An analysis of the crack-tip stress fields
would, however, be required to determine the constraint condition appropriate for a given geometry
and loading condition. It is possible, however, that J-Q analyses for a range of geometry and
loading conditions commonly encountered in RPV safety analyses could be performed and the
resulting J-Q loading trajectories documented. This approach could eliminate the need for repeated
performance of the relatively expensive crack-tip field analysis.

The above example dealt with application of J-Q constraint.effects technology to a deterministic
analysis of RPV safety. The technology could also be applied to the probabilistic analysis of RPV
safety. The impact of J-Q technology on a probabilistic analysis would be expected to be greater
than the impact on a deterministic analysis. This is so because both the mean value of the fracture-
toughness scatter band and the width of the scatter band increase more rapidly with loss of crack-tip
constraint than does the lower bound fracture-toughness. These trends are evident in the J-Q
fracture-toughness scatter band illustrated in Fig. 19.

Verification Checks
!

Fractographic examination of the broken test specimens provides information on the location of the
cleavage initiation sites. Initiation site assumptions are built into the J-Q constraint effects
technology. A comparison of the initiation site locations from the test specimens with the initiation
site assumptions in the J-Q technology is used as a verification check on the technology.

Opening mode stress plots for the cruciform specimen in both uniaxial and biaxial loading are
shown, together with the opening mode stress plot for a high constraint configuration, in Fig.
2 l(a). These plots were produced in a finite-strain (large-strain) analysis and, therefore, show a
downward trend near the crack tip because of the loss of stress triaxiality in material adjacent to the
free surface of the blunted crack tip. Cleavage initiation site datafrom the fractographic examination
of SENB and biaxial specimens tested at a range of temperatures are shown in Fig. 21(b). Many of
the cleavage initiation site locations are located to the left of the peak on the opening mode stressi

i plots. Locations to the left of the peak of the opening mode stress plots experience a falling opening
I mode stress as the applied J increases. Experience with warm prestressing indicates that cleavage

fracture is unlikely to initiate under conditions of decreasing opening mode stresses. At first sight
the analysis results and data of Fig. 21 would appear to call into question the basic assumptions
inherent to the J-Q technology. On closer examination, however, the basic question appears to lay
with the adequacy of the analytical model used to generate the opening mode stress plots.

The analytical model represents a stationary crack. With such a model, crack-tip blunting increases
continuously as the applied J increases. In reality, however_ tearing would initiate at some point in
the loading cycle for tests conducted at temperatures in the transition range. The primary effect of
tearing would be to resharpen the l_reviously blunted crack tip. Resharpening of the crack tip would
have the effect of moving the peaks of the opening mode stress plots further to the left.
Conceptually, this adjustment could eliminate the incompatibility shown in Fig. 21 between analysis
and test results.
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Fig 21. Additionalrefinement to thecrack-tipstressfield analysismodelappearsto be requiredto
reconcileanalysispredictionswith fractographyresults.

The analysis model refinement required is one which permits the representation of precleavage
tearing. A number of fracture research centers in Europe have had success in developing
precleavage tearing models using the critical stress for void formation as defined by the Beremin
group and either the Rousselier or Gurson yield models (26,: 27, 28). The yield functions take into
account the fact that only biaxial stresses can exist at the surface of internal voids. Because of this,
application of a hydrostatic stress can result in a plastic volume change. A recent application of this
technology by Dr. Dietmar Klingbeil of Bundesanstalt fOrMaterialforschhung und Prufung (BAM),
Berlin, Germany, demonstrated that (a) the crack-tip stress field becomes stationary after a relatively
small amount of ductile tearing, and (b) the effect of tearing is to "resharpen" the previously blunted
crack tip (Ref. 29).

The curves of Fig. 21(a) make it clear that (2 cannot be treated as a spatially invariant parameter
when, as in the uniaxial loading curve, the overall section and crack-tip plastic stress fields interact.
A further question on the selection of the appropriate value for Q derives from the work of Heerens
and Read (Ref. 30). They showed, for a low alloy steel tested at --60°C, that the cleavage initiation
sit_s were at the maximum opening mode stress location. A case can, therefore, be made for
defining (2 as the normalized difference in peak stresses from opening mode stress plots for the
reference high constraint configuration and a lower constraint application. It can be seen from the
plots of Fig. 21 (a) that the value of {2derived using this definition would be considerably smaller
than'that derived from the "uniform Q-field" definition.

o
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Interim Conclusions

Crack-tip constraint effects of shallow flaws and biaxial loading influence both fracture-toughness
and the width of the fracture-toughness scatter band. This influence can have a significant impact
on the outcome of an RPV safety analysis.

Dual-parameter (J-Q and J-Act) fracture-toughness correlations and corrections show promise as a
practical means for introducing the effects of crack-tip constraint into reactor pressure vessel safety
assessments. Additional refinement of the analysis models used to define crack-tip stress fields
appears to be necessary in order to resolve discrepancies between analytical predictions and
fractographic data on cleavage initiation sites. Inclusion of precleavage tearing effects into the
analysis model appears to have the potential to resolve the observed discrepancies.

Development and validation of technology for the quantitative assessment of crack-tip constraint
effects on fracture-toughness is essential to the future utilization of miniature fracture-toughness
surveillance specimens.
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Heavy-Section Steel Irradiation Program Progress--Recent Results from
Midland Low Upper-Shelf Weld Studies*

W. R. Corwin, R. K. Nanstad, D. E. McCabe, and S. K. Iskander
Oak' Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT

Low upper-shelf weld metal removed from two major structural welds in the vessel
of the Midland Unit 1 Reactor is being examined to establish its variation in
chemistry and fracture properties' in the unirradiated condition and to investigate its
response to neutron irradiation. Both beltline and nozzle course welds were
examined throughout their thickness at a number of different locations. Even
though all the weld metal examined carries the identical WF-70 designation, its bulk
copper content ranged widely, from 0.21 to 0.46 wt %. Its dropweight nil-ductility
'transition temperatures ranged from --40 to --60°C (--40 and -76°F). The values of
the nil-ductility reference temperature (RTNDT) are all controlled by Charpy impact
behavior and varied from -20 to 37°C (-4 to 99°F) while the Charpy upper-shelf
energies varied from 77 to 108 J (57 to 80 ft-lb). A newly proposed method for
identifying a transition temperature from fracture mechanics-based data established
a difference in transition temperatures between nozzle course and beltline weld
metal of 27°C (49°F). Crack-arrest toughness values were determined for the beltline
weld. The ASME KIc and KIa curves were shown to adequately bound all
experimental fracture toughness and crack-arrest data, respectively, using the full
range of experimentally determined values of RTNDT, but with a relatively large
amount of uncertainty in the margin between the data and the toughness curves.
The irradiation of the Midland weld is in progress for exposures between
5 x 1018 and 5 x 1019 neutrons/cm 2 to examine fluence effects over this range.

"Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
under Interagency Agreement DOE 1886-8109-8L with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
DE-AC05-84OR21400 withMartinMarietta EnergySystems,Inc.

The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government under contract
DE-AC05-840R21400. Accordingly,the U.S. Government retains a non-exclusive,royalty-freelicenseto publishor
reproducethe publishedformof thiscontribution,or allowothersto doso, for U.S. Governmentpurposes.
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INTRODUCTION

The Heavy-SectionSteelIrradiation(HSSI)Program at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory(ORNL) includesseveralactivitiestoexamine variousaspectsof the
fractureresistanceofmaterialsgenerallyregardedaslow upper-shelf(LUS)welds.
Thisclassofweldswas producedby thesubmerged-arcwelding(SAW) processusing
a specifictypeof weldingflux(Linde80).Linde80 fluxwas deemed suitablefor
reactorpressurevessel(RPV)fabricationsinceitproduceda veryfinedispersionof
inclusionswithinthe weld and a resultantlowernumber of reportabledefects
observedby radiographythancommonly obtainedwithotherweldingfluxes.An
unfortunateby-productofthisfinedispersionofinclusionswas thattheyprovided
such a largenumber ofmicrovoidinitiationsitesthatthemacroscopicresistanceof
thesewelds to ductilecrackextensionby the microvoidgrowth and coalescence
processwas significantlyreduced.Thisproblemwas furtheraggravatedby thefact
that,atthetimetheseweldswere beingfabricated,thedeleteriouseffectofimpurity
'copperon the radiation-induceddegradationof toughnessin pressurevessel
materialswas notyetgenerallyrecognized.Hence,a coppercoatingon thewelding
wire,a common practicetominimizecorrosionproductson ferriticweldingwire
and enhanceelectricalcontactbetweenthefeedrollersand theworkpiece,was also
used. The combinationof the use of Linde80 welding fluxand copper-coated
welding wire has resultedin a significantnumber of pressurevesselsin which
majorfabricationweldshave bothrelativelylow resistancetoductilefractureinthe
unirradiatedconditionand a highsensitivitytofurtherdegradationfrom neutron
exposure.

The principal current activity within the HSSI program to examine LUS welds is the
Tenth Irradiation Series, in which the effects of radiation on the fracture toughness
of commercially fabricated LUS submerged-arc welds from the RPV of the canceled
Midland Unit 1 nuclear plant are being investigated. Additional LUS studies
within the Eighth and Ninth Irradiation Series are in their early stages but, in
combination, will eventually examine the detailed relationship between the Charpy
V-notch (CVN) and fracture toughness degradation for the irradiated, annealed, and
reirradiated conditions for a generic LUS weld.

The welds from the Midland plant carry the Babcock and Wilcox Co. (B&W)
designation WF-70, a specific combination of weld wire and welding flux that exists
in several commercial pressurized-water reactors. The initial part of this study
which has been completed involved the determination of variations in chemical
composition, reference temperature (RTNDT), tensile properties, and fracture
toughness throughout the welds. Four sections of beltline weld and two similar
sections of nozzle course weld have been examined. The remainder of this study
will focus on the irradiation response of the WF-70 weld. The irradiation of the
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Midland weld is in progress. The exposure of the first of the two large irradiation
capsules to the primary target fluence of 1 x 1019 n/cm 2 (> 1 MeV) has been
completed and the second begun. Small fracture toughness and CVN specimens are
also being exposed in low- and high-fluence scoping capsules to 5 x 1018 and
5 x 10!9 neutrons/cm 2, respectively.

A topical report has been published that describes the detailed investigations of
unirradiated chemical and RTNDT properties of the Midland welds. 1 A second
topical report (D. E. McCabe, R. K. Nanstad, S. K. Iskander, and R. L. Swain, Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge Natl. Lab., Unirradiated Material Properties
of Midland Weld WF-70, USNRC Report in preparation) will also provide results
of their detailed unirradiated tensile and fracture toughness investigations. This
paper combines and summarizes the information presented in the individual
topical reports.

DESCRIPTION OF WELDMENTS

Four beltline sections of weldment that had been removed by B&W, each
approximately 1.17 m long (46 in.), were received at ORNL. The sections were those
designated 1-9, 1-11, 1-13, and 1-15 in the section removal plan described by B&W in
BAW-2070 (ref. 2). Figure 1 is a schematic diagram from that document showing the
sectioning plan for the vessel. Figure 2 shows a macrograph through the thickness
of beltline section 1-13 of the submerged-arc weld WF-70 with regions designated 1
through 4 from which specimens were removed for optical microscopy, chemical
analysis, Charpy impact tests, and drop-weight tests. The thickness of the beltline
weld is about 216 mm (8.5 in.). The microstructure of the weld metal was
determined to be largely acicular ferrite but with highly decorated grain boundaries
and a high inclusion content.

Nozzle course weld sections 3-1 and 3-4 were also received and examined. The

thickness of the nozzle course is about 305 mm (12 in.). Figure 3 is a macrograph
from section 3-1 and shows that weld WF-70 comprises that portion of the weld
from approximately midthickness to the outer surface of the vessel; B&W weld
WF-67 comprises approximately the other half of the weld thickness. The
remaining sections of weld described in BAW-2070 not received at ORNL were sent
by B&W to other recipients. The report BAW-2070 states that the Midland beltline
weld received 22 h and 36 min at 1125 :t:25°F (607+ 14°C) as a postweld heat
treatment (PWHT) while the nozzle course weld received 25 h and 31 min at tl'ie
same temperature. That report also provides the B&W "Record of Filler Wire
Qualification Test," which shows the qualification weld was postweld heat treated at
1100 to 1150°F (593 to 62!°C) for 48 h. The room-temperature tensile test results of
the qualification weld give room-temperature yield strength as 69.0 ksi (475 MPa)
and ultimate strength as 85.5 ksi (589 MPa).
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1. Sampling layout for Midland beltline sections 1-.8 tJu'ough 1-15 and _ oaurse sections 3-1 through 3-5.
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2. Macrograph showing locations through the thickness of Midland weld
section 1-13 from which Charpy impact and drop-weight specimens weremachined.

3. Macrograph of Midland nozzle course weld section 3-1; weld WF-67
comprises approximately the inner half of the weld thickness while WF-70
comprises approx/mately the outer half.
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TENSILE PROPERTIES

Tensile property determinations were made at temperatures ranging from -100 to
288°C (-IS0 to 550°F). The trend of reduced strength with increased test temperature
is clearly evident in Table I. It also appears that the strength of the nozzle weld is
'significantly higher than that of the beltline weld. This appeared to have developed
despite nominally identical chemistries and the fact that both were given about the
same PWHT. Increased strength is usually accompanied by reduced fracture
toughness but, as will be shown below, this was not detected in the CVN upper-shelf
energies nor in the nil-ductility (NDT) or RTND T transition temperatures. To
compare with the measured tensile values, an automated ball indentation (ABI) test
was performed on blocks of the two weld metals. 3 These blocks were appropriately
prepared for the ABI test by surface grinding parallel surfaces. These results are also
reported in Table I at room temperature. The ABI tests of the beltline and nozzle
course welds produced reasonably good agreement with the conventionai!y
determined yield strength values.

DROP-WEIGHT TESTS

Figure 2 shows the locations through the thickness of beltline section 1-13 where
material was removed for machining of Charpy and drop-weight specimens. The
intent was that one set of drop-weight specimens would be used for RTNDT
determinations for locations 1 and 2 (about 1/4t) while the second set would apply to
locations 3 and 4 (about 3/4t). Similar removal plans were used for the other three
beltline sections and the WF-70 portion of the nozzle course weld. Type P-3 drop-
weight specimens were fabricated using a single weld pass and tested according to
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E 208-87, "Standard Test
Method for Conducting Drop-Weight Test to Determine Nil-Ductility Transition
Temperature of Ferritic Steels. ''4 The NDT temperatures range from -60 to -45°C
(-76 to -49°F) in the beltline weld and from -55 to -40°C (-67 to -40°F) in the nozzle
course weld. No clear pattern is evident correlating NDT temperatures with
position in the weld thickness.

CVN IMPACT TESTS

CVN impact tests were conducted at various temperatures to obtain a full curve of
absorbed energy and lateral expansion versus test temperature. Tests were
conducted in general accordance with ASTM E 23-91, "Standard Test Method for
Notched Bar Impact Testing of Metallic Materials," and ASTM E 184-79, "Standard

Practice for Effects of High-Energy Neutron Irradiation on the Mechanical Properties
of Metallic Materials, E 706 (IB)._;5,6 The primary emphases were on determination
of the RTND T and the upper-shelf energy. Additionally, fracture appearance was
determined for all specimens. All specimens were machined in the TL orientation
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Table 1. Tensile propm_es of Midland WF.-70 weld metal

Temperature Strength
('C) (°1:) O,Wa) (ksi)

_ i i

Yield ] Ultimate tensile
Nozzle

-lOO(-148) 648 (94) 82o (119)
-75 (-103) 620 (90) 76.q (111)

, -50 (-58) 579 (84) 717 (104)
23 (73) 545 09) 655 (95)
23 (73) 538 (78)a

160 (320) 483 (70) _ (85)
,..,,., 288 (550) 483 (70) 586 (85)

Beltlime

-100 (-148) 548 (80) 758 (110)
-75 (-103) 483 (7O) 710 (103)
-5O (-58) 465 (67) 682 (99)
23 (73) 4O7(59) 586 (85)

441 (64)a
288 (550) 427(62) 558 (81)

aAutomated ball indentation method.
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(specimen major axis across the weld and crack propagation _n the direction bf
welding). Initial CVN tests were conducted after the NDT temperatures had been
determined according to E 208-87 so that tests could be performed at NDT + 60°F
(33°C) as required by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code
Sect. IlI (ref. 7) for determination of the RTNDT. In all cases examined, tests at
NDT + 60°F (33°C) did not meet the minimum requirements for the RTND T to
equal the NDT. Thus, the RTND T is higher than the NDT in every case and, for
this material, is controlled by the CVN behavior.

'The absorbed energy versus test temperature was determined as a function of
position through the wall for each of the sections of beltline weld obtained. Section
1-13 was examined first. Within region 2 of section 1-13, it was apparent from the
data that specimens from the two layers of that region gave consistently different
results; thus, the data were examined as a combined set for region 2 as well as for the

'two layers designated D and E. Using mean hyperbolic tangent curve fits, various
transition temperatures and upper-shelf energies were determined for each region.
Table 2 provides a summary example of transition, temperatures and upper-shelf
energies as well as RTNDTS obtained for section 1-13. Similar results were obtained
for all other sections of beltline and nozzle weld sections at nominally the same
through-thickness locations as well as the 7/8t position. The upper-shelf energies
vary from 90 to 108 J (66-80 ft-lb). In paragraph NB-2331, Section UI, the ASME Code
states:

"When a Cv test has not been performed at TND T + 60°F, or when the Cv test
at TND T + 60°F does not exhibit a minimum of 50 ft-lb and 35 mils lateral
expansion, a temperature representing a minimum of 50 ft-lb and 35 mils
lateral expansion may be obtained from a full Cv impact curve developed
from the minimum data points of all the Cv tests performed."

In every case, the 50-ft-lb (68-J) temperature was higher than the 0.035-in. (0.89-ram)
lateral expansion temperature; thus, the 50-ft-lb (68-J) temperature controlled the
determination of the RTND T. The precise procedure intended by the ASME Code is
vague since it does not define the details of the curve-fitting procedure. The
paragraph does not say to develop a curve which bounds all the data obtained, but it
does say to develop a full Cv impact curve, presumably meaning one from brittle-to-
ductile fracture. This will be discussed in more detail later. For this study, a
procedure was adopted in which values of RTND T were determined by identifying
the data points with the lowest energy value at each test temperature and fitting a
hyperbolic tangent curve to those minimum data. The 50-ft-lb (68-J) temperature
was determined from that curve, and the RTNDT was then calculated by subtracting
60°F (33°C) from the 50-ft-lb (68-J) temperature. For comparison, RTM values
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Table 2. Summary of Charpy impact results for
Midland reactor beltline weld section 1-13

, Upper-
Charpytransitiontemperature°C (°F) Shelf RTM, a R Tnvr ,b R T,R ,c

_c.tion Energy

Fa_er_oy,J (ft-!b) Expansion mm(in. Shear J(ft-lb) °C (°F) °C (°F) °C (°F)
27 (20) 41 (30) 68(50) ,38(.015).89(.035) 50% ,

t

1/4 t -30 -11 -21 -40 2 -9 101 -13 -10 -11
!

(-22) i12) (69) (-39) (36) (15) (75) (9) (15) (12)

!

1/2 t -43 -16 29 -48 7 12 104 -5 2 17

(-45) (4) (84) (-54) (45) (54) (77) (24) (36) (63)

1/2 t"D" -41 -25 3 -45 -9 4 104 -31 -31 -28

(-42) (-12) (37) (-49) (15) (40) (77) (-23) (-23) (-18)

1/2 t"E" -23 2 47 -24 24 19 98 13 20 15

(-10) (36) (116) (-11) (75) (66) (72) (55) (68) (59)

5/8 t -41 -22 9 -64 -13 -4 108 -25 -20 -16

(-42) (-7) (48) (-83) (8) (24) (80) (-12) (-3) (3)

3/4 t -23 -3 37 -39 9 2 90 3 6 12

(-10) (28) (98) (-37) (48) (36) (66) (38) (43) (54)
=,IH ,,, .....

NOTE: All temperatures have been rounded to the nearest degree.

a Determined from Ts0-6iYF(T68-33°C)using average curve fit, where T_0isthe temperaturecorresponding to 50 ft-lb.
b

Determined fromTs0-60°F(T68-33°C)using minimum curve fit, where Ts0isthe temperaturecorresponding to 50 ft-lb.
C

DeterminedfromTs0-60°l_(T68-33°C)usinglowerboundcurvefit,whereTsoisthetemperaturecorrespondingto50ft-lb.
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(similar to RTND T but not determined from the minimum data curve according to
ASME Code) were determined by subtracting 60°F (33°C) from the 50-ft-lb (68-J)
temperature defined by the mean hyperbolic tangent curve fits. Also, for
comparison, absolute lower-bound curves were manually constructed for each
individual data set and "lower-bound" reference temperatures (RTLB) were

determined in the same manner used for the RTND T and RT M.
i

Figure 4 shows an example of these procedures applied to the tests of section 1-13 at
the 1/2t location (confidence bounds will be discussed later). The reference
temperature analysis shows that the RTND T is about 7°C (12°F) higher than the
RT M. The RTLB is about 15°C (27°F) higher than the RTND T. For beltline weld
section 1-13, the RTNDTS vary from -31°C to 20°C (-24 to 68°F) using the minimum
data curve fits [the-31°C value is from the "D" position at the 1/2t location, while
the combined curve for the 1/2t location shows an RTND T value of 2°C (36°F)].
That compares to the drop-weight NDT temperatures of --45 and -60°C (--49 and
-67aF). Except for region 2 (combines 2D and 2E) at the 1/2t location, the 41-J

' (30-ft-lb) temperatures agree with the RTNDTS within 10°C (18°F). As seen in the
table, the RTM values are lower in most cases and range from -31 to 13°C (-24 to
55°F), which is 0 to 7°C (0 to 13°F) lower than the RTND T values. For comparison,
the RTLB values range from about-28 to 17°C (-18 to 63°F). The difference between
these values will depend, of course, on the number of tests and the scatter exhibited
by each data set, and this will also be discussed later.

Tables 3 and 4 provide overall summaries of the Charpy energy, RTND T, and RTM
results for the beltline and nozzle course sections, respectively. For all the various
locations through the thickness of the beltline weld, the RTND T values range from
-20 to 37°C (-3 to 99°F), while the RTM values range from -25 to 24°C (-12 to 76°F)
and the RTLB values range from -21 to 35°C (-6 to 95°F). For all the individual
CVN curves obtained from the nozzle course weld, the RTND T and RTM values
range from -8 to 18°C (18 to 65°F), while the RTLB values range from -6 to 29°C
(21 to 84°F). The maximum difference between RTM and RTND T for any one case is
22°C (40°F). A comparison of RTND T and RTLB values shows that RTLB is 21°C
(38°F) greater than RTND T in one case and 8°C (14°F) less than RTND T in another
case.

The 41-J temperatures ranged from -22 to 14°C (-7 to 57°F) for the four beltline
sections and from -11 to 5°C (13 to 42°F) for the two nozzle course sections. The
upper-shelf energies ranged from 77 to 108 J (57 to 80 ft-lb) for the beltline sections
and from 85 to 90 J (63 to 66 ft-lb) for the nozzle course sections. Thus, for both the
transition temperatures and upper-shelf energies, the nozzle course weld results fall
within the scatter bands exhibited by the beltline welds. A mean hyperbolic tangent
fit to the entire combined data set reveals 41 and 68-J temperatures of about -8°C
(17°F) and 31°C (87°F), respectively. Similarly, the mean 0.89-mm (0.035-in.) lateral
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expansion temperature is about 5°C (41°F). The mean lateral expansion at the 68-J
(30 ft-lb) temperature is about 1.2 mm (0.043 in.), which supports the earlier
observation that the absorbed energy results controlled the RTND T determinations
for this material. At the average NDT temperature of -50°C (-58°F), the mean energy
is'about 16 J (12 ft-lb), while the mean lateral expansion is about 0.31 mm (0.012 in.).

Statistical Analyses of CVN Test'Results

The Charpy impact results were also statistically analyzed to determine confidence
intervals for the individual data sets and for combined data sets, including each
section, each thickness location, all beltline tests, all nozzle course tests, and all tests.
The confidence interval on the mean represents the confidence that the true mean
value of energy at a given temperature lies between the bounds. The confidence
interval on the predicted value represents the confidence that another observation
will lie between the bounds. The hyperbolic tangent curve fit and confidence
bounds were determined using nonlinear regression analysis. Figures 5 and 6 are

'plots of Charpy impact energy versus test temperature for all the tests performed
(279 individual Charpy impact tests) and show the mean hyperbolic tangent curve
fits with 68 and 95% upper and lower confidence bounds on the predicted values,
representing approximately 1 and 2 standard deviations on energy, respectively. As
shown, the mean 41-J temperature is --8°C (17°F) with 68%confidence bounds from
-21 to 4°C (-6 to 39°F) and 95%bounds from -36 to 17°C (-32 to 62°F). On the upper
shelf, the overall mean energy is 88 J (65 ft-lb) with variations of about +9 J (±7 ft-lb)
for the 68% level and about +18 J (:1:13ft-lb) for the 95% level. Figure 7 shows a
comparison of the 95% confidence bounds on the mean and on the predicted value
for the same data set; at the 41-J (30-ft-lb) level, the 95% confidence intervals are
about 5°C (geF) wide on the mean and about 53°C (94°F) wide on the predicted value.
Although the scatter is large, the mean value is known with high confidence
because the data set is large. On the other hand, Fig. 8 shows a smaller data set. At
the 41-J level, the 95% confidence intervals are about 55°C (98°F) wide on the mean
and about 130°C (234°F) wide on the predicted value. The confidence intervals for a
small data set will, of course, be affected by the goodness of fit to the data as well as
by the number of observations. Further reference to confidence bounds will refer to
those on the predicted value unless confidence bounds on the mean are specifically
noted.

To provide adequate data to establish a lower shelf value for all data sets, five CVN
tests were conducted at liquid nitrogen temperature, -196°C (-320°F). The tests
resulted in averages of 2.7J (1.9 ft-lb), 0.061-ram (0.0024-in.) lateral expansion,
and 0% ductile fracture. All hyperbolic tangent analyses were performed with the
lower-shelf values fixed at the values given above. The upper-shelf value for the
percent shear fits was fixed at 100%.
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4. Charpy V-notch impact energy vs test temperature for specimens from the
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dashed curve represents a similar fit using the minimum datum at each test
temperature. The third curve represents a lower-bound curve to all the data.
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Table 3. Summaryof Charpyimpact results for Midland Unit 1 reactorvessel beltline weld sections

Charpy V-notch tests

RT*sor," RTmn, b
Through- 41-J temperature, 68-J temperature, Upper-shelf energy, *C (°F), oC (.F),
thickness °C (oF), oC (oF), J (tt-lb), at weld section at weld section
position at weld section at weld section at weld section -

1-13 1-9 1-1 ! 1-15 1-13 1-9 1-11 1-15 !-13 1-9 I-11 1-15 1-13 1-9 1-11 !-15 1-13 1-9 1-11 1-15

l/4t -11 -6 -13 4 21 37 25 50 101 77 91 82 -9 3 -9 16 -13 14 -9 16

(12) (21) (8) (39) (69) (98) (76) (122) (74) (57) (67) (60) (15) (37) (16) (61) (9) (57) (16) (61)t,o

to l/2t -16 -11 -4 -9 29 25 23 17 104 83 91 88 -5 -8 -10 -16 2 -8 -10 -15

(3) (13) (25) (15) (84) (77) (74) (63) (77) (61) (67) (65) (24) (17) (14) (3) (36) (17) (14) (5)

5/8t -22 -18 -10 3 9 18 17 49 108 88 90 85 -25 -16 -16 15 -20 -16 -16 8

(-7) (0) (13) (37) (48) (64) (63) (121) (80) (65) (66) (62) (-12) (3) (3) (60) (-3) (3) (3) (47)

3/4t -2 3 14 -6 37 53 58 28 90 81 84 89 3 20 24 -6 6 20 37 -6

(27) (38) (57) (21) (98) (128) (136) (82) (66) (60) (62) (66) (37) (68) (76) (21) (43) (68) (99) (22)

7/8t -3 -13 -8 46 30 22 78 79 83 13 -4 -12 13 18 -3

(26) (8) (18) (116) (86) (72) (57) (58) (61) (55) (25) (11) (56) (65) (26)

"Determined from Tse - 60*F ('I'm - 33°C) using average curve fit, where T_e is the temlgrature corresponding to 50 It-lb.

"_ from T_ - (_)*F (To - 33"C) using minimum curve fit, where T_ is the temperature corresponding to 50 It-lb.



Table 4. Summary of Clmrpy impact results for Midland Unit 1 reactor vesselnozzle course weld sections

Charpy V-notch tests
RT*l_ur,* RTtayr,b

Through- 4 I-J temperatme, 68-J temperature, Upper-shelf energy, ° C (° F), °C (0 F),
thickness "C (oF), ° C (° F), J (ft-lb), at weld section at weld section
position at weld section at weld section at weld section

3-1 3-4 3-1 3-4 3-1 3-4 3-1 3-4 3-1 3-4

i/2t 5 -! I 47 51 86 88 14 18 14 18O

(42) (13) (I 17) (125) (63) (65) (57) (65) (57) (65)

3/4t 2 -I 49 45 89 85 16 11 16 11
(35) (30) (120) (112) (65) (63) (61) (52) (61) (52)

7/8t -10 5 26 47 90 89 -8 14 -8 14
(15) (42) (78) (116) (66) (66) (18) (57) (18) (57)

"Determined from Tse - 60"F (Ta - 33°C) using average curve fit.

bDeterminedfromT_e- 600F ('Iu-33°C) usingminimum curvefit.
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Table 5 provides a comparison of the various Charpy transition temperatures,
upper-shelf energies, RTM, RTND T, and RTLB values, with 95% confidence
bounds, respectively, from the hyperbolic tangent curve fits of the beltline and
nozzle course welds with the total combined data set. Examination of Table 5 shows
generally good correspondence between the Charpy results of the beltline and nozzle

course welds, with the observation that the nozzle course weld mean curve is
somewhat more shallow in the transition region (the temperature interval from
41 to 68 J is greater for the nozzle course weld).

A comparison of confidence intervals, 68, 90, 95, and 99%, for the analyses of the
total combined data set is given in Table 6. It is interesting to note that the mean
68-J (50 ft-lb) temF_erature, 31°C (87°F), is about 39°C (70°F) above the mean 41-J
(30 ft-lb) temperature,-8°C (17°F), but that the 95% lower confidence bound 68-J
temperature is about 84°C (151°F) above the corresponding 41-J temperature. It is
also interesting that the RTND T, 15°C (59°F), is at a lower temperature than even
the 68% lower confidence bound for RTM, 18°C (64°F), and far lower than the 95%

lower confidence bound for RTM, 67°C (153°F).

The variations shown by the 95% confidence bounds are compared in Table 7 to
those from welds 72W and 73W tested in the HSSI Fifth Irradiation Series, 8 two
high upper-shelf, submerged-arc welds, made using weld wire specially fabricated
with copper in the melt, as compared to typical practice of using a copper-coated
wire, to help ensure uniformity of chemistry and properties. The 41-J (30 ft-lb)
temperature interval of 53°C (94°F) for the Midland weld compares with intervals of
76 and 54°C (136 and 97°F) for welds 72W and 73W, respectively, while the
upper-shelf energy bounds are very similar in terms of percent of mean upper-shelf
energy.

Figures 9 (a) through (c) graphically depict the through-thickness variation of the
41-J (30 ft-lb) temperature, upper-shelf energy, and RTND T, respectively, for the
beltline weld sections, while Figs. 10 (a) through (c) show the same series for the
nozzle course weld sections. There does not appear to be a consistent trend of
through-thickness behavior in either case.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Bulk Analyses
f

To obtain a detailed description of the chemical composition of the weld, fracture
surfaces were cut off CVN specimens from the various locations and submitted for
chemical analyses to Combustion Engineering, Inc. (CE), Chattanooga, Tennessee, or
MQS Inspection, Inc., WoodlawI_, Ohio. The first section to be analyzed was beltline
weld section 1-13, and the results are shown in Table 8. The carbon contents at 2D
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Table 5. Summary of mean hyperbolic tansent curve fits and 95% coe_clence _ cm predided value for
Charpy _. RTmyr, and RTM results _or the bdtiine and nmude amrse welds and _ _ _ _m _

Charpytransitiontemperature°C(°F) Upper-she_ RTM," RTm,,bRT_s.c
s.ai. forgivenenergy energy

27J(2Oft4b) a_J(3oft4b) 6Sl (SOft4b) " I (ft_) "C(°V) "C(°V) "C(S_
-95°/.Mod__ -95_Mod_95%-95°/.Modd95"/0-95%_ 95"/.-95%Mod_95"/. _ Low

s_tune -77 -29 -3 -37 -9 15 1 28 100 70 89 108 -33 -6 67 15 35

{-1o7) (-20)(27)(-35)(15) (60) (33) (82)(213)(51) (66) (80)(-27)(21)(153) (-58) (95)

Nozz_ -53 -25 -4 -21 -1 18 22 44 81 75 88 100 -11 11 47 25 29

(-64) (-12)(24) (-6) (30) (64) 0"1)(112)(177)(55) (65) (74) 01) (52)017) 0'6) (84)

-75 -28 -2 -36 -8 17 3 31 101 70 89 107 -30 -3 67 15 35

(-Io3) (-19)(28)(-32)(17) (62) (38) (87)(213)(52) (65) (79)(--22)(27)(153) (59) (95)

NOTE: All_,mperamresI_ve beenrounded_ tildenem_ _.

a DetemuinedfromTso-60°F('_,a-33°C)_ averagecurvefit,whereTs_isthetemperaturecorrespondingto50it-lb.
b

EromTso-60°F('I'6s-33°C)usingminimumcurvefit,whereTscisthelemperatureconespond/mgto50fi-ib.
C

Oetemir__MmTso-60OFCr6n-_usinglowerboundcurvelit,whaeTsdstheten,_dre_ toSOa-lb.



Table 6. _m_am'y d mean h_,c tangent curve fits and rarkats mnfaim_ Ixmads ca _ value
Charpy energy, RTNtyr_and RTM results for the combim_ beltline and frazzle cmwse

Charpy transition temperature °C (°F) Upper_ RTu ,. RTam b RTusc
Section for given energy energy

271 (20 ft-lb) 411 (30 ft-lb) 681 (50 ft-lb) J (ft-lb) °C (OF) "C (OF) "C (oF)

I -950/0Model 950/0-95°/oModel 950/0-95%Mode] 950/o-95%Model 95% -95%Model 95% Min Low

_tun_ -77 -29 -3 -37 -9 15 I 28 100 7o 89 108 -33 -6 67 15 35
(-I07)(-20)(27) (-35)(15) (60) (33) (82)(213)(51) (66) (80) (-27)(21)(153) (58) (95)

_. Nozzle -53 -25 -4 -21 -I 18 22 44 81 75 88 I00 -II II 47 25 29
_" (-64)(-12)(24) (-6) (30) (64) (71)(112)(177)(55) (65) (74) (II) (52)(117) (76) (84)

All -75 -28 -2 -36 -8 17 3 31 101 70 89 107 -30 -3 67 15 35

(-103) (-19) (28) (-32) (17) (62) (38) (87)(213)(52) (65) (79) (-22) (27)(153) (59) (95)

NOTE: All temperatures have been rmmded to the r_t degree.

a Determined from Ts0-60°F(T6s-33°C)usingaverage curve fit, where Tsl is the temperature correspondingto 50 it-lb.

b
DeterminedfromTso-6ff'F(Tes-33°C)usingminimumcurvefit,whereTstisthetemperaturecorrespeod___ingto 50fl-lb.

c

from Ts0-6ff'F (T6$-33°C) u_g Iow_r Doul_ curve fit. where Ts0is the temperat_are _ to 50 R-lb.



Table 7. Comparison of mean hyperbolic tangent curve fits and 95%confidence
bounds on predicted value for combined Midland bel_ and nozzle course

welds (MW) with welds 72W and 73W from HSSI Fifth Irradiation Series

Charpy transition temperature _ (°F) Upper-shelf RTu ,a RTnmy
forgivenenergy

271(20ft-lb) 4_] (3Oft-lb) 6SJ(5Oa-a,) j (ft-n,) oc (OF) °C(°F)
-95°/oModel 95% -95% Model 95% -95% Model 95% -95% Model 95% -95% Mode3 95% IL,_n

Mw -75 -28 -2 -36 -8 17 3 31 101 70 89 107 -30 -2 67 15

(-103) (-19) (28) (-32) (17) (62) (38) (87)(213)(52) (65-) (79) (-22) (28)(153) (59)

72w _ -43 -13 -78 -28 -2 -32 -6 21 105 136 168 -66 -39 -13 -32

(-46) (8) (-108)(-18) (28) (-26) (22) (69) (78)(101)(124)(-86)(-38) (9) (-25)

73w _ -54 -30 -73 -39 -19 -38 -17 3 109 135 160 -71 -51 -30 -48

(-66) (-21) (-99) (-39) (-2) (-36) (1) (38) (81) (99) (118)(-96) (-59) (-22) (-54)
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Table 8. Chemical coition of Midland reactor weld section 1-13
----.

Chemical comp_tien

Set (wt %)

C Mn P S Si (3r Ni Mo Cu V l_b Ti Co AI B W Sb As Sn Zr N

I 0.074 1.60 0.015 0.008 0.58 0.11 0.58 0.40 0.24 0.005 0.002 <0.001 0.015 0.020 <0.001 .¢0.01 - 0.003 0.003 ¢0.001 0.017

21) 0.11 1.45 0.018 0.008 0.65 0.14 0.61 0.42 0.21 0.005 0.003 <0.001 0.015 0.008 <0.001 .tO.01 - 0.007 0.004 <0.001 0.016

2E 0.11 1.49 0.016 0.008 0.57 0.14 0.63 0.43 0.22 0.005 0.003 <0.001 0.014 0.013 <0.001 <0.01 - 0.007 0.004 <0.001 0.015

3 0.075 1.60 0.018 0.009 0.65 0.11 0.60 0.41 0.25 0.0115 0.003 <0.001 0.015 0.017 <0.001 <0.01 - 0.006 0.004 <0.001 0.019

4 0.079 1.61 0.022 0.010 0.67 0.11 0.60 0.41 0.32 0.005 0.003 <0.001 0.016 0.015 <0.001 <0.01 - 0.007 0.004 <0_001 0.018

WQ* 0.070 1.60 0.014 0.011 0.48 0.46 0.40 0.27

BW* 0.09 1.63 0.018 0.009 0.54 0.11 0.59 0.40 0.42

_em I_W weld wh_qualmca_n mpm.

_.rom BAW-1799 giving extensive chemical analyses.



and 2E are higher than for the other locations. Those locations are in the root
region of the weld where manual metal-arc welding (MMA) was performed prior to
grinding and SAW. The MMA electrodes have lower carbon content than the wire
used for the SAW welds, and the higher carbon contents at those locations are likely
the result of carbon pickup from the higher carbon base metal. The other major

alloying elements are present in typical amounts and are fairly consistent through
the weld thickness.

The copper contents in section 1-13 range from 0.21 to 0.32 wt % (mean value of
0.25 wt %). Those values are substantially lower than those reported by B&W in
BAW-1799 for WF-70 (ref. 9). They are, however, consistent with the copper content
reported in the weld wire qualification record, 0.27 wt %. Both of those B&W
reported analyses for WF-70 are shown in Table 8 for comparison. Because the
copper contents obtained for section 1-13 in this study were relatively low, CE was
asked to recheck them. Their recheck procedure incorporated two different
measurement techriiques, optical emission spectrometry, and X-ray fluorescence, as

'well as measurements on five different National Institute of Standards and
Technology standards. The recheck analyses validated the original copper
determinations.

SUbsequentanalysesof the.otherthreebeltlineweld sectionsconfirmed the
relativelylow mean coppercontentsinthebeltlineregion,whileanalysesofthetwo
nozzlecoursesectionsconfirmedthehighercoppercontentsreportedby B&W. The
B&W analyseswere conducted with materialremoved from nozzle course
dropouts,so theiranalysesrepresentedthenozzlecourseweld.Table9 givesa
summary oftheanalysesforthebeltlineand nozzlewelds. Table9 shows thatthe
copper content ranges from 0.21 to 0.34% in the beltline weld and from 0.37 to 0.46%
in the nozzle course weld. The results shown are all in good agreement with those
reported by Moore, Heller, and Lowe 10 for a WF-70 nozzle belt drop-out, except that
the copper content in the beltline weld is substantially less than their value of 0.42%.
Except for section 1-15, Fig. 11(a) shows a weak trend of increasing copper content
through the thickness of the beltline weld. Figure 11 (b) shows the disparity in
copper contents between welds WF-67 and WF-70 in the nozzle course weld, but the
through-thickness trend in the WF-70 portion is relatively constant in spite of the
fairly wide range shown by the individual measurements.

Electron Microprobe Analyses

Electron microprobe analyses were conducted to examine elemental variation across
the width of the weld. The beltline weld was examined at the 1/4t and 1/2t
locations, while the nozzle course weld was examined at the 3/4t location. A 10-_tm
spot was used at 200-_m intervals across the weld; thus, nearly 100 measurements
were made in each case. In the beltline weld, at the 1/4t location, 88 measurements
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Table 9. Sununaryof majorradiationsensitive elements fog Midland Unit 1 reactorvessel welds

I I III II IIII II

Section Element, wt % , 1o
_ ii iii

lalmber Cub Ni P Mn Si
II I Ill IIII

Beltline weld

1-9 8 0.26 , 0.041 0.566 ± 0.031 0.016 ± 0.0013 1.629 ± 0.050 0.605 ± 0.031
(0.22-0.34) '

1-11 8 0.258 , 0.027 0.57 ± 0.007 0.016 ± 0.0014 1.615 ± 0.015 0.62 ± 0.029

, (0.23-0.31)

1-13 5 0.248 , 0.039 0.604 ± 0.016 0.018 ± 0.002 1.55 ± 0.067 0.62 , 0.041
(0.21-0.32)

1-15 7 0.254 ± 0.026 0.567 ± 0.009 0.018 ± 0.0013 1.614 ± 0.014 0.644 ± 0.016
(0.22-0.29)

Average 28 0.256 ± 0.034 0.574 ± 0.023 0.017 ± 0.0019 1.607 ± 0.049 0.622 ± 0.033
(0.21-0.34)

Nozzle com'se weld

3-1 4 0.398 , 0.034 0.576 ± 0.021 0.015 ± 0.001 1.59 ± 0.045 0.548 ± 0.051
(0.37-0.46)

3-4 5 0.392 ± 0.016 0.567 ± 0.008 0.015 ± 0.002 1.61 ± 0.018 0.55 , 0.043
(0.38-0.42)

Average 9 0.396 ± 0.028 0.572 ± 0.017 0.015 ± 0.002 1.59 ± 0.037 0.55 ± 0.048
(0.37-0.46)

Total 37 0.290 ± 0.068 0.574 ± 0.022 0.016 ± 0.002 1.604 ± 0.046 0.605 , 0.048
average (0.21-0.46)

'Numberof measurements.

_hmge of coppershown in parentheses.
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showed a range of copper from 0.09 to 0.40% with a mean copper content of 0.238%
and a standard deviation of 0.061%. Similarly, at the 1/2t depth, the mean copper
content was 0.243 with similar standard deviation and range of values. The mean
values are in good agreement.with the bulk analyses given in Table 9 but do
emphasize the variation that exists on the microstructural level. For the nozzle

course weld, the mean copper level of 0.340 is somewhat below the 0.396% observed
with bulk analyses but does confirm the higher copper in the nozzle course weld. In
both welds, the nickel contents are in reasonably good agreement with the bulk
analyses. The microprobe analyses of P, Mn, and Si are also in reasonably good
agreement with those from the bulk analyses.

Atom-Probe Field-Ion Microscopy Analyses

In addition to the optical microscopy, bulk chemical analyses, and microprobe
analyses reported above, atom-probe field-ion microscopy (APFIM) analysis of the
beltline weld was performed. The APFIM analyses were conducted to characterize

'the nature of precipitates or clusters, especially those of copper, in the
microstructure and to compare the matrix copper content with the bulk content.
Similar APFIM analyses will be conducted with the nozzle course welds and with
both welds in the post-irradiated condition. No evidence of darkly imaging copper
precipitates or clusters were observed in any of the weld samples. Some ultrafine,
brightly imaging refractory carbides were observed that were roughly spherical and
approximately 1 nm in diameter. Similar ultrafine carbides have been observed in
irradiated A 302 grade B steel 11 and irradiated A 533 grade B class I steel. 12

The average composition of the five beltline weld samples (from the regions of
section 1-13 identified in Fig. 2) were determined in the ORNL energy-compensated
atom probe. The matrix copper ranges from about 0.07 to 0.13 wt % for positions 1, 2,
and 3. The reason for a much higher weight percent (0.25 wt %) for position 4 is not
known, but additional analyses will be performed. The results indicate that there
was generally a substantial depletion in the copper in the matrix over the bulk
chemical analysis (which ranged from 0.21 to 0.32 wt %). This behavior has been
observed previously in other reactor steels and is due to copper precipitation at grain
boundaries and other microstructural features during the PWHT. 12 The Midland
reactor vessel beltline weld was given a PWHT at 607°C (1125°F) for about 22.5 h
(ref. 6).

The atom-probe composition data were subjected to statistical analysis to determine
whether the copper was in random solid solution in the matrix or if clustering had
occurred. The results of the significance of the mean separation of the copper atoms
in the atom-probe ion-by-ion data chain were analyzed. In this type of analysis, no
significance of greater than 2.0 was observed, indicating that no clustering had
occurred. No deviation from a random solid solution was detected. The atom-
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probe data were also analyzed in terms of the Johnston and Klot_z order parameter,
and, again, the results indicated no deviation from a random solid solution. Fine
copper precipitation occurred during the PWHT at grain boundaries and other
microstructural features, substantially depleting the matrix in copper, but copper
clustering within the matrix did not develop.

FRACTURE MECHANICS PROPERTIES

Fracture mechanics toughness data were developed for the Midland weld in the
unirradiated condition. These data were then used to evaluate a new fracture

mechanics-based transition temperature characterization methodology as well as the
Eason et al. multivariable model for estimating J-R curves. 13

Ductile-to-BrittleTransitiortBehavior

BeltlineWF-70 weld metal was testedin the form of compact specimens in sizes
'rangingfrom I/2T to4T and attesttemperaturesrangingfrom -100 to0°C (-148to

32°F). The median Kjc values from multiple testsunder each conditionin the
overalltestmatrix forthe beltlineand nozzle course are listedin Table 10. The

fewer testconditionsapplied to the nozzle welds are the resultof-the limited
amount of nozzle materialavailable.

The fracture toughness test practice involved cooling of the specimens to the test
temperature using vaporized liquid nitrogen. Each specimen was given sufficient
soak time at test temperature to ensure thermal stability prior to running of the test,
typically 5 min or more. Most tests terminated in KJc-type cleavage fracture.
However, some of the specimens tested in the mid-transition temperature range did
not fail by cleavage but, instead, developed slow-stable crack growth. The unloading
compliance method was employed in all cases so that crack growth could be
measured and J-R curves could be developed in such cases.

Fracture toughness at the onset of cleavage fracture was calculated in terms of the

J-integral (Jc), 14 and then all values were converted to a stress-intensity factor, KJc,
using the following plane-stress expression:

Kjc = (Jc.E)l/2, (1)

where E is th._ elastic modulus.

At the beginning of the fracture-toughness testing, a small number of side-grooved
specimens, included within the overall test matrix, were tested to evaluate the

effects of side grooving on Kjc toughness. The comparison developed is shown in
Table 11. Because there is increased constraint with side grooving, one would expect
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Table I0. Test matrix of median Kjc for WF-70 weld metal

t tttt t t _ tHt t , t mt , , ,, m

Size Test temperature
*C (0_

I I llll II I IIII I I II I I

BeltUmeKIc
MPa,/m (ksiqin)

1/_ ' ' 204 (186) ...... 133 (121) ..................
1T 265 (241) 160 (146) 98 (89) 68 (62) 51 (46)
2T 234 (213) 163 ('148) 106 (96)
4T 109 (99)

_ j __ t t, t tt ttm , t r t t t

NozzZe/('It
MPa_/m (ksi'_in)

1/2T '-_" ' 92 (84) ...............
1T 191 (174) 110 (100) 71 (65) 47 (43)

ii i i i [[[i i i i iii1[11 i iiiii

Table 11. Comparison of KJc for 1T compact specimens
with and without side grooves

Test' Beltline Nozzle '
temp. MPa_/m (ksiqin) MPa_m (k,_i_/in)

*C (°F)
With . Without With" . W{thout

side grooves rode grooves side _rooves stde grooves
0 (32) 197 (179) 14(_ (127) _0 (200) 145 (132)

274 (249) 256 (233) 229 (208) 168 (153)
317 (288) 296 (269) 300 (273)

a

.,.m..

263 (239)b 231 (2i0) b 224 (204# 204 (186)b
-25 (-13) 119 (108) 120 (109) 87' (79) 84 (76)

133 (121) 139 (126) 147 (134) 96 (87)
193 (176) 139 (126) 97 (88)
267 (243) 143 (130) 114 (104)

151 (137) 120 (109)
121 (110)

178 (162)b 138 (126)b 117 (106# 10,5 (96)b
• i iiiiiii

aj-R curve.
bAverase values. t tt I II
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tofindeitherno changeorreducedKjc forspecimensthataresidegrooved.Since
theresultsindicatedonlya mildreversedeffectthatcouldnotbe reconciledwiththe
physicalbasisforconstraint,itwas concludedthattherewas no evidenceof a
significantconstrainteffecton Kjcand,asa consequence,thebalanceofthetesting
was performed withoutsidegrooving. Itispossiblethatthe apparenthigher
toughnessvaluesoftheside-groovedspecimenscouldbe causedby computational
problems associatedwith the manner in which the effectivenotchedspecimen
thickness(BN) iscommonly usedinthecalculationofJc.

The data from all the beltline weld specimens of all sizes that failed in cleavage are
plotted in Fig. 12. Data for the nozzle weld metal are shown in Fig. 13. Almost all
of these Kjc values fail to satisfy the validity requirements for plane strain Kic
(ref. 15). Hence, these data would not be considered acceptable according to early
concepts for evaluation of transition temperature fracture toughness. Historically,
lower-bound fracture toughness has been believed to be achievable only through
valid Kic data. However, recent developments in the technology of ductile-brittle

behavior have produced methods that predict specimen size effects and methods by
which the transition range behavior can be defined by a different concept of a
universal curve. 16 This information is currently being documented for future
application in the form of an ASTM standard practice.*

The proposed test practice currently under development is designed to obtain useful
fracture mechanics information from small specimens that are of a size suitable f6r
insertion into surveillance capsules. One objective is to model transition toughness
data scatter with the three-parameter Weibull data distribution model 17 and to
employ a weakest-link statistical theory18 to adjust fracture toughness for specimen
size effects. Then the median trend of fracture toughness, adjusted to a single
specimen size, is postulated to fit a universal trend curve, termed a "master curve."
Standard deviation of data scatter is a function of the Weibull fitting parameters,
and, thus, confidence bounds about the median fracture toughness trend can be
calculated. A "reference temperature" is then determined to position the master
curve on the temperature coordinate, and affiliated confidence bound curves are
.then determined as a function of median toughness. The reference
temperature (To) is the test temperature where the median Kj_cfor 1T size
specimens is expected to be 100 MPadm (91 ksi_/in). Additionally, a margin
adjustment can be applied to the lower confidence bound curve to cover the
uncertainty in reference temperature where only a small number of specimens are
used to establish the reference temperature.

- *Proposed "Test:Practice (Method) for Fracture TOughness in the Transition
Range," Draft 5, Committee E08 on Fatigue and Fracture, Task Group E08.08.03,
American Society for Testing and Materials, Philadelphia, 1993.
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If one wishes to test only a small set of replicate specimens to establish To, the
temperature selection for optimum accuracy (on establishment of TO) is near to the
temperature, To. The following crude correlation between the 28-J (21-ft-lb) Charpy
energy temperature, T28 J, and TO has been offered as an aid to select a test
temperature (in this case assuming IT-size test specimens):

To- T28J- 18°C, (2)

where To is in °C. The constant on the right side of Eq. (2) can be adjusted for other
specimen sizes. As an example for 1/2T compact specimens, the constant is -28°C
(-50°F).

Estimates of temperatures corresponding to the 28-J CVN energy level for beltline
and nozzle welds were obtained from data such as that shown in Figs. 12 and 13.
Both weld metals indicated-23°C (-9°F), and using Eq. (2) adjusted for 1/2T

'specimen size, a test temperature of -50°C (-58°F) was indicated to obtain
100-MPa_/m median KIc. As indicated in Table 10, 1/2T compact specimens were
tested at -50°C (-58°F),'giving median Kjc values of 91.6 MPa_/m (83.4 ksi_/in) for the
nozzle weld and 133 MPaqm (121 ksi_/in) for the beltline weld. These values were
converted to 1T equivalents of 80.2 and 115.3 MPa,Jm (73.0 and 104.9 ksiqin),
respectively. Then the equivalent values were used to establish reference
temperatures, To, giving--60°C (-76°F) for the beltline weld and -33°C (-27°F) for
the nozzle course weld, a 27°C (49°F) difference in transition temperature. This
toughness difference was not detected from the drop-weight NDT tests or the CVN
evaluations.

Figures 12 and 13 show the master curves derived from the 1/2T compact specimen
data as well as the 5% cumulative probability curves. The data points shown are not
specimen size adjusted. Despite this, the 5% confidence bound tends to enclose
most of the unadjusted data.

An example margin' adjustment to the 5% confidence limit based on the six replicate
specimens at the 85% confidence level is shown in Fig. 14. Here, a 10°C (IL8°F)
margin has been calculated and added to To .

The irradiated specimens will be similarly evaluated to establish the transition
temperature shift.

]-R Curve Behavior

Determinations of J-R curve behavior were performed at 21, 150, and 288°C (70, 302,
and 550°F). Average values of JIc are listed in Table 12, showing the levels of
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specimen sizes and test temperatures at which J-R curves were developed in this
experiment.

In most cases, duplicate J-R curves were developed, and the data were combined for
a least-squares curve fit. The equation (curve) fitted is of the same form as that used

by Eason 13 in the multivariable modeling of data bank information:

JR= A(aap)B exp[C/(aap)l/2], (3)

where

A,B,C = curve-fitting constants,
_ap = physical slow stable crack growth.

Because WF-70 weld metal is an LUS energy material, J-Rcurve characterization is
needed to demonstrate that a reactor vessel can be saf.ely operated with this material.
Unfortunately, there are many cases where reactor surveillance capsules do not
have fracture mechanics-type specimens that are suitable for J-R curve
development. Blunt-notched Charpy V specimens are far more common. For such
cases, it is now possible to estimate J-R curve using correlations developed from
multivariable modeling of data bank information. The model developed by Eason
et al. 13 uses a correlation based principally on upper-shelf CVN energy as well as
accounting for other experimental variables that influence J-R curves. Variables
such as specimen size, chemistry, test temperature, and irradiation exposure are
accounted for in the models. This study presented an opportunity to independently
compare the correlation model .for Linde 80 weld metals to new experimentally
generated data.

Specimen size effect (experimental) was evaluated on beltline weld metal at 288°C
(550°F), and the result is shown in Fig. 15. A considerable spread is observed, almost
all of which is attributable to the 2T specimens. The 1T and 4T specimens agree
reasonably well, and the 1/2T specimens tend to show moderately lower toughness,
as might have been expected. Clearly, the lack of a consistent trend from 1/2T to 4T
is attributable to the 2T specimens, which behaved like a different material.
Unfortunately, an examination of test records and evaluation of physical evidence
has turned up no plausible reason for the inconsistency. Both 2T specimens came
from the same through-thickness position at 3/4t, and both were from the same
cutout (section 1-10) of the weld. Other 2T specimens were made from this segment
of the weld, and these were put into an irradiation capsule. The above observation
will be kept under consideration when evaluating the postirradiation results.
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Table 12. Average Jlc values from J-R curves

Specimen Test temperature
size °C (°F)

0 (32) 2_ (70) [ _ (3o2) [ 288 (s50)
Beltline Jlc

lin.-Iblin.2 (kllm)]
O_

1/2T 740 (130) 670 (115) 495 (85)
1T 920 (160) 750 (130) 685 (120) 435 (75)
2T 850 (150)

Nozzle Jlc

lin.-Iblin.2 (kllm)]
1/2T

1T 700 (120) 725 (125) 500 (85) 320 (55)
2T



A comparison of the WF-70 experimental-to-predicted J-R curves-was made using a
65-ft-lb (48-J) upper-shelf energy in the Eason's Linde 80 multivariable model. The
predicted curves for 1/2T, 1T, an'd 4T specimens compare to the experimental curves
quite well as illustrated for the 1T specimens in Fig. 16(a). The J-R curves for the 2T
size specimens do not agree [Fig. 16(b)], again seeming to bring into question the

legitimacy of the experimental J-R curve result.

Figure 17 compares experimental J-R curves over three test temperatures for 1T
compact specimens. It is clear that slow-stable crack growth resistance diminishes
with increased test temperatur e. Similar behavior was observed for the 1/2T
specimens.

Experimentally determined J-R curves that compare the toughness of beltline and
nozzle welds were made using one specimen size (1T) at three temperatures, 21,
150, and 288°C (70, 302, and 550°F). There is a common indication that the J-R curve
toughness of the nozzle course weld is lower than that of the beltline weld as is

illustrated by the 288°C (550°F) J-R curves in Fig. 18. This lower ductile tearing
resistance of the nozzle weld was not detected by the upper-shelf CVN energy.

Specimens for J-R curve testing are almost always side _grooved to control crack
shape, as advised in the ASTM J-R curve test practice. 1't However, side-groove
depth, and even the complete absence of side grooves, is not a controlled
requirement in the ASTM test standard. Any presumption that J-R curves in LUS
weld metal are not significantly affected by side-groove practice would be wrong, as
evidenced by Fig. 19. The difference in J-R curve slope between 0 and 20% side
groove used here is about a factor of 2. It should be noted, however, that crack
growth was measured by compliance in both cases. There almost always is some
inaccuracy of crack size determination on thick specimens without side grooves. 19
In this case, there was an approximate 25% lag of _ap behind the nine-point heat
tint measurement of final crack size. On "the other band, if each

compliance-calculated Aap is adjusted 25% to compensate for the error, the
influence on the dashed hne would be relatively minor, and the J-R curve
difference still remains highly significant. The disturbing aspect of this is that valid
J-R curves developed in conformance with an ASTM standard practice can be
radically manipulated through side-groove practice. It is also well known that J-R
curve slope is a function of side-groove depth without an asymptotic lower-bound
characteristic, at least up to 50% side groove. The potential to manipulate apparent
material toughness by side-groove practice should be given attention in analyses
that relate to safety issues.
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Crack-Arrest Behavior

Crack-arrest fracture toughness was determined for the Midland weld metal using a
standard ASTM-type, split-pin, wedge-loaded specimen, 20 but with planform
dimensions similar to the basic 2T compact specimen, to facilitate eventual

common loading into irradiation capsules. The specimen thickness is not
proportional to the conventional 2T design, however, being 25.4 or 33 mm (1 or
1.3 in.) instead of 50.8 mm (2 in.). The notch tips had a brittle weld bead made with
McKay DWT stick electrode.

During testing, it was discovered that the running crack introduced by the brittle
weld bead would prematurely "pop in" at low loads and then arrest in the
heat-affected zone (HAZ) of the weld. With continued wedge loading, cleavage
cracks would then initiate from the much tougher HAZ material under high
crack-driving forces and oftentimes with some prior slow-stable crack growth. As a
result, crack arrest would occur with small remaining ligaments, and the validity

conditions of E 1221-88, the ASTM test standard on "Determining Plane-Strain
Crack Arrest Fracture Toughness, Kia, of Ferritic Steels, ''20 were violated. This
occurred in all cases except for one specimen made to 3T planform dimensions that
produced one valid Kia datum. Even though the majority of the data is invalid
according to the stringent requirements of E 1221-88, there is evidence that the

ASTM validity requirements may be overly' conservative for pressure vessel steels
in general and LUS materials in particular. 22 The validity criteria within E 1221-88
are currently being reviewed by the cognizant committee within ASTM.

The data, while almost entirely invalid, fit well above the ASME Kia curve when
the bounding values determined for the RTNDT of the Midland weld,-20 to 37°C

(-3 to 99°F), are used for its indexing (Fig. 20). It is interesting to note that the lower
bound of the crack-arrest data coincides exactly with the ASME Kia curve when
-50°C (-58°F) is used as the RTND T indexing value. While the value of-50°C (-58°F)
is in agreement with the average NDT value, it is significantly lower than the
established range of RTNDT values which, for the Midland weld, were controlled by
its CVN behavior.

While it is desirable to investigate the relationship between RTNDT and crack-arrest
toughness in more detail for the Midland weld, the severe constraints imposed by
the relatively limited amount of material available for this study have made it
difficult to fabricat_ more large crack-arrest specimens. Additional evaluation is
planned using both a limited number of duplex-type crack-arrest specimens and
crack-arrest toughness estimation methods based on the conditions at the point of
load-drop termination in CVN testing. If additional'material can be made available

from some of the other recipients of the Midland weld, further large-specimen
crack-arrest testing could be iperformed. In the meantime, the data that should
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become available from the crack-arrest specimens currently be{ng irradiated will
provide valuable additional information.

DISCUSSION

The B&W "Record of Filler Wire Qualification Test" shows results of CVN testing
at 10°F (-12°C) as 35, 39, and 44 ft-lb (47, 53, and 60 J). Those results are somewhat
above most of the curves reported here. The qualification record shows the
qualification weld was postweld heat treated at 1100 to 1150°F (593 to 621°C) for 48 h.
BAW-2070 reports that the Midland beltline weld received 22 h and 36 min at
1125 + 25°F (607 ± 14°C), while the nozzle course weld received 25 h and 31 min at
the same temperature. The slight differences between the Midland weld results

obtained in this study and the weld qualification results would likely be mitigated if
the Midland weld received a total of 48-h heat treatment. The shorter PWHT given
the vessel welds would likely result in somewhat higher strength and higher
transition temperature than that reported in the qualification tests (see the earlier

section on "Description of Weldments"), and that is borne out by the nozzle course
weld, which has a higher yield strength than reported in the weld qualification, but
is similar to that reported by Lowe 2T for one WF-70 weld. It is not clear, however,
why the beltline weld, which received a PWHT only 3 h less than that of the nozzle
course weld, would have a yield strength significantly less than that of the nozzle
course weld.

The issue of RTND T determination is important for steels like the WF-70 weld
because the RTND T is defined by the cvN toughness rather than the drop-weight
NDT. The ASME Code paragraph discussed earlier is not perfectly clear as to the
procedure to be used for such a determination. It requires the construction of a full
Charpy curve from the minimum data points of all the Cv tests conducted. Strictly
speaking, because para. NB-2321 in the ASME Code defines a Cv test as three tested
specimens, the above paragraph would require one to use the minimum value

from each of those groups of three specimens; however, since it only requires Cv
tests at NDT + 60°F (33°C) or higher, one could not really develop a full Cv impact
curve. On the other hand, the ASME Code allows determination of the RTND T
when a Cv test has not been conducted at NDT + 60°F (33°C). It also is not clear how

one should develop a curve from the minimum data points. It could be interpreted
to be a best fit or an absolute lower bound. For consistency of RT NDT
determination, a clearer procedure needs to be developed and incorporated into
relevant regulatory documents.

Even from the analyses of the individual data sets, it is clear that substantial

differences in RTND T can result depending on individual interpretation of the
intended procedure. The data from the 7/8t location in beltline weld section 1-11
provide one example of this; Fig. 21 shows the curve fits to all the data, to the
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minimum dataas discussedpreviously,and a lowerboundary-curve.The lower
boundarycurveisaboutmidway betweenthelower68and 95% confidencebounds.
IftheASME Code paragraphisinterpretedto mean theconstructionof a curve
whichencompassesallthedata,theRTLB forthedatainFig.21would be about29°C
(84°F). That compares to an RTND T value of about 18°C (65°F) using the curve fit to

the minimum data. The result depends, of course, on the actual construction of the
lower boundary curve (e.g., smooth curve or point to point). Since there is no
guidance regarding its shape, the 50-ft-lb (68-J) temperature could vary widely. For
the individual beltline data sets, the RTM ranged from 23°C (42°F) lower to 7°C
(13°F) higher than the corresponding values of RTND T. For the individual nozzle
course data sets, which generally had even fewer test results in each data set, there
were no differences. A comparison of RTND T and RTLB values shows that RTLB
ranged from 21°C (38°F) higher to 8°C (14°F) lower than the corresponding values of
RTND T. Thus, the method used for determination of such an index is also
dependent on the r_umberof test results in the data set.

As seen in this study, small data sets for the same weld can result in substantial
differences in determination of a transition temlderature. The incorporation of
statistical methods such as confidence bounds to be applied to the data would
require a more well-defined prescription for the selection of test temperatures and
number of tests. On the other hand, one could prescribe a value of deviation, based
on documented behavior of welds and of base metals, which could be added to the
mean value determined from a curve fit to the data. The prescription must be
chosen, of course, based on the desired confidence level, such as 95%. There are
other potential methods, but they are dependent on various judgments that can
result in significantly different results.

The fact that the RTND T values vary from -20 to 37°C (-3 to 99°F) warrants further
consideration relative to both the unirradiated and irradiated test programs. The
testing of multiple specimens to allow for statistical analyses is an integral part of
the current planned program, as is the testing and irradiation of fairly large
specimens. The location in the weld from which specimens are machined will, of
course, influence the unirradiated properties; however, because there was not a
consistent trend of RTND T, 41-J temperature, or upper-shelf energy with depth in
the welds, one reference RTND T and 41-J temperature for the beltline weld and one
of each for the nozzle weld will be used. It is very interesting that, despite the large
scatter in these welds, the 95% confidence interval is similar to the relatively
homogenous welds 72W and 73W of the HSSI 5th Irradiation Series, which were
fabricated with copper contained in the weld wire and not as a coating as was used
for the Midland Welds. The wide variation in copper content, however, will
further complicate the analysis of radiation effects. This is particularly true
regarding the differences between the beltline and nozzle course welds. Those
differences will require the irradiation program to consider the beltline and nozzle
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course welds as two different materials. Additionally, for the 4T compact specimens
'to be used in the program, the mechanical property and copper variations present in
the weld will exist in individual specimens. The fact that this weld represents a real
reactor vessel was the primary motivation for the study, yet the apparent variation
in properties and copper content will only exacerbate the large variations already

observed in relatively homogeneous materials. This does not render the study less
useful, but it does xequire a different approach to the conduct of the program and
analysis of its results.

i

The wide range of RTND T transition temperatures obtained for this material and
their rather poor correspondence to the variation observed in fracture toughness
te_ting indicate a need for an improved method to establish a meaningful transition
temperature for pressure vessel materials. The 19 sampling positions for beltline
Charpy curves produced RTND T temperatures varying from-20 to 37°C (-3 to
99°1_). The application of these 19 RTND T values to position the ASME
lower-bound Kic curve covers the area bounded by the dashed lines shown in

'Fig. 22. Furthermore, the fracture toughness are almost bounded by an ASME KIc
curve indexed using the average' dropweight NDT value-50°C (-58°F). While these
results may be comforting, in that the experimental KIc data are bounded by the
ASME KIc curves in a manner similar to the bounding of the KIa data by the
ASME KIa curves, it also shows that an independent sampling of Charpy specimens
such as might be applied in a plant-specific analysis could position the lower-bound
Kic curve for design over a relatively wide range. Clearly, the assessment of the
material embrittlement would then be a matter of probability, making the decision
to license a plant for continued operation dependent on sampling location and
chance ordering of the Charpy specimens. A ductile-to-brittle transition
temperature (DBTT) procedure that uses fracture mechanics test practices is
currently under development in a task group activity within ASTM. This method
directly addresses the statistical variability of material toughness as a part of the
analysis procedure. Six 1/2T compact specimens of nozzle weld and six 1/2T

specimens of beltline weld were used to set up the master curves shown in Figs. 13
and 14 that define the transition toughness and confidence limits on scatter for data
obtained from all specimen sizes. This method of material characterization has
worked quite well in this case for the unirradiated material and will be used in the

analysis of the irradiation-induced shifts in fracture toughness.

J-R curves were developed on beltline and nozzle course weld metals. Both showed

loss of ductile tearing resistance with increased test temperature from room
temperature to 288°C (550°F). There also was convincing evidence of a difference in
J-R curve toughness between beltline and nozzle weld metals. This difference did

not show up in the upper-shelf Charpy energy determinations, both indicating
about 89-J (66-ft-lb) upper-shelf energy.
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The multivariable model of Eason et al. to develop J-R curves from Charpy
upper-shelf energy was tested against the experimental J-R curves. The model for
Linde 80 welds was used. The comparison of predicted versus experimental J-R
curve for beltline weld was quite decent in this case. An unavoidable weakness of
the methodology, however, is the use of Charpy upper-shelf energies that tend to

lack the sensitivity needed to detect any subtle changes in J-R curve toughness.

Side grooving of compact specimens was evaluated on a relatively small scale
within this experiment. It was determined that the choice between side grooving or
not for Kjc (transition range) testing was not significant. On the other hend, side
grooving is a major variable in J-R curve development. In this experiment, the J-R
curve slope was shown to be different by a factor of about 2. Side-grooving
recommendations in ASTM Standard E 1152 ("Standard Test Method for
Determining J-R Curves") fail to point out or emphasize the significance of such
considerations. Side-groove depth has an important impact on J-R curves.

Crack-arrest tests were performed on beltline weld metal with difficulty. Initiation
Ko was high and ligament size at arrest was nearly always too small for Kia validity.
As a result, the accuracy of the KIa values reported here may be questioned.
Nonetheless, there is reason to believe that the crack-arrest data may be
representative of the material. The one valid result obtained with the larger
specimen is seen in Fig. 20 to correspond reasonably well with the remainder of the
invalid data, even though it lies toward the lower bound of the data set. The fact
that the wide range of RTNDT values determined for the Midland weld bound the

crack-arrest data with significantly different amounts of margin raises further
questions about the applicabili_/of using an RTNDT based on Charpy properties as
the correct indexing parameter for the class of LUS welds. Indeed, the overall

question of the most appropriate method to adjust predictions of fracture toughness
of pressure vessel materials to account for irradiation-induced embrittlement is

being examined within the HSSI program.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The major observations and conclusions from this study are as follows:

1. Drop-weight NDT temperatures from various through-thickness positions in
the beltline and nozzle course welds varied from 40 to --60°C (40 to -76°F).

2. The RTND T values (determined from a hyperbolic tangent fit to the
minimum data in each case) in all 25 individual cases are controlled by the
CVN impact energy and vary from -20 to 37°C (-3 to 99°F), with a mean
value of about 4°C (39°F) and a standard deviation of 14°C (25°F). From a
mean curve fit to the entire data set, the RTM is -3°C (27°F) with a
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temperature interval associated with one standard deviation on energy of
about 2i°C (37°F). For the same 25 data sets, the RTLB values (determined
from the absolute lower bound in each case) vary from -21 to 35°C (-6 to 95°F)
with a mean value of about 9°C (47°F) and a standard deviation of 16°C (29°F).

3. Analysis of the combined data from both beltline and nozzle course welds
revealed a mean 41-J temperature of -8°C (17°F). Statistical analyses of the
combined data (279 tests) show a 95% confidence temperature interval from
-36 to 17°C (-32 to 62°F) at the 41-J energy level; that 53°C (94°F) interval
width is similar to those observed for welds 72W and 73W in the HSSI Fifth
Irradiation Series.

4. Analysis of the combined data set for the beltline and nozzle course welds
(279 Charpy impact tests) gives an RTM [50 ft-lb (68-J) temperature from the
mean curve fit less 60°F (33°C)] result of-3°C (27°F) with lower 68 and 95%
confidence bounds of 18 and 67°C (64 and 153°F), respectively.

5. The ASME Code procedure for determination of RTND T is unclear, and
different interpretations can result in substantially different results,
depending on the nature of the data.

6. Upper-shelf energies for 25 data sets vary from 77 to 108 J (57 to 80 ft-lb) with a
mean value of 88 J (65 ft-lb) and a standard deviation of 7.3 J (5.4 ft-lb).
Analysis of the combined data from both beltline and nozzle course welds
revealed a mean upper-shelf energy of 89 J (65 ft-lb) with 95% confidence
bounds from 70 to 107 J (52 to 79 ft-lb).

7. Bulk copper contents range from 0.21 to 0.34% in the beltline weld (average is
0.26%) and from 0.37 to 0.46 wt % in the nozzle course weld (average is
0.40%); the overall average is 0.29% with a standard deviation of :L-0.07%.

8. APFIM revealed no evidence of detectable (darkly imaging) copper
precipitates or clusters but did indicate substantial depletion of copper in the
matrix over the bulk chemical analysis. Thus, fine copper precipitation
occurred during the PWHT at grain boundaries and other microstructural
features, substantially depleting the matrix in copper, but copper clustering
within the matrix did not develop.

9. Fracture toughness reference temperatures, To, were established as -60°C
(-76°F) for the beltline weld and -33°C (-27°F) for the nozzle course weld
yielding a 27°C (49°F) difference in transition temperature. This degree of
toughness difference was not detected from the drop-weight NDT tests or the
CVN evaluations. Using the values of fracture toughness reference
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temperature, To, it was possible to index the master fractul"etoughness curve
to adequately bound the remainder of the unirradiated fracture toughness
data

10. Using the range of values of RTNDT determined for the WF-70 weld metal, it
was shown that the ASME KIc and Kla curves would adequately bound the
experimental fracture toughness and crack-arrest data, respectively. The same
data also show the relatively large amount of uncertainty in the margin that
would be associated with using a limited data set to establish the RTNDT of
the material.

11. Determinations of j-R curve behavior indicated a decrease in crack growth
resistance with increases in specimen size from 1/2T to 4T with the exception
of the 2T specimens, which are likely exhibiting the effects of material
inhomogeneity. J-R curves are also seen to decrease with increasing
temperature as expected. The overall ductile crack resistance of the nozzle
weld is seen to be somewhat poorer than the beltline weld.

12. The multivariable model for J-R behavior of Eason appears to predict the data
for the WF-70 LUS weld reasonably well.

13. Side grooving of fracture specimens was shown to have a significant effect on
J-R curve behavior for the LUS weld examined here. Even though wide
variation in side grooving is allowed by ASTM standard E 1152-87, caution
should be used in evaluating and applying J-R curve data for specimens with
variations in specimen side grooving.

PLANS FOR IRRADIATED SPECIMENS

The irradiation of the Midland weld is in progress. The exposure of the first of the
two large irradiation capsules (capsule 10.05), containing tensile, CVN, and fracture
toughness specimens, to the primary target fluence of 1 x 1019 n/cm2 (>1 MeV) has
been completed and the second (capsule 10.06) begun. Small fracture toughness and
CVN specimens are also being exposed in low- and high-fluence scoping capsules to
5 x 1018 and 5 x 1019 neutrons/cm 2 to examine fluence effects over this range.

HSSI capsules 10.051and 10.06 contain 1/2T, 1T, and 2T compact specimens as well as
numerous standard notched and precracked Cha_'py specimens of beltline and
nozzle course material. Theyalso contain 15 crack-arrest specimens of the beltline
material.
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The overall plan for irradiation evaluations is designed to satisfy the following
objectives:

I. Establish a master curve for irradiated beltline and nozzle course welds using
a few I/2T compact specimens of each material, and use it as well as the
shifted ASME Klc curve to assess the most appropriate embrittlement indices
and their margins for LUS weld metal.

2. Determine if the master curve of the irradiated materials can also be
established from slow-bend precracked Charpy specimens.

3. Establish the data sca.'.terof CVN transition range data. Establish the data
scatter on RTND T and 41-J temperature, and compare this to the fracture
mechanics-based results.

4. Determine the post, rradiation Kla lower bound. This evaluation would also
include further exploration of crack arrest determined by instrumented
Charpy impact tests.

5. Evaluate the effect of irradiation on J-R curves for WF-70 weld metal. Also,
compare experimental J-R curves with those predicted by the Eason
multivariable model.
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ABSTRACT

This project is developing improved irradiation embrittlement equations
based on the current understanding of embrittlement mechanisms and the
increased amount of embrittlement data that has become available in recent
years. The primary sources of data are the Power Reactor Embrittlement
Database (PR-EDB)and the Test Reactor Embrittlement Database (TR-EDB)
compiled at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Results from mechanistic
studies and advanced statistical techniques, including pattern recognition
and transformation analysis, are being used to identify potential modeling
variables and their functional forms. An important part of the proj_._.'tis
modeling the effectiveness of annealing countermeasures. This paper is
focused on the annealing part of the project. Preliminary models for
recovery in transition temperature and Charpy upper shelf energy due to
annealing are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Modeling & Computing Services (M&CS) is developing improved irradiation
embrittlement equations under a project sponsored by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). This project uses advanced data analysis techniques, the results
from mechanistic research, and the large body of embrittlement data that has become
available in recent years in the Power Reactor Embrittlement Data Base (PR-EDB, Ref.
1) and the Test Reactor Embrittlement Data Base (TR-EDB, Ref. 2) compiled at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). An important objective of the embrittlement project
is to develop models for predicting the amount of recovery in transition temperature and
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Charpy upper shelf energy due to annealing. The preliminary _annealing recovery
models are the focus of the current paper.

The effects of irradiation embrittlement can be reduced by thermal annealing at
temperatures higher than the normal operating conditions. Although such an annealing

process has not been applied to any commercial plants in the United States, one U. S.
Army reactor (Ref. 3), a commercial plant in Belgium and several plants in the former
USSR have been successfully annealed.

A quantitative evaluation of embrittlement recovery due to a.,xnealing is required to
determine the potential effectiveness of an annealing treatment for aging commercial
plants. The objective of this work is to analyze the pertinent data on this issue and
develop a quantitative model for estimating the recovery in 41-J (30 ft-lb) Charpy
transition temperature and Charpy upper shelf energy due to annealing.

Models for estimating the degree of recovery due to post-irradiation annealing have been
previously developed. Powers (Ref. 4) proposed in 1968 that the percentage recovery
in the irradiated transition temperature shift could be related to a time-temperature
superposition parameter P, where

P = T In (102' t) (1)

In Equation 1, temperature T is in K and time t is in seconds. The parameter P is
evaluated both after irradiation and after annealing. The change in P,

AP = P_eal- Pinad (2)

is approximately proportional to the percentage recovery. This approach works to some
extent, but better results are obtained by the method of Macdonald (Ref. 5).

Macdonald refined the approach of Powers by defining an Annealing Effect Parameter,

AEP = CAP (ATI',)n (3)

where C is a constant, AP is defined by Equation 2, and ATI'i is the shift in transition
temperature due to irradiation. The exponent n was found to be approximately -0.5.
A reasonable correlation was obtained for estimating the residual transition temperature
shift after annealing as a linear function

ATT, = a1 + a2 erf (AEP) (4)

where al and a2 are empirical fitting constants. Both Powers' and Macdonald's models
use the same time-temperature superposition factor, P.

The fitting form used by Macdonald appears to have been determined somewhat
arbitrarily. The text of Reference 5 implies that the exponent, n, was chosen by eye, and
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the value of the constant, C, was chosen to allow the use of the _issumed functional

form, erf(AEP). Thus, one potential approach was to determine if the Macdonald model
could be improved by applying modern tools for calibrating nonlinear multivariable
functions, while preserving the functional form of the AEP parameter as defined in
equation (3). A second potential approach was to ignore the AEP parameter and
consider completely different model forms and correlating parameters.

In a prior phase of this project, both of the above approaches were successful in
improving the fit to available transition temperature recovery data. Improving the
model form was more effective than recalibrating the Macdonald model. Based on these
encouraging results, the database for annealing studies was expanded, the scope was
expanded to include recovery of upper shelf energy, and the work reported here began.

ANNEALING DATABASE

Data were gathered from the TR-EDB and from various annealing reports. Since many
of the annealing data were originally generated by R. Hawthorne at Materials
Engineering Associates (MEA), Mr. Hawthorne reviewed the data from his experiments
and cross checked the computer database with his original laboratory notes as a part of
this work. His review resulted in clarifications regarding discrepancies between reports
and the TR-EDB, some corrections, a few new data points, and suggestions to omit a few
unreliable data points. In addition, it was determined that many of the fluences in the
reports and the TR-EDB were fission spectrum fluences; in most cases, Mr. Hawthorne
provided calculated spectrum fluence values to replace the older numbers.

The entire database contained 222 data points, although in many cases recovery of only
one quantity - transition temperature shift (TI'S) or upper shelf drop (aCvUSE) - was
available. Several ways of quantifying recovery were investigated for both Trs and
aCvUSE, with a different number of available data points depending on the dependent
variable used. The generic types of dependent variables considered were:

1) fraction of the irradiated shift or drop recovered by annealing,
2) residual shift or drop after annealing,
3) reduction in shift or drop due to annealing, and
4) final quantity (Tr or USE) after irradiation and annealing.

A study was performed to pick the best dependent variable, as described under Results.

The independent variables considered included chemistries, irradiation time and
temperature, annealing time and temperature, fluence, flux, preirradiated transition
temperature (Tr) and upper shelf energy (USE), and shifts in TT and USE due to
irradiation. All the independent variables and combinations of variables that were
considered are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Independent variables considered in annealing analysis

IIII I III II I I III II IIIII I B IIIII III II I I

Variable Units
I II IIIII I I IIII II III II

Irradiation temperature, T_ °Rankine
-- i i | imJl i|lll ll| i i

Irradiation time, t_ hours
i i u,i - i i ii , l i

Annealing temperature, I". °Rankine
,ll i i i| i , i , ,,, , ii, i

Annealing time, t. hours

Transition temperature before irradiation, TTu °F.=. ,,,,, ,, , , |

Transition temperature after irradiation, Tl_l °F
llm iii i iii -- i ,i| ,RI i

Shift in transition temperature due to irradiation, dl_i °F
i I I II nil ii i nlu mill inn unul inllnnnl iii i I

, Upper shelf energy before irradiation, usu ............ ft-lbs

Upper shelf energ7 after irradiation, USI ft-lbs

Drop in upper shelf energy due to irradiation, dUS, ft-lbs
i, i ni,i an , ,,, qi, l, i i ii

Copper content, Cu weight %
ii ii i i n Hi ill .ill i

Nickel content, Ni weight %
i ii n I I u u I II lllUU u ran, i,, I lU lilUl II

Phosphorus content, P weight %

Sulfur content, S weight %
roll i ii ill nm lUShn nnnl i u i

Silicon content, Si weight %

Chromium content, Cr weight %
iml i i u mlnl ill __ i

Manganese content, Mn weight %
J i i II n I| I

Molybdenum content, Mo weight %
II III II III Illllll IIII

ANALYSIS

Advanced statistical techniques 'were used to identify potentially important variables and
their functional forms. Three computer codes- TAC, TACMVS, and CART - were used
to,determine which variables are most important for prediction of a given dependent
variable. Information from other research - e.g., insight into damage mechanisms and
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physical models of irradiation embrittlement - was considered to _ome degree in the
choice of combination variables and will be considered further during subsequent
iterations of model development.

Table 2. Combinations of variables treated as additional independent variables

T,lnt, Cu(T, lnt,) Cu*Tllnt_ 1_r/T, Ni*T,

Tllntt Cu*Ni Ni/T, Mn/T, P'T,
• iI i i

Cu*T, Ni/Cu P/T, Mo/To S'T,

Cu/T. Cu*_t S/T. TTu/T0 Mo*T,

Cu(ToTi) Cu*dTTl Si/T, USJT, dTT_*Ta
i i,

Cu/(_t, T.*Tt dUSt*T.
ii|l ,ll i , illll

The procedure for determining the optimal model form is iterative, as shovCn in Figure
1. The same analysis procedure has been successful in prior studies, including
References 6 and 7. Beginning with various sources of data, the data are put in the form
required by the analysis codes. Then pattern recognition and transformation analysis
codes are applied to the analysis database, using the available results of mechanistic
studies to guide the choice of correlating parameters. The results include identification
of key variables and optimal modeling forms as well as improved understanding of any
hidden correlations among the supposedly independent variables. Then models are
calibrated by conve_tional or advanced least squares techniques, and the quality of the
fit is assessed. Outllers, anomalies, and subdomains where the model equations do not
fit well are usually found when' assessing the quality of the initial fit. These outliers and
anomalies are then researched and the analysis database is refined, then the process
iterates. The work reported here is a second iteration to the point of calibrating models.
A_lditional insight from theoretical considerations is expected after the preliminary
results reported here are reviewed by mechanisms researchers. Additional
improvements in the models and database are expected as the quality of the current
moc[els is analyzed in detail. Thus the results presented here should be considered a
preliminary result of work in progress.
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RESULTS

The results presented here for transition temperature recovery due to annealing are from
the second iteration of analysis, after a significant effort to refine the initial database.

The result of the first iteration was a model for the effect of annealing on the transition
temperature shift, with the fraction of shift recovered by annealing as the dependent
variable.

During the current study, several types of dependent variables were investigated. The
candidate dependent variables considered for TI' and USE are defined in Table 3.
Results of computer codes TACMVS and CART were used to select the dependent
variables yielding the best correlations. TACMVS provides cumulative correlation
coefficients indicating how well each dependent variable can be predicted as the effects
of additional independent variables are considered. CART provides ranking information
indicating the relative importance of the independent variables considered. Results of

'both codes were used to determine which of the dependent variables are predicted best
by the five most sensitive independent variables. For both the transition temperature
and upper shelf energy, the best type of dependent variable is the value after irradiation
and annealing, i.e., I"ri,and USI,. For predicting upper shelf energy recovery,the choice
of US_ is clear, while for predicting transition temperature recovery, differences among
the dependent variable formulations are less significant. Thus, this paper models the
effect of annealing on ITs, the transition temperature after annealing, and USI,, the
upper shelf energy after annealing.

The.most important independent variables indicated by TACMVS and CART runs were
used in TAC runs for Try, and US_. TAC provides graphical output, indicating the
relative importance of the independent variables as well as their functional forms. For
example, Figures 2-4 show TAC results for US_,versus USi, USu, and USu/T, In(5.6E9t,).
On these plots, the vertical scale is nondimensionalized in standard deviations of the
dependent variable (US_). Thus, in Figure 2, the value of upper shelf energy after
irradiation, US, accounts for a three standard deviation range in the raw data, from -1(_
to +2a. The functional forms of all variables are approximately linear, indicating that
the model form should contain linear terms. When potentially important additional
independent variables from Tables I and 2 were added to the TAC run shown in Figures
2-4, the traces were nearly horizontal. The nearly horizontal traces on TAC plots
indicate little effect of additional variables on US_, given that USu, USt, and
USu/T, ln(5.6E9t,) are in the model.
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Table 3. Dependent variable definitions

II

Dependent Variable Definition

Fraction TTS recovered by annealing TTi - TTa
TIec -

TTi - TT u

. p ',
!

Residual TTS after irradiation and annealing dTTre s - TTia - TT u

Shift in Tr due to annealing dTT a = TT i - TT_ a

i

TT after irradiation and annealing TTi,

ii , i

Fraction ACCUSErecovered by annealing usia - usi
USrec =

USu - USi

Residual AC,USE after irradiation and dUSt, a = US u - USia
annealing

Increase in USE due to annealing dUS a = USia - US i

i

USE after irradiation and annealing US_a
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Nonlinear surface fitting techniques were used to calibrate preliminary models for USi,
and Try,, based on TAC results. The goodness of fit of the best preliminary upper shelf
recovery model is demonstrated in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows the actual USi, versus the
predicted US_,,with 95% bounds. The actual TT_,data versus predicted TT_ for the best
preliminary transition temperature recovery model are shown in Figure 6. The overall
fit appears to be reasonable.

DISCUSSION

The preliminary upper shelf model described by Figure 5 is remarkably effective. The
standard error is not substantially different from the level of error expected in repeated
Charpy tests at the same conditions. Interestingly, the variables related to annealing
process, T, and t, are the least sensitive. No significant effect of any chemical
composition variable was found. It appears that all of the annealing treatments
represented in the available database produced similar recovery of upper shelf energy,
such that the upper shelf energy after annealing is more sensitive to the unirradiated and
irradiated values of USE than to the annealing treatment. Whatever effect of material
composition exists, it is apparently reflected in the unirradiated and irradiated values of
USE.
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The transition temperature model is also good, as shown by Figure 6. Evaluation of
both models ia continuing at the time this paper is being written. Hence, both models
given above are preliminary and subject to change. Additional input from mechanisms

research may occur after results of the current iteration are reviewed. In addition, all
potential outliers (i.e., data points that are outside the 95% bounds in Figures 5 and 6)
are being investigated in more detail. The final iteration will reflect both the mechanistic
input and any revisions to the database.

CONCLUSIONS

s Several potential measures of annealing recovery were investigated, as shown in
Table 3. The Jest correlations were obtained using the final annealed values of
transition temperature and upper shelf energy as the dependent variables.

• Preliminary models have been developed for predicting the final values of Charpy
transition temperature (30 ft-lb) and upper shelf energy after irradiation and
annealing.

• Potential dependence on material composition was considered for both TT and
USE models, with the result that the TT model depends on Cu, while the USE
model does not depend on any composition variables.

• The results presented here should be considered preliminary and subject to
change.
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VV_-_O DOSINETRY AND NEtFIItON SPECI'RUN BEN_*

E. SaJot and F. B. K. Kam

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
tLouistana State University Nuclear Science Center

ABSTRACT

Light Water Reactor (LWR) benchmark experiments performed in the United States
under the Surveillance Dosimetry Improvement Program (SDIP), in general,
reported measured reaction rates and not neutron flux spectrum. The WER-440

benchmark experiments, using a combination of spherical hydrogen-filled
proportional counters and a stilbene scintillator detector, were measurements
that provided a direct verification of the transport neutron flux spectrum.

The original SAILOR cross-section library 1 from ENDF/B-IV were used, except
that the iron, hydrogen, and oxygen values from ENDF/B-VI were inserted.

A linear-least-squares analysis showed that the average difference between
calculations and measurements below 10 MeV was

a) less than 6% at the surveillance position;
b) less than 5% at the pressure vessel (PV) inner surface;
c) less than 6% at 1/3 thickness into the PV (1/3 T);

d) less than 17% at 2/3 thickness into the PV (2/3 T); and
e) less than 24% at the PV outer surface.

II_IODUCTION

Pressure vessel embrittlement from neutron exposure is a major concern in the
opeYation of commercial nuclear power reactors. The shift in the nil
ductility transition temperature has a direct effect on the operational
lifetime of a reactor. One of the important parameters, the neutron fluence

spectrum, has been investigated extensively in previous U.S. dosimetry
benchmarks. However, the transport procedures used to calculate the neutron

flux spectrum were, in general,, verified in benchmark experiments that
measured integral quantities like reaction rates while the present benchmark
experiment provides measured neutron spectrum for comparison. The

experimental results span the important energy range for embrittlement from
about 0.1 to 10.0 MeV. The objective is the comparisons of neutron spectra

*Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research,
Division of Engineering, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, under Interagency
Agreement 188680415B with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
DE-AC05-840R21400 wlth Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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and of integral flux values in five reactor locations: the surveillance
position (R2), the PV inner surface (R3), the 1/3 T position (R4), the 2/3 T
position (R5), and the PV outer surface (R6). This benchmark will add to the
verification of transport calculational procedures and data bases used in 'the
United States as well as contributing to information exchanges with colleagues
who are working in the same area, but on commercial power reactors
Bpecifically designed in Russia.

The most recent cross-sectlon evaluations for H, O, and Fe from ENDF/B-VI were

used in the 47-group SAILOR library for this evaluation. The complete
cross-sectlon libraries derived from ENDF/B-VI data files are being

extensively tested in a number of test and power reactor benchmarks, 2"4 but

were not available for this study.

2 DESCRIPTION OFT HE EXPERIM_qT

A multipurpose design 5,6 of the WER-440 and WER-1000 assemblies in symmetric

or nonsymmet_ic arrangements with the standard or variable pitch in a
"triangular-core lattice was constructed in the LR-O experimental reactor at
the Nuclear Research Institute (NRI), Rez, Czech Republic. The experimental
and theoretical studies started with a contract between NRI and Skoda Concern,

and were later Joined by IAE,_ Moscow. The experimental setup represents a
full-scale model in radial direction from the core to the biological shield,

including the core periphery and the radial shielding heterogeneities of the
WE_-type reactors. The present study focuses on the WER-440 benchmark
experiment.

2.1 ' Layout of the LV-O/VVER-440

A sixty-degree symmetry sector .of the WER-440 was set up at the LR-O. A 30"

part of this layout, symmetrical to the 0" line, is shown in Fig. 1. In the
ensuing analysis, the discussion will be restricted to this symmetry segment.
The core lattice is hexagonal, and the symmmetry segment shows only 37
assemblies. The fuel composition in the core was chosen so that the
radial-azimuthal power distribution in its peripheral region would closely
approximate the equilibrium power distribution present in commercial WER-440
reactors. This is important in that the two outer peripheral assemblies

account for the largest contribution to the fast neutron flux incident on the
Ir_. Also, there is a size difference: 147 mm for the peripheral fuel
assemblies and 143.5 mm for the internal fuel assemblies. As a result, there

is a significant number of water gaps between the internal assemblies that are
evenly distributed in the geometric model of the calculations. The water gaps
present between the boundary assemblies are modeled by removing one row of
fuel rods from the periphery of each adjacent boundary assembly.

The active height of the fuel rods in this experiment is 1250 mm. At the
bottom of the core, apart from the supporting steel structure, there is a

120-,,1 water layer. There is no axial reflector at the top of the core and
there are no control rods present. The power of the core is controlled mainly
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by changing the moderator level. To simulate the operatlona_ water
temperature and thus the reduced water density in the WER-440 power reactor,
a steel displacer tank (l-mm-thick wall) with a 34-mm void inside is placed in
the water gap between the barrel and the LR-O vessel.

The pressure vessel consists of three 50-mm-thick sections with the innermost
section clad with 10-mm austenitic steel. These sections can be shifted

radially to form a 65-mm air gap (Figs. 1-4). The biological shield consists
of water in a 25-mm-thick-steel tank and a vertical channel to insert an ion

chamber. The azimuthal extent of both the PV and the biological shield is
approximately half of that of the core.

2.2 Experimental Measurements

The neutron spectra were measured in the energy range of I0.0 keV to I0.0 MeV.

The measurements used a i0 mm by l0 mm stilbene scintillation detector for the

energy Interval 0.5 to 10.0 MeV, and two 40-mm-diameter spherical hydrogen-

filled proportional counters wlth 981 kPa and 392 kPa pressures for energy

ranges 0.3 to 1.4 MeV and 0.01 to 1.0 MeV, respectively. The experimental
results (50 logarithimically equidistant points per decade) were smoothed
using a cubic parabola through 5 to 9 points depending on the statistical
spread. The energy boundaries of the spectrum provided to the authors were
collapsed to coincide with the 47-group structure of the SAILOR library.

The neutron spectra were obtained at five different positions on the midplane

of the reactor corresponding to the 0" azimuth. The five positions are at
the surveillance location (R2), at the PV inner surface (R3), at the 1/3 T

location into the PV (R4), at the 2/3 T location into the PV (RS), and at the

PV outer surface (R6). The sequence of these measurements involved four

separate geometrical configurations that are varied by moving the three
50-mm-thick sections of the PV (Figs. 1-4).

3 NEUTRONTRANSISORT NETHODOI.DGY

Because of the three dimensional (3-D) nature of the source and reactor

geometry irregularities, the flux distribution in the PV will also vary in
three dimensions. However, since all the measurements were performed at the
midplane of the reactor, a 3-D synthesis technique 7 was used. The
calculations were performed using the DOT 4.3 discrete-ordinates transport

code 8 with an S8 angular quadrature set and a P3 cross-section expansion. In
the R8 model, reflected boundaries were placed at 0" and 30", and vacuum
boundaries at R-O and R-2300 mm. The P,Z model corresponds to the reactor

geometry at 0-0. The one-dimensional model in R direction is the 0 °
mid-plane radial transverse of the RZ model.

The neutron source distribution in the core was determined employing the
DOTSOR code, 9 and the flux synthesis was performed using the DOTSYN code. 9
The pin-wise powers of the peripheral assemblies and the assembly-wise average
power distribution of the inner bundles were given to the authors on a
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diskette. The calculations used the SAILOR library (ENDF/B-IV) supplemented
with the recently processed ENDF/B-VI cross sections for Fe, H, and O. To
account for the hisher temperature and consequently lower density water
present in the actual WER-440 reactors, the LR-O experiment used an empty
tank to displace water between the barrel and the LR-O vessel.

4 COMPARISON OF_TIONS AND_

To compare the calculations with the measurements, all calculated fluxes were
normalized to the integral flux above neutron enersy of 1.0 MeV
{O (E > 1.0 MeV)) at location R2. This normalization was done to be

consistent with the experimental data procedure adopted by the experimenters.
The radial dimension of the detector locations are R2-1621 -,,, R3-1771 mm,

R4-1821 nm, R5-1871 mm, and R6-1921 mm. The uncertainty of these values was
±2 ,m.

The comparison of the spectra between the calculations and measurements at R2

is shown in FiKs. 5 and 6. The asreement between 0.3 to 10.0 MeV is very
good. Above 10.0 MeV the experimental spectrum was extrapolated usin 8 a
fission spectrum. A linear-least-squares analysis yields a difference of 5%
below MeV, and 8% above MeV. Over the enersy range 0.1 to 10.0 MeV the mean
of the differences was about 6%.

The agreement at the R3 location is excellent (Figs. 7 and 8). However, i¢ is
partially due to the normalization of all data to the flux greater than 1 MeV
at this position. A linear-least-squares regression analysis shows that the
average relative difference between the calculated and measured values is

within 5% below 3.5 MeV and about 7% above 3.5 MeV. In the energy range 0.1
to 10.0 MeV, the mean difference is about 4%.

Since the simulated steel PV consisted of three 5-cm-thick sections,
i

measurements of the neutron fluxes were also performed at the 1/3 and 2/3
thicknesses and at the PV outer surface by shuffling the different sections.

At R4, the calculated flux values underestimated the experimental results by

ipproximately 5% on the average (Figs. 9 and 10). This agreement is very good
considering that the experimental uncertainty in the energy interval between
0.1 and 10.0 MeV varies from about 4 to 18%.

At 2/3 thickness into the PV (Figs. 11 and 12) the comparison between the

calculations and measurements shows large differences. What was unexpected is
the fact that the calculations exceeded the measurements. The

linear-least-squares analysis shows a mean relative difference of about 17%.

At the outer surface (Figs. 13 and 14) the calculations exceeded the
measurements even more than at RS. The overall mean relative difference was

approximately 23% between 0.1'and 10.O MeV.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The'transport calculations of the neutron spectra agree very well (less than
6_ on the average) relative to the measurements at the surveillance position,
at th@ FV inner surface, and at 1/3 thickness into the FV of the LR-O/VVER-440

benchmark experiment. However, at 2/3 thickness into the PV and at the PV
outer surface, the sean relative differences of the ratio between calculations

and aeasurements were high by 17t and 23t respectively. A sunmary of the
calculated-to-aeasured integral fluxes for the five locations are presented in
Table 1. Discussions are under way with our Czech colleagues to review the
results.
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Table 1 Ratio of calculated to measured integral fluxes*

- Detector ..... *c/*e ..... *c/*a *c/*_
Position E>0.5 MeV E> 1.0 MeV E>2.0 MeV

R2 0.978 0.998 1.049

R3 0.974 1 0.988

P_4 0.934 0.936 0.960

R5 1.199 1.144 1.131

R6 1.317 1.217 1.126

*Normalized to their respective *'iR3, E>I MeV) ..................
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CURREKY RESULTS FOR THE NRC'S SHORT CRACKS IN PIPING
PIPING WEU)S RESEARCH PROGRAM

by

G. WIIkom_l, P. Krtshnuwamy, F. Bruit, R. Frandnl, N. GladlsM,
T. Kllimkl, C. _1, S. Ralmmn, A. llmmfleld, laid P. Scogt

BATFI_JLI_
COLUMBUS, OHIO 437,01

i.  mTnOnUC'nON

The overall objectiveof theShortCracksin Piping andPipingWeldsProgrmnis to verify
improveenj_ mudysesto predictthefracturebehaviorof ctrcumferentiellyre,ekedpipeunder
quasi-st_¢ loadingwith particularmemionto cracklengthstypicallyusedin LBBor flaw evaluation
critofl8. The progrmnconsists of 8 lbchnicalinks aslistedbelow.

Task 1 Shot1through-wall-cracked (TWC) pipe evaluations
Task 2 Sbonsurface-cracked pipe evaluations
Task 3 Bimetallic weld crackevaluations
Task4 Dynamicm._Intslnj andcrackinstabilities
Task $ F_ evaluationsof anisotropicpipe
Task 6 Crack_-area evaluations
Task7 NRCPIPECode improvements
Task8 Additionalef_rts

Sincethe lastWRSM meetingseveraladditionaltaskshavebeeninitiatedin this program.Thesesure
discussed in Task 8. Based on results to date, the first seven taskshave also been modified as
deemed _. A list of the full gale pipe experiments in this program are jiven in Table 1. All
but one of these teats have been completed. The most significantaccomplishments in each of these
tasks since the last WRSIM meeting are discussed below. The details of all the results presentedhere
are published in the semiannualrepom [Refs. 1-51from this program.

2. Task 1 - _ Thrtmsh.WslI.CrsckM tTWC_ Pine Evabmtlmu

The five subCMksin this task are:

Subtask 1.1 Material Characterization
Subtask 1.2 TWC Pipe Experiments
Subtask 1.3 Facility Modifications
Subtask 1.4 TWC Pipe Analysis
Subtask 1.5 Topical Report

Material characterization involving tensile and toughness tests on the materials used In thepipe
experiments were completed andpresentedin References 1-3. $ubtask 1.3 involving facility
modification and upgradingof the pipe test system was completed. Pipe experiments andanalysis
effom are discussed below.
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2.1 TWC Pipe Exl_l_U

All experiments in Subtask 1.2 have been completed. One large diameter TWC pipe test on A333
Gr6 SAW (Expt. No. 1.1.1.24) was conductedlast year. The through-wallflaw for this pipe was 8
pertainsof the circumferenceand was in a carbon-highmanganeee-molybdenumSAW prepared
acmrding to the procedureusedby Babcock & Wilcox. Figure 1 shows the load versus load-line
displacement for this experiment. As shown, the crack initiatedat 1.110 MN (249.5 kips). Another
experiment on an MI$ Gr 60 pipe involved an uncrackedpipe (Expt. No. 1.1.1.25) andwas
conducted to determine the uncracked-monumt-rotatloncurve to be used in developing analysis
procedures. Comxm_ to expectation, the primary buckling took place away from the mid-plane
section of the pipe as shown in Figure 2.

2.2 TWC Pipe Analysis

The overall objectives of the TWC pipe analysisefforts are: (1) to improve existing J-estimation
analysis procedures, and(2) to mmpare the predictions of the analyses with pipe experiments from
this as well as other past programsto aaseu the accuracy of them for short cracks. In improving
estimation schemes a new method to predict the behavior of TWC in welds has been developS. This
is the only J-estimationscheme that inmrporatm the effect of weld metal strength.Thismethodhas
already been published as a lechnicid paper, Reference 6, and will not be discussed here.

1

Also, pan of this subtaskinvolved mrrection and improvementof the GE-EPRIfunctions presented in
the Elastic-Plastic FractureHandbook [Ref. 7]. Development of these function have been completed.
Significant errorswere found in the functionh4 used to determinethe rotation for the fully plastic
case. This erroris apparent in Figure 3 which shbws a comparison between the original and the
modified functions for Rm/t=,10 and20. The error in ht, the function relating to J was not
significant. The complete set of GE-EPRIfunctions developed in this program are presented in
References 3 and5 andwill also be partof the topical report on this task. Analysis of the
experiments using availableestimationschemes as well as those developed in this program has begun.
Figure 4. shows a comparisonof these i_redi_iom with two experiments. From this figure, three
obtervatiom can be made.

(1) Short cracks fail closer to the Net-Section-Collapse analysis 01mit-load) than long cracks,
(2) There is more scatter in the predictiom by the variousanalyses methods for shorter crack

lense, and
(3) the ASME Section Xl Z-factorapproachfor short cracks, typical of LBB size cracks in

larger diameter pipe, is very mnsm_ative.

Analysis of other experiments is underway Imdwill be reportedin future publications us well as the
topical report on this task to be preparedat the end of the program.

3. Task 2 - Short Surfsee.Craeked Pine Evaluations

The five subtasks in this task are:

Subtuk 2.1 Material Characterization
Subtask2.2 Small-Diameter Surface-CrackedPipe Experiments
SubUmk2.3 Large-DiameterSurface-CrackedPipe Experiments
Subtlmk2.4 Surface-CrackedPipe Analyses
Subtask2.5 TopicaJReport.
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Key results in material characterization,pipe experiments and the analyses activities are described
below.

3.1 Material Characterization

•All materialcharacterizationeffortsinvolvingtsmUepropenlmandJ-R curveshavebeencompleted
in thistask. One key observation was that the test temperatureaffectad the fractureresistance of the
weld DP2-F49W significantly.Thiswdd wasmadeusinga C-Mn-Mo weldprocedurefrom Babcock
A Wilcox used in their plants. Figure $ shows a CompositeJ-R curve graph for all the compact
tensionC(T) apecimemtested.The averagevalueof Jtat 288 C (550 F) wasapproximatelysixty
percentof the roomtemperatureaverage.The dJIdaaveragudonequarterto onethird of the room
temperaturevaluesdependingon the sidegrooving. NotedmttheroomtemperaturetestsJ-R curves
terminatedwitha cleavagefracture.

3.2 Surface-CrackedPipeExperimema

This task involves conductingsmaller dkunaterpipe experiments with short circumferential surface
•cracks, to demmine the effecu of crack aize on the Nat-Section-Collapse analyais, and large diamet_
pipeexperimentswhereelastic-plasticfracturemayoccur.

As seenin Table 1, all butoneof the surface-crackedpipeexperimentshavebeencompleted. Two
ofthese(Expt.No.'a1.2.3.15and1.2.1.20)havebeenconductedsincethelastWRSIM meeting.
TheflawforExpt.No. 1.2.3.15was50percentofthewallthin.msand2.5percentofthe
cirommference.The loadingconditionswerequasi-staticandinvolveda constantinternalpipe
pressureof 9.56 MPa (1.39 ksi),thepressurizingmediumbeingaubcooledwater. Figure6 shows
the load versus load-line displacement curve for this test. As seen the maximumapplied load was
1.06 MN (239 kips) correspondingto a maximum bending momem of 2.19 MN-m (19,400 in-Ups).
The crackbrokethroughat the maximum load.

Experiment 1.2.1.20alsohada flaw of 50 percentof thewall thicknmsand25 percentof the
circumferenceandwasintroducedusingthesameproceduredescribedabove. This pipewasdonated
by WestinghouseSavannahRiver Corporationandrunat their operatingtemperatureandpressure.
Thetestum_e was99 C (210 F). The pipewasloadedmonotonicallyin 4.pointbendingwith
aninternalpremmreof 1.$$ MPa (22.5psi). Figure "/showsthe loadversusload-pointdisplacmmnl
curvefrom this experiment.As indicated,the crackinitiatedat 140kN with the maximumloadbeing
173kN 08.9 kips). The crack broke throush at maximum load after which the resultingTWC was.
testedfurtherasindicatedin Figure'7. CooperativefiniteelememanalyseswithWestinghouse
Savannah River Corporationstaff on this experiment are underway.

3.3 Surface-CrackedPipe Analysis

SigniflcamPrOlpres8wap made in the surface-crackadpipeanalysis procedures.Figure 8 shows a plot
of theratioof the experimentalstressto the predictedstressasa functionof piperadius-m-thickness
ratio(IR/t) for all data available.As seen,the smalldiammerpipeexperimentsshowedthat theNet-
Section-CollapseanalysisshouldhaveanR/t correctionthat is independentof theflaw size.

Severalactivitieswereundertakenaspartof theanalysessubtasks.Theactivityinvolvingtheanalysis
"of_ucrackedpipewascompleted.The discrepancybetweenthefinite element(FE) resultsand
experimentsobservedearlierwith 2D andshellelementanalysmwasresolved.A full 3D analysis
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showed good qlreement with experimentalresults. In s separate activity, the existing SC.TNP
analysiswu modified_ someimprovementsmadeto theestimationschemes,includingdeveloping
the GE/EPPJ h functions for deeply cracked 360-degree surface cracks. Two new activities were
initiated. The first investigatesthe effect of mesh refinementon the FIEanalysis of surface-cracked
pipes while the second evaluatesJ for surface-crackedpipes so _s to verify J-estimationschemes
•developedin this proF.. In the meshrefinementstudythe mostimportantobservationmadewu
that line-sprinll mudyses did adequately model surface-crackedpipe. As shown in Figure 9, the load
versus load-line displacement for comte andfine mesh u well as the line-spring method agree very
well with experimental observations. Similarconclusions can also be drawn aboutthe values of J
with Imid-linedisplacement.

Since very few 3D FE analyses exist for surface-crackedpipe in the literaturethese analyses were
undm',akento verify the J-estimationschemes, such as SC.TNP or any others that are developed.
The FIEmudyses are complete. Two new circumferentialsurface-cracked pipe l-estimation schemes
Ire being developed, SC.NEW which involves slightly different assumptions than SC.TNP which
occasionally has problems for growing cracks andSC.ENG which is being developed along the same
lines u LBB.ENG2 for TWC pipes. The results from these analyses will be presented in the topical
reporton this task.

4. Task 3. RI.Metallic Weld Crack Evaluations....

Theobjectiveof this taskis to conductexperimentsanddevelopthe necessaryanalyticalengineering
mtimmion scheams to mmessthe behaviorof through-wall cracks in bi-metalllc welded pipe. There
are four sublMks in this task. These are:

Submk 3.1 MaterialCharacterization
Subumk3.2 Pipe Experiments
Subtask 3.3 Analysis of Pipe Experiments
Subtmk 3.4 Topical Report

This task was initiatedlate last year. The materialcharacterizationefforts are almost complete.
These included hardness traversesacross the stainless steel to carbonsteel in the weld region. A plot
of this is shown in Figure I0. As seen the weld metal is 15 to 20 Rockwell B points harder than the
carbonsteel base metal. Microhardnessreadings (not shown in figure I0), showed that there was a
softer region 0.2 to 1.0 nun (0.008 to 0.04 inch) from the fusion line in the carbon steel. In terms of
ultimatestrength, the weld metal is approximately160 to 240 MPa (23 to 35 ksi) stronger than the
carbonsteel. All C(T).specimens with the crack in the fusion line have also been tested with both
fatigue precracked as well as a sharp machinenotch. Figure 11 shows a composite plot of the J-R
curves from these specimens. In every case, the crackgrew out of the weld and into the carbon steel.

The pipe experiment (No. 1.1.:3.8 in Table 1) has just been conducted. The data have yet to be
reduced sad will be presented in the topical reportalong with the analysis of the experiment. An
observation from the pipe test was that the crackalso grew in the carbon steel base metal, perhapsin
the soft region adjacentto the fusion line.
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|. Task 4 - Dvnmnic,,,,Strain _.!in_ and Crack Instabilities

The objective of this task is to predict the effects of crack instabilities, believed to be due to dynamic
strain aging (DSA), on the fracturebehaviorof ferritic pipe. DSA which results in lowering the
toughnmaand can cause unstablecrackjumps occurs at certaincombinationof temperaturesand

•strain ratm in ferritic steels and is believed to be due to the interactionsbetween dislocations andfree
nitrogenand/orcarbon atoms during plastic straining. The task has been divided into four subtasks
with two optional subtasks. These are:

Subtask4.1 Establish screening criterion to predict unstablecrack jumps
Subtask4.2 Evaluate proceduresfor characterizingfracture resistance during crackjumps

in laboratoryspecimens
Subtask 4.3 Assess currentproceduresfor predictingcrack jump magnitudes in pipes
SubtMk4.4 Prepare interimandtopical reports
Subtask4.5 Refine proceduresfor characterizingfractureresistance in laboratory

specimens (Optional)
Subtask4.6 Refine procedures for predictingcrackjump magnitudes in pipes (Optional)

Since the last meeting significant progress has been made in the first two subtasks and is discussed
below.

5.1 EstablishScreening Criterion

A hot hardnesstest method has been developed as a DSA screening criterion. This criterion was
developed by examining 5 differentferritic pipe steel and welds with strength andtoughness teats at
various temperatures,and comparingthe results to high temperaturehardness readings. Figure 12
shows a comparisonof the hardness readingswith the yield andultimate strengthdataas a function of
temperature. The peak in the ultimate strengthcurves, indicativeof DSA, correspondsto a peak in
the hardnessreadings, but with a shif_ in temperature. The temperatureshift is a resultof DSA being
sensitive to loading rates also. Standardhardnesstests are usually conducted at a higher ratethan
standardtensile tests.

As partof this e/Yon CtT) specimens from carbon steel weld (DI_-F29W) were recentlytested.
Previous tensile and hardnesstests had indicatedthatthe weld would be susceptible to DSA at high
temperature,i.e., temperaturegreaterthan 288 C (550 F). The load-displacementcurves from these

is shown in Figure 13. As seen, with increase in the test temperaturethe crackjumps are larger
anti less numerous. These findings furthersupport the hypothesis that these crackjumps observed in
both laboratoryspecimens andpipe experimentsare due to dynamic strain aging andverify the DSA
high_-temperaturehardnessscreening criterion.

Also, it was observed that the averagecrack velocity of a crackjumps was 0.5 meters/second, which
is orders of magnitude slower than a cleavage fractureinstability, but 40,000 times fasterthan the
stable crackgrowth in standardC(T) tests. The occurrenceof DSA crack instabilitiesappearsto be
probabilistic, and the best we can do at this time is to use the hot hardnesstest to determine if a
materialis susceptible to DSA at LWR temperatures. Predicting the startof a crackjump does not
appearpossible.
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5.2 Amdymisof LaboratorySpecimen
t

The objectiveof thissubtsskis to investigateif J-basedanalysiscanbeusedto useu theeffectof
mutable crack jumps on the fracture behavior. Therefore, one detailed FE analysis of a C(T)
specinumw_ a distinctcrackjumphasbeenconductedto evaluateJ d_ing thecrackjump process.

•The experimenudcrackgrowthrecordwasusedu aninputto the_ analysisalongwith appropriate
sUeu-strain data. A contparisonbetween the experimentalandFE Ioad-dtsp!acemontcurves for
specimen F26-103 is shown in Figure 14. As seen, this comparisonis very flood. Vlduu of J from
the FE analysis are being evaluat_ and shall be reportedin futurepublicatiom as well u the topical
reportonthistask.

6. Trek S - ]p_lqnLtqtnnm,QRvthmfJnmm Of .Anle_d__ro____ pJ_l_

The objective of this task is to assess if anisotropicfracturepropertim toileiher with having high
principalsum in a helical dkection can cause it lower failuresum than when using typical
fracusreanalyses. Typical fractureanalyses for circumferentialcracked pipe use the toughneu in the
circumfermtialorientationand only the longitudinalstresses. The touihneu is typically lower in the
helical or axial direction than in the circumferentialdirection for ferritic pipe. There are three
subtuks and two optimudsubmh. Theseare:

Subtuk 5.1 Assess effect of toushnms animtropy on pipe fracture under combined
loads

Subtuk 5.2 13_ magnitudeof toughness animtropyand establish a screening
criterion to predict out-of-plane crack iprowth.

Subtask5.3 i_¢pare interimandtopical reportson antmtmpy and mixed-mode studies
Subtask5.4 F._tabliahductile crack jrowth resbtance undermixed-mode loading

(OptJoud)
Subtuk 5.5 Refine J-estimationscheme analyses for pipes (Optional)

Prvgreu has been made in Subtask5.2 in the last year and is discussed below.
i

6.1 Determine magnitudeof toughness animtmpy andestablisha screening criterionto predict out-
of-planecrackgrowth

As discussed in Referencm 3 and4, considerableeffort wu made to develop a simple screening
criterionto predict the tendency for out-of-planecrack 8mwth basedon microstructuralexamination
and Charpytinting. The ratio of the CharpyEnergy in the C-L orientationto the L-C orientation was
defined u the animuopy coefficient of the pipe. Microscopic examinationof the inclusions revealed
that elllpticld-type inclusions displayed significantly Iowm"CharpyV-notch toughnam values than
pipes having stringer-typeinclusions. A correlationbetween the animuopy coefficient and the out-of-
plane crack growth was thegeforeattempted. Figure 15 shows a plot of the crack growth angle versus
the misotropy coefficient for both TWC andsurface-crackedpipes. The scatter in this plot is
comiderable and it wu thereforeconcludedthatsuch acorrelation leadingto asimplescreening
criterion was not feasible at this time.

Based on observations, anotherpossible source of out-of-planecrack growth seemed to be the pipe
D/t ratio. Pipe with higher D/t ratios showed lets out-of-planegrowth. Figure 16 shows that in spite
of scatterthere is a distinct correlationbetween crackgrowth angle and the D/t ratio for the pipe for
both TWC and surface-crackedpipe exly_riments. Therefore it is hypothesized that a combinationof
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both microstructuralfeaturesand pipe dimensions determines the crackgrowth ingle. A simple
greening criterionbased on materialproperty evaluation may therefore not be possible.

ICEanalysis to determinethe driving force and principal stresses for angled cracks in pipe is
underwayandwill be reported in forthcomingpublications and also in the topical report in this task.

2t.._.- Craek-O_nmdnl-AreaEvaluations

The objective of this subtask is to make improvementsin the crack-openingareapredictions for
circumferentially cracked pipe, with particularattentionto cracks in welds. The crack-opening-area
analyses will be incorporated into the NRCPIPE code, and then into the SQUIRT leak-rate code.
There are six subtasks:

Subtask6.1 Create combined loading improvements
Subtask6.2 Implementshort TWC crack-openingimprovements
Subtask6.3 Improve weld crack evaluations
Subtask6.4 Modify SQUIRT code
Subtask6.5 Prepare topicalreport on crack-openingarea improvements
Subtask6.6 _-rate quantification.

The majoreffort undertakenrecentlyhas been in Subtask6.6. A probabilisticLBB analysis
specifically to provide a technical basis for the NRC to evaluate their Reg. Guide 1.45 on Leakage
Detection Systems was conducted. The probabilistic analysis undertakenprovided conditionalfailure
probabilitiesas a functionof leak rate for typical PWR and BWR piping systems. Statistical
parametersincluded the following: strength andtoughness datafor base and weld metals, locations
of cracks in either weld metal or base metal, crack morphology parameters for IGSCC, thermal
fatig0e, corrosion fatigue cracks, anddeterminationof slightly conservative bounds of the stresses in
piping systems. A topical report containing the details of this analysis will be published in the future.

A new version of SQUIRT code was developed with some key modifications and has been releasedto
the NRC. This version of the code allows the calculation of the crack length given the leak rateand
the loading on the pipe which was not possible before.

8. Task 7 - NRCPIPE Code Imurovements

As partof the Degraded Piping Program- Phase II, a PC computerprogram NRCPlPE was developed
to analyze circumferentialTWC pipes under combined pressure and bending using various simplified
estimationschemes. The objectives of this task are to improve the existing TWC code based on the
resultsof the above analyses and also to develop a similar code to analyze circumferential surface-
cracked pipe. The various subtasks in this effort are:

Subtask7.1 Improve efficiency of currentNRCPlPE code
Subtask7.2 IncorporateTWC improvements in NRCPIPE
Subtask7.3 Make surface crackversion of the code (NRCPlPES)
Subtask7.4 Provide new users manuals
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To date, a new version of the through-wall-crackversion of NRCPIPEVersion_1.4g has been issued
which incorporH _ user-friendly changes anda few technical changes. We have also
developeda circumferentkl _ack J-estimationschemecodecalledNRCPIPESwhich is being
betateated. ThenewGE/EPRI functionsandany newanalysesmethoddevelopedin this program
will be incorporatedinto futureversionsof thesecodes.

p., Task fl - Additiomd Efforts

To date there are six additionalefforts being undertaken. These are:

Subtask8.I ValidationofJm RmisUugeCurvm
Subtask 8.2 Evaluationof Fusion Line Toughness of Stainless Steel SAW
SubCask8.3 lmi_rovementsandAddition to the PWRAC DataBase
Sulguk 8.4 Developmentand Expansion of a Pipe F_e Data Base
Sulxtask8.5 Archivingof PastDegradedPipingProgramPipeFractureData
Subtaslr8.6 Evaluationof ASME Section[] ProposedAllowableStresses

SubOsk 8. I is being conducted at BrownUniversity by Professor C.F. Shih and is scheduled for
completion in the near future and is not reportedon in this paper.

9. I . Fusion Line Toughness

The objective of this submdcis to examine the fracturetoughness of stainless steel SAW fusion lines.
The reason for this is that many of the past pipe experimentson stainless steel SAWs had the crack
initially in the centerof the low toughness SAW, but the cracks turned and followed the fusion line.
This implied that the lowest path of fractureresistance is the fusion line, but there are no fracture
toul_ dataon fusion lines. Additionally, past IGSCCs in thicker wall pipe, have occurred with
the IGSCCs following the fusion lines.

Charpy andC(T) specimen tests for J-R curve evaluations are currently in progress. Two different
weldsare being tested; one with a fusion line normal to a plate surface, andanother with a standard
sin_e-Vee weld. These results are currently being evaluated, andwill be presented in a separate
topical report.

9.2 Pipe FractureDatabases

The existingpipefracturedatabasePIFRACoriginallydevelopedby MEA is now beingupdatedat
Battelle. in addition,datafrom curremandpastprogramsfrom Battelleanddatafrom
West--, GE, B&W, ArgonneandOntarioHydro arealsobeingincludedin this database.

Anothersimilar effortundertakenis the developmentof a spreadsheeton PC of all available
cirounferemially crackedpipe experiments. Table 2 lists the various programsfrom which this
spreadsheetwill be developed.

Simultaneously, datafrom past pipe experiments at Battelle during the Degraded Piping Program-
Phase ii developed on an HP dm acquisitionsystem are being converted to a uniform format PC.
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9.3 ASME SectionHIAllowableStressLimits

The objective of this effort was to determinethe effect of increasingthe allowable elastic stress value
in the ASME Section [] Code from 3Smto 7Sm on critical flaw sizes for surface-crackedpipe. For
combined bending andpressureloads increasing the allowable stress leads to higher allowable

•moments resulting in smaller critical flaw sizes.

Since 7Sm correspondsto a value that is more than twice the flow stress for most steels a nonlinear
correctionneeds to be tha6e in calculatingthe appliedmoment. Several FIEanalyses have been
conducted to determine the actualapplied moment corresponding to both 3Sm and7Sm allowable
stresses. Using the net-section-collapse 0imit-load) analysis, allowable flaw sizes were determinedfor
these values of applied moment. Figure 17 shows a plot of the crack aspect ratio (d/t) versus crack
length for nominal 16-inchdiameterTP304 stainless steel and AI(}6 Grade B pipe with an R/t--10.
As.shown, the critical flaw sizes for 7Sm allowable stress is much lower but still above the ASME
workmanshipstandardsassumingall stresses above yield are diaplacement-controlled.

10. Conclusions

There are over 80 separatetechnicalactivities being undertaken in this programto provide basic
improvements in the understandingof fracturephenomena and improvements to engineering analyses
for piping fractureevaluations. This information provides a technical basis for technology transfer
with codes and standardswork andtechnical input to NRC's regulatory decisions.

A significantaspect of this program is the implications of the work to the ASME Section Xl pipe flaw
evaluation criteria. Data base efforts on pipe fracture experimentsand pipe materialproperties are
frequently used to check the proposedcriteria and changes to the criteria. We have also developed
simplified elastic-plastic fracturemechanics (EPFM) criteria based on Charpyenergy for both axial
and circumferential flaw evaluations, which eliminate some problems with the current Z-factor
criteria. This criteria involves a significant step change from EPFM to limit-load analyses.
Figure 18 shows an example of how the circumferential crack Charpyenergy based EPFM analysis.
has a continuouslyvariable Z-factoras a function of the ChatTyenergy andapproaches limit-load
conditions where Z = 1.0 as theChatTy energy increases.
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TabSe1. n.tructuredmarxorpipeexperiment.
i i i IIH I I IIIIII II I I I

Diameter,
Expt. No. in. Schedule Material Temperature Test Date

i i i iiii i i iiii

UJmressurized throu_h-wsll-cracked ninq_experiments

1.1.1.21 28 60 ASIS Gr60 288C ($50F) 10/25/90

1.1.1.23 28 80 TP316L SAW 288C ($50F) 5/23/91

1.1.1.24 24 80 A333 Gr6 SAW 288C ($50F) 3/13/92

1.1.1.26 4 80 TP316LN 22C (721:) 2/27/91

Unnrmmirizeduncrackednine exnerimem

1.1.1.25 28 60 A.515 Or(K) 288C (SSOF) 2/07/92

Bi-metallic weld fusion line experiments - TWC

1.1.3.8 36 160 ASI6/SS-SAW 288C ($SOF) 9/93

Unnressurizedsurface-crackednine exneriments

1.2.1.20 16 30 TP316 99C (2101:) 1/15/92

1.2.1.21 6 XXS TP304 288C ($SOF) 4/16/91

1.2.1.22 6 40 TP304 288C ($50F) 3/15/91

lhmsudzed surface-crackednine exneriments

1.2.3.15 28 60 A.515Gr60 288C (5501:) 11/08/91

1.2.3.16 28 80 TP316L SAW 288C (550F) 9/05/91

1.2.3.17 24 '100 AI06B SAW 288C ($50F) 6/93
IllIll II II IIII [
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Tile 2. List of prqpmm for which draunhmmtial pipe fractm data will be included

IMlllI II I I I I I II I

II II II II I I I I

USNRC Bamdb De_ Pipial TWC, SC, CC; P&B, P, B; 4"4-1/2"
dime_, QS

USNRC Bimdle IPIRG-I TWC sad SC; B, P&B; 6", 16", 30"
d_

USNRC Beccelb Short Cracks Lwie _, _ cm-Jc., TWC .ml SC

AEC _ BMI-190S _ Icml, _ Imtl, SC
EPRI Bimdb NP-192 Smlli dil_ece¢, _ ICml, TWC

F_PRI Bmccelle NP-2347 RT, _ steel, TW _ SC

AGA-NGIS Bmdle Battelle Film CS, TWC, line pipe prmmre

AGA-WSC Bamdb Bamdle Repmt Girthweld defects

AGA-W_ _ __ R_N R_ groovm

Offsbom Bsctelle BamdleFilm 4" disnntec,bemlinil,carbou8reel
Prolnun nn_

BPRI GE NP-2472 4" diameter, axial tern/on, RT

AEC OE OEAP-10023 Small diwm_, AI06, RT
USNRC DTRC IqURF_/CR-$740 S" AI06B

USNRC DTRC NUREG/CR.4538 S_l 1"10

USNRC DTRC UIqmblilbed 4" Slaialem

USNRC DTRC U_mblid_l C_boa reel MIO

STA JAERI NED _ SU_mk_ mind,6" _d 16" dlme_, TWC,
SC

STA JAEIPJ SAERIRq_orts Catboa'sWd, 6" _ 16" diatoms, TWC,
SC
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Figure IS. Crack-growth angle versus anisotropy coefficient for circumferentially
cracked carbon steel pipes tested at Battelle (TWC = through-wall crack,
SC = _urface crack, p = internal pressure)
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IRRADIATION-AfJSISTI_ 8TRB88 CORROSION CRACKING OF MATBRLa.L8 FROM
COMId_CIAL BW]_: ROI_ OF GRAIN-BOUNDARY MICROCHEMISTRY'

H. M. Chung, W. E. Ruther, J. E. Sanecki. A. G. Hlns. and T. F. Kassner

Energy Technology Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, IL 60439

AB__

Constant-extenslon-rate tensile tests and graln-boundary analysis by Auger electron
spectroscopy were conducted on high- and commerclal-purity (HP and CP)Type 304
stainless steel {SS) specimens from irradiated boiling-water reactor (BWR) components to
datermine susceptibility to Irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking {IASCC) and to
identify the mechanisms of Intergranular failure. The susceptibility of HP neutron absorber
tubes to Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) was higher than that of CP
absorber tubes orCP control blade sheath. Contrary to previous beliefs, susceptibility to
Intel'granular fracture could not be correlated with radlation-lnduced segregation of
impurities such as Si, P, C. N. or S, but a correlation was obtained with graln-boundary Cr

• concentraUon, indicating a role for Cr depletion that promotes IASCC. Detailed analysis of
grain-boundary chemistry was conducted on neutron absorber tubes that were fabricated
from two similar heats of HP Type 304 SS of virtually identical bulk chemical composition
but exhibiting a significant difference in susceptibility to IGSCC for similar fiuence. Grain-
boundary concentrations of Cr, Ni, Si, P, S, and C in the crack-reslstant and -susceptible
HP heats were virtually identical. However, grain boundaries of the cracklng-resistant
material contained less N and more B and Li {transmutation product from B) than those of
the crack-susceptible material, indicating beneficial effects of low N and high B contents.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, failures of nonsensitized austenitic stainless steel (SS) core internal
components in both boiling- and pressurized-water reactors {BWRs and PWRs} have
increased after accumulation of relatively high fluence (>5 x 1020 n cm-2, E >1 MeV).
Although most failed components can be replaced, some safety-significant structural
components, such as the BWR top guide, shroud, and core plate, would be very difficult or
impractical to replace. Therefore, the structural integrity of these components after
accumulation of high fluence has been a subject of concern, and extensive research has
been conducted to provide an understanding of this type of degradation, which is
commonly known as irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC).

IASCC failures have been attributed to radiation-induced segregation (RIS) or
depletion of impurity and alloying elements at grain boundaries. As early as in the mid-
1960s. investigators began to implicate impurities such as Si, P, and S in IASCC failure of
fuel cladding l'abrlcated from solutlon-annealed nonsensitlzed austenltic stainless steel. I-5
Since then. it seemed that the concept of superior resistance of high-purity {HP) materials
of SSs low in Si, P, S, and C was proved valid after favorable experience with HP Type 348
SS fuel cladding in the La Crosse boillng-water reactor (BWR}6 and the subsequent
demonstration of superior performance of the Iow-N HP 348 SS heat from swelling-tube
test s Ina BWR and a pressurized-water reactor {PWR).7-8 Although data were very limited,
results zrom alaboratory constant-extension-rate tensile {CERT) test 9 also suggest superior
penormance of the same HP heat of Type 348 SS investigated by the authors of Refs. 6-8.
The superior performance seemed to indicate that radiaUon-induced segregation {RIS} of
Si is the predominant process, because RIS of other impurities and Cr depletion in the HP

"Worksupportedby the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission,Officeof NuclearRegulatoryResearch.
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and commerclal-purlty (CP) Type 348 SS were either similar or could not be detected by
field-emission-gun scanning transmission electron microscopy (FEG-STEM). g It has also
been reported that Type 316L SS, irradiated in the mlxed-spectrum Advanced Test
Reactor (ATR), exhibited better resistance to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) than Type
316NG SS. Io indicating a possible benefit of low N.

On the basis of these experiences with Type 348 and 316 SS. HP materials of Type
304 SS have been suggested as a better alternative to CP Type 304 SS, a material from
which the majority of core internal components of operatingBWRs and PWRs In U.S. have
been fabricated. Recently, Jacobs reported that neutron absorber tubes (QC-AT, Table I)
fabricated from one HP heat (HP304-CD, Table I) of Type 304 SS performed better than
similar counterparts fabricated from CP Type 304 SS in noncrevlced positions in the BWR
control blade, l !

i

However. In direct contradiction of the above experiences, results from CERT tests
conducted on other BWR neutron absorber tubes indicated that the resistance of other
similar HP heats of Type 304 SS is worse than that of CP materials. 12-13 Results consistent
with this have also been reported for Type 304 SS specimens irradiated by either
neutrons, 14 ions, 15 or protons. 16 Therefore, the issue of superior performance of lip
materials and the mechanisms of IASCC appear to be far from established. Nevertheless,
one important point seems to be quite clear: heat-to-heat variation in susceptibility to
IASCC can be very large, even among HP materials of virtually identical chemical
composition. This seems to pose an important question not only about the role of grain-
boundary segregation of other impurities (i.e., impurities other than Si. P. S. and C) but also
about the premise that Cr depletion is the primary mechanism of IASCC.

To provide a better answer to thls question, CERT tests were conducted on specimens
obtained from neutron absorber tubes and a control blade sheath fabricated from several
heats of HP- and CP-grade Type 304 SS and irradiated to high fluence during actual service
in a BWR. Results from the CERT tests were correlated with results of mlcrostructural
analysis by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) to identify the primary process that controls
susceptibility to IGSCC and in-reactor performance of Type 304 SS components.

Among the several materials tested was a unique pair of BWR neutron absorber tubes
fabricated from two HP heats of virtually identical chemical composition but exhibiting a
significant difference in susceptibility to Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC)
during CERT tests. One of the detailed analyses of graln-boundary mlcrochemlstry was
conducted on neutron absorber tubes (QC-AT. Table I), fabricated from the HP Heat
HP304-CD, of which superior In-reactor performance has been reported by Jacobs. 11 The
other analysis was conducted on neutron absorber tubes W-AT), which were fabricated
from a similar HP heat (HP304-A) of virtually identical chemical composition but one that
exhibited a relatively high susceptibility to IGSCC during CERT tests. 12-13 CERT tests
independent of those in Refs. 12 and 13 were conducted on both materials, and the result
showed that IGSCC susceptibility of the former material (QC-AT) was significantly lower
than that of the latter (V-AT) for a similar fluence level. 17 Chemical compositions of the
IGSCC-resistant and the -susceptible materials were virtually identical except for N.
Therefore. a comparative analysis of grain-boundary microchemistry of the two materials
was considered ideal to shed light on the cause of the significant difference in
susceptibility to ZGSCC.

The objective of this study was twofold; (I) to determine the susceptibility of HP and
CP Type 304 SS components to IASCC after actual service in a BWR, and (2) to identify the
cause of the strong heat-to-heat variation, thereby providing a better understanding of the
primary process of IASCC, which Is essential if we are to establish a method to evaulate
long-term performance of safety-slgniflcant core internal structures.

]_XPBRIM_IqT.JJ, PRC_B_D_

Specimen preparation, procedures for CERT tests, and a description of the hot-cell
CERT apparatus were presented previously. 12,13 Cylindrical tensile specimens were
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sectioned from top-, middle-, and bottom-axlal positions of neutror_-absorber-rod tubes
fabricated from several CP and HP heats of Type 304 SS and irradiated in several BWRs.
Boron-carblde absorber was removed with high-strength cobalt-steel drills. Sheet tensile
specimens, fabricated from BWR control blade sheaths, were also tested. CERT tests were
conducted in air and in simulated BWR water at 289°C at a strain rate of 1.65 x 10-7 s -I.
The dissolved O concentration and conductivity of the simulated BWR water were -0.3 ppm

and 0.12 p.S.cm -I, respectively. Analysts of the fracture surfaces of CERT specimens was
conducted by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine the types of fracture
surface morphology.

The fast neutron fluence and chemical composition of the HP and CP heats of Type
304 SS are given in Table I. The chemical compositions of the three lip heats are similar
except for N. Boron content could not be determined with an accuracy of <0.001 wt.%;
however, Heat HP304-CD had a higher B content than did Heats HP304-A or -B.

Graln-boundary mlcrochemlstry was analyzed with a JEOL Model JAMP-I0 scanning
Auger microscope {SAM). Specimens charged with H were fractured at room temperature
in the ultrahigh vacuum (-7 to 20 x 10-7 Pa) of the SAM to reveal IG-fracture surfaces.
Hydrogen was charged into notched AES specimens for 48 h at 60°C in a solution of 100-
mg/l NaAsO2 dissolved in 0. I-N H2SO4 at a current density of -500 mA/cm 2. Intergranular
fracture of the H-charged specimens was observed in bands underneath the free surface of
the fractured specimen. Average penetration depth of the more-or-less uniform IG-fracture
band was measured in each specimen. A depth profile of Cr was obtained as a function of
sputter distance beneath a selected region of IG fracture produced by CERT tests. Details of
the procedure have been described elsewhere. 13

Table 1. Chemical Composition and Fluence of HP and CP Type 304 SS BWR Components.

Composition {wt.%} Fluen_
Heat Source Service (I021

ID No. Code Reactor n.cm-2}
Cr Ni Mn C N B Si P S

HP304-A 18.50 9.45 1_53 0.018 0.100 <O.001 <0.03 0.005 0.003 V.AT a BWR-B 0.2-1.4'
HP304-B 18.30 9.75 1.32 0.015 0.080 <0.001 0.05 0.005 0.005 V.AT a BWR-B 0.2-1.4
HP304-CD 18.58 9.44 1.22 0.017 0.037 0.001 0.02 0.002 0.003 V.AT a BWR-B 0.2-1.4

HP304-CD 18.58 9.44 1.22 0.017 0.037 0.001 0.02 0.002 0.003 QC.AT a BWR-QC 2.0

CP304-A 16.80 8,77 1.65 0.08 b 0,052 - 1,55 0.045 b 0.030 b BL.AT c BWR-Y 0.2-2.0
CP304-B 18-20 8-10.5 2.00 b 0.08 b - - 1.00 b 0.045 b 0.030 b Lc.sd BWR-LC0.5-2.6

aHigh-purlty neutron absorber tubes, OD = 4.78 mm, wall thickness • 0.63 ram, composiUon before irradiation.
bRepresents maximum value in the specification', actual value not measured.
CCommercia1-pur/ty absorber tubes, OD • 4.78 ram, wall thickness = 0.79 ram, composiUon after irradiation.
dCommercial-purlty control blade sheath, thickness 1.22 ram, actual ComposiUon not measured.

I_.SULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tensile Pronertles_

Results of tensile tests, CERT. and SEM analyses of the specimens from the HP and CP
absorber tubes and control blade sheaths are summarized in Table 2. Figures I and 2 show
the yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) versus fast-neutron fluence (E
>1 MeV) of the CP and HP neutron absorber tubes and control blade sheath strained to

failure in air {from Table 2). The figures contain similar data for CP-grade tensile
specimens of Types 304, 304L, 316L, and 316NG SS irradiated in the ATR at 300°C and
reported by Jacobs et al. Io Both the yield and ultimate tensile strengths of the CP-grade
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BWR sheath (Heat CP304-B, Table I) and HP-grade absorber tube_(Heat HP304-A) are
significantly higher than those of the ATR-irradiated specimens or than those of the CP 304
SS neutron absorber for comparable fluence. It appears that Irradlatlon-lnduced hardening
of the two heats (CP304-B and HP304-A) is more pronounced than that of other materials
in Fig. I for comparable fluence. The cause of the significant heat-to-heat variation is not
understood at present. The Irradlatlon-lnduced hardening tends to reach saturation at
fluence ;_2.5 x 102! n cm -2 (E > 1 MeV), or >3.6 dpa.

Figure 3 shows total elongation versus fast-neutron fluence for the HP and CP 304 SS
neutron absorber tubes and control blade sheath. For comparison, similar data from Ref. 10
for CP heats of Type 304, 304L, 316L, and 316NG SS irradiated in the ATR at 300°C are
also shown in the figure. The latter data were obtained at a significantly higher strain rate
than that used in the present tensile tests, i.e., 4 x 10 -4 s-l versus 1.7 x 10-7 s-l. Ductility
appears to reach an asymptotic minimum value of ,,5% at fluence levels >1.5 x I021 n.cm -2.
Total elongations Of the BWR-irradlated materials are, however, considerably smaller than
those of the ATR-irradiated materials at the high fluence level, i.e. 5-10 vs. 8-22%.
Therefore, the higher tensile ductility and the lower strength associated with the test-
reactor-irradiated specimens should be used with caution.
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Relative SusceDtlblllties of HP and CP Materials to IGSCC

The percent IGSCC measured in the BWR specimens has been plotted as a function of
fast neutron fluence andyleld strength in Figs. 4A and 4B, respectively. Similar results
reported by Jacobs et al. Io. 18 and Kodama et al. 19 are also shown In the l_Igures. All data In
Fig. 4A were obtained from BWR components at a comparable strain rate of --2 x 10- 7 s -l In
water containing -0.3 ppm dissolved O. The figure Indicates that the IGSCC susceptibility
of the CP control blade sheath is significantly lower than that of the CP neutron absorber
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tube or the dry tube of Kodama et al. Io for a comparable fluence level. "The susceptibility oil'
the HP absorber tube is greater than that of'any of the CP materials.
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Fly. 4. Percent IGSCC vs. Jluence (A) and vs. yield strength (B)for liP
and CP Type 304 SS and CP 3 J6 SS BWR components from
CERT tests at 289_C in sOnulated BWR water.
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Role of Irradiation Hardenlna

Figure 4B indicates that, apparently, no good correlation Is observed between percent
IGSCC and yield strength. For example, CP 304 SS sheath from the BWR-LC exhibited
excellent resistance to IG cracking despite more pronounced Irradlatlon-lnduced
hardening for comparable fluence. For a similar y/eld strength of ,,800 MPa, percent IGSCC

• could be as high as 100% or as low as -3%, depending on composition and structure.

The rationale for Implicating y/eld strength Is that IASCC may be controlled primarily
by irradiation hardening of grains regardless of a graln-boundary process that promotes
stress corrosion. However, results given in Flg. 4B indicate clearly that, although
Irradlatlon-induced hardening is one of the necessary conditions of IASCC, which renders
plastic deformation within grains more difficult, a certain graln-boundary process is
essential to induce iGSCC In the irradiated materials in water.

Effects of SL P. and s

Auger signals from several spots on ductile and Intergranular fracture regions were
analyzed, and peak-to-peak amplitudes of the primary peaks of NI, SI, P, C, N. S, and the
unidentified peak at -58-59 eV (X_o.ev} were measured and normalized with respect to the
amplitude of the primary peak of Fe. Tl_ese basic data from AES analyses were reported
elsewhere. 12.13 From the data, degree o[ graln-boundary segregation of each element was
determined. In Figs. 5A-5C, percent IGSCC from CERT tests In water has been plotted as a

100-, _ • , • w" 'w • , _ _'_'_ _'_ .... , _ , * 100 100 tOO

I--- o'I!i
80 O _ Oemh_ Vscuum 80 II0 80

!. °
.o)_ o -.o g,o .o40 0 " 40 ' I 0 40

" t

0 • i. ,.i . I.i. 191. , ,0 .... i. 0 0 0
0 t 2 3 4 6 0 t 2 3 4 5 e
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I00_* • , • _ .... ' _ , _ , _ , ]100
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,o I

0 • 1 , l , ! , ! qlm 1

0 S0 100 t S0 ;_00 2S0 3C
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on Grain Boundary

Fig. 5. Percent IGSCC in water and depth of lntergranular fracture penetration in
hydrogen-charged specimens, fractured at 25°C _n vacuo, as a function of
grain-boundary segregation of Sl (A), P (B), and X (59-eV) (C). Fluence level
of the specimens was -2 x 1021 n/cm2.
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function of the grain-boundary concentration of 81 and P. Data for_the graln-boundary
segregation of 81, P. and other impurities has been reported in Refs. 12 and 13. In Figs.
5A-5C, the depth of IG-fracture penetration, produced in H-charged specimens in vacuo at
28"C, has also been plotted. The X(59-eV} peak shown In Fig. 5C is produced by the
secondary Auger electrons of LI and NI. A more detailed analysis to identify the origin of
the peak is given later in this paper. No evldence of segregation of S was observed. 13

No gond correlation was observed between the susceptibility to H-enhanced IG
cracking and graln-boundary concentration of 81 or P. The percent IGSCC in water
decreased monotonically for increased grain-boundary concentrations of 81, P, and X(59-
eV}. It is difficult, therefore, to explain the s//nlflcant IG8CC in the HP absorber tube
specimens or the negl/lllble SCC .puscept/billty of the CP sheath specimens on th e basis
graln-boundary segregatlon of Si, P, or S. The present resul_ show convincingly that grain
boundary segregatlon of SI, P, or S is not the mechan_m of IASCC of Type 304 88 as has
been speculated previously. Furthermor-, the results also imply that the low content of 8_P, or s is not the primary factor associated with the better resistance of HP Type 348 SS.s-

Effect of Cr Deoletlnn

Minimum Cr on gram boundaries of the CP and HP absorber tubes and controlblade
sheath was determined by an AES depth-profile technlquei2.|3 and was correlated with
Percent IGSCC in Fig. 6. In the figure, similar results from FEG-STEM9.20.21 are also
plotted for comparison. The latter results were obtained on CERT specimens tested in
simulated BWR water containing 8-32 ppm of dissolved O. For a better comparison,
percent IGSCC from the present CERT tests conducted wlth -0.3 ppm dissolved O was
extrapolated to an O content of 8-32 ppm according to the trend reported by _Kodamaet
al. 19 A comparison similar to that of Flg. 6 has been discussed by Bruemmer et al.22

Results obtained by the two techniques appear to be consistent except for HP304-A, In
which the Cr depletion profile was extremely' narrow and deep according to AES. A more
direct comparison of the AES and FEG-STEM data has been given elsewhere. 13 Fig. §
could be interpreted as suggest/_ that the FEG-STEM data referred to In F/g. 6 have
significant tlmltatlons when used to detect Cr content <14 wt.% w/thln -1.5 nm of a grain
boundary in BWR-Irradlated specimens.

• °

_SO l- i,S-,tpp _ | _.w_ myl_n -

I.o

_2o :o
4 Q l 10 1;_ 14 1Q t8 _ m ;14

Oraln.Soundery Or ¢onlen! (wt.%)

Fig. 6. ,Percent IGSCC vs. minimum grain-boundary Cr content
determined from CERT tests and AES and FEG-STF.,M
analyses of BWR components.
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This may be because several limitations are inevitably associated with energy-
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS} in the present-generatlon FEG-STEM. These limitations
are the effects of imperfect graln-boundary alignment {e.g., l-rim uncertainty produced
with I ° mlsallgnment in 57-nm-thlck film}, relatively large beam slze, beam
broadenlng,23.24 effect of a Cr203 surface layer, and fluoresced Cr X-ray.O Because of these
ItmltaUons, practical resolution itl the present-generatlon FEG-STEM-EDS analysis should
be considered close to 3-3.5 nm: This seems to be inadequate to analyze specimens from
BWR components in which the Cr-depletlon profile is very narrow. The resolution limit
can be greatly improved by utll/zlng the technique of electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS}. 24 Meanwhile, AES data can suffer from the effect of O contamination from the
vacuum environment of the microscope.

Without a proper understanding of the limitations of the techniques and uncertainties
of measurement, and in the absence of a more convincing database (e.g., data from EELS
with a more powerful FEG-STEM}, the role of graln-boundary Cr depletion in IASCC {i.e.,
primary or secondary role} cannot be convlncmgly determined at the present time. Figure
6, however, indicates that susceptibility is increased significantly by Cr depletion, in
particular for percent IGSCC<30% {i.e., lower fluence level}. Nevertheless, the large
variation in percent IGSCC for a similar graln-boundary Cr content of ,,14-15 wt.% {FE_-
STEM data} appears to suggest that an unidentified process other than Cr depletion plays
an important role.

Comnarat/ve Ana lysls of Two S/mllar H_h-Purlt V Heats

To provide a clue to the question of whether one or more umdent/fled processes play
an important role in IASCC, a study was conducted with absorber tube specimens that were
fabricated from the two virtually identical HP heats, HP304-A (less resistant to IGSCC
during CERT tests}f2.17 and HP304-CD (more-reslstant to IGSCC dur/ng CERT tests 17 and
resistant to IASCC failure in reactor I l}. The specimens were irradiated to a similar fluence
level of ,,2.0 x I021 n/era °-. The rationale was that because SI. P, S, C, NI, Cr, Mn and
fluence levels were virtually the same in the two heats, gram-boundary concentrations of
these elements and Irradlatlon-lnduced hardening would also be similar. Therefore, it
would be relatively easy to identify other aspects ofgraln-boundary chemistry, which coul_l
be correlated with resistance to IGSCC. The two mater/als also exhibited a surprisingly
large difference in their susceptibility to hydrogen-lnduced IG fracture in vacuo {see Fig.
5C}. In contrast to HP304-CD, it was very difficult to produce IG fracture in vacuum in H-
charged specimens of HP304-A, a trend opposite to the susceptibility to IGSCC in water.

Graln-boundary Cr depletion in the two specimens, determined by the AES depth-
profiling, is shown in Fig. 7. Not surpr/slngly. Cr depletion in the specimens was similar.

Graln-boundary segregation behavior of Ni and impurities in the two materials is shown
in Fig. 8. where the segregation behavior of NI, Si, P, C, S, N, X{59-eV), and B can be
determined by comparing intensities of the elements on ductile (denoted "D'} and
Intergranular (denoted "I"}fracture surfaces. The left- and r/ght-hand columns of Fig. 8
show results measured on HP304-A and HP304-CD. respectively. In Fig. 9, duplicate
results obtained from another specimen of HP304-CD are given. In the HP304-A specimen,
only Ni segregation was evident. In the HP304-CD specimen, gram-boundary segregation of
not only Ni but also of N. X(59-eV}, and B was evident. Figures 8H and 9D indicate some
extent of segregation of C in the specimens of HP304-CD, although the evidence should be
considered less conv|ncing.

Identification of Li on Grain Boundaries

To identify the X{59-eV} peak, Auger spectra were obtained from several types of SS
specimens, i.e.. irradiated, unlrradiated, and Li-corroded specimens. The results are
summarized in Fig. I0. The X(59-eV} peak was observed in Auger spectra obtained from
irradiated Type 304 SS BWR components {Fig. 10D}. unirradlated Type 304 SS specimens
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irradiated to 2 x 1021 n / cm 2.

that were corroded in liquid Li (at 600°C for 144 h} (Fig. lOB}, unlrrad/ated 20 wt.%-Ni
Type 310 SS {Fig. IOC}, and unlrracl/ated 35 wt.%-Nl Type 330 SS. The characteristic
shape of the peak observed in the unlrradlated hlgh-Nl 310 SS was somewhat d/fferent
from those observed in the Li-corroded or irradiated 304 SS specimens. The peak was
absent in unlrradlated specimens of Types 304, 347, AISI 3340, and martenslUc SS, as
shown in Fig. I I.

Results from these experiments show that at least some fraction of the Intensity of the
X{59-eV} peak observed in the specimens of HP304-CD {Figs. 80 and 9G} is due to Li.
However, results In Figs. 8A, 8E, and 9A show that the segregation ratios of Ni in HP304-A
and HP304-CD are virtually identical. Therefore, graln-boundary concentrations of NI In
the two specimens should be similar, because the bulk concentration of NI Is virtually the
same {i.e., 9.45 wt.%; see Table I}. Accordingly, it is difficult to attribute the large
difference in the Intensities of the X[59-eV} peak between HP304-A {Fig. 8143 and HP304-
CD {Fig. 80} to graln-boundary concentrations of Ni. Segregation behav/ors of X/59-eV}
{Figs. 80 and 9G} and B {Figs. 8P and 9H} In HP304-CD were also similar. Therefore, we
conclude that the X[59-eV) peak observed on the grain boundar/es of HP304-CD is, in fact,
the secondary peak (-58 eV) of LI, whereas the primary peak of Li (-43 eV} was
superimposed on the 47-eV peak of Fe.

I,/ is produced by transmutation of lOB dissolved in specimens by thermal neutrons,
I.e., lOB[n, He}TLI. The cross section for this reaction is large, i.e., -3840 barn. Natural B
dissolved in the absorber tubes is composed of 19.8% lOB and 80.2% IIB. However, it is
not clear if one can rule out the possibility that some of the LI atoms detected in the
absorber tubes were transported from the side of the B4C absorber that is enriched in lOB.
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Fig. I0. Characteristic ,,59-eV Auger electron peaks obtained from (A) un_radlated
' CP Type 304: (B) Type 304 untrradiated and corroded in liquid lithium at

600°C for 144 h; (C) unirradiated T_pe 310 containing =20 wt.% Ni, and
(D) CP Type 304 irradiated to 2 x 10_ n/cm 2.

In austenit/c steels, B is known to segregate strongly to gram boundarles by a thermal
process. Therefore, gram-boundary concentrat/ons of B, and hence I,I, could be Influenced
by the fabr/catlon process in the absorber tubes, even ff the tubes were extruded from the
same starting material. In a slowly cooled section of a thick component (e.g., BWR top
guide}, thermal segregat/on of B is likely to be more pronounced. When segregated, lOB
was transmuted to L/and He In the absorber tubes, and L/was scattered away m the v/cmlty
of grain boundaries because of recoil energy from the transmutation. Under these
conditions, Li atoms in the HP304-CD specUnens seem to have segregated to grain
boundaries by the RIS process m s/gn/flcant quantity because the graln-boundary regions
were relatively r/cher in L/. Lithium segregation in HP304-A was negligible, apparently
because bulk concentrat/on of B was lower and thermal segregation of B was Ins/gn/ficant
during fabr/catlon (Fig. 8L}.

.Effects of N. B. and Tran_mutAtlon

Based on graln-boundary segregation behavior (Figs. 7-9) and bulk chemical
composition /Table I}, gra/n-boundary concentrations of alloying and impurity elements in
the HP304-A and HP304-CD specimens have been calculated and plotted in F/g. 12. The
gram-boundary concentrations were normalized in the plot to facfl/tate easy comparison of
the two materials, with actual numbers g/ven for each element.
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Flg. 12. Relative graln-boundary concentrations of alloying and impurity
elements in HP304-A and HP304-CD absorber tube speclmens
_radWLted to -2 x 1021 n/cm2.

Figure. 12 shows that grain-boundary concentrations of the two materials are virtually
the same, excel_1 for N. Li, and B. Grain-boundary concentrations of Cr, Ni, Si, P, C, and S
are similar. "I_erefore, we conclude that higher concentrations of N and lower
concentrations of Li and B on grain boundaries are conducive to higher susceptibility to
IGSCC.
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Higher contents of N and B are known to enhance grain-boUndary cohesion in
unirradiated steels. 25 However, results of the present investigation indicate an opposite
role for N in irradiated steels. The exact mechanism whereby higher N on grain
boundaries promotes IGSCC in irradiated materials is not clear. Segregation of N results in
a higher concentration of H near grain boundaries because of transmutation of N to H
(proton) by thermal neutrons, i.e., 14N{n, p)14C. The cross section for this reaction is
-1.83 barn. Although H atoms produced from the reaction recoil from grain boundaries,
transmutation of segregated N nevertheless promotes an accumulation of H near a grain-
boundary crack tip. The mechanism whereby a greater concentration of Ll on grain
boundaries is conducive to lower susceptibfllW to IGSCC is not clear either.

The present study strongly Indicates that a synergism between grain-boundary
segregation of lmpu_'lties (N and B) and transmutation by thermal neutrons plays an
Important role in IASCC. It also suggests that the relative importance of the role of grain-
boundary Cr depletion may be not as great as previously believed.

CONCLUSIONS

I. Resistance of In-core components fabricated from hlgh-purity (HP) Type 304 stainless
_steel to Irradlation-asslsted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) is not necessarily superior
to that fabricated from commerclal-purity (CP) materials. Contrary to previous beliefs,
susceptibility to Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) could not be correlated
with graln-boundary concentrations of Si, P, C, N, or S.e

2. Susceptibility to lntergranular cracking could be correlated with grain-boundary Cr
concentration measured by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth-profiling
technique, indicating that Cr depletion influences IASCC. Compounded grain-boundary
depletion of Cr by irradiation-induced process and thermal sensitization could aggravate
susceptibility of weldments and heat affected zones of in-core components to IGSCC.

3. Grain-boundary concentrations of Cr determined by AES and X-ray energy dispersive
spectroscopy {EDS) in currently available field-emission-gun scanning transmission
electron microscopes are not sufficiently accurate to clarify the importance of the role
of irradiation-induced depletion of grain-boundary Cr (i.e., primary or secondary role).

4. Grain-boundary analysis was conducted on BWR neutron absorber tubes that were
fabricated from two HP heats of Type 304 SS of virtually identical chemical composition
but differing significantly in susceptibility to IGSCC after irradiation to similar fluence
levels. Grain-boundary concentrations of Cr, Ni, SI, P, S, and C of the crack-resistant
and -susceptible tubes were virtually identical: however, grain boundaries of the crack-
resistant material contained lower concentrations of N and higher concentrations of B
and Li than the crack-susceptible material.

5. Boron segregates strongly to grain boundaries by a thermal process in austenitic
stainless steels. Therefore, grain-boundary concentrations of B, and hence Ll, could be
influenced strongly by thermomechanical processes. Even if core-internal components
are fabricated from the same starting material, actual grain-boundary concentrations of B
and LI could differ significantly during service. In slowly cooled sections of a thicker
component {e.g., BWR top guide), segregation of B, and hence LI, ts likely to be more
pronounced. This is conducive to better resistance to IASCC under otherwise similar
conditions. Synergism between grain-boundary segregation (of B or N) and
transmutation by neutrons seems to play an Important role in IASCC.
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Fatigue of Carbon ad Low-Alloy 8reels in LWR IBnvtmnments'

O. K. Chopra, W. F. M/chaud, and W. J. Shack
Energy Technology Dlv/sion
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne,Illinois 60439

Abstract

Fatigue tests have been conducted on AI06-Gr B carbon steel and A833-Gr B low--
alloy steel to evaluate the effects of an oxygenated-water environment on the fatigue life
of these steels. For both steels, env/ronmental effects are modest in PWR water at all

strain rates. Fatigue data in moygenated water confirm the strong dependence of fatigue
I/re on dissolved oxygen (DO} and strain rate. The effect of strain rate on fatigue llfe
saturates at some low value, e.g., between 0.0004 and O.001%/s in oxygenated water
with -0.8 ppm DO. The data suggest that the saturation value of strmn rate may vary
with DO and sulfur content of the steel. Although the cyclic stress-straln and cyclic-
hardening behavior of carbon and low-alloy steels is distinctly different, the degradation
of fatigue llfe of these two steels with comparable sulfur levels is similar. The carbon
steel exhibits pronounced dynamic strain aging, whereas stra/n-aglng effects are modest
in the low-alloy steel. Environmental effects on nucleation of fatigue crack have also
been/nvestigated. The results suggest that the high-temperature oxygenated water has
little or no effect on crack nucleation.

1 Introduction

Plain carbon and low-alloy steels are used extensively in PWR and BWR steam supply sys-
tems as piping and pressure-vessel matermls. The steels of interest in these appl/cations in-
clude AI06-Gr B and A333-Gr 6 for seamless pipe and A302-Gr B, A508--2, and A533-Gr B
plate for pressure vessels. The ASME Code Section III (Division I, Subsection NB} includes
rules for the construction of Class I components in nuclear power plants. It recognizes fatigue
as a possible mode of failure in pressure vessel steels and piping materials. The current Code
design curves, specified in Figure 1-90 of Appendix I to Section III, are based primarily on
strain-controlled fatigue tests of small polished specimens in air at room temperature. I The

Code design curves were obtained Ipydecreasing the best-fit curves to the experlmental data by
a factor of 2 on stress or a factor'of 20 on cycles, whlchever was more conservative at each
point. The factors were intended to account for uncertainties in translating the experimental
data of laboratory test specimens to actual reactor components. The factor of 20 on cycles is
the product of three subfactors: 2 for scatter of data (minimum to mean}, 2.5 for size effects,
and 4 for surface finish, atmosphere, etc. 2 "Atmosphere" was intended to reflect the effects of
an industrial environment rather than the controlled environment of a laboratory. The effects of
the coolant environment are not explicitly addressed in the Code design curves.

*Worksupported by the Ofl'/ceof NuclearRegulatoryResearch.U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission.
FINNos. A22122 and A22562. ProgramManagerDr.J. Muscara.
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Recent fatigue strain vs. llfe (S/N} data from the U.S. :blo and Japan I 1-13 illustrate poten-
t/ally significant effects of the LWR environment on the fatigue resistance of carbon and low-al-
loy steels. Specimen lives in simulated LWR environments can be much shorter than for the
corresponding tests in air. In some cases, failures were observed below the ASME Code fatigue
des/gn curve for components. These results raise the issue of whether the fatigue design curves
.in Section Ill are appropriate for the purposes intended and whether they adequately account
for environmental effects on fatigue behavior. The factors of 2 and 20 applied to the mean-data
curve may not be as conservative as originally intended.

Several key variables that influence environmental effects can be identified from the avail-

able S/N data. The results indicate that environmental effect on fatigue llfe can be significant
when all of the following variables exceed threshold values: [a} sulfur content of the steel is
>0.003 wt.%, {b} concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO} In the water Is ;_0.I ppm, and
(c} loading rate during the tensile half of the fatigue cycle ts s0. 1%/s. The actual threshold
values for a specific variable may vary wlth material and environmental conditions. For exam-
ple, a sulfur content of _,0.007% may be needed for environmental effects at 0. I ppm DO,
whereas a sulfur content of L,0.004% may be sufficient at I ppm DO. Other factors that also

'affect fatigue life include alloy composltion/structure, temperature, applied strain, loading his-
tory, and surface pitting. A threshold value or condition may also ex/st for these variables, e.g.,
a minimum plasUc strain is required for environmental effects. However. the existing S/N data
base Is inadequate to establish these thresholds.

At the very low levels of DO characteristic of PWRs or BWRs with hydrogen/water chem-
Istry, environmental effects on fatigue llfe are modest at all temperatures and strain rates.
Fatigue life decreases rapidly as DO increases over a narrow range of =0.1--0.3 ppm, but further
increases up to 8 ppm cause only a modest decrease in life. In oxygenated water, fatigue life
strongly depends on temperature and strain rate. At a given strain rate, fatigue llfe increases
by a factor of 5 or more as the temperature is decreased from 288 to 200°C. For the same env/-
ronment and strain range, fatigue lives can be decreased by a factor of =50 by reducing the
strain rate from 0.I to 0.O001%/s. Based on the ex/stlng S/N data, Argonne National
Laboratory {ANL) has developed In,terh-n fatigue design curves that take into account tempera-
ture, DO level in the water, sulfur level in the steel, and strain rate. 14

The existing S/N data on carbon and low-alloy steels are somewhat limited and do not
cover the range of loading conditions found in actual reactor operation. The data do not extend
over the range of strain rates normally encountered in service, e.g., some transients may have
strain rates as low as 0.O0001%/s. Extrapolation of available data to such low values would
predict a reduction in fatigue llfe by a factor of >300. The relatively good serv/ce experience of
carbon steel piping in BWRs, i.e., 288°C water with 0.2 ppm DO, suggests that the effect of
strain rate on fatigue llfe must saturate at some level, although direct experimental observa-
tions of saturation are very limited. Furthermore, environmental effects on crack nucleation

h_ve been considered as a possible mechanism for the reduction in fatigue llfe. II, 12 Hlgh-sul-
fur steels are more susceptible because cracks can initiate at surface microplts that form near
manganese sulfide (MnS} inclusions. Effects of crack nucleation are important at low strain
ranges, where experimental data are not available. Virtually all data in oxygenated water are at

relatively high strain ranges where fatigue life Is dominated by crack propagation.
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The S/N data from Japan, compiled in the data base JNUFAD" for "Fatigue Strength of
Nuclear Plant Component," also indicate that environmental effects on fatlgue life are greater for
carbon steel than for low-alloy steel, l I However, most low-alloy steels that have been Investl-
gated in JNUFAD are low-sulfur heats {<0,007 wt.%}. It is likely that differences between car-
bon and low-alloy steels are caused by the sulfur content of the steels and that compositional
or structural differences have only m/nor effects on fatigue llfe.

This paper presents the results from fatigue tests conducted on AI06-Gr B carbon steel
and A533--Gr B low-alloy steel under conditions where information is lacking in the existing
S/N data base, The effect of various material and test variables, e.g., strain rate, DO, strain
range, composition, and surface pitting, on fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels has been
evaluated. One of the major objectives of this year's work was to confirm that h/gh-cycle fatigue
llfe is little affected by LWR environments even at lower strain rates.

2 Experimental

Low-cycle fatigue tests are being conducted on AIO6-Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B
low-aHoy steel with an Mrs closed-loop electrohydraullc machine. The A533-Gr B material was
obtained from the lower head of the Midland reactor vessel, which was scrapped before the
plant was completed. The AI06-Gr B material was obtained from a 508-mm-dlameter schedule
140 pipe fabricated by the Cameron Iron Works, Houston, "IX. The chemical compositions of
the two materials are given in Table I, and average room-temperature tensile properties are
given in Table 2. Mlcrostructures of the steels are shown in Fig. I; carbon steel has a pearlltic
structure, whereas the low-alloy steel consists of tempered ba/nlte. Smooth cylindrical speci-
mens with 9.5-ram diameter and 19-ram gage length were used for the fatigue tests.

lO01m 100 ,I

(a} {b}

Figure I. MCrostructures of (a) A 106--Gr B carbon steel and (b) A533--Gr B low-allotj steel

"Privatecommunication from M. Higuchi,IshlkawaJima-HarimaHeavy IndustriesCo.,Japan, toM. Prager of the
PressureVesselResearch Council{PVRC}.January 1992. The olddata base "FADAL" has been revisedand
renamed "JNUFAD."
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Tab_ i. Chemical cornposltlon (wt.qb) of ferrLtic steels u.sed for fat_ud tests
i ii [ i[111111_ __ ii [iiill i LIIJI JlII!l I 111T1--- II I i i i i[i i[ iii in i ill II [I I IIII]INtlLU .......

Source/

Mate_| Referencea ......C P S Sl Fe Cr Nt Mn Mottl i ill i ll,.,,.,,H, lit l l,Hi ........ II .,i..,.,., HH II I It

AI0e-Or B b ANL 0.29 0.013 0,015 0,25 Bal 0.19 0.00 0.88 0,08
Supplier 0.29 0.016 0.015 0.24 Bid - - 0.93 -

Al06-Or B Terrell (7} 0.26 0.008 0.020 0.28 13.1 0.015 0.002 0.02 0.0O3
A333-Gr 6 Htguchi (I I} 0,20 0.020 0.015 0.31 Bid - - 0,93 -

Inw-AtlCNSteel

AS3S-GrBc ANL 0.22 0.010 0.012 0.19 Bsl 0.18 0.51 1.30 0.48
Supplier 0.20 0.014 0.016 0.17 Bsl 0.19 0.50 1.28 0.47

._833-Gr B JNUFAD 0.19 0,020 0.010 0.27 Bid 0.13 0.60 1.45 0.52

ill ill i illl I BFIIBIB I Ji il I[ I i Illl -- _ I i1 1 -

• ReferencenumberIpvenw/thinparentheses,
b Schedule140pipe508-ram O,D. fabricatedbyCameronIronWorks.HeatJ-7201. Actualheat

treatmentnotknown.
e Hot-pressedplate]62 mm thickfromMidlandreactorlowerhead,Austenltlzedat 871.-899"Cfor

5,Shand brinequenched,thentemperedat 649-663"Cfor5.5 h andbrinequenched.Theplate
was machined to a final thtckneu of'127 mm. The I.D. surface was Inlaid w/th 4.8--mmweld
cladding and stress relievedat 6(_?'Cfor 23.8 h.

Table 2. Average room.temperature tensae propertiesof ferrltlc steels
i i iiii .... ii i iiiiiiiiiiii iii i iiiiii! i ii i i iiiiii i i ! i i i i ill i i .....

"Yield Ultimate ReducUon
Stress Stress Elongation in Area

Material Reference s (MPa} (MPa) (%} (%)
tl , • t t , H, , , , H,,t

C:arbon Steel

A106-Gr B ANL 301 572 23.5 44.0

AI06-Gr B Terrell (7) 300 523 36.6 66.3
A333-Gr 6 Higuchl (I 0) 302 489 41.0 80.0

Low-Alloy Steel

A533-Gr B ANL 431 602 27.8 66,6

A533--Gr B JNUFAD 488 630 27.7 65.2
i i i i I ],,i,] it it H I |H , at I lilt[ |litHit It|It ,

a Reference number givenw/thln parentheses.

All tests were conducted at 288°C with fully reversed areal loading {i.e., strata ratio R = -I}
and a trlangular or sawtooth wave form. Unless otherwise mentioned, the strata rate for the
triangular wave and fast-loadlng half of the sawtooth wave was 0.4%/s. Tests in water were
performed under stroke control where the specimen strain was controlled between two locations
outside the autoclave. Tests in alr were performed under strain control with an ax/al exten-
someter; specm_en strain between the two locations used m the water tests was also recorded, i
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Information from the air tests was used to determine the stroke required to ma/ntain constant
strain in the specimen gage length for tests in water: stroke was gradually increased during the
test to maintain constant strain in the specimen. A detailed descr/pUon of the test facility and
procedure have been presented elsewhere. Io

3 Results

The fatigue results on AI06-Gr B and A533--Gr B steels are summarized in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively. The total strain range (_t} vs. fatigue llfe (N25) curves for the carbon and low-alloy
steels in air are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Fatigue life is defined as the number of
cycles required for a 25% decrease in tensile stress amplitude. Results from other Investlga-
tlons 7.11 on similar steels with comparable composition, in particular sulfur content, and the
ASME Section Ill mean-data curves are also included in the figures. The results indicate that
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• Table 3. Fatigue test results for A 106B steel

...................... ._ ................................
......Dissolved Conduct/- Tensile Co,,,,_. stress strain L/re

Test gnv/ron Oxygen pH v/ty Rate b Rate . Rame Range N25 PR
Number mentm (ppb} at RT (_S/cm} (%/s} (%/s} (MPa} (%} (Cycles} expomurec
-- - ,! ,, , ,, ,,, i H L , ,,,,,,i ,,,,,i, , ,,,

[}train Control Tests

1498 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 1001.4 1.004 1,048
1553 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 921. I 0.757 3,253
1615 Air - - - 0.04 0.4 959.8 0.755 3,873
1609 Air - - - 0.004 0.4 1026.0 0.756 3,721
1673 Air - - - 0.004 0.4 1003,6 0.759 6,275
1543 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 818.2 0.502 14,525

1638 Air - - -i 0.4 0.4 803.0 0.440 26.728 I1636 Air - - 0.4 0.4 749,6 0.402 34,829 2
1619 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 741.7 0.401 37.142
1621 Air - - - 0.01 0.4 787. I 0.403 38,1 28
1550 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 681.7 0.353 66,768
1552 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 680.6 0.352 93,322
1644 Air - - - 0.004 0.4 702.0 0.364 >95.000

_troke Control Tests

1546 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 975.7 0.916 1.365
1612 Air - - - 0.004 0.4 1008.2 0.779 3.424
1554 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 896,8 0.730 3.753
1548 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 831.9 0.545 10.632
1555 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 676.3 0.343 98.456

1547 PWR 8 6.7 23.26 0.4 0.4 1010.9 0.987 692
1564 PWR 12 6.6 21.74 0.4 0.4 942.0 0.769 1,525
1549 PWR 8 6.7 25.64 0.4 0.4 827.0 0.533 9.396
1560 PWR 12 6.6 23.73 0.4 0.4 701.3 0.363 35,190
1556 PWR 8 6.6 22.73 0.4 . 0.4 710.9 0.360 38,632

1632 BW 800 5.8 O.l I 0.4 0.4 913.3 0.740 2,077
1614 BW 400 5.9 O.I ] 0.004 0.4 930.4 0.786 303
1623 BWR 800 5.9 0.08 0.004 0.004 943.8 0.792 338
1616 BWR 800 5.8 0.08 0.0(X)4 0.4 912.8 0.799 153
1620 BWR 900 5.9 O.I I 0.00004 0.004 943. I 0.794 161
1634 BW 800 5.8 0.16 0.4 0.4 733.2 0.400 19,318
1624 BWR 800 5.9 0. I0 0.004 0.4 775.7 0.456 2.276

• ,

1639 BWR 800 5.9 0.09 0.004 0.4 751.6 0.418 2.951
1637 BWR 900 5.9 O.I I 0.4 0.4 788.0 0.470 16,622 3
1643 BWR 800 6.0 O.11 0.004 0.4 698.5 0,363 >65.000

a Simulated PWRwater contains 2 ppm lithium and 1000 ppm boron.
b Values for stroke-control testsare approxJmate.Actual strain ratesrangebetween+5% of the listed value.
c Pree,:posurecondlt/onsare as follows:

1. Prlor to being tested in air. specimenwas fatigued for 570 cyclesin oxygenatedwater with 800 ppb
DO at 0.460/ostrain range w/th sawtoothwave form. 0.004 and 0.4%/s strain rates in tensionand
compression.

2. Specimenox/dizedin oxygenatedwater with 600 ppb DO for 100 h at 288°C.
3. Specimenwas fatigued for 569 cyclesin oxygenatedwater with 800 ppb DO at 0.46O/ostrain range

with sawtoothwave form. 0.004 and 0.4%/s strain rates in tensionand compression.
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• Table 4, Fatigue test results for A533B steel
l

Dissolved Conduct/- Tensile Comic. Stress Strain Life
Test Environ Oxygen pH vlty Rate b Rateo Range Range N25 Pre

Number ment* (ppb) at RT (_Slcm} (%Is} (%Is) {MPa) (%) (Cycles) exposurec

Strain Control Tests
• I

1508 Air - - -_ O.4 0.4 910.9 1.002 3,305
1515 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 866. I 0.752 6,792
1625 Air - - - 0.004 0.4 887.7 0.757 4,592
1629 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 782.9 0.503 31,243 I
1505 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 767.6 0.50 1 31,200

1576 Air - - - 0.004 0.4 805.8 0.503 28,129
1590 Air - - - 0.4 0.004 821. I 0.503 24,471
1640 Ah" - - - 0.4 0.4 710.9 0.402 65,880
1517 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 692,5 0.353 2,053,295
1659 Air - - - 0.004 0.4 656.2 0.343 > I 14,294

Stroke Control Tests

1521 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 889.4 0.910 3,219

1523 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 898.6 0.917 2,206
1522 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 905.4 0.899 3,419
1524 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 892.3 0.950 3,714
1525 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 743.6 0.452 65,758
1538 Air - - - 0.4 0.4 708.0 0.387 > 1,000,000

1526 Dl 16 - - 0.4 ' 0.4 876.4 0.873 3,332
1527 Dl 17 6.0 - 0.4 0.4 752.8 0.493 10,292
1528 DI 5 5.8 - 0.4 0.4 744. l 0.488 25.815

1530 PWR 3 6.9 41.67 0.4 0.4 885.5 0.894 1,355
1545 PWR 8 6.9 22.73 0.4 0.4 889.7 0.886 3,273
1533 PWR 4 6.9 45.45 0.004 0.4 916.0 0.774 3,416
1529 PWR 3 6.9 45.45 0.4 0.4 743.4 0.484 31,676
1588 PWR 6 6.5 23.26 0.004 0.4 828.7 0.514 15,321

1605 PWR 9 6.5 23.81 0.4 0.004 785.2 0.460 >57,443
1539 PWR 6 6.8 38.46 0.4 0.4 694.8 0.373 136,570
1542 PWR 6 6.6 27.03 0.4 0.4 631.8 0.354 >1,154,892

1645 B_ 800 6. I 0.07 0.4 0.4 83 I. I 0.721 2,736
1626 BWR 900 5.9 O. 13 0.004 0.4 910.1 0.788 247
1627 BWR 800 5.9 0. I0 0.004 0.4 826.8 0.534 769
1641 BWR 800 5.9 0.09 0.4 0.4 693.0 0.374 17,367
1665 BWR 800 6. l 0.08 0.004 0.4 717.0 0.376 3,455

1666 BWR 750 6. I 0.09 0.0004 0.4 728.4 0.376 >7,000
1647 BWR 800 6. I 0.09 0.4 0.4 688.0 0.363 26,165
[660 BWR 750 6. I 0. I I 0.004 0.4 689.6 0.360 >83,024
1649 BWR 700 6.3 0.08 0.4 0.4 673.4 0.352 28,710
1652 BWR 700 6. l 0.09 0.4 0.4 638. I 0.328 56,923
1655 BWR 750 6. I 0. I0 0.4 0.4 567.6 0.298 > 1,673,954

a Dh Delonlzed water.

Simulated PWR water contains 2 ppm lithium and I000 ppm boron.
b Values for stroke-control tests are approximate. Actual strain rates are +5% of the listed value.
c Preexposure condlt/ons are as follows:

I. Specimen oxldtzed i_ oxygenated water with 600 ppb DO for I00 h at 288°C.
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for both steels, strain rate has no e/__ct on fatigue llfe in air. The data for AI06-Gr B steel are
In excellent agreement with results obtained by Terrell 6.7 on AI06-Gr B steel, but are lower by
a factor of -5 than those obtained by Hlguchl and llda I I on A333-Gr 6 steel. Also. the data for
A106-Gr B steel are below the ASME mean-data curve for carbon steel at room temperature at
high strain ranges (by a factor of 3}. but are above the ASME mean curve at low strain ranges.
•The combined data from the present study and those obtah'led by Terrell for AI06-Gr B steel
may be expressed by the relationship

AC,= 0.230+ 33.66N2s-eJl. (1}

The results for A533-Gr B steel show good agreement with the JNUFAD data on A533-Or B
steel and the ASME mean--data curve for low-alloy steel at room temperature. The data for
A533-Gr B steel may be expressed by the relationship

_e, = 0.315 + 30,99N_4"_. (2)

3.1 Alloy Composition

The cyclic-hardening behavior of carbon and low-alloy steels is significantly different. Plots
of cyclic stress range vs. fatigue cycles for AI06-Gr B and A533--Gr B steels tested in air at
288°C and a total strain range of--0.75% are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. respectively. Cyclic
strain-hardening of the steels is consistent with their mlcrostructure. The AIO6-Gr B steel.
with a pearlitlc structure and low yield stress, exhibits rapid hardening during the initial 100
cycles of fatigue life. The extent of hardening increases with applied strain range. In addition.
the AIO6-Gr B carbon steel also exhibits dynamic strain aging, a time--dependent phenomenon
caused by interstitial elements dissolved in the ferrlte matrix. Consequently. cyclic stress of
carbon steel increases significantly with decreasing strain rate. although its fatigue life is not
affected {Fig. 4). In contrast, the A533-Gr B low-alloy steel consists of a tempered bainltlc
structure, has a relatively high yield stress, and shows little or no initial hardening (Fig. 5). At
low strain ranges, the A533-Gr B steel shows cyclic softening during the initial 100 cycles of fa-
tigue life {Fig. 6). Because of its tempered bainlUc structure, the low-alloy steel exhibits little or
no dynamic strain aging.

The cyclic stress vs. strain curves for A106-Gr B and A533-Gr B steels at 288°C are shown
In Figs. 7 and 8. respectively: cyclic stress corresponds to the value at half life. The results for
AIO6-Gr B steel show excellent agreement with the data obtained by Terrell. 7 The total strain
range AEt {%) can be expressed in terms of the cyclic stress range (MPa) with the equation
obtained by Ten'ell at 288°C:

1907.-----8\ 1010.4) {3)

The best-fltstressvs.straincurveforA533-Gr B steelisrepresentedby

ACt Aa ( Aer'_ '''°= _+ (4)
1965.0 k956.0)
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The effect of strain rate on the cyclic stress-strain curve is quite pronounced in AIO6--Gr B
carbon steel because of dynamic strain aging of the material, whereas strain rate has only a
modest effect on the cyclic stress-strain curve for A533-Gr B low-alloy steel. For both steels.

the oxygenated water environment has no effect on the cyclic stress-straln behavior.

Crack propagation behavior is also different for the carbon and low-alloy steels.

Micrographs of fatigue cracks along longitudinal sections of the AIO6-Gr B and A533--Gr B steel
specimens are shown in Fig. 9. In the carbon steel, fatigue cracks propagate preferentially
along the soft ferrite grains. The low-alloy steel exhibits a typical straight fatigue crack propa-

gating normal to the stress axis.

The surface oxide films that develop on the specimen surfaces tested in air or oxygenated
water environments are not significantly different in the carbon or low-alloy steels.

Micrographs of the gage surface of the steels tested in air and simulated PWR and BWR water
are shown in Fig. I0. In general, the specimens tested in air show slight discoloration, while
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Figure 9. Micrographs of typlcal fatigue cracks along longitudinal sections of
A 106--Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B low-alloy steel specimens

the specimens tested in oxygenated water develop a gray/black corrosion scale and are covered

with surface deposits. The specimens tested at high DO levels (0.8 ppm) also showed patches of
loose brown/red deposit. X-ray diffraction analysis of the surfaces indicated that for both
steels, the corrosion scale is primarily magnetite (Fe304) in simulated PWR water but also con-

tains some hematite [Fe203) after exposure to oxygenated water containing =0.8 ppm DO.
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Figure 10. Micrographs of gage surface of A 106-Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B
• low-alloy steel tested In d_[erent environments at 288°C
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8.2 8imulmted PWR Environment

The total strain range vs. fatigue llfe plots for AIO6-Gr B and A533-Gr B steels in simu-
lated PWR water containing < 10 ppb DO, I000 ppm boron, and 2 ppm lithium are shown in
Figs. I 1 and 12, respectively. The results indicate a marginal effect of PW water on fatigue llfe
at high strain ranges. For both steels, fatigue lives in PWR water are lower by a factor of up to 2
than those in air at a strain range >0.5%. Fatigue lives In water and air environments are com-
parable at a strain range <0.5%. Limited data on A533-Gr B steel indicate that a decrease In
the strain rate by two orders of magnitude does not cause an additional decrease in fatigue life.,
The results for AIO6-Gr B steel are consistent with the data obtained by Terrell 7 in simulated
PWR water where no noticeable effect of strain rate or environment on fatigue life was observed
(Fig. 1I). The results are also consistent with the data of lida et al. 12 and Prater and

Coffin. 15.16 in which theeffects of environment were minimal at DO levels of < 100-200 ppb.
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8_q Ozyp_ted Water

Environmental effects are significant at hlgh DO levels. The total strain range vs. fatigue
life plots for A106--Gr B and A533-Gr B steels In oxygenated water containing -0.8 ppm DO are
shown In Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. For AI06-Gr B steel, fatigue tests were conducted at a
total strain range of ,,0.75% wlth a sawtooth wave form and tensile strain rate between 0.4 and
0.00004%/s; the compressive strain rate for most tests was 0.4%/s. The results indicate that
fatigue llfe decreases rapidly with decreasing strain rate and saturates at a strain rate between
0.001 and 0.0004%/s. Compared wlth tests In air, fatigue llfe In oxygenated water Is lower by
factors of 2, 10, and 20 at strata rates of 0.4. 0.004, and 0.0004%/s, respectively. A further de-
crease In strain rate to 0.(XXX)4%/s does not cause additional decrease m faugue life. The rela-
tive reduction in fatigue life at total strain range of 0.75 or 0.4% are the same. The results also
indicate that only the slow tensile--strain cycle Is responslble for envlronmentally assisted re-
ductlon In fatigue life. Two fatigue tests on AI06--Gr B steel at a strain range of-0.75%, one
with a sawtooth wave form (i.e., 0.004 and 0.4%/s strain mt_, respectively, during the tensile
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and compressive half of the strain cycle) and the other with a triangle wave form (i.e., 0.004%/s
constant strain rate), show identical fatigue lives (Fig. 13).

!

The low-alloy A533-Gr B steel shows an identical behavior. For similar test conditions, the
absolute values of fatigue life for A533--Gr B low-alloy steel are comparable to those for AIO6-
Gr B carbon steel. However, because life in air for A533--Gr B steel is greater than that for
A106-Gr B steel, the relative reduction In life for the low-alloy steel is larger than that for car-
bon steel. This is particularly true at low strain range {0.496), where even at the high strain rate
fatigue life is a factor of 10 lower than in air {Fig 14).

8.4 , 8train Rate

Fatigue data In oxygenated water reveal significant reductions In fatigue life and a strong
dependence on strain rate. Although the microstructures and cyclic-hardening behaviors of the
AIO6-Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B low-alloy steel are significantly different, there is little
or no difference in environmental degradation of fatigue life of these steels. The relative fatigue
lives of several heats of carbon and lo_v-alloy steels with varying sulfur content are plotted as a
function of strain rate in Figs. 15 and 16. Relative fatigue life is the ratio of life in water and life
of that specific heat in air.

The results indicate that the reduction in fatigue life depends not only on strain rate but
also on DO in the environment and sulfur content in the steel. Environmental effects increase

with decreasing strain rates and increasing levels of DO and sulfur. For example, the maximum
reduction in fatigue life for the A106-Gr B and A333-Gr 6 carbon steels with similar suU'ur

content is a factor of 2 at <0.05 ppm DO and a factor of 50 or more at 8 ppm DO. Fatigue lives
at intermediate values of DO are between these limits.

However, the data obtained on A516 carbon steel {0.033 wt.% sulfur) by General Electric
Co. {GE) in a test loop at the Dresden I reactor 3 show a different trend. For this steel, the re-

duction In fatigue lives at 0.2 ppm DO (shown as square data points in Flg. 15) is a factor of--2
greater than that for the AIO6-Gr B steel at 0.8 ppm DO and for A333-Gr 6 steel at 0.2 ppm
DO. The difference may be attributed to the higher sulfur content in the A516 steel. Similar

effects of DO and sulfur content are observed for the low-alloy steels. The results alsn indicate
that for both steels, the effect of strain rate on fatigue life saturates at a value between 0.001
and 0.0004%/s; actual value may vary with DO and sulfur content.

Another factor that may influence environmental effects is wave shape. Fatigue tests on

the A516 steel were conducted with a trapezoidal wave form instead of the sa_tooth or triangu-
lar wave forms used in the ANL and Japanese studies. The trapezoidal wave form consists of

hold periods at peak tensile and compressive strains. It is likely that in addition to the slow

tensile strain rate, the tensile holdperiod also decreases fatigue life. Hold-time fatigue tests are
In progress to establish the effects 'of wave shape.
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S.5 Strain Range

The fatigue data in oxygenated water show a distinct threshold for the value of strain range
for environmental effects. This threshold for the ANL heats of carbon and low-alloy steels ap-
pears to be at 0.36%; fatigue tests on AI06-Gr B and A533--Gr B steels at =0.36% strain range,
=0.8 ppm DO, and 0.004%/s tensile strain rate did not fail even after 65,000 and 83,000 cycles,
respectively (Figs. 13 and 14). For the carbon steel, the fatigue strain range vs. life curves in air
and water environments cross over at low strain ranges, i.e., fatigue life in water is longer than
that in air. This apparently different fatigue S/N behavior is not due to the water envlronment.
It is caused by dynamic strain aging of carbon steels and is observed in Fig. 13 because of the
difference in strain rate for the tests in air and water environments. The S/N curve in air is
based on tests at 0.4%/s strain rate, while the S/N curve in water represents fatigue tests at a
slower strain rate of 0.004%/s. For a specific strain range, fatigue tests in water at slower
strain rate show greater dynamic strain aging, higher cyclic stress, lower plastic st_In range,
and longer life.
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8.6 Craek Nucleation

The reduction in fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels in oxygenated water may be
caused by environmental effects on crack propagation and also on crack nucleation. The fa-
tigue crack growth behavior of these steels in high-temperature oxygenated water and the ef-
fects of sulfur content and loading rate are well known. 17-24 The dissolution of MnS inclusions
changes the water chemistry near the crack tip, making it more aggressive. Th/s results in en-
hanced crack growth rates because elther (a} the dissolved sulfides decrease the repass/vat/on
rate, which increases the amount of metal dissolution for a g/yen mdde rupture rate; or (b} the
dissolved sulfide poisons the recombination of H atoms llberated by corrosion, which enhances
H uptake by the steel at the crack tip.

The water environment may also enhance crack nucleation. For example, corrosion pits or
cav/tles produced by dissolution of MnS inclusions can act as sites for nucleation of fatigue
cracks. 25.2e All specimens tested in air or water environments contained several secondary
cracks, part/cularly those tested at high strain ranges. A detailed examination of the gage sur-
faces of the specimens was conducted to investigate the role of hlgh-temperature oxygenated
water on fatigue crack nucleation. The presence of surface deposits often impedes the exarni-
nation. Consequently, the specimens were descaled w/th an electrolyte of 2 g hexamethylene
tetromlne in 1000 cm 3 of I N HCf. Mlcrographs of the gage surface of an AI06-Gr B spec/men
before and after descallng are shown in Fig. 17. The descaled specimens show many details
that were hidden by the oxide scale and/or deposits. Also, the descaled specimens show many
more cracks that are not visible on the ox/d/zed surface.

All specimens tested in water showed surface mlcroplttlng. These pits form either by cor-
mslon of the material in oxygenated water or by selective dissolution of MnS or other inclusions.t

Typical examples of corrosion pits on AI06-Gr B and A533-Gr B steel specimens are shown in

30 _m

(a) (b}

Figure 17. Mfcrographs of gage surfaces of A J06-Gr B carbon steel specimens
(a) before and (b) after descaltng
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(a} (b}

Figure 18. TgpCal examples of mlcroplts on the surface of (oJA 106-Gr B carbon steel

and (b) A533-Gr B low-alloy steel specimens tested tn oxygenated water
at 288°C

(a) (b}

FYoure19.SecondarNfattouecrackson thedescaledsurfaceof(o,iA IO@--GrB carbon
steel and (b) A533-Gr B loue-alloy steel spec#nens

Fig. 18. The mlcroplts are often associated with cracks, as seen in Fig. 18: however, these are
surface cracks in the oxide scale that do not extend into the material. None of the examined

specimens showed any evidence that fatigue cracks nucleate preferentially at the mlcropRs.
Typical secondary fatigue cracks on the descaled surfaces of A06--Gr B and A533--Gr B speci-
mens are shown in Fig. 19. Several corrosion pits and cavities created by dissolution of Inclu-
slons are visible on the surface and seem to be associated with the crack. However, there is no

indication that the crack actually nucleated at any of these sites. The cracks appear to en-
counter and pass through these corrosion plts or through stringers of inclusions. Examination
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of the fatigue specimens indicates that irrespective of env/ronment, cracks in carbon and low-
alloy steels nucleate along slip bands, carbide particles, or at the ferr/te/pearl/te phase bound-
aries. Examples of such cracks in a carbon steel specimen are shown in Fig. 20.

The metallographlc examination was complemented by measuring the craclOng frequency
for fatigue specimens tested in different environments. Figure 21 shows plots, as a function of
strain, of the number of cracks along longitudinal sections of the gage length of AI06-Gr B and
A533-Gr B spec/mens tested at two dLITerentstrain rates in air, simulated PWR, and high-DO
water. In all cases, the number of cracks represent the average value along a 7 mm gage
length. The results show that with the exception of the low-alloy steel tested in simulated PWR
water, environment has no effect on the frequency of cracks. For similar loading conditions, the
number of cracks in the specimens tested in air and oxygenated water with 0.8 ppm DO are

F_gure 20. Nucleation of cracks along sllp bands, carbide particles, and ferrlte/
pearllte phase boundaries of the carbon steel fatlgue specimen
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identical, although fatigue life is a factor of -8 lower in water, If the redu_tion m life is caused
by enhanced crack nucleation, the specimens tested in high DO water should show more
cracks.

The low-alloy steel specimens tested in either simulated PWRwater or delon/zed water wlth
.<I0 ppb DO show a significantly higher frequency of cracks, although their faUgue llfe Is only
marginally lower than that in air. These cracks most likely are caused by hydrogen produced
by the corrosion reaction, The frequency of cracks is higher only in the low-alloy steel and not
in carbon steel because of structural differences: the low-alloy steel has high tensile strength
and consists of tempered bamltlc structure.

The contributions of environment to crack nucleation were further evaluated by conducting
exploratory tests. Figure 22 shows the fatigue life of AI06-Gr B steel m air (dashed llne} and in
hlgh-DO water at 0.4 and 0.004%/s strain rates (circle and diamond symbols, respect/vely}. A
fatigue spec/men wu preexposed at 288"C for 100 h in water with 0.6 ppm DO and then tested
in air at 0.4% total strain range. At this strain range, nearly half the fatigue life may be spent
in crack nucleation. Fatigue life should be reduced Ifsurface mlcroplts facilitate crack nucle-
.atlon: life of this specimen is identical to that of an unoxldized specimen. Similar behavior was
observed for a preoxJdlzed A533-Gr B specimen tested at 0.5% strain range. It is possible that
the high DO and slow strain rate are also needed to influence crack nucleation. This possibility
was checked by first testing a specimen in hlgh-DO water at 0.4% strain range and 0.004%/s
strata rate for 570 cycles (,,25% of the llfe at these loading conditions} and then testing in either
air or water environment at 0.4%/s strain rate. Fatigue life of these tests should be reduced if
crack nucleation contributes in any way to environmental effects. Once again, no reduction in
life is observed. These results suggest that the reduction in fatigue llfe in oxygenated water is
primarily due to environmental effects on fatigue crack propagation. Environment has little or
no effect on crack nucleation.
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4 Conclusions

The fatigue behavior of AI06-Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B low-alloy steel has been in-
vestigated in oxygenated water and in air. The results confirm the significant reduction in fa-
tigue life and strong dependence on strain rate. For both steels, fatigue life in oxygenated water
decreases with decreases in strain rate or increases in DO. The effects of strain rate on fatigue
life saturate at some low value of strain, rate, e.g., between 0.0004 and 0.001%/s in oxygenated

water with *,0.8 ppm DO. The actual value of saturation strain rate may vary with DO and sul-
fur content of the steel. The results show that although the cyclic stress-strain and cyclic-
hardening behavior of carbon and low-alloy steels are distinctly different, there is little or no dif-
ference in susceptibility to environmental degradation of fatigue llfe of these steels, when sulfur
levels are comparable. The A I06--Gr B carbon steel exhibits pronounced dynamic strain-aging,
whereas strain aging effects are modest in the A533--Gr B low-alloy steel.

A detailed examination of the gage surfaces of the specimens was conducted to investigate
the role of high-temperature oxygenated water on fatigue crack nucleation. The results suggest

that an oxygenated-water environment has no effect on the nucleation of cracks. All specimens
'tested in water showed surface micropitting, due to either corrosion of the material in oxy-
genated water or selective dissolution of MnS or other inclusions. However, there is no indica-

tion that a fatigue crack nucleated at any of the surface micropits. Examination of the fatigue
specimens indicates that irrespective of environment, cracks in carbon and low-alloy steels nu-
cleate along slip bands, carbide particles, or at the ferrite/pearlite phase boundaries.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes progressassociatedwith three differ-
ent NRC-fundedprograms at the PacificNorthwestLaboratory. The
topics,cast stainlesssteel (CSS) and PISC Ill program status,
are activities being conducted in the programentitled "Evaluation
and Improvementin NondestructiveExaminationReliabilityfor
InserviceInspectionof Light Water Reactors (LWRs)" - FIN No.
BZ289, the work on SAFT-UT performanceis part of the program
entitled "Field Validation,Acceptance,and Training of Advanced
NDE Technology" - FIN No. B2913, and the final activity is part of
the programentitled "Evaluationof Computer-BasedNDE Techniques
and Regional Supportof InspectionActivities"- FIN No. LIIO0.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is divided into four sectionsthat will describe the significant
work which was performedin each topic area as follows. The first topic is
that of cast stainlesssteel, the second is validationof the SAFT-UT technol-
ogy, the third is a brief status report on the PISC Ill programwith emphasis
on areas where PNL is activelyparticipatingin the program, and the fourth is
an update on the work to evaluate computer-basedUT/ISI systems.

l, CAST STAINLESSSTEEL

The purpose of ultrasonic inservice inspection (UT/ISI) of nuclear reactor
piping and pressure vessels is the reliable detection and accurate sizing of
material defects. Before defects can be sized, they must first ,e detected.
This is typically done by analyzing ultrasonic echo waveforms from material
defects. In ]978, a multi-year program entitled "The Evaluation and Improve-

_Work supportedby the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommissionunder DOE
Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830; A. L. Hiser, Jr., NRC ProgramManager, FIN B2289.
Dr. J. Muscara, NRC ProgramManager, FIN L1100 and B2913.
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ment of NDE Reliabilityfor InserviceInspectionof Light Water Reactors" (NDE
Reliability)was establishedat the PacificNorthwestLaboratory (PNL) to
determinethe reliabilityof current inserviceinspectiontechniques and to
develop recommendationsthat would ensure a suitablyhigh inspectionreliabil-
ity if fully implemented.

Due to the unreliabilityof ISl of centrifugallycast stainlesssteel (CCSS),
much work has been performedsince 1978. CCSS is an anisotropicand nonhomo-
geneous material. The manufacturingprocesscan result in the formationof a
long columnar grain structure(approximatelynormal to the surface),with
grain growth oriented along the directionof heat dissipation,often several
centimetersin length. During the solidificationof the material, columnar,
equiaxed (randomlyspeckledmacrostructure),or a mixed structurecan result,
dependingon chemical content and controlof the cooling process.

The large size of the anisotropicgrains,relativeto the acousticpulse
wavelength,stronglyaffects the propagationof ultrasoundby causing severe
attenuation,changes in velocity,and scatteringof ultrasonicenergy.
Refractionand reflectionof the sound beam occur at the grain boundaries,
resultingin defects being incorrectlyreported (positionand/or size),
specificvolumes of material not being examined,or both. When coherent
reflectionand scatteringof the sound beam occur at grain boundaries,
ultrasonicindicationsare difficult to distinguishfrom flaw s_,gnals.When
inspectingpipe sections,where the signal-to-noiseratio is relatively low,
ultrasonicexaminationscan be confusing,unpredictable,and unreliable.

The work described herein was performedin order to provide a firm engineering
basis for evaluating and recommendingthe possibleutility of using inherently
grain insensitiveultrasonictechniquesfor the inspectionof coarse-grained
materials. The concept behind this work is to investigatelow frequency
ultrasonictechniques inherentlyinsensitiveto macrostructuraleffects and to
utilize fracturemechanicsevaluationson CCSS in order to establishguidance
for the sizes of flaws that need to be detected.

i

COARSE-GRAINEDMATERIAL INSPECTION

The objectiveof this subtaskis to evaluatethe effectivenessand reliability
of ultrasonicinspectiontechniqueson LWR componentscontainingcast stain-
less steel material. Work performed in this area was initiatedin FY 92 and
continuedin FY 93.

I,.OWFREQUENCY INSPECTIONOF COARSE GRAINEDMATERIALS

pesign of the low frequenc.yultrasonic searchunit: The initialthrust of the
low frequencyinspectionwork focused on utilizinga simplisticapproach to
the inspectionproblem, by examining low frequencyprobes and conventional
hardwarereadily availableto us at the Laboratory. After optimizing the data
acquisitionelectronicsfor signal transmissionand reception,a number of
preliminarysingle A-scanswere recorded. Frequenciesranging from 50 kHz to
500 kHz were investigated,and numerous narrowbandand broadband large-
diametercontact transducerswere examined in both pulse-echo and pitch-catch
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modes. Resultswere quite poor, and considerableringingwas evident,which
masked backwall echoes and other signal reflectionsof concern. These
transducerswere not manufacturedforour purposesand were designedwith
little or no backingmaterial;thus, the low bandwidthand effective"dead
zone" of these units was too significanta problemto overcome. Results
indicated that an effectiveultrasonicinspectionof coarse-grainedmaterials
using off-the-shelfprobes, conventionalhardwareand a lower frequencywas
not feasible. This necessitatedthe design and implementationof a custom-
designed search unit and utilizationof an arbitrarywaveform generatorfor
the purposesof better optimizationof the inspectionsystem.

The improveddesign of a dual element search unit was driven by the criteria
establishedfor the low frequencyexperimentationof coarse-grainedmaterials.
Due to the fact that longitudinalwave energy attenuatesless than shear wave
energy in CCSS, it was decided that this study would examine 30°, 45° and 60°
incidentlongitudinalwaves in a pitch-catchconfiguration. In order to
achieve a large bandwidthand optimize the performanceof the transmitterand
receiver,primary considerationwas given to the followingparameters:

• WavelengthL > Average Grain Diameter (LowerFrequency)
• Wave Mode (Longitudinalversus Shear)
• TransducerType (Bandwidth,Transmit/ReceiveMaterials)
• Pulser/ReceiverCharacteristics(Electronics)

The functionaldependenceof ultrasonic attenuationin CCSS is well documented
(Jeong1987). Scatteringlosses are the predominantfactor in ultrasonic
attenuation,and by plottingthe attenuationof ultrasonicenergy as a
functionof frequency,the most significantdecrease in attenuationoccurs
within the Rayl'eighscatteringregion where the wavelength is greater than the
averagegrain diameter. In order to "desensitize"our inspectionto the
effectsof the grain structure,and since some of the CCSS samples available
for testingcontain grain diameterson the order of I/2 inch, a wavelengthof
2/3 inch in the material was chosen. This correspondsto a center frequency
of approximately350 kHz. The transmitelementwas made from a I inch by 2
inch K-81 lead metaniobate,piezoelectriccrystalwith a center frequencyof
350 kHz, and a I inch by 2 inch PVDF elementwas used as the receive element.
The end productresulted in a dual element, pitch-catchsearch unit utilizing
two rectangularcrystals each with dimensions I inch by 2 inches. The
transmit crystalwas fairly broadbandwith a -6 dB bandwidthof 74%. A set of
specialwedges (shoes)was designed for each specific angle of incidence.
Althoughmuch of the initialwork investigatedflat specimens,the shoes were
adaptedto conformto the curved inspectionconditionas well. Due to uneven
and curved surfaces of the pipe sections,this was not optimal, but allowedus
to examinemore specimensand prompted the use of an immersionbath for
couplingpurposes.

One goal was to achieveoptimal efficiency of the transmittedpulse. In order
to achievethis, our focus was directed to the pulser/receiverconfiguration
as well. By programmingan arbitrarywaveform generatorto custom design the
filter used to drive the transmitter,we were able to increasethe temporal
responseof the transmitterand more efficientlydrive the crystal. On the
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receive end, we used four Panametrics low frequency amplifiers in series to
amplify the signal and limit the amountof electronic noise induced by the
instruments. Laboratory tests looked promising so it was decided that an
objective test should be performed to quantify the effectiveness of this
technique.

EVALUATIONOF SAFT-LOWFREOUENCYINSPECTIONOFCCSS(EPRI ROUNDROBIN)

In order to fully evaluate the effectiveness of the specially designed low-
frequency transducer combinedwith the SAFTtechnique, it was decided to
participate in a blind test. The opportunity arose to participate in a round
robin test being coordinated by the Electrtc PowerResearch Institute (EPRI)
NDECenter and sponsoredby Northeast Utilities andYankeeAtomic. The PNL
SAFT-UTsystemwas located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)where it
was being used to inspect a reactor pressure vessel that was located there.
PNL's participation t n the CSSround robin occurred at ORNL,andwas co-funded
with the NRCcovering PNLstaff labor and Northeast Utilities covering the
travel expensesfor PNLstaff to travel to ORNL,staying at Oak Ridge for one
week, and returning to PNL.

The PNLteam was provided with two sets of CCSSspecimens;a practice (train-
ing) set consisting of one CCSScalibration block and three fitting-to-pipe
sections, and a: test set consisting of eight CCSSfitting-to-pipe and pipe-to-
pipe sections. All but three specimensoriginated from the Westinghouse
Owners' Group (WOG),with the remaining three specimensoriginating from PNL.
The anisotropic and coarse-grained structure of the specimenspresented could
possibly cause the problemof not only detecting existing cracks, but also of
misclassifying the uncrackedspecimensas cracked. The procedures employedby

'the PNLteam havedemonstrated a potential for discriminating between cracked
and uncrackedmaterial. The PNL inspection team utilized a low frequency,
long wavelength acoustic technique combinedwith the synthetic aperture
focusing technique (SAFT).

i

A Compaq486 computercontaining an A/D converter was used to digitize
incoming data and initialize a trigger output stgnal. The arbitrary waveform
generator was used for progranmningand implementingcustom-designedwavefoms
for driving the transmitter. The driving pulse wasamplified by a low
frequency, 200 watt RF power amplifier and sent to the transmitter. The
pitch-catch received stgnal (echo) was then sent to a group of four Pana-
metrics low-noise, wide-band amplifiers in series. High pass filtering at 100
kHz was Implementedat each stage of amplification in order to allow suttable
amplification while minimizing low frequency amplifier noise components.A
linear averaging schemewas Implemented, where the received A-scans were
averaged 128 times per repetition for purposesof increasing signal-to-noise
andminimizing the effects of motor noise from the robot.

The automatedscanningmechanismconsists of a fully automatedPUMA500
robotic arm, with transducer attachments. The robot has maneuverability over
a wide range of motions utilizing six joints that allows freedom of movement
in the X-, Y-, and Z- planes for automateddata acquisition.
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SAFT-UT technologyhas the potentialto previde significantenhancementsto
the inspectionof coarse-grainedmaterialsused in U.S. nuclear power plants.
The resolutionof all imagingsystems is limited by the effective aperture
area; that is, the area over which data can be detected,collected,and
processed. SAFT is an imagingmethod which was developedto overcome some of
the limitationsimposedby large physical apertures,and has been successfully
applied in the field of ultrasonic testing. Relyingon the physicsof
ultrasonicwave propagation,SAFT is a very robust technique.

All SAFT processingsoftwarewas containedin and invokedon a SUN Sparc 2
workstation. Imagespresented for analysis consistedof original photographs
of the Sparc Z monitor after post processingraw data. The objectivewas to
acquire low frequencyultrasonicdata on four CSS practice specimens and eight
round robin CSS test specimens. This data was post-processedusing the three-
dimensionalSAFT algorithm. The followingtwo modes were employed for these
inspections:

I. 45° L-wa_e at 350 kHz
2. 0° (normal)L-wave at I MHz

Given the SAFT presentationof ultrasonicdata (in the B-scan format), the PNL
team was lookingfor amplitudeanomaliesthat occur appropriatelyin time,
with a characteristicshape and at a characteristicangle of orientationto
the angle of inspection;the followingcriteria were used:

I. Amplitudepeaks (anomalies)that occur in a concentratedarea that spans
: across the back surface line.
2. These areas must have a specific shape to them, not be just a random

blotchy, scatteredgrouping of amplitudeblips. Typicallywe look for a
circular or ellipticalshape with smooth contouringaround the edges.

3. With a given shape, it is easy to see if the insonifiedarea is appro-
priately orientedwith respectto the incidentbeams angle. This angle
is slantedsuch that the image appears nearly perpendicularto the angle
of incidenceof the insonifyingbeam.

4. Extent (length)across the back surface line.
5. Areas not complyingwith all four of these criteriamay in part be due

to, or constitutematerial geometry, noise, surfaceroughnesseffects,
or a combinationthereof.

Figure ]2 shows the performanceof the teams that participatedin this round
robin exercise. The vertical axis is the (crackedlength that was called
cracked)/(thetotal crackedweld length) and the horizontalaxis is the
(uncrackedweld length that was called cracked)/(totaluncrackedweld length).
The diagonal line representsperformancethat could be obtained by pure
guessing where an equal number of right and wrong calls are made. The best

ZThis figurewas provided by the EPRI NDE Center. The NDE Center report
on this study is in preparationand we appreciatethe permissionfrom the EPRI
NDE Center to publish this figure.
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Figure 1. Detection Performnce of Participants in EPRi NDECenter Coordi-
nate Cast Stainless Steel RoundRobin Workshop

performance is that which is further from this line. It should be noted that
as is almost always found, there are a few manual inspectors that out-perform
automated systems. It is clear that false calls are not negligible, but they
are also not high either.

In the ftnal analysts of the combined low frequency-SAFT Inspection technique,
results of the bltnd test proved to be among the top performers of the
techniques evaluated. The PNL crack detection probability was 70%, whtle the
false call probability was 30%. This indicates that the low-frequency SAFT-UT
approach looks promising and further evaluation is planned for next ftscal
year.
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FRACTUREMECHANICSCALCULATIONSAND ANALYSIS

Work with fracturemechanicsevaluationsof CCSSwas initiatedusingan
approachutilizingworkperformedat Battelle-ColumbusandArgonneNational
Laboratory(ANL)with regardto performingcalculationsto estimatedimensions
of criticalcracksin CCSS. The objectiveof the fracturemechanicsstudyis
to assemblean_ interpretinformationon the fractureof cast stainlesssteel
componentsin Orderto make recommendationsregardingthe sizesof flawsthat
needto be detectedfor an effectiveinspectionof cast materials.It was
realizedthat currentandeven existingadvancedUT methodswill not detect
flawsof the smallersizesthatcan be readilydetectedin othermaterials.
The detectionof smallflawsin castmaterialsremainsa long-rangegoal for
NDE development.Nevertheless,it is also importantto establishwhat sizes
of largerflawsare stillbelowcriticalsizesfor typicalcastcomponents,
sincesignificantbenefitscan be achievedif the NDE methodscan detectthese
flawsof largesizes.I

An in-depthliteraturesearchand reviewof currentwork on CCSS fracture
mechanicsevaluationswas completed,and industrycontactsresultedin
providinglittleinformationusefulto this studydue to proprietaryreasons.
The bulkof thisworkcontainedsummariesand descriptionsof work performed
at ANL on definitivelowerboundJ-R fracturecurvesfor thermallyaged CCSS.
Estimatesof criticalflawsizesfor primarycoolantpipingusingArgonne's
toughnessdata,publisheddata on pipingloads,and one of Battelle-Columbus's
methodologieshavebeencompleted.Serviceloadson PWR primarycoolant
pipingare relativelylow,and thus evenseverelyagedCCSS can tolerate50%
through-wallcircumferentialflaws. Work has continuedwith a reviewof
materialcharacterizationdataused in the calculationand completecomparison
of criticalflaw sizesfor agedversusunagedmaterial. Bothcentrifugal,cast
and staticcast materialshave beenaddressedfor propertiesat ambientand
operatingtemperatures.The failureassessmentcurveof ASMECode Case N-494
was reviewedand revisedto more accuratelypredicttearinginstability
failuresof flawedpipingwith the tearingresistanceand stressstraincurves
of cast stainlesssteel. All calculationshave beenupdatedusingthe
improvedfailureassessmentcurve. The resultsof thisworkwhen completed
will be usedto supporta basisfor the designof performancedemonstration
CSS testsets for an ASME CodeSectionXI, AppendixVIII Supplement.

FUTUREWORK

Pursuefurtherevaluationof low-frequencytechniques,advancedsignal
processingmethodssuchas adaptiveultrasonics,and completethe fracture
mechanicsevaluationfor supportinga basisfor the designof performance
demonstrationCSS testsets- AppendixVIIISupplement.

5, SAFT-UTPERFORMANCE

Thisworkwas partof a programwhichhad the objectiveto developand
validatea real-timesyntheticaperturefocusingtechniquefor ultrasonic
testing(SAFT-UT)forthelinserviceinspectionof lightwaterreactorcompo-
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nents (Hall, Reid, and Doctor 1988). The SAFT-UTtechnology was developed
through an extensive laboratory program and was deployed in the field. The
technology has been validated through a series of blind tests. This section
describes the most recent work in this validation activity.

BACKGROUND

One of the tests selected for validating the SAFT-UTtechnology was the PISC-
III Full-Scale Vessel (FSV) Test conducted at the Haterialpruefungsanstalt
(HPA) Laboratory located in Stuttgart, Germany that tnvolved the characteriza-
tion of 12 indications in a full-scale reactor pressure vessel.

During December _990, three PNL staff traveled to Stuttgart and spent 1] days
performing inspections on the FSV. Eight of the inspection zones were
examined from both the inside and the outside surfaces of the reactor vessel.
In these examinations, there were over 650 Hbytes of data collected. The
inspections included 0o, ±45o, ±60 °, ±70o, and tandem SAFT. The data was not
analyzed in Germany, but was shipped back to PNLfor this evaluation.

Field trip notes were developed during the course of the testing at the HPA
site. These notes were recorded on a PC to document the activities that
occurred during the testing. This turned out to be very useful because there
were a number of confusing points that these detailed notes clarified.

I

There were a number of things that were learned in this exercise. The SAFT
system, in general, performedvery well; but there were several areas that
were found where improvementswere needed. The most importantof which was
that the header for the filesneeded to be changedto accommodatethe sizes of
numbers to cover the dimensionsof a full-sizedreactorpressure vessel.

i

During January the SAFT equipmentwas returnedto the United States. Upon
arrival the equipmentwas set up and checked out to determine its condition.
Several minor problemswere encounteredand some maintenancewas performedon
the scanner.

All 650 Mbytes of data were methodicallyanalyzed. The analysiswas performed
by first evaluating the data from the clad surface,followed by the data from
the unclad surface, and then evaluatingthe data combined. This approach
allowed us to learn more from the data evaluationand gave us the opportunity
to determineoptimum inspectioncombinations.

During the analysis, it became apparentthat the amount of data to be analyzed
was substantiallymore than had been analyzed previouslyfor any other
inspection. In other examinations,most of the scannedmaterial is blank; but
in this case every area scannedhad a substantialnumber of indications. One

conclusionfrom this exercise is that improvementsto the system are needed to
facilitatehandling of large data sets, and this to a large extent was
accomplishedwhen the sYstemwas upgraded to a Sun computer.

Another result from the data analysiswas that the UT responsesobtained from
the various directionsand inspectionconditionslead to differentconclusions
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about how to interpret the indication. Consequently, a decision was needed as
to which signals and interpretation to believe. Every attempt was made to
follow the rules that had been established from previous work, but there were
many instances of ambiguity associated with the interpretation. In these
cases, a decision was reached by looking at the strength of the signals (top
ttp signal amplitude versus bottom tip amplitude), or recognizing that

"xolumetric indications should be detected during a normal beam scan, etc. The
tandem scans were very useful in determining if an indication was surface
connected or if two signal tips were from a single indication or two different
indications.

At the completion of the analysis, the results were reviewed by several
knowledgeable PNL staff to ensure that nothing was overlooked in the evalua-
tion and to confirm the flaw size estimates. The SAFT inspection results were
provided to the JRC at Ispra, Italy. Overall the results were felt to be
good, but there weredifficulties in interpreting the data. This was due, in
part, to the number of indications in each of the zones examined, and the fact
that defects have a large range of scattering properties. Some indications
were easy to interpret, but others were quite complex and did not fit simple
models.

FSV SAFT-UT RESULTS

The data was analyzed by examinin9 all files of a particular zone. The data
was reduced by the PNL staff, and those indications that were felt to be of
importance were reported; this sometimes included several indications in a
particular zone. In several other cases, the indications were all plotted and
then they were felt to all be part of a single larger indication and, thus,
were reported as a single large indication. However, we did provide images
showing the detailed images that were evaluated to arrive at that conclusion.

The full details of the study have not been released, but the true state data
is known and the values submitted by PNL are shown in Table 1. What is listed
in this table is the True State data obtained by destructive analysis and the
results obtained using SAFT-UT. There was good general agreement for all the
defects inspected except for Defect Numbers 5 and 6. In reviewing the data,
the indications reported for defect zone 5 correlate with the intended defect
but this is not true for defect zone 6. This latter zone might best be
classified as not detected. Since the analysis is still in progress, the
actual outcome and overall assessment will need to await further details.
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i

Table 1. PZSC 111 Actton No. 2 Full-Scale Vessel Test. - Phase 1

ii imlll
..: .

'Defect l 2 3 4
,Number ...... ! i _ " ! I

True-State 9 80 18 2 24 6 L = 24, A = 6 L = 83, A = 25

SAFTResults 9 82 17 28 58 9* not inspected not inspected
5.1 30.7 5
- 11.8 5

ii

f
i i i

Defect ..... 5....... 6 ......... 7 .................... 8 _ .,,,_ ,,, . . :;:::: - ::: :

N_r ' ::..... ,,,, AZ ,Y Az dx AY dZ AX AY ,z
True-State 13 33 33 15 32 22 2 31 12 28 1089 110

SAFTResults 43 42 23 38 168 20 not inspected 23 1 110
17.8 20.5 10.1 18 58
43.1 112 7.6 5.1 33i

mt ' l,t ,, i , mm ,, ,, , i

Defect 9 10 I1 12 ,
Number ......

AX AY kZ AX ky AZ _X i AY AZ 6X AY AZ

True-State 20 1089 82 800 4 20 116 16 27 4 77 22
i

SAFTResults 20 - 71 not inspected 109 3 25 9 81 21
8 - 58
8 - 64

*This first one is formed by adding the reported zones together and forming a super large region containing
al 1 reported i ndi cat ions.

However, if one takes a simplistic approach to the assessment of the SAFT-UT
performance and computes the mean, standard deviation and variance for the
data as a function of the three orthogonal coordinates X, Y and Z, then one
finds as shown in Table Z that the SAFT-UT technology performed very well. It
needs to be noted that most of the error for the Y dimension of the defects
was associated defect 6. If this defect is eliminated the greatest effectI ,

will be on the Y measurements as is shown in Table 3. This is more like what
is expected since the operating parameters were selected so that the resolu-
tion of the system would be similar in both the depth and lateral directions.
Because of the degraded performance due to surface roughness and the cladding,
it was expected that the resolution would be 2 wavelengths which would be 2.44
nanto 3.0 mmfor the transducer frequencies and modes used versus the theoret-
ical limit of 1 wavelength.
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Table 2. Statistical Values of SAFT-UT Performance on All FSV Flaws

i

J AX AY AZi i

l_an 6.1 m 19.5 m -3.5ii , i

i

Standard Deviation 13.3 mm 47.2 mm 4.4 mm
i

Variance 12.4 m2 44.1 _2 4.1 _2
,, i1|1= m i .......

_ONCLUSIONSBASEDON FSV TEST

The SAFT-UT system performed extremely well and pretty much as expected in
these tests. This provided good validation data for thick section materials.
Webelieve the SAFT technology performed very well in comparison with other
techniques used in this test, but a full comparison will have to await the
detailed analysis that is in progress by the P]SC ]II Action 2 Data Analysis
Group.

Table 3. Statistical Values of SAFT-UTPerformance on
All FSV Flaws _cept No. 6

i ,i i

i AX AY AZ.
I tllll tl ] I I I it I O t i=1

Hean 3.Tmm 3.0 mn -3.7 mnz i

Standard Deviation 12.3 m 3.8 mn 4.7 _nml i i

Vari ance 1I. 4 mm2 3.5 mm2 4.3 mm2
1, •

CONCLUSIONS

The validation test conducted and reported inthis section provides a very
good and strong case for the effectiveness of the SAFT technology. This
coupled with the improvements in computer processing speed, RAHmemory
capacity, and laser disks' makes for very compact and high performance systems
that can process data as it is acquired and provide a high performance
platform for conducting the image analysis. This work provides a strong case
for use of this technology for characterizing ultrasonic indications in
reactor pressure vessels.

3. PISC 1_1PROGRAHSTATU_

The Programmefor the ]nspection of Steel ComponentsPhase 3 (P[SC II[) began
with the objective to measure the inspection effectiveness of NDE for many
different light water reactor compqnents (Crutzen 1991). This included real
components, real geometries, and real flaws in conjunction with conventional
and advanced NDEtechniques. The PISC 11I program will be completed in
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calendaryear 1993. A final symposiumof the programwork will be held in
March of 1994 in Petten,Holland. There are many things that are coming to
closure at the same time, and it will be an extremelytight schedulefor the
remainderof the program. The followingis a very brief overviewof the
status of each action. Specific programmaticresultscannot be released until
the PISC Ill Management Board grants approvalto do this. Therefore, the.
followingdefines the objectivesand provides a status of the work being
conductedon each Action but does not contain specific resultssince these are
not publicly availableat this time.

ACTION NO. i - REAL CONTAMINATEDSTRUCTURES

Action No. I seeks to collect results from specific investigationsand limited
round robin tests (RRTs)on real service-induceddefects in materialsand
structuresof the primary circuitof light water reactors. Very little work
was performed on the action because this actionwas given low priority because
of the broad spectrum of actions startedand the high cost of transporting
contaminatedcomponents,performingtests, conductingdestructiveexamina-
tions, and then disposingof the residualmaterials.

ACTION No. 2 - FULL SCALE VESSEL (FSV) TESTS

Action No. 2 validatesthe results obtainedby proceduresin the PISC II
exercisebut using more realistic inspectionconditions. The installation
offered by StaatlicheMaterialprufungsanstalt(MPA),UniversitatStuttgart,
Germany is being used. There are two phases to this action with the first
phase being the assessmen_of the capabilityof techniquesto size a series of
zones which contain known defects. The NDT examinationshave been completed,
destructiveevaluation of all defects has been made, draft reportshave been
sent out for review and comment,with the final report to be completed in the
near future.

The second phase involvesthe use of a centralmast manipulatorto simulate
the actual inspectionthat occurs during ISl. The results from these tests
will be compared to the capabilitystudiesthat were performedin other
aspectsof the PISC program. All data has been collectedand analysisof this
data has started. Destructivetesting will use the results of the data
analysis to aid in guiding the destructivetesting process.

ACTION NO. 3 - NOZZLES AND DISSIMILARMETAL WELDS

The Action No. 3 round robin tests of four safe-endsrepresentsome of the
most difficult technicalaspectsof inserviceinspection. In this work, a
Japanese-ltalianBWR assemblyof nozzle plus safe-end,an American BWR
assemblywith two nozzles and safe-ends,and a Spanish PWR safe-endwere
inspectedin 13 countries. All of the round robins have been completed and
the destructiveevaluation (DE) has been completedfor the dissimilarmetal
welds. DE of the nozzle-to-shellwelds is the one area that is uncertainas
to whether it will be performed; Draft reportshave been preparedand
presentedto the PISC Ill ManagementBoard on all of the welds that have been
analyzed and for those which have undergoneDE.
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A_TION No, 4 - AUSTENITICSTEEL TESTS (AST)

Action No. 4 applies the PISC II methodologyto the primary circuit piping of
LWRs. Round robin tests for the capabilityassessmentand parametric studies
started in 1990; some reliabilityevaluationof the testing procedureswill be
considered. The two parametricstudieson effectsof counterboreand micro-
structurehave been completedand draft reportshave been circulated to the
data analysisgroup for Action 4 (DAG 4) for review and comment. The study on
counterboredesigns is a very interestingone and will have an impact on
counterboredesigns for new constructionand for componentreplacements.

The wrought stainlesssteel capabilitystudy is nearingcompletion. Circula-
tion of the specimenswas completed,the DE was performedby JAPEIC (Japan
Power Engineeringand InspectionCorporation),and data analysis is nearing
completion. Initialdata analysishas been performedusing the relative
operatingcurve (ROC)method.

The circulationof the wrought-to-castand the cast-to-castassemblieswas
completed in August of 1993. The DE began in the fall of 1993 and so has the
data analysis. It is hoped that the analysiswill be completedby late fall.

The wrought stainlesssteel reliabilitystudy is underway. Three teams from
the USA have examined these specimens. The specimensare being prepared for
shipmentto Petten, Holland for the Europeans:toinspectthese assemblies.
The significanceof the currentwork is that full pipe cylinders are being
used that contain flaws removedfrom operatingnuclear power plants. Further-
more, the inspection and analysis time is not constrainedsuch that for the 13
assembliesthe teams have IZ days to performboth detection and sizing. All
the teams finished in 11 days and were given the option to spend more time if
they wanted, but in all three cases the teams declined this offer. This
exercisewill expand our knowledgeof the inspectionprocess and provide some
insight into the influencaof some of the inspectionvariables. The present
plans indicatethat it will be impossibleto have DE performed as part of the
PISC Ill program. This work will have to be conductedduring the ]994
calendaryear under the auspicesof anotherEuropeanprogram that is interest-
ed in the results of this study.

A_TION NO, B - STEAM GENERATORTUBES TESTING

Action No. 5 involves in its presentphase round robin tests of individual
tubes of steam generators containingrealisticand artificialdefects.
Emphasishas been put on corrosiondefects (IGA, SWSCC, PWSCC) at three key
locations: tube sheet (abovethe rollingzone), tube support plates, and U-
bend transition. This action has had a very large turnout of teams from all
over the world. It has been a significantchallengejust trying to adjust the
scheduleto allow all the teams that wanted to participateto have the
opportunityto participate. All three of the round robins are completedand
DE has been started. It will be a major challengeto get the DE completed and
the data analyzed during the next year. This action will probably carry over
into the 1995 calendar year.
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ACTION NO, 6 - MATHEMATICALMODELLINGON NDE

Action No. 6 has the objectiveto validate experimentallymathematicalmodels
and performparametricstudies in order to assess the importanceof defect
characteristics. An importantobjective is to promotethe practicalapplica-
tion of models as an aid to more effectiveand efficient inspectionprocedures
and interpretationof results. This action has completedthe validationof
three models (two U.K. and one German)with a publishedreport of the results
of this validationeffort. There are currentlytwo models developedby French
laboratoriesand one U.K.-developedmodel that are in the process of being
validated. Followingthe completionof the validationeffort, the models will
be used to try to understandthe performanceof procedures to inspectsome of
the weldmentsin Action 3.

_CTION NO. 7 - HUMAN RELIABILITYSTUDIES
l

Action No. 7 seeks to evaluate the influenceof human interpretationof
inspectionresults,equipmentmalfunctions,and human interactionon the
overall inspectionprocedure. The majority of this work has been conductedat
the Risley Nuclear Laboratoryto study some of the human factors aspectsof
ISl. This has involvedtests in a laboratorysetting,the use of an UT
simulatorthat was develdped at Risley, and the use of the TEL (_ controlled
environmentin a C-van that has welded specimensin which conditionslike
temperature,lighting,humidity,noise level, etc. can be controlled)to study
the inspectorduring the inspectionprocess to understandthe significanceof
these variableson the inspectionperformanceand, hopefully, to give some
insightto how these variablescan be controlledto limit their adverse impact
on the inspectionprocess. All of the studieshave been completed and
detailed analysis is underway. A draft report for review and commentwas sent
out during the fall of 1993:.

ACTION NO, 8 -CQDE$ AND STANDARDS
i

There are a number of activitiesin progress on this action. Its goal is to
be the vehicle for identifyingthings from the other Actions that will impact
codes and standardsand then to facilitatethe movement of these to the bodies
that need to be aware of the resultsso that changescan be initiated. One
activity is to prepare a glossary of terms for the PISC program becauseof all
the acronymsthat are used. A second activity is a computer compilationof
availablespecimensthat might be used for trainingor performancedemonstra-
tion testing. A third activity is the developmentof the methodologythat
needs to be followed to develop a performancedemonstration(PD) program.
This includesdefining the goals of the PD programto assess whether those
goals have been met includingall of the steps in between. This does not,
includeany recommendationsbut defines the steps that must be followed.
Furthermore,the approach is being written in a general sense to be applicable
to a wide varietyof industriesand applications. This activitywill carry on
beyond the completionof the PISC Ill program to facilitate the movement of
PISC Ill resultsto the various codes and standards. It is anticipatedthat
this processwill take severalyears at a minimum to move the results and
recommendationsinto national and internationalcodes and standards.
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FUTUREWORK

The futurework will involve supportto bring the PISC-III program to closure,
assess and review the programtechnicalresultsto determineadequacy of the
data bases, conduct any needed additionalanalysisand testing, and assemble
the technicalbases and proceedwith supportto making recommendationsto
Codes and/or regulatoryorganizations.

4, EVALUATIONOF COMPUTER-BASEDUT/ISl SYSTEMS
I

This paper reviewsprogress in fiscal years 1991-1993on a task to evaluate
the reliabilityand accuracyof interpretationof results from computer-based
ultrasonic inserviceinspection (UT/ISI)systems,part of the NRC program
entitled "Evaluationof Computer-BasedNDE Techniquesand Regional Support of
InspectionActivities,"FIN No. LIIO0. The productsof this task are to be
published as an Introduct'ionand a series of Supplementsin NUREG/CR-B98B,
Evaluation of Computer-Based Ultrasonic Inservice Inspection Systems, in a
loose-leaf format to facilitate periodic updates. The Introduction, scheduled
for publicationin late 1993, contains an expositionof computer-basedUT, a
list of systemsto be evaluated,and a methodologyfor the evaluation. The
Supplementseach treat a specificcomputer-basedUT/ISI system. Two systems
have been characterized;the associatedSupplementsare scheduledfor publica-
tion in early 1994. Previouswork on this task was described in Taylor et al.
(1991).

A seminarentitled "An Introductionto Computer-BasedInserviceInspection,"
given at PacificNorthwest Laboratory(PNL) in April 1991, was attended by 13
NRCRegional and Headquarters personnel. The seminar addressed benefits of
computerization;imaging; computerizedimaging;data display; image quality;
componentgeometry and metallurgy;image classification;fla_ sizing; and
performancecharacteristicsof selected systems. The seminar lecture notes
have not been published,but many of the topics are dealt with in the Intro-
duction to NUREG/CR-B985.

The Introductionto NUREG/CR-5985providesexpositionsof topics in conven-
tional and computer-basedultrasonics. Through text, diagrams, images, and a
glossary, it lays the groundworkand establishesterminologyfor the under-
standing and evaluation of computer-basedUT/ISI systems. Topics addressed
include: scanning,arrays, data acquisition,image processingand display,land
data analysis and interpretation. AppendixA providesa methodologyin the
form of a detailed,step-by-stepprocedurefor evaluationof a system. It is
in outline format,emphasizingmultiple-choiceanswers,but encouragingthe
evaluatorto consider specialfeaturesof each system. The major headings are
System Description,Training,Set-Up, Documentation,Image Interpretation,
Scanner/MechanicalMeasurements,UltrasonicMeasurements,Data Acquisi-
tion/Processing,Image Presentation,Digitization,Data AcquisitionLimita-
tions, Data Types, ProcessingOptions, Data StorageAnd Portability/Third
Party Review, Problems/SpecialFeatures,and Checklist Identificationwhere
potential impropersystem operationcould occur. The procedurewas sent out
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for review to 23 organizations, two of whomresponded, provicling welcome and
valuable suggestions that helped clarify it and broaden its scope.

i

Three test blocks were designed and ......
fabricated as part of the=evaluation
effort. Their purpose is to charac-
terize the image presentation of
UT/IS! systems, and provide a basis
for comparing the images from various
systems. Two of them are described
in the American Society for Mechani-
cal Engineers (ASHE) Botl_er and Pres-
sure Vessel Code, Section V, para- K
graph T-435 and Appendix E, figures
E-10 and E-20. The first is a depth _
and lateral resolution block for nor-
mal-beam inspection. It contains two
sets of holes: one at equal depth and
varied spacing, and the other at
equal spacing and varied depths (Fig-
ure 2). The second block contains
four sets of holes" two sets for 45=
inspections and two for 60=. The _ _
purpose and layout of each set is
similar to the normal-beam block.
The third block is designed to permit

Y
analysis of the small-scale motion of o x
the scanner, and contains t,o grooves o _vuTs
at right angles and a spherical- o o o°o8_o
tipped hole. Imaging the grooves K L . NO_O_ '_l
gives a more or less jagged line that o, o. Oc Oo oE

1

reveals the degree of repeatability _ . , J
of the scanner, while imaging the T _l o o o o
hole in a depth modeproduces a set 2.® I
of rtngs whose shape and regularity I

indicate the accuracy of scale of the --=®-4 I
system. All three blocks are
described in detail, with drawings,
in Appendix A of NUREG/CR-5985. They Figure 2. Normal-Bem Resolution
have been valuable in the system Block
analysis, but could benefit from wid-
er use and possible modification.

The remainder of this section presents the results of the two system evalua-
tions performed so far. The material on P-Scan is extracted from the draft
version of the Supplement. The material on IntraSpect is a preliminary
summary.

An interesting general observation is that the two systems have different
objectives, and consequently differ in their gathering, analysis, and presen-
tation of data. P-Scan is a dedicated scanning and imaging system for pipes.
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The images produced are specialized to the evaluation of weld defects and
corrosion. IntraSpect ts a general-purpose system, provtded in manycustom-
tzed vartants dependingon the application. It provtdes more sophisticated
visualization of volumetric positions of reflectors. P-Scannormally acquires
only tmagtngdata, and by exception, a limtted amountof RF data. IntraSpect
normally acqutres full RF data, whtch is then analyzed fcr Image presentation;
IntraSpect therefore prodUcesmuchlarger data files than P-Scan. Imagecolor
chotces for the P-Scanare restricted, but the print color automatically
matchesthe screen dtsplay color. IntraSpect provtdes complete freedom in the
chotce of both screen and print colors, but no easy way to correlate the two.
The ability to evaluate these two systems by using the sameprocedure is an
early indication of the methodology's value.

Another observation of interest, noted tn soliciting proposals for the use of
vartous systemstn the characterization process, ts the varying degree of
different manufacturers' concern wt,th proprietary systemfunctions. Some
manufacturers freely provide Information about thelr products' functioning,
while others consider the methods, the operating manuals, and even the

procedures used to operate the systems, as proprietary information. There is
no obvious correlation between the secrecy imposedand the degree of sophisti-
cation of the system.

The first systemcharacterized wasthe P-Scan system, manufacturedby FORCE
Institutes, Brondby, Denmark. P-Scan (short for Projection Scanning) is a
computerized ultrasonic pipe-scanning systemconsisting of 3 modules: a PC-
compatible systemcontrol module, an electronic scanner control module, and an
electro-mechanical scanner module, The operating systemand programsreside
in read-only memorychips in the systemcontrol module. The operator sets up
ultrasonic inspection parameters through the systemcontrol module, and
physical inspection parameters through the scanner control module. Data is
stored on 3-1/2 inch floppy disks. Noteworthyresults of the P-Scan evalu_-
tton are presented under four categories: unusual features, positive fea-
tures, negative features, and improper operating considerations.

Unusual features include P-Scan's three loosely coupled functions: motion
control, position sensing, and data recording. These three are not tightly
Interdependent as in manysystems. There is no mtntmumthreshold set for
stgnal recording: the maximumsignal amplitude within each gate is recorded,
no matter howlow that amplitude is. In P-Scanimages, the terms "side" and
"end" refer to the weld, not the pipe: for a circumferential weld, "SIDE
VIEW"refers to a view from the end of the pipe, and "ENDVIEW" refers to a
view from the s_de of the pipe.

Positive features relate largely to the ease of use of P-Scan. Advantagesof
loose coupling amongmotton, position, and data are simplicity of system; ease
of repeating or filling in part of scan; possibility to cover irregularly
shapedareas by manualintervention. All data within gated zones (i.e.,
position and value of maximumamplitude within each gate) are always avail-
able. Data-taking functions are straightforward. System is easy to set up.
All modulesare compact, Scanner controller settings are clearly visible on
the front panel. Systemalways records all data in gates within its dynamic
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range (over 100 dB). Gating levels are set during interpretation, rather than
during scanning.

Negative features are primarily limitations, and in somemeasure are corollar-
ies of simplicity. There are several disadvantages of loose coupling among
motion, position, and data: the operator must assure proper coverage; the
scan appearance may be unesthetic; the computer record may contain step sizes
and axis speeds different from those actually used; the operator can _osstbly
set the scan speed too high; the step value between scans can be set large
enough to produce plots with blank lines, even when coverage is adequate.
There are no HOMEor GOTOpositioning functions: only a JOGcontrol. In
normal imaging mode, there is no provision for changing the scale of the
image. Screen image does not generally have a 1:1 aspect ratio, i.e., length,
width, and height are to different scales. The X,Y,Z coordinates of a given
datum cannot be determined, if there are other indications along both the same
X and Y lines. The menu structure is difficult for the novice or occasional
user. Raw data cannot be recovered; specifically, incorrect beamangle leads
to a distorted image, that cannot be corrected in post-processing. There is
no option for unidirectional scanning (taking data only during positive scan-
axis motion).

Improper operating considerations focus mainly on potential problems in use of
the P-Scan. Like many systems, P-Scan produces data in a proprietary format,
with no provision for export to another format, so post-inspection review of
data depends on printouts; detailed examination of the data requires access to
a P-Scan program. The scanner head can slip out of adjustment if not wel_
tightened, leading to undetected loss of coverage. Since the scanner parame-
ters are set manually, independent of computer control or verification, full
coverage must be assured by operator inspection of the scan results. Since
there is no provision for changing the scale of the image, assuring sufficient
data for evaluation may require rescanning to take A-scan data in areas of
multiple overlapping indications. Because image aspect ratios are not
generally 1:1, the shape of an indication on the display does not generally
indicate its true shape (this may also be advantageous in highlighting one
aspect of an indication). Skewedand mirrored images amy be obtained by
improper angle specification. The "image processing" (smoothing) option
should never be used before the inspection data has been stored, as it
irretrievably alters the original data. A very helpful feature is the
presence of baseline noise: because the system records data at every point
inspected, it is easy to verify full coverage by review of the image at the
highest gain.

The second system characterized was the IntraSpect I/RC system, manufactured
by ABBAMDATA,Windsor, Connecticut. IntraS_ect is a computerized ultrasonic
inspection system consisting of a computer workstation, a remote data acqutst-
)ton system, a remote pulser preamplifier, a scan controller, a scanner, and
miscellaneous auxiliary equipment. The operating system and programs are kept
on hard disk and are read into memorywhen the system is powered up. The
operator sets up the system through the computer workstation. Data ts stored
on hard disk and archtved to rewritable optical disks.
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Unusualfeaturesof IntraSpectare the optionto givea filea name starting
with "%"to allowmodificationof key parametersafterdata-taking(usefulfor
development),and the definitionof two classesof users: the super-user,who
canmodifyall parameters,and the ordinaryuser,who is restrictedto minor
modifications.

Positive featuresof IntraSpectincludecomputercontrolovermost inspection
parameters;presentationof liveA-scanduringsetup;abilityto "teach"scan
limitsinteractively;intuitivejog control,laidout like themotions;"go
to" function,allowingrepositioningover indicationsfor easeof evaluation;
abilityto viewC-Scan,B-Scan,B-scanend, andA-scandisplaysfor all
points; ability to movethrough B-scans automatically (although slowly); zoom
capability for B- and C-scans; ability to movecursor to a highest-amplitude
point; an on-line user's manualaccessible during inspection and evaluation;
unidirectional data presentation to avoid displaying the backlash; and the
ease with which AMDATAcan modify programs for special user needs.

Negative features of IntraSpect, as our test system was configured, included
the bulkiness of the system (a corollary of its flexibility), somesystem
down-time due to electronic problems; a problem with an encoder; cursor
control is restricted to onedimension at a time (awkward for movingaround on
drawings); no unidirectional scanning or other real-time backlash compensa-
tion; lack of a half-wave rectification option for thickness measurements;
inability to display original pixels in the condensedimage of a large scan;
inability to combinefiles (except adjacent ones of the samepart); absenceof
a "stop" button on the scanner unit, for emergencyuse by the field operator.

IntraSpect aids to ensure proper operation include the following: most
inspection parameters are controlled by computer, helping to assure correct
recording of inspection parameters; full RF data is recorded, with scanner
positions of each waveform; position feedback is used to prevent errors in
positioning; the system stops if data is lost (from scan speed exceeding
acquisitionspeed);imageaspectratiois normally1:I;repetitionrate is
controlledby scannermotion,assuringintendedscandensity;x, y, and z
positionalinformationare providedon printouts,as well as metalpath,
depth,TOF, thickness,vee position,surfacedistance;in B-scanimages,the
relevantA-scanis shown;parameterfilescan be viewedwith any HP word
processor.

Difficulties in proper operation may include: lack of computercontrol over
angulationand skew;possibilitythatoperatorneglectsto resetposition
encodersaftera positionerror;absenceof a labelindicatingwhethera B-
scan view is fromsideor end; absenceof scaleson B-scanpresentations;
filterbanksaremanuallychanged,so the filterbankmay not matchthe
documentation;the C-scanshowstransducerposition,whichfor angle-beam
inspectionis not the indicationposition;and,likemost systems,lackof
exportcapabilityfor data files.

Both the P-Scanand the IntraSpectperformedall functionscorrectly,within
the limitationsof the characterizationproceduresand the systemarchitec-
tures. Analysisof additionalsystemsmay leadto a classificationof system
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types according to scanning, acquisition, and analysis capabilities, and to
the proposal of a generic d'ata export format. Additional systems p]anned for
future evaluation are Accusonex, ARIS, GE-Smart UT, GERIS, Phased Array,
SwRI/PAR EDAS, and UDRPS.
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Thts paper reports on risk-based studtes betng performed at
Pactftc Northwest Laboratory (PNL) for NRCas part of a research
program entttled "Evaluation and Improvement tn Nondestructive
Examination Reliability for Inservtce Inspection of Light Water
Reactors (LWRs). The studtes at PNL have been carrted on In
cooperation wtth efforts by the ASMEResearch Task Force on Risk-
Based Inspection Guidelines, and wtth a newly formed Sectton XI
Working Group on Implementation of Risk-Based Inspection The
objective of the work described tn thts paper ts to explicitly
quantify the factors (Including tnservtce Inspection) that govern
the risks (core damagefrequency) due to structural failures of
pressure boundary components. Havtng Identified the most rtsk
significant components by ustng the risk-based methods, the
results are betng applted to develop tmproved Inspection strate-
gies (what, when and by what method). Following a discussion of
on-gotng efforts tn the area of risk-based Inspection, thts paper
describes structural reliability models developed at PNL to
evaluate the benefits of alternative inspection strategies.

INTRODUCTION

The Evaluation and Improvement of NDEReliability for Inservtce Inspection of
Light Water Reactors (NDE Reliability) Program at PNL was established to
detemtne the tel|ability of current tnservtce Inspection (ISI) techniques and
to develop recommendations that would ensure a suitably htgh Inspection
reliability tf fully tmplemnted. Much of thts program has been dtrected to
detemtnlng the tel|ability of ultrasonic ISl perforl,ed on commercial light-
water reactor (LWR) prtmaPy systems (and other safety signtftcant components),
and to evaluating the degree of improvement that could be achieved using
tmproved and advanced NDE techntques.

Once that NDE performance has been suitably enhanced, the next step has been
to ensure that these methods are used to Inspect those componentswhich

1Worksupported bythe U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissionunder DOEContract
DE-ACO6-76RLO1830: A. H4ser, NRCProgram Manager, FIN B2289.
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contribute the greatest rtsks due to structural failures. The long-range goal
ts to propose changes tn the Inspection plans mandated by ASMESectton XI.
These tmproved crtterta wtl1 help to establish priorities for selecting
systems, components and structural elements for Inspection, and wtl1 help to
detemtne the extent, frequency, and method of exmtnatton. The tmproved IS1
programs should detect degradation tn a ttmly manner, ensure a suttably low
fatlure probability, and thus contribute to safe nuclear power plant opera-
tton.

Past work on thts task has revtewed and evaluated varAous concepts for
probabtltsttc Inspection criteria, and has tncluded Interactions wtth other
tndustry efforts, notably through the ASMEResearch Task Force on Risk-Eased
Inspection Guidelines (NRC 1993). Starting tn FY90 risk-based calculations
have addressed Inspection priorities at a detatled component level, and have
focused on a plant-specific ptlot study for the Surry Untt 1 Nuclear Power
Statton. Thts ptlot study began wtth the reactor pressure vessel, reactor
coolant system, flow pressure Inject|on system and auxiliary feedwater system.
More recent work has begun to rank components tn the ftve remaining Surry-I

systems of tnterest (htgh pressure Injection system, restdual heat removal
system, service water system, cowonent cooltng water system and power
conversion system). The |n|ttal effort for these ftnal ftve systems was an
expert e11c|tatton workshop held durtng February 1992 to esttmate the compo-
nent rupture probab|11ttes.

A second part of the risk-based Inspection work ts to tdenttfy the most
effective Inspection strategies for the htgh ranked components, where an
effective strategy ts one that ensures component fa|lure probabt1|ttes whtch
meet target rtsk goals. Probabtllst|c fracture mechanics calculat|ons ustng
the pc-PRAISE computer code (Harrts, Oedhta, and Lu, 1992) are betng perfomed
to predtct the relattve beneftts of alternat|ve Inspection strateg|es.
Applications of thts computer code to Surry-I ptptng systems have estimated
the re]tab|ltty of the low pressure Injection (LPI) system ptptng, and
evaluated the effectiveness of alternat|ve Inspection strategies.

AS

Durtng the past year PNLhas continued to participate on a spectal ASME
Research Task Force on R|sk-Based Inspection Gu|deltnes, w|th Or. F. A.
Stmenen, Dr. a. F. Gore and Dr. T. V. Vo servtng as membersof the Task Force.
The ASMEgroup has been Identified by PNL as an effective route to achteve
long-range goals for |mproved Inspection criteria. PNL's activities on the
Research Task Force are now focused on a Worktng Group that ts addressing
Nuclear Power Plant Components. The goal of thts worktng group is to makh
recouendattons to ASMESectton X! on the use of r|sk-based methods.

Durtng the past year, the Research Task Force published a document specifical-
ly dtrected to 11ght water reactor nuclear power plants tttled "Risk-Based
Inspection - Development of Gu|dellnes - Volume 2 - Part 1 -Ltght blater
Reactor (LWR) Nuclear Power Plant Components" (ASHE 1992). Thts document
recommendsand describes spectftc methods to be used tn developing risk-based
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inspectionplans for nuclear power facilities. Future efforts wlll apply the
rlsk-basedmethodologiesas recommendedin the Volume 2 -Part I document to
develop improved inspectionprograms for nuclear power plant components. The
calculationsnow being performedon the new criteria task will become part of
a companionVolume 2 - Part 2 Document (scheduledfor publicationduring Igg4)
which will make specificrecommendationsfor considerationby ASME SectionXI.

There were five meetings of the LWRNuclear Power Plant ComponentsWorking
Group during the past year. Discussions were in two main areas. The first
area was a review of PNL's risk-based rankings of Surry-1 components, and of
PNL's probabilisttc fracture mechanics calculations that predict the reliabil-
ity of low pressure injection system components and the impact of inservice
_nspection on the reliability of these components. The second area of
discussion was on the topic of decision risk analyses led by Dr. Robert Perdue
of Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Decision analysis methods will address
cost-benefit considerations which are beyond the scope of PNL's work. Members

iof the Working Group (including PNL) will be providing inputs that will permit
the formulation of a decision risk model for the inspection of componentsof
the LPI and other LWRsystems. Dr. Perdue expects to begin his work for the
ASMECenter for Research and Technology Development. This work wtll address
the relative safety and economic benefits of alternative inspection strate-
gies.

Progress towards impacting ASMESection XI continued during the past year
through interactions with a new Section XI Working Group on Implementation of
Risk-Based Inspection. This Section XI Group began to meet regularly starting
in August lgg2. Duringthe first meetings members of the Research Task Force
made extended presentations on the concepts of risk-based inspection, and
initiated discussions of how best to introduce the findings of risk-based
studies into future editions of Section XI. Options considered have ranged
from plant specificcalculationsfor each plant that address a11 rlsk-related
aspectsof each plant to alternativeapproachesthat generalize the major
findings from a few plant specific studies. Recent efforts have been to
develop "stravanan"tables for inspectionplans with these plans being based on
PNL's Surry-I results. These tables will specify an improved selection of ISI
locations and frequencies for code inspections, and more importantly will
serve to demonstrate to the Section XI membership how future editions of
Section XI can codify the findings of risk-based studies.

PLANTSPECI FIC PRAAPPLICATIONSTO SURRY-1

A majoreffort has tnvolved the application of existing probabtltstic risk
assessments (PRA) to establish inspection priorities for pressure boundaw
systems and components. During the past year pilot applications of PRA
methods to the Surry-1 plant continued.

The Surry-1 work has applied a methodology (Vo et al. 1989) that uses the
results of PRA's in combination with the techniques of failure modes and
effects analysis (FHEA) to identify and prtorttize the most risk-important
systems and components. The specific systems initially selected for analysts
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Ftgure 1. lanktngs of Individual Structural £1ints of Surr¥-I
Low Pressure Injection Systm

were the reactor pressure vessel, the reactor coolant, the low pressure
Injection (Including the accumulators) and the auxiliary feedwater. The risk-
based ranktng of componentswtthtn these four systems was completed durtng
FY91, and results were sumartzed tn a prevtous publication (Vo et al. 1992).

In the past year, detailed ranktngs have been developed for the 644 structural
elments (and potential locations for ISI) tn the Surry-I low pressure
Injection system. These structural elements consisted of 426 welds, 130
elbows, 59 tee/branch connections, 25 valves, and 4 pumps. Ftgure 1 shows the
cumulative core damagefrequencies associated wtth these Individual elements
when ordered in decreasing Importance as asstgned by the risk-based ranktng.
Thts plot Indicates that 55_ of the overall core damagertsk from ptpe
ruptures ts associated wtth about 1_ of the structural elements. These
spectftc locations correspond to the stx check valves at the Interface between
the htgh pressures of the prtmary coolant system and the low pressures of the
standby LPI system. The fatlure mechanismwhich elevates the ranktng of these
stx locations ts the potential for thermal fattgue artstng from back leakage
past the check valves.

The calculations that developed the ranktngs shownby Ftgure 1 addressed both
the consequences and probabilities of fatlure. The consequences were taken
from the prevtous PRA-basedevaluations that had calculated conditional core
damageprobabilities (given a ptpe rupture) for each ptpe segment maktng up
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the LPI system.:Probabilitiesof pipe rupturewere assigned-byallocating
this overallruptureprobabilityfor each pipe segment (as obtained from the
expert judgementelicltation)to the individualwelds and fittingsthat make
up the segment. This allocationwas performed,again using expert judgement,
with the assistanceof Dr. Spencer Bush, a retiredPNL staff member with
extensiveknowledgeof operating experienceof nuclearpiping systems.

Future work will result in a comprehensiverankingof the most important
cowonents within all the Surry-1 plant systems. These risk-based priorities
will permit evaluationof current inservice inspectionrequirementsof Section
XI of the American Society of Mechanical EngineersCode. The objectiveis to
identify needed improvementsto current ISl plans.

EXPERT JUDGEMENT ELICITATIONFOR RUPTURE PROBABILITIES

The risk-basedstudies of the Surry-1 plant have requiredestimates of rupture
probabilitieson a detailed component-by-componentlevel. Because neither
sufficientdata from operatingexperience nor detailed fracture mechanics
analyses are available,the expert judgment elicitationprocess has been
selected as a method to estimate needed ruptureprobabilities. PNL has
conductedtwo expert Judgment ellcltationmeetingson May 8-I0, 1990 at
Rockville,Maryland and more recently on February3-6, 1992 in WashingtonDC.

During the past year, the data from the 1992 expert's meeting were entered
into a computer data base for statistical analyses of the high pressure
injection system, the residual heat removal system, the component cooling
water system, the service water system and the power conversion system. The
statistical analyses produced "bar and whisker plots" that display the median
values of the estimates along with the range of values provided by the nine
individual experts. In certain cases, all nine experts did not provide an
estimate for a given pipe segment. Figure 2 shows an example of the rupture
probabilitydata, in this case for the residual heat removal (RHR) system.
Table 1 shows the numerical failureprobabilityestimates for components
within the residual heat removal system. Complete sets of plots for all
Surry-I systemshave been publishedelsewhere (Vo et al. 1991 and 1993).

An individualplot graphicallydisplays the followingfeatures of the estimat-
ed failureprobabilitydistribution.

• The "whiskers"identify the extreme upper and lower values of the
distribution.

• The box itself locatesthe 25% and 75% quantiles (i.e., quartiles)of
the distribution. In other words, 50% of the data points are within the
box. The 25% and 75% quartileswere chosen for uncertaintyestimatesto
eliminatethe two most extreme values of the distribution.

• The llne within the box intersectingwith the circle or dot is the
median of the distribution.
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A boxplot ts a popular untvariate data dtsplay which ts used for exploratory
data analysts. ]t atms to sumarlze a batch of data by displaying several
important features such as the central value, spread and the extreme values.
The quarttles take on particular importance becausethey are the basis for the
fences tn the rule for flhggtng potential outl|ers. ]n the literature a
numberof definitions of the quarttles exist. In this project the lower
quarttle Q! tn terms of the ordered observations < <. _ is
defined as"(Hoaglln and Iglewtcz, 1987): x(l) x(2) "" x(")

O_ = (1 - g) xcj) + gxcj.l) (1)

where _)+g= n/4 + 5/]2, j is an integer part of n/4 + 5/]2 and 0 < g < ].
The upper quartile Qz ts defined using the above equation with j+g = 3n/4 +
s/12.
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Table 1. Ned4an and Quart|le Est|nates for the PJ4RSystem Components
Fatlure Probabt 11ty i | i ii

Percent ! le ,

Component Hedtan 25 7Si l llll i

1 Loop 1 HL to NOV1700 1.60(-06 9.47(-07 1.00(-05

2 NOV1700 to NOV1701 2.00(-06 8.91E-07 4.45(-06

3 NOV1701 to Node0 4.00(-06 1.48(-06 1.12(-05

4 Node 0 to Valve I-RH-8 5.00E-06 1.78(-06 1. OOE-05

5 Valve I-RH-8 to PumpIA 1.20(-06 1.00E-06 5.61(-06

6 PumpIA to Valve I-RH-11 2.00(-06 1.00(-06 1.12(-05

7 Valve I-RH-11 to 1-RH-12 1.40(-06 1.00(-06 9.87(-06

8 Valve I-RH 12 to Node 1 4.00(-06 2.00E-06 2.29(-05

9 Node I to Valve 1-RH-15 2.00E-06 1.88E-06 1.79E-05

10 Valve 1-RH-15 to RHRHx 1.00E-06 9.93E-07 5.61E-06

11 RHRHx to Valve 1-RH-19 1.00(-06 6.59E-07 5.61(-06

12 Valve 1-RH-19 to HCV1758 4.00(-06 1.59(-06 1.41E-05

13 Valve HCV1758 to Node 2 1.00E-06 6.59(-07 4.45(-06

14 Node I to Valve FCV1605 1.40E-06 6.81(-07 6.30(-06

15 Valve FCV1605 to Node 2 2.00E-06 6.81E-07 9.87(-06

16 Node 2 to NOV 1720A 5.00E-06 2.83E-06 2.71E-05

17 NOV1720A to Valve 1-SI-130 2.00E-06 8.75E-07 1.19E-05

18 Valve 1-S1-130 to Loop 2 CL 1.00E-06 6.59E-07 5.61E-06

19 Node3 to Valve 1-RH-29 2.00E-06 6.81E-07 5.61E-06

20 Valve 1-RH-29 to NOV100 3.00E-06 1.46E-06 4. OOE-05

21 NOV100 to Valve 1-CS-35 6.00E-06 3.12(-06 4.31E-05

22 Valve 1-C5-35 to 1-CD-E2A 1.20E-06 6.81E-07 5.61E-06

23 I-CD-E2A to Valve 1-CS-46 1.20E-06 6.81E-07 5.61E-06

24 Valve 1-CS-46 to 1-CS-48 2.40E-06 1.21E-06 2.03E-05

25 Valve 1-CS-48 to RVST 2.00E-06 6.81E-07 9.87E-06

26 Node 4 to Valve RV-1721 4.00E-06 6.81(-07 4.45(-06

Strtctly speaktng the adopted definition ytelds the fourths. The fractton of
the data distributed tnstde of the box tncludes 50 percent of all observa-
tions. The upper and lower fences are usually defined tn terms of QI and Q3
and they 1te at
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01- k - 01)

and

03 + k (03 - 01)

The length of the line (whisker) on each end of the box(ms) is determined
based on the multiplier k. The value specified here is multiplied by the
length of the box to determine the length of the step. The line extends up to
the highest value tn the data within the step and extends to the lowest value
in the data within the step.

In the literature a number of values of k have been recommendedfor use as a
rule of thumb for flagging observations as outlters. Because the sample size
is smell and because of the high reliability of the experts' judgments, the
rate of outlters (i.e., observations with values above the upper fence or
below the lower fence) per sample approaches O. This implies that the
probability of a random sample of n observations to contain one or more
outside observations Is O. Therefore, the upper fence, in thts study,
Identically equals the maximumobservation and the lower fence is the minimum
observation (a k multiplier of the value 10 was used).

I

In summary an enormous amount of technical information was gathered from the
eltcttatton process. Knowledge and understanding of the issues were signifi-
cantly enhanced by the exchanges of Information between experts and observers
at the meeting. Information gained from the expert Judgment eltcttatton
greatly enhanced the credibility of the Surry-I plant analyses. The data
provided by the expert panel appeared to be reasonable, and generally agreed
with and reflected Surry-] plant operating experience. The estimates will be
used tn combination with plant specific PRA results in future calculations to
develop a complete risk-based picture of the most significant components
within the Surry-1 plant.

IMPORTANCERANKINGSFORHPI SYSTEM
i

Calculations during the past year addressed pipe segment inspection priorities
for the high pressure injection system (HPI). This system performs an
important safety function tn providing coolant to the reactor during normal
and emergency conditions. The FMEAmethodology was used for these calcula-
ttons (Vo et al. 1989) to determine the importance index, or relative impor-
tance, for each pipe segment within the system. This importance index is
based on both the expected consequence of failure of the pipe segment and the
estimated probability of core damage resulting from the pipe failure (rupture)
of the ptpe segment. The probability of core damage resulting from ptpe
ruptures is calculated from:

Po([ • el i * _[I)(:_1l.{ t P,,I,.° (2)
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where Pcd" probability of core damage resulting from pipe fatlure (rup-
ture)

PcdP'tt/s" rupture probability of the pipe segment i
- conditional probability of core damage, given a system t

failure
- conditional probability of system t failure, given a pipe-

P'i IPf segment rupture
Rt - probability that the operator fatls to recover, given a

system t fat lure

This equation is summedover the system failures by direct effects (loss of
system function), and the indirect effects of pipe ruptures on other systems
in the zone of interest (e.g., damageto other systems due to pipe whip, Jet
impingement, flooding, etc.). The results of an expert Judgement el tcttatton
were used to assign values for component rupture probabilities.

The first step of the evaluation was to identify the component locations and
the number of subcomponentswithin each pipe segment. The major structural

components of interest within the HPZ system are pipe segments, Including
straight lengths of pipe, elbows, elbows, tee fittings, reducers, pu_,p and
valve bodies, and all the welds jotntng the Individual components. Addition-
ally, tanks and heat exchangers were tncluded tn the evaluation. The FHEAs
were Initially formulated using plant system drawings and other Information
for the Surry-1 plant.

The HPI system fault tree obtained from the Surry-1 PRAwas used to determine
the conditional probability of system fatlure given a pipe segment rupture
(PslP)' Bertucto et al 1986 and Bertucto and Jullus, 1990. The Btrnbaum
Importance (Vesely et al. 1983) for the HP! system provided the conditional
probability of core damagegiven the system fatlure (PcdlP)" The Standard
Review Plan 3.6.2 was used to determine the potential effects of component
failures on other system _omponentsof interest (NRC 1981). To ensure that
plant models were as realistic as posstble and reflected operational practic-
es, visits were conducted for system walkdowns, and discussions were held with
operational and technical staff at Surw-1. By considering the fatlure
location and/or accident scenario, the recovew action was assigned an
estimated probability (Rt) based on discussions with the Surry-1 staff and on
information obtained from the PRA. The relattve importance of each pipe
segment was then calculated to rank the various ptpe segments of the HPI
system.

There are approximately 150'major ptpe segments within the HP! system. By
assumtng that identical pipe segments in identical trains within the same
system have the same fatlure probabilities and consequences, these 150 pipe
segments are reduced to approximately 66 segments. For ranking purposes, pipe
segments within the same train can be further grouped, based on major discon-
tinuities (e.g., between pumpsand major valves). This resulted in 10 major
pipe segment groups.
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Figure 3. High-Pressure l_lect4on System ComponentImportance bnk|ngs

Figure 3 showsthe risk importancesof the IO m_or segmentgroups. Contribu-
tions of Individual componentruptures to core-damagefrequency, b|sed on the
median values, ranged vtdely from ppproxtmately l.OxlO'Oto 5.Ox)O"wper plant
year. The rest rt sk-tmpOrtant component4s the commond4scharge header,
extending from the charging pumpdischarge l t_nesto the normel charging l tne.
Numerouskey ptpe segments(e.g., portions of the hot- and cold-leg Injection
and recIrculation line, reactor coolant pump[RCP] seal cooling line) are
connectedto this commonheader. Rupture of any pipe segmentwithin the
commondischarge header results tn a complete loss of the high-pressure
functions.

Of about equal Importanceare the componentslocated within the hot-leg (HL)
and cold-leg (CL) InJectIon/recIrculatIon lines extending from the contain-
meet-Isolation valves to the reactor coolant loops. The refueling water
storage tank (RWST)discharge l tne, the volumecontrol tank and boric actd
tank (VCT/DAT)discharge l tne, the low-head safety Injection (Sl) pump
discharge 1tees, and the RCPseal-Injection cooltng were also Identified as
having relatively high risk Importance. Although the RUSTlines have rela-

failuretively low pressure, their would disable the entire HPI systemand
rupture

thus contribute significantly to core damage. DependInge°nbl locations,failure of the VeT/BATdischarge ltnes could also dIsa or degrade the
required operations of the HPI system. The charging-pumpsuction and dis-
charge lines were also identified as having moderate-risk Importance rankings.
Ruptures of these lines at somekey locations may disable the entire HPI
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system. The normal chargtng ltnes were Identified as being of relatively
lower tn rtsk ranktngs.

PROBABILISTICMODELSOF PIPING RELIABILITY

Probabtllsttc fracture mechanics models of piping reliability that have been
developed to predict the probabilities of leaks and breaks tn stainless steel
reactor ptptng, and to predtct the effects of alternative tnservtce Inspection
strategies on reductng these probabilities. The particular calculations
described tn thts paper focus on the low pressure Injection system at the
Surry-1 plant, and address the propagation of fattgue cracks (both mechanical
and themal fatigue). The approach has been to perform calculations tn a
structured parametric format, wtth the parameters selected to cover the ranges
of ptpe stzes and operating stresses relevant to the LP! system. Thts
ermttted estimates to be made of ptptng reliability at the potential ISI
ocattons wtthout the prohibitive costs of Individual calculations for the

hundreds of welds and fttttngs that make up the LP] system. Furthermore, the
results of these parametric calculations were |ntended to be generally
app||cable to fat|gue of stainless ptptng tn other systems wtth similar stzes
of ptptng. Future work wt11 address fat|gue of ferrtttc steel ptptng, and
stainless steel ptptng subject to stress corrosion cracking.

Probabtltsttc fracture mechan|cs (PFM) combines the methods of reliability
theory and fracture mechanics to assess the reliability of components whtch
contain defects. The PFM computer code pc-PRAISE (Piptng Rel|abtltty Analysis
Including Se|smtc Events) has been used for the evaluations of thts paper.
The pc-PRAISE code (Harrts, Dedh|a, and Lu, 1992) was developed for the
Lawrence Ltvermore Nattonal Laboratory for probabtltsttc analysts of ptp|ng
containing surface cracks. Thts code calculates the fatlure probability
caused by the growth of pre-existing cracks due to cycllc load, by the
Initiation and growth of stress corrosion cracks. The model considers two-di-
mensional cracks wtth both crack length and depth described by statistical
distributions. The tntttal crack stze distributions are medtfted as a result
of preservtce or tnservtce Inspections, wtth a deftned probability of de-
tection (POD) as a functton of the crack stze. Because of the low probability
of fatlure and large number of tnput parameters, a Monte Carlo simulation wtth
vartance reduction by stratified sampllng ts applled to calculate probabili-
ties.

Flaw Stze Distributions

The distribution of tntttal flaws ts perhaps the most uncertain aspect of the
fracture mechanics model. After a review of available data, the results
presented |n thts paper were based largely on Information on defects tn ptptng
welds that was provided to the ASMEResearch Task Force on Risk-Based Inspec-
tion Guidelines by Mr. O.J.V Chapman. These data were developed by an
application of an expert system model (Chapman1993). Inputs to the expert
system were prQvtded by PNL to describe the ptpe stzes and weldtng practices
relevant to Su_ry-1LPI system ptptng.
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.d.; .,k. u. of.x..t ofth.ty..,,.d..... of
defects found tn welds, and considers the 11kellhood th_It such defects wtll go
undetected. The model then predtcts h|stograms of the stzes and locations ef
the defects rematn|ng tn the completed weld. Larger flaws are associated wtth
defects tn adjacent weld beads that combtne to act is one larger defect.
Ftgure 4 shows a histogram of defects is predicted for a circumferential weld

tn i 6-tnch Schedule 120 stainless steel ptpe. For calculations wtth thetne|)c-
PRAISE code thts histogram was Ipproxtuted by standard statistical distribu-
tions of the exponential and lognorml types.

,,, , ,,i ,

TotalNumberof Defe(:ts,, 0.5 per Weld

10'1

10"g

I 10.3 i

tO.B --

_o4 l i i I, I , i ,I
o _o _o 3o 4o 5o eo 7o 8o 9o

DefectD_ptho% ofWall
ItOI41

Figure 4. Total Defect I)tstributton for 6-tnch Schedule 126 Pipe
as Esttlated by Ilethod of Chaplin (1992)

]n thls study a11 Inltlal flaws were clrcumferentlal and were conservatlvely
assumedto be located it the tnstde ptpe surface. The smt-e111pttca1 suffice
cracks had depths between zero and the full wall thickness. Surface lengths
were between i semi-circular shape and the full ptpe circumference. Several
alternative distributions of crick depth were assumedas follows.

1. Exponential distribution: Phtlltps et al. (1991) assumedthat the crick
depth ts distributed exponentially wtth i mean depth of 0.06 Inches.
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Z. Untfom distribution: A untfom distribution of depthi ranging from
0.002 to 0.010 tnches represented the small fabrication flaws of
acceptable stze that would be undetectable or that would be detected and
stzed to be considered acceptable. These flaws also represented cracks
that could tntttate under servtce condtt4ons.

3. Lognomal distribution: Chapman'smodel generated a data base for
defect depths. The data whenplotted on logarithmic probability paper
yielded a lognomal distribution for the defect depth wtth a medtan-
o.051 tnch and a shapeparameter - 0.657.

The distribution of the aspect ratto p was gtven by

o j<l

2 (3)
to(P)- c, zx2

p(2,$i,,'
where I - 0.5382, C,- 1.419, and |m " 1.136. The numberof cracks In t
mttertal volumeV via assumedto be Poisson distributed with a meandensity

A|P:,, 0.38 defects/In _ (i.e., 0.5 defect/weld for 6-tnch Schedule 120 pipes)
sumtngno interactions bltween adjacent cracks, the probabilityb of failureof a weld given one defect or more1s exactly equal to the proba tltty of

failure given only one defect. Since the probability of having 4 or more
cracks is very small, the total failure probability is P_ - P(ftilure/one
crick) / 2.S6, where 2.5§ accounts for the numberof cracks per weld as
estimated by Chapman'smodelassuminga Potssondistribution for the numberof
cracks per weld. Results are presented tn terms of the conditional failure
probability gtven a flaw rather thin the total failure probability.

Crack GrowthRates

Fattgue crack growth rates were calculated for stainless steels ustng the
extsting crack growth laws of the pc-PRAISEcode. The crack growth rate was
given by

1"da . C _ _ 141
(;-R)'/'

where R_ : _lux" K,tn
C " Iognomam!y distributed constant

_ - maximumstress Intensity factor durtng transient-mtntmum stress Intensity factor during transient.

Thts equatton approximates the ASMESectton Xl stainless steel for air
environment (R-O). The literature showscrack growth rates in water (for low
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rates of cycltng) to be up to 10 ttmes greater than the atr curve. A zero
threshold AK for the fattgue crack growth threshold wa._ assumed The median
val.qe of the C and the 90th percentile were 9.14 x 10"" tn/cycle and 3.5 x
10"" In/cycle, respectively. For ptptng systems the exponent m used by
Harrts and Ltm (1983) was 4.0.

To address the factors most Important to fattgue crack growth (level of cycltc
stress and number of cycles), the parameter Q was deftned as:

Q- a N(Aa)4 (S)

where N is number of fatigue cycles and Ao ts the stress range. The constant
a ts determined by setttng Q-I for N - number of cycles accumulated at ftve
cycles per year over 40 years, and /io - 15 kst. Ftve cycles per year ts
representative of operating heatup/cooldown cycles and Ao - 15 kst ts a
typtcal level of cyclic stress. Table Z gtves values for the fattgue crack
rowth parameter Q. These values correspond to spectrum of cyclic stress
evels and cyclic frequencies of potential interest to reactor ptptng.

Probability of De_ectJon Curves

Evaluations of alternative inspection strategies requtred probability of
detection (POD) curves for ultrasonic examination of welds tn stainless steel
ptping of the sizes relevant to the Surry-I LPI system. The approach taken
for the calculations was to establish three PODcurves that represented wtdely
differing levels of NDE performance. These curves were tntended to bound
performance expected from Inspection teams operating in the field. To
establish PODcurves, an informal expert Judgment eltcttatton was made using
NOEexperts at Pactfic Northwest Laboratory (FNL).

It was recognized that a population of inspection teams operating under field
conditions can.exhibit a considerable range of PODperformance, even though
all such teams'have successfully completed a performance demonstration. The
bastc premise was that all teams had passed the ASMESection XI Appendix _III
performance demonstration. ASHESectton XI requires a mtnimum of 10 flaws and
20 blanks to be examined, and requtres a fatltng grade for more than two false
calls or tf the team fatls to detect 8 of the 10 flaws. The tnformal expert
Judgment also considered information and trends observed tn the FNL mtnt round
robtn on UT Inspection of wrought stainless steel ptptng wtth wall thicknesses
of 0.60 to 1.0 tnches (Bates et al. 1987, Heasler et al. 1990).

The NDEexperts at PNLwere asked to deftne PODcurves by estimating parame-
ters for the following form of a PODfunctton used tn the pc-PRAISE code:

PNo(A)-e._2 (I-e)erfc{v ln{_.}} (6)
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Table 2. Fatigue Crack 6routh Parameter (q) Usedfor Cor_latton of Leak Probability

cycllc J c_cllcstressP_je. k,t
Fl_quncy

5 10 15 20 30 40 60 80 100 120

1 cycle 2.5E-03 3.9E-02 2.0(-01 6.3E-01 _ 2.E+O0 1.0E+OI 5. IE+OI 1.6E4.02 3.9E+02 8.2E402
per _r

5 cycles 1.2E-02 2.OE-O1 I.OE+O0 3.2E+00 1.6E+O1 5. IE+OI 2.6E+02 8. IE+O2 2.0E+03 4.1E+03
per year

! cycle ! 3.0E-02 4.7E-01 2.4E+O0 7.6E+O0 3.8E+01 1.2E+02 6. IE+02 1.9E+03 4.7E+03 9.8E+03

i

per _s__th l

I cycle 1.3E-OI 2.0E( I.OE(I 3.3E(I 1.7((2 5.3E( 2.7E( 8.4E( 2._ 4.3E_

per _k

I cycle 9.0E-Of 1.4E+OI 7.3E+01 2.3E+02 1.2E+_ 3.7E+(_ 1.9E+(_ 5.91E+(W 1.4E+05 3._E+05
per day

5 cycles 4.5E+O0 7.2E+01 3.6E+02 1.1E+03 5.8E+03 1.8E+04 9.3E+04 2.9E+05 7.2E+05 1.5E+06
.., per day

I cycle 2.2E+01 3.5E+02 1.7E+03 5.5E+03 2.8E+04 8.9E+04 4.5E+05 1.4E+06 3.5E+06 7.2E+06
per hour

S cycles 1.1E+02 1.7E+03 8.8E+03 2.8E+04 1.4E+05 4.4E+05 2.2E+06 7. IE+06 1.7E+07 3.6E+07
per hour

1 cycle 1.3E+03 2. IE+04 I.OE+05 3.3E+05 1.7E+06 5.3E+06 2.7E+07 8.5E+07 2. IE+08 4.3E+06
per minute

5 cycles 6.5E+03 I.OE+05 5.3E+05 1.7E+06 8.4E+06 2.7E+07 1.3E+08 4.2E+06 1.OE+09 2. IE+O9
per minute

1 cycle 7.8E+04 1.2E+06 6.3E+06 2.0E+07 1.0E+08 3.2E+08 1.6E+09 5oIE+09 1.2E+IO 2.6E+10
per sec_.nnd

10 cycles 7.8E+05 1.2E+07 6.3E+07 2.0E+08 1.0E+09 3.2E+09 1.6E+IO 5.1E+10 1.2E+11 2.6E+11
per s__-_m_d i

100 cycles 7.8E+06 1.2E+08 6.3E+08 2. OE+09 1.OE+IO 3.2E+10 1.6E+II 5.lE+lI 1.2E+12 2.6E+12
per sec_.nnd



where P,o ts the probability of nondetect4on, A ts the area _f the crack, A*

ts the area of crack for SOW,P_), t is the smallest possible PHi)for very largecracks, and v ts the "slope" P,ncurve. Basedon meas.ured_;erformancefor
PNL'smini round robin teams, a r;i_ge of estimates for A" (crack area for 50S
POD)was prov4dedby the NO( experts. Harrts, Dedhta, and Lu (1992) assumed

•that the "slope" parameter v is 1.6. Several PODcurves from PNLstudtes were
reviewed, and tt was determined that a value of v - 1.6 was cons4stent wtth
published curves, klhtle the asstgned value of the slope parameter v was held
constant, the actual slope,of the plotted curves becomesmore steep for better

PODcurvet. Thus, the slope ts correlated to the detection threshold A"Pt'alrameter A'. The value of ( was assigned such that a smaller value of so
1replies a smaller value of (. Three PODcurves were selected:

• Marginal Performance: If a team has a true PODperformance that Js
described by thts curve, then thts team has a small chance of passtng an
AppendixVIII performancedemonstration.

i

• Very GoodPerformance: Thts curve correspondsto the very best teams.
Suchteamsstgntf|cantly exceedthe level of performance neededto pass
an Append4xV111 performance demonstrat4ontest.

• AdvancedPerformance: Thts curve correspondsto a team that has a level
of performancesignificantly better than expected from any teams that
have to date passedan AppendtxVIII-type of performance demonstrat;ion.
Sucha team would need to apply advancedtechnologies and/or tmprovbd
proceduresthat could be developedtn the future.

Table 3 summarizesthe tnput data for the abovethree PODcurves.

Table 3. Parametersof PODCurves for Three PerformanceLevels

i Hll i i i ,i ,, ii i

Inspection ,
Performance a (7, a/t) _ vi,iii i i H iii i ii i,ii ii i

Margtnal 40 0.10 1.6i i i i i ii i i

S 02 6Very Good 1.... O. 1.llll i i i ii iii

Outstand!ng 05 .005 1.6ii- iii iii i i i i .i

Results of Paramet,rtc Calculat|ons

Ftgures 5 through 7 provtde results of parametric calculations, and showthe
sensitivity of calculated leak and break probab|ltttes to the cycllc stresses
and to the assumedflaw depth distributions. In these calculations tt was
assumedthere was exactly one flaw tn the weld of Interest. All cases were
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Table 4. PRAISENode] of LP! System: Base]the_ Case

II I

Flaw Depth Distribution Exponential (Nun Depth - .06")
Flaw Aspect Retto Lognorml (Parameter = .689)
Stress Through Wall Thickness Untform Tenston
Cycl|¢ Stress knp!ttude 15 Ks1 / 5 cycles per year
dl/clN Curves As gtven tn Eq. (4)
Threshold iK for da/dN O.O0 ,
Flcm Strels Norm1 (Nean = 43 kst, C.O.V.* - .0977)
PSpe Inner Radius 2.75 Inches
Ptpe Wall Thickness O.562 tnch
Pressure 2.250 kst
Dead Wetght Stress 3 ks1
Therml Expansion Stress 10 ks1
Inspection No PSI and No ISl

_C.O.V. - Coefficient of variation - standard dev|atton / mean
I

I

based on the dimensions of a 6-inch Schedule 120 stainless steel pipe and
other baseline parameters listed Jn Table 4.

Two flaw depth distributions were considered, the first being the exponential
distribution of Pht111ps et el. (1991) with a mean flaw depth of 0.06 inch.
The second distribution represented muchsmaller and more likely flaws as
described by a untform distribution of depths ranging from 0.002 to 0.010
inch. All defects were assumed to be surface defects at the inside diameter
of the ptpe.

1 GivenOneFlawParWeld Bending. Tension;
Bending=
2xTension

c

lO.1

LargerFlawsMeanDepth=
O.Oetn.

0.2 SmallFlaws1
>. Depths ,-

0.002in.to0

_" LargerSigma 0.010In.
_. onFlowStress '0.31

PureTension

NoStress
Bending
2xTension Concentration

_i_ 104 DTensionV

"_ Longer
a) Flaws Baseline..J
"6 10.5 Tension
._, ExpansionStress.-= Treatedas

10.6 PdmaryStress
10.1 1 10 102 103 104 105

Fatigue Crack Growth Parameter, Q
R9316050.4

Ftgure 5. Probab|11ty of Leak as Funct|on of Fattgue Crack 6PoOh PaPmter (}
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Longer

10"1 Thermal Initial FlowsExpansion=
'_ PdmaryStress

2xSIgrnaon
10"2 Baseline Flow Stress

10"3

• PressureStress=Sk al
• Dead Wht Stress. 3 kid
• l?mmtal Explnsion

Stress- 10 ksi LinearBending=
10"5 • Row Stress = 43 ksi (o - 4.2) TensionStress

• (Finch Pipe/0.563 inchWell Resk:lual
• StainlessSteel Stress-
• NOIneendceInspection 40 ksi

lo4
io.e lo.s 1_4 lo.3 lo.2 lo-1 1

Prol:)abillty of Leak
RlnlOOeO_

F|gure 6. Probabf1|ty of Break as Funct|on of the Leak Probab|l|ty

The flaw ]ength was sampled from an aspect ratto distribution, whtch predicted
most flaws to have aspect rattos of 6:1 or less. In sensitivity calculations,
the length d|str|button was modtfted to stmu]ate much longer flaws whereby
there was about an equal probabt]tty of gtven length up to a length equal to
the fuji circumference of the ptpe.

In a]] cases the fat|gue crack growth parameter 0 was calculated using an
average va]ue of cyc]tc stress (t.e., as averaged through the thickness of the
ptpe wail). Vartous cases of nonuniform through-wail stress distributions are
|nd|cated tn Ftgures 5 and 6. In each of these cases, the average stress had
a superimposed componentof cyc]tc stress wh|ch represented bendtng stresses

tenston on the tnner surface and compression on the outer surface) and/or
oca] stress concentrations (factor of 3.0 at the I0 of the ptpe) due to

geometric t='regu]artt|es such as a weld root.

F|gure 5 shows that the calculated leak probab|]tttes d|ffer significantly for
the two categories of flaws. Note also that the tnttta] flaw length has
]ttt]e effect on ]eak probabilities, whereas longer flaws merked]y tncrease
break probab|]tt|es (F|gure 6). Both categor|es of flaw depth d|str|buttons

result tn leak probabt]tttes that approach 100 percent for sufficiently high
values of the fattgue crack growth parameter Q (e.g., for Q - 10 ). Leak
probabt]|t|es are re]attve]y Insensitive to the different types of super|m-
posed bendtng and local stress concentration. Therefore, later calculations
were focused only on a untform through-wail distribution of tension stress.
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Predicted rupture probab|ltttes are presented tn Ftgure G as a ratio of the
calculated rupture probability to the corresponding leak probability. Low
values of this ratio imply that conditions for leak-before-break are achieved.
As Indicated, ptpe fatlures are more l tkely to be In the form of breaks when
the corresponding leak probabilities are relatively small. These ruptures

correspond to tntttal flaws that are both very deep and very long. Cases with
higher leak probabilities correspond to flaws of much smaller tntttal depths.
It should be nbted that the fattgue crack growth process gives more signifi-
cant increases in flaw depth as opposed to flaw length.

The calculat|ons of crtttcal crack sizes of unstable crack propagation were
based on a net section collapse criteria of fracture. Increasing the standard
deviation of the flow stress (by a factor of two) In Figure 6 significantly
increases the probability of pipe break.

Figure 7 was derived by considering the actual number of flaws that might be
present tn the weld rather than assuming exactly one flaw as in Figure 5. The
estimated probability of having a flaw of the larger stze category was 10"z
and the corresponding probability for a flaw of the small stze category was
l.O. The probability of leak for the combined population of flaws corresponds
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to the sumof the probabilities for the two individual curves of Figure 7. It
should be noted that the flaw frequency and size distribution of Chapman's
plot of Ftgure'4 is approximately the sameas the combinedpopulation of flaws
addressedby Figure 7. Subsequentcalculations (reported below) were there-
fore basedon a ]ognormal fit of Chapman'sdefect histogram.

Ptoe Sizes and Du_yCycles for LPI System

The parametric calculations of leak and rupture probabilities were performed
to evaluate the reliability of piping in the Surry-1LPI system. Table 5
provides information on the pipe sizes and cyclic stress levels for this
system, along with values of the fatigue crack growth parameter Q as deter-
mined from Table 2.

Table 5. LPI Pipe Sizes and Fattgue Crack 6ro_h Parameter
for Pressure Cycles due to Testing

Cyclic
Cyclic Axial Frequency, Fatigue Crack

Stress, Cycles per Growth
Ptpe Size kst Year Parameter,I II I IBIBIm II III I II II iiiml I I II IB I I

6" Sch. 120 4.995 kst 5 1.3x10 "2
6.625" ODx 0.562" Pressure - 2.25 kst

Wall
i iii

6" Sch. 120 0.435 ksi 52 7.3x10 "6
6.625" ODx 0.562" Pressure - 0.178

Wal1 ksi
Ill II'I I

10" Sch. 40 1.178 ksi 52 3.gxIO"4
10.750" ODx 0.365" Pressure - 0.178

Wall kst
i i

10" Sch. 10 2.766 ksi 52 1.2x10-z
10.750" ODx 0.165" Pressure = 0.178 .

Wall ksi
i i i i i ,i iii i

10" Sch. 140 0.348 ksi 52 3.0x10 "6
10.750" ODx 1.000" Pressure - 0.178

Wall ksJ
i iiii i ii i

8" Sch. 40 1.059 ksi 52 2.6x10-4
8.625" ODx 0.322" Pressure - 0.178

Wall ; ksi
iii i i ..... i i

Discussionswith staffat the Surry-Iplantand at the WestinghouseElectric
Corporationindicatedthat theoperatingcyclesfor the LPI systemare
relativelybenign,particularlysinceSurry-1doesnot utilizeLPI pipingfor
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any residual heat removal functions as is the case at many o_her Westinghouse
plants. The maximumthermal expansion bending stress in the system is
reported to be about 15 ksl at the design temperature of 300oF. However, the
piping will attain such temperatures only during the late stages of a severe
loss of coolant accident, when the LPI system is pumping heated water drawn
from the sump of the containment building. Therefore, the 15 kst bending

stress level is not relevant to fatigue evaluations of the LPI system.

The Surry-1 staff indicated that the main source of stress cycltng are from
testing of the LPI pumps, which is currently performed quarterly. During this
testing, operation of the plant continues and the LPI pumpdischarge pressure
increases to 178 psi. Pumpsare run for 15-20 minutes to stabilize flow, and
the system is given a walkdown to look for leakage. Both LPI pumpsare run
and this gives two pressure cycles for each quarterly system test.

Tests are also performed at each refueling outage (at 2 year Intervals).
Pressures range from 90 to 178 psi depending on flow conditions. Flow through
check valves into RCS ptping is achieved in these tests. There is an accumu-
lation of 6 to 8 pressure cycles before testing is completed.

Leak PrQbabilttie$ for Mechanical and Thermal FatlQue

Leak and rupture probabilities for Surry-1LPI piping were estimated using the
results of the above parametric calculations. The procedure was to first
establish values for the fatigue crack growth parameter Q based on the
mechanical or thermal fatigue cycles. Using this value of Q, a leak or
rupture probability was then estimated from the parametric plots of Figures 5
through 7.

Mechanical fatigue is addressed by Table 5, which lists values of Q for the
various piping sizes of the LP! system. These values of Q are all less than
10"1 and as such are less than the Q values of the parametric plots. There-
fore, the estimated leak an_ rupture probabilities over the 40 year ltfe of
the plant are less than 10"% These estimates are even lower than the values
provided for the LP! plplng by the expert Judgement eltcttatton (Vo et al.
1991). Therefore, the pc-PRAISE calculations support the very low estimates
of failure probability from the eltcttatton.

Pipe cracking due to thermal fatigue cracking was identified by the expent
judgement eltcttatton as 'the most likely rupture scenario for LPI piping.
Table 6 addresses such fatlures which would be associated with back leakage of
hot primary system (RCS) water through the check valves into the colder flutd
in the standby LPI system. Such leakage has occurred in many systems at
operating plants. The estimated thermal stratification stresses would be less
than a calculated bounding value of 120 kst, and most ltkely would be in the
range of 15 to 30 kst.

Thermal fatigue requires that the thermal stresses be cyclic in nature. An
evaluation by Phtlltps et. al. (1991) was based on plant operating data that
showed Intermittent leakage that has occurred at frequencies of 1 cycle each 2
to 20 minutes. Detailed characterization of the potential thermal fatigue
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Table 6. Fat|gue Crack 6forth Parameter (Q) and Esttmtnd Leak and Break Probabtllt|es
for Theruml Fattgue at the LPI Crack Valve Locat|ons

Cycltc Clcltcstressnanr. kst
Frequency

15 30 60 120
,m

,o,,. 0,o 0i,,x,o, 0i,,x,per_.r PL"s'_l°-°" PL 1_10-'° PL Z_lO-_" S_lO_
(plant cycles) PB • 6"OxlO-XU PB l'OxlO'° PB 2"OxlO°_ _B S.hlO -

l cyc|e Q 1.OxlO1_ - Q l.TxlO'. - ,.TxlO'_ Q - 4.2x104 .

per reek pL i G.OxlO_/ pL i 5.0x10. 4 pO : eL4.klo-z. . 3._1o-_
(LPI testtng) PB 6"OxlO'S PB 5"OxlO'° _B 4"0x10-4" PB 3"0x10-_

°i' °i', °i °i.per day PL 4"0x10"_ P PL 3"OxlO'l" PL 6"0x10-'_
"e ,.o,.o-' .:_ ,_i_-'. "s 3"°_'°-° "s s'°_l°-°

_o 1 cycle pO 5.2x103- Q 8.4x104- Q 1.3xlO 6- Q "_ 2-2x107-

,:l,_j 1"0x10-_" PL 5"0x10"1 PL 8"0x10"1 PL _. 8"OxlO-'l(IN(L 1. OxlO-_;> PB 5. OxlO-'5 PB 8. OxlO"a PB 8. OxlO-':s

1 cycle Q 5.2x104. Q 8.4x105. Q_-1.3x107. Q_-2.1x108.

per 2 minutes PL i 5"OxlO-I PL i 8"OxlO-'l PL : 8"OxlO-1 PL " 8"0x10-1
(I NEt estimate) PB 5. OxlO.a PB 8. OxlO-a PB 8. OxlO-_ PB 8. OxlO-_

Notes:

1) PL" Probab|l|ty of Leak Over 40 years
P_ - Prebabil|ty of Break Over 40 years

2) It has been assumedthat the leak probability Is a factor of 100 greater than the break probability.

3) The prtor estimates sof rupture frequency (per year) for themal fatigue at the LPI check valve
location ts l.OxlO" . This value tsbased on the expert judgement el ic|tatton from the 199) workshop
and Independent discussions with Dr. S. H. Bush. The corresponding probability of failure over 40
years ts 4.0xlO -4.
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stresses for the Surry-1LPI system was beyond the scope of the current
evaluation. Nevertheless, Table 6 Indicates that plausible the._nal fattgue
scenarios are consistent wtth leak probabilities as great as lO'.

Study of Insgectton Strateotes

A pc-PRAISE computer model was applted to stmulate tnservtce Inspections of
ptptng wtth pre-existing defects tn circumferential welds. These cracks were
assumedto grow by fattgue due to plant transients. The tnput data for the
baseltne case ts shown tn Table 4. Ftgures 8 and 9 show results of evalua-
tions of inspection strategies.

Inspections were simulated tn the Honte Carlo calculation by checktng crack
sizes at the prescribed times of inspections to determine tf potential ptpe
leaks or breaks were detected for the specified PODcurve. Typtcal results
are presented here to Illustrate the trends of ongotng calculations. In
future work these evaluations wtll be used to quantify the benefits of
alternative Inspection strategies, and wtll generate tnputs to the dectston
rtsk analyses that wtll be performed as part of the activities of the ASHE

Research Task Force on Risk-Based Inspection Guidelines.

It ts useful to deftne a parameter to serve as a measure of effectiveness of
an inspection strategy (inspection method and Inspection Interval). We have
selected a commonlyused parameter from the structural reliability litera-
ture, "Factor of Improvement," which ts defined as the ratio of the probabili-
ty of failure given that no inspection ts performed to the probability of
failure for a given inspection strategy. A Factor of [mprovement of 1.0
corresponds to no inspection or to a totally ineffective inspection strategy.
An effective inspection _trategy would (for example) have a Factor of Improve-
ment _ 10 meaning that the inspections wtll detect all but lO percent of the
flaws that have a potential to cause a failure.

To investigate the effect of the arrival time of the ftrst inspection on the
leak probability, several arrival times were considered. Typical results are
shown tn Figure 8 for four different arrival times. In each case, an inspec-
tion Is performed every 10 years thereafter. Until arrival of the first
inspection, the calculated probabilities of fatlure for all PODcurves are
|dentical, as they must be. After the first inspection, the probabilities of
failure diverge as a consequence of detecting and eliminating defects before
they grow to critical values. Figure 8 shows that the cumulative leak
probability for an arrival of t-2 years ts 3 times lower than that of an
otherwise identical strategy but with an arrival time at t-lO years.

The relative benefits of preservtce and tnservtce inspections were compared.
As shown tn Ftgure 8, a good preservtce inspection ts the best strategy tn
those cases where cycllc loadtngs are modest (i.e., low Q values). A single
preservtce inspection can eliminate those larger flaws that can grow signifi-
cantly over the service life of the plant. However, tnservtce tnspoctton
becomes the preferred strategy for high levels of cyclic stresses (large
values of Q). In this case, the associated crack growth rates are sufficient
to cause even relatively small fabrication flaws to grow to through-wall
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depths. Onthe other hand, Ftgure 9 showsthat the assumedtntttal crack
depth distribution (lognomal versus exponential) used to ftt Chapman's
histogram of flaw stzes had very 11tale Influence on the value of the tmproveo
ment factor.

ttteslnsummaryofptptngapt_uetngtorellabtlltYfattguehasm°delbeenfOrdeveloped.Predtcttn_.nleaktntttalandbreak probabt1-ze• defect sJ
distribution ts combinedwtth a crack growth law tn order to estimate the
Influence of tnservtce Inspection on fatlure probabilities. The Inspection
programshave considered different numbersof inspections over the 40-year
design life and three different levels of HOEreliability. The ttme at whtch
the first Inspection ts performed was found to be a significant factor, which
supports a strategy of perfuming a htgh quality preservtce Inspection to
ensure detection and repair of fabrication defects. In other cases the most
fabrication flaws wtll be small and therefore undetectable at the time of a
preservJce inspection. For these cases, an optimumstrategy Js that of an on-
going program of tnservtce inspections.

FUTUREWORK

Future activities tn the area of risk-based Inspection wtll tnclude:

• Continuing support of the ASHEResearchTask Force on Risk-Based
Znspectton Guidelines and of the ASHESectton Task Group on Implementa-
tion of Risk-Based ZnspectJon.

• ProbabJllstJc fracture mochanJcscalculations to evaluate the effects of
tnservtce Inspection on the reliability of vessel and ptptng components.

• Continuing wtth the risk-based ranking of componentsfor the ftnal ftve
systems at the Surry-I nuclear power statton.

• A ptlot application of the risk-based methodologyto a nuclear power
plant of the botllng water reactor type, through cooperative arrange-
mentswtth the uttllty owner of the plant.
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Detm:tlonand Effeotsof Pump Low-FlowOperation"

D. A. CassdsandR. H. Greene

OakRidgeNationalLaboratory
OakRidge,TN 37831.8038

ABSTRACT

Operatingexperienceand previousstudies performedfor the NuclearPlant Aging
Reeumh Programhaveshownthata significantcauseof pumpproblemsand failures
can resultfrom low-flowoperation. Operationat low.flowrates can createunstable
flowswtthinthe pumpimpellerand casing. This conditioncan resultin an Increased
radialandaxialthrustontherotor,whichinturncauseshighershaftstresses,increased
shaftdeflation, andpotentialbeedngandmeohante_Jsealproblems.

Two of the more seriousresults of low.flowpumpoperationare cavitationand
reclr(:ulation.Bothof theseconditionscan be characterizedby cracklingsoundsthat
accompanya substantialincreaseInvibrationand noiselevel,anda reductionintotal
headandoutputcapacity.Cavitationisthe formationandsubsequentcollapseofvapor
bubblesIn anyflowthatIs at an arnblentpressurelessthanthe vaporpressureofthe
liquidmedtum. It Is the collapseof thesevaporbubblesagainstthe metalsurfacesof
the Impelleror casingthat causes surfacepitting,erosion,and deterioration.Pump
reciroulation,reversalof _ portionof the flow baok throughthe impeller,can be
potentiallymoredamagingthancavitation. If locatedat the Impellereye, reclrculation
damagesthe Inletareas of the casing. At the Impellertips, recirculationaltersthe
outs!dediameterof the Impeller. If recirculattonoccursaroundimpellershrouds,it
damagesthrustbearings, Rectrculatlonalso erodas impellers,diffusers,and volutes
and causesfailureof med_anlcalseals and bearings. This paperreportson a utility
pumpfailurereusedbylow.flowInducedphenomena.

ORNL has co_ttinuedto Investigatethe results of low-flowpump operationsby
evalustlngthetypesof measurementsanddiagnostictechniquesthatarecurrentlyused
by Ilcenuee to detectpumpdegradstlon.A new,enhancedapplicationofmotorcurrent
and power data analysishas been developed that uses a signal comparison
methodologyto producean Instabilityratio indicativeof normalor unstableflow
conditions.Examples of th!stypeof low.flowdetectiontechniqueare presentedInthis
paperalongwttha bdefdise,ussionof the varioustypesof technologiescurrentlybeing
usedbyIlceneeastoevaluatepumpoperationanddeterminepossibledegradation.

*Reseimh sponsored by the Office of Nuclear RegulatoryResearoh,U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commlsslonunder Interegenw AgreementDOE 188e.8082.eB withthe U.S. Departmentof Energy
under(:ontrectNo. DE.ACOS-840R21400 withthe Ml, lln Marietta EnergySystems,Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear PlantAging Research (NPAR) Programhas sponsoredseveral studiesto
study the effects of low.flow operations on nuclear plant pumps. The Oak Ridge
National Laboratory(ORNL) has just completed the latest NRC-funded study that is
documented in the draft report, "Detectionof Pump Degradation,"NUREG/CR-6089.
This research focuses on testingand surveillancemethods currentlyimplementedat
domestic and overseas nuclear plants to detect pump degradation and assure the
operabilityof safety.relatedpumps. The primaryconclusionsof thisstudyreveal that:

I. The routinecollection,trending,and analysisof pumpvibrationspectrais the single
most powerful diagnostic tool for the detection of numerous types of pump
degradation, such as rnisalignrnent,unbalance, looseness, and various bearing
anomalies. If vibration spectral analysis was included into requiredASME code
testingof nuclearplantpumps,it may meritthe reductionof the frequencyof testing.

J

2. New advances in thermographicmeasurement equipmenthaveenabled machinery
analysts to detect anomalies not readily identified through other conventional
diegnostictechniques.

3. The historicaltrending of lubricantanalysis data can verify normal and abnormal
machinery wear and degradation. The recent developmentof the on-site analysis
device couldallow maintenanceorganizationsto increase the populationof pumps
benefiting from lubricantanalysis and alleviate administrative burdensassociated
with off-sitetransferand analysisof contaminatedsamples.

4. Numerous operationalproblemsthoughtto be caused by pump degradation were
found to actually be the result of motor degradation. Recent advances In non-
intrusivemotor monitoringtechniquescan be usedto detect rotorbar degradation
and also providein-situinformationon hydraulicallyunstable rangesof operationfor
a pumpsystem.

5. The required monthly-to-quarterly technical speclflcation/ASME testing using
minimumflow loops may have created unstable flow configurationsthat contributed
to pump degradationat some nuclear plants. A new analysistechniquehas been
developedusingmotorcurrentand powerdata that can assist In revealinga reliable
range of pumpoperationundervarying loadconditions.The conceptof an instability
ratio, based on motor powerdata analysis,is presentedto enablethe determination
of unstablesystem operationalregimes.

Thls report discussesthe possible consequencesof low-flowoperationand testing of
pumps, and how nuclear plants may be able to ascertain if their current testing or
operationalproceduresare inadvertentlyplacingsystemsin unstableflow regimesthat
couldcause pumpdegradation.
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MINIMUM FLOW TESTING HISTORY

Many of the installed minimumflow lines in nuclearplantswere originallyintended by
manufacturersto be used solelyfor pumpstartingand stopping. However,the required
ASME code testingas well as the necessityof usingspecific pumpsfor plant startup
and shutdownsupport has resulted in a considerableamount of operationat low-flow
conditions. Historically,minimumflow capacity for centrifugal pumpswas based on
ensudng that the temperature rise through the pump would be less than 15°F. The
thermodynamicproblemthat arises when a centrifugal pump is operated at extremely
reduced flows is caused by the heating up of the liquid handled. The difference
between the brake horsepower(BHP) consumedand the water horsepowerdeveloped
represents the majority of the power losses in the pump; these power losses are
converted to heat and transferredto the liquid passing through the pump. Although
temperaturedse is impo_t to determininga pump'sallowableminimumflow,the flow
rate required to achieve hydraulicallystable flow conditionsmay be a more limiting
factor,particularlyfor the high-energy,high.suctionspecificspeed pumps.

Experience has often demonstratedthat destructive hydraulicforces, nottemperature
rlee, limit safe mintmum flow. Degradation can occur as the result of unstable flow
conditionswithinthe pump,whichresult in substantialradial and axial forces (staticas
well as dynamic)on boththe stationaryand rotatingparts. Damage can be manifested
in a number of'ways, Includingimpeller or diffuser breakage, thrust bearing and/or
balance device failure due to excessive loading, cavitationdamage on suctionstage
Impellers, increased seal leakage or failure, seal injection piping failure, shaft or
coupling breakage, and rotatingelement seizure.1 In addition to the internal forces
generatedby unstableflowwithinthe pumpitself,interactionbetweenthe pumpandthe
system at low-flowconditionscan result in substantialsurging and vibrationthat can
affectnotonlythe pump,butalso other systemcomponentsand supports.

:In a previousresearch sponsoredby the NRC,= ORNL and consultantpersonnelmet
with representativesof four of the majororiginalequipmentmanufacturers(OEMs) of
pumpswho have furnishedabout 75% of the pumpsused in safety-relatedsystems in
U.S. nuclearplants. There was cons,=tentagreementamong these OEMs that testing
pumps under minimum flow conditionswas of little value to demonstratingactual
hydraulicperformance. Two changesthey recommendedto existingin.servicetesting
practiceswere:

1. Periodicallyconduct testing as close as possibleto the pump's bestefficiencypoint
(BEP) and trend the results to verifythat pump performance has not substantially
degraded.

2. Minimize or discontinuethe practice of routinelytesting pumps at minimumflow
conditionsin orderto demonstratepumpoperability.
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Proposed changes to the ASME O&M Code Subsection ISTB (OM-6) reflect the
concerns emanating from minimumflow testing. In the proposedrevised standard,
testingon minimumflow loopswouldnot be permittedexceptinrare cases.

LOW-FLOW DEGRADATION CASE HISTORY

In September 1991, Ingersoll-Randissued a 10 CFR 21 reporta on broken cast iron
diffusers in multistage pu_ps used in auxiliary feedwater (AFW) applicationsat an
eastern U.S. nuclearplant. Followinga reactor trip, low flow to one steam generator
was noted. Inspectionsfound that pumpdiffuservane pieceshad lodgedin a ventud,
therebyrestrictingflow.

Subsequent inspectionsfound that cavitationdamage to the AFW cast iron diffusers
was evident,particularlyat the leadingedge of the diffuser vanes. Damage was most
evident at the firststagediffuser,althoughdeteriorationwas alsoseen in other stages.
There was also _lamagefound at someareas of diffuservane to shroudjunctions,which
was also believed to be the Tesultof low-flow induced cavitationerosion. The utility
reportedthat the pumpshad historicallybeen used onlyfor testingand occasionallyfor
hydrotests (and in response to automatic starts following reactor trips and other
transients),butwerenot used insupportof normalstartupandshutdownactivities.This
finding promptedthe utilityto make inspectionsof all AFW pumpsat all its nuclear
plants. Additionalcavitation-relateddamage was discoveredinotherAFW pumps.

Following extensive examination and metallurgical testing of the affected diffuser,
Ingersoll-Randreported that the pdmarycause of the breakagewas cavitationdamage
at the leadingedge of the diffuser vanes which resultedfrom accumulatedoperationof
the pump at minimumflow. The NRC was notifiedthat this type of degradationcould
affectAFW pumpsat sixteendifferentnuclearsites.

After finding indicationsof similar damage in other pumps, Ingersoll-Randissued the
10 CFR 21 report. It shouldbe notedthat in several of the instancesin whichdamage
was found, the pumps were "satisfactory," according to technical specificationsand
ASME Section Xl required testing results. This could be anticipatedin lightof the fact
that the pumpsare tested at minimumflow conditionsusing SectionXl measurement
techniques that cannotdetect internaldegradationof this nature. Furthermore,utility
personnelnoted that they had acquiredvibration spectral data at both minimumflow
and full-flowconditionspriorto the failure (as well as measuringhydraulicperformance
at both conditions),and their analysisof this data did notsuggestpumpdegradation.
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The following photographsdepictsome of the resultsof the metallurgical analyses.
Figure 1 showsthe =asreceived"damaged AFW pumpfirst-stage diffuservane plate
assembly. Figure 2 is a photomicrographof a section of a different first-stageAFW
diffuser plate with two years of service. Shown are a cavitation-relatedcavity and a
microcrack originating from the cavity along a graphite flake. Figure 3 is a
photomicrographof a fatiguecrackin the vane transitionregionof a AFW pumpdiffuser
platetaken from a different'plant. The pumpwas in servicefor 10 years. Figure4 is a
photomicrographof a fatigue crack in the vane transition region of an AFW pump
diffuserthat hadbeen inservicefor 15 years.

Ingersoll-Rand recommended periodic inspection of the pumps for damage of the
diffusers,and replacementof the castironpartswith stainlesssteel, if necessary. They
furtherrecommendedconductingperiodictestingat higherflowrates, if possible.

In the aftermath of this 10 CFR 21 report,at least one plant has elected to modifythe
AFW pumps by changing the impeller/diffusergap clearances. This type of design
change has been successfullyemployedon a large numberof highenergy fossil power
plant pumps. The potentialbenefitofferedby thischange, in lieu of or in additionto the
matedal replacementchange, isthe fact thatthe rootcause ofthe diffuservane damage
is being more directlyaddressed. This action has the benefit of not only mitigating
Cavitation damage, but also of reducing overall loading on the pump rotating and
stationary parts,therebyminimizingothervibration-relatedproblemsthat have resulted
from low-flowoperation.

Figure 1. "As received" photographof damaged AFW pumpfirst-stage
diffuserplate assembly.
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Figure2. Photomicrographof a cavitationinducedfatigue crackat an AFW pumpfimt-
d_r plate aftertwoyears of service. Unetched;magnification50X.
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Figufe3. Photomicrographof a fatiguecrack inthe vane transitionregionof an AFW
pumpdiffuserplato fromanotherplier that hadbeen inservice 10 yearn.

Unetched;magnification50X.
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Figure4. Photomicrographof a fatiguecrackinthe vane transitionregionof an AFW
pumpthat had been inservice15years. Unetched;magnification50X.

The phenomenonthat caused these cracks is cavitation. Since it is doubtfulthat the
resultingmicroscopicdiffuservane crackswouldhave manifesteda suspect deviation
that could have been discerniblethroughconventionalvibrationspectralanalysis, then
to detect this type of degradation,analysistechniquesmust focus on ascertainingthe
onset of cavitationitself,or, at least, determiningthe ranges of unstableflow regimes
that can producesuch damagingphenomena. The followingdiscussionpresents two
different methodologiespursuedby ORNL researchers to identify unstable hydraulic
conditionsthat couldresultin pumpdegradation.

USING POWER DATA ANALYSIS TO DETECT HYDF_ULIC INSTABILITY

One objectiveof the pump degradationresearchhas been to furtherstudy conditioned
motor current and power data in hopes of developing and/or enhancing analysis
techniquesthat mightprovide informationand insighton abnormal or unstablepump
operations. Previouslaboratorypump and motortestinghave yielded the observation
that pump load changes producepower fluctuationsin the motor. ORNL researchers
have endeavored to determine the relationship between the changing, unstable
hydraulicconditionsthat producemeasurablepoweroscillationsin the motorpower.

Becausemotorinputpowericomparesalmostlinearlywithmotorload (particularlywithin
a small load range), the motor can be used as an effectiveload transducer. When a
pump'shydraulicload changes,the torqueloadonthe motorshaft also changes,andas
a result,the motorencountersa variationin its load. These permutationsin motorload
producecorrespondingfluctuationsin motorinputpowerthat can be quantified.
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The instantaneousmotor inputpower for each phase is:

(1) P,(t) = V,(t) * I,(t)

Where:
!

!i!!! =Instantane°us POwerfOrphase '
= Instantaneousvoltagefor phase
= Instantaneouscurrentfor phase

The total instantaneousinputpoweristhe sum of all threephases:

(2) P= (t)° = P,, (t) + P¢)(t) + P_=(t)

The product of the 60-Hz voltage and current ac waveforms results in a 120 Hz
waveformwith a dc offset;the calculatedaverage of these values for all three phases
defines the average input power. By continuouslyaveraging the power over an
adequate period (e.g., 1/60th of a second), a runningaverage can be tabulated that
realisticallycharacterizesthe entire data sample. This runningaverage fluctuates as
motorpowerchanges. As notedabove,the motorinputpowervariesin responseto the
input motorload. Therefore, the level of fluctuationof motorinput power is a measure
of the stabilityof the motor'sload.

Figure5 showsfour illustrationsof thisconceptas it is appliedto a pumpandmotorset
operatingin a test loop at ORNL. The figures represent normalized power, i.e., the
calculated running average power divided by the long-term average for four flow
conditions. All of the data was collectedat the pump'smotor controlcenter by using
currentand voltage sensors. For simplicity,only one phase of the motor power was
analyzed, and powerwas assumedto be symmetricalfor the three phases. At 0 gpm
(=shutoff"),relativelysignificantpowerfluctuationsare experiencedby the motor. At the
shutoff condition,the pump is essentiallystirringthe water within or adjacent to the
pump casing;there actually is flow withinthe pump, but no net flow withinthe system.
Clearly, the flow profilesare skewed and unstableat this condition,and producethe
observed power fluctuations. At 40 gpm, which is 20% of the manufacturer's best
efficiencypoint(BEP), the Normalizedfluctuationshave reduced slightly;this indicates
there are still significantvariationsin power due to the unstable flow conditions. At
100% of the BEP (200 gpm), the normalizedpower signal is well definedand has the
least overall variation in amplitude;the relatively low level of variation of the power
signal indicatesthat the pumpis operatingin a relativelystable mode,as expected. At
340 gpm,which is 170% of the BEP, the power fluctuationsbecomeerratic again; the
flow conditionsare becomingincreasinglyunstable (approachingpumprunout),and the
instabilityis reflectedinincreasednormalizedmotorpowervariation.

* If the three motor phases are symmetrical, total power can be assumed to be three times an individual
phaee's power without incurring significant error.
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A singlefigureof meritthat can be obtainedfromthe normalized power is its standard
deviation. ORNL researchershave named the standard deviation of the normalized
power the "instabilityratio." To further evaluate this quantity, additionaltesting was
conductedontwo differenthydraulicsystems: the test looppumpat ORNL which uses
a 7.5 hp motorand a 50 hp motor-drivenfire pump owned by a domesticutility. Data
was acquired from the motor controlcenter at each pump using current and voltage
probes. Measurementswere recordedat steady-stateconditionsthat were achievedat
vadousflowratesoverthe completerangeof operationfor bothpumps.

As displayedin Figure6, both pumpsexhibittheir moststableoperatingcharactedstics
where the instabilityratiois at its minimum. For these particularpumps,thisoccursover
an operatingrangeof approximately50% to 110% of the BEP. In these flow ranges,the
instabilityratio is less than 0.5% of the total powerbeing inputto the motor; therefore,
this interval of flow rates represents the operation range where both pumps are
operating stable. Also noteworthy is the shape of the instability ratio curve; it is
generally fiat from 50% to 110% of the BEP. This indicatesa pump system that is
relativelyunaffectedby a wide rangeof flow rates. For hydraulicapplicationsthat must
handle a variety of flow rates and loads, the system dynamics would desirably be
characterizedby a fiat instabilityratio curve over a wide range of flow rates in order to
achieve the maximum efficiency. In addition, the instability ratio may be useful in
verifying the design performance specifications (such as BEP) of a particular 'as
installed"pump.

A final observationofthe instabilityratiocurve is that it providesfairly clear indicationof
the approach to a range of unstable flow conditions as well as their comparative
magnitude. There has been variation in industrypracticeswith regard to acceptable
minimumflow rate specificationsfor pumps. With referenceto the data presented in
Figure6, the increasinggradientof the instabilityratiocurve is more pronouncedat flow
rates less than40% of the BEP for the test loop pumpand at flow rates less than 20%
of BEP for the fire loop pump. This demarcation in slope is where unstable flow
conditionsare thoughtto beginfor each pump. Extendedoperationof a pumpat these
lesserflowrateswouldpossiblycause damage to itscomponents. If these observations
madefor the tested pumpsare found to the applicableto a broaderpump population,it
may be possibleto relativelyeasilycharacterizethe levelof hydraulicload instabilityfor
variouspumpsand flowconditions.Sucha characterizationcouldprovidea moderately
clear indicationof theflow regimesto avoid.

To summarize,preliminarystudiesor_pump and motorset power data usinginstability
ratioanalysishaveyieldedthe followinginsights:

1. Enable a measurement of the stable flow range for a specific pump and motor
configuration.

2. Establisha stabilityfigureof meritfor comparisonwithotherpumps.

3. Providean alternativeindicationof relativepumpefficiency.
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In addition,If prellmlnarytestsare conductedon a particularsystempriorto planned
mod_catlons,suchasadditionalvaivingorflowrestrictingdevices,it maybe posslbleto
quantifytheeffectsofthesechangesontheoverallsystem'sperformance.Becausethe
Instabllltyratio is affectedby changesin the systemload, it Is conslderedto be a
sensitiveindicatorofhydraulicsystemchanges.

CONCLUSION8

Researchinto determiningthe causesand effectsof pumpdegradationhas yielded
Insightregardingdamagingphenomenawhichare characteristicof low-flowpump
operationthat maybe occurringduringrequiredASME codetestingon nuclearplant
pumps.Testingpumpsunderlow.floworinminimumflowloopsnotonlyfailstoprovide
an assessmentofpumpoperabilityunderoff-designemergencyconditionsbutalsomay
prematurelyage anddegradepumpcomponents.Recentlyproposedrevisionsto the
ASMEpumptestingcoderecognizethedeleteriouseffectsofminimumflowtestingand
haverecommendedtheeliminationofthispractice.Cavitation,a low-flowphenomenon,
hasbeenattributedforthedamageof severalauxiliaryfeedwaterpumpsat twodifferent
nuclearsites that have only been operatedduringrequiredin-servicetestingvia
minimumflowloops.
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Numeroustypes of pump degradationcan be detected by the routine collection,
trending,anden_ls ofpumpvibrationspectra Recentrevisionsto theASMEtesting
code allowthe use ofvelocitymeasurementsInsteadofdisplacementmeasurements
butmakenomentionofthe benefit=of vibrationspectralanalysis.Becausethereis a
wetdthofdiagnosticInform=toncontainedInspectralanalysis,its incorporationintothe
ASMEcodecouldmeritthe reductionof therequiredtestingschedule.

Operationalproblemsoncethoughtto be caused by pumpdegmdatlonhave been
determinedto be the resultof motordegradation,RecentadvancesIn non-intrusive
motormonitoringtechniquescanbe usedto detectcertaintypesofmotordegradation
u well as providein-sltuverificationof unstableflow regimes. The conceptof an
instabilityratio could providea measurable assessment of actual minimumflow
conditionsaswellasestabilsha(x:eptableoperationalrangestoachieveoptimumpump
endmotorefficiency.
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ABSTRACT

A study has been performed to assess the effects of aglnS in nuclear power
plant containment cooling systems. Failure records from national databases, as
well as plant mpecific data were reviewed and analyzed to identify able S
characteristics for this system. The predominant aging mechanisms, were
determined, along with the most frequently failed components and their associated
failure modes. This paper discusses the aging mechanisms present in the
containment spray system and the containment fan cooler system, which are two
systems used to provide the containment cooling function. The failure modes,
aloe S with the relative frequency of each is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The effects of aging degradation on safety-related systems in nuclear power
plants has been a continuing concern of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). If not properly managed, aging degradation can adversely affect equipment
performance and, hence, the safe operation of the plant. In light of this, the
NRC Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) program strives to provide a better
understanding of how to properly manage aging. The NPARprogram is described in
detail in NUREG-11441 .

One of the systems studied under the NPAR program is the containment
coolie K system 2 since it is one o£ many plant systems that ensure public safety
in the event of an accident. Containment cooling is actually provided by several
different plant systems, depending on the type and design of the plant. The
containment sp_ay system (P_TRs and BWRs) and the containment fan cooler system
(PWRs), which are the subject of this paper, Were selected for study since they
are the primary means of removing containment heat during accident conditions.
While the suppression pool cooling system is also an important means of
containment heat removal in B_R plants, it is an operating mode of the residual
heat removal system, which is the subject of a separate NPAR study 3.

"Work performed under the euspicea of the U.$. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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8YSTEII DUlGN AND OPERATION

Containment moray System

A primary function of the containment spray system is to reduce the
.temperature and pressure inside the containment structure by condensins steam in
the event of an unintentional release of coolant from the reactor or its related
pipins. This adverse environment could occur chroush either a loss of coolant
accident (LO_) or a main steam 1,ins break (_JLm). bducins the containment
pressure and temperature reduces the chances that any radioactive release to the
environment would occur by l) lowsrinj the probability of containment falluSe duo
to hiJh pressure and/or temperature, 2) mitlSatin S the pressure differential, and
thus the drivin| force between the containment and the atmosphere. Soma designs
use chemical sprays to assist in fission product cleanup inside oontainmnt.

The contaLnMnt spray function is a standby function which is only
initiated durinS accident conditions. The system providins this function can
have several different dsslsns, dependins on the type and dosisn of the plant,
and may or may not be a standby system. In pressurized water reactors (/Sis),
there is typically an independent containment spray system, with dedicated pumps
and associated equipment, which is maintained in standby status durin S normal
plant operation. In boilins water reactors (BWILs), the residual host removal
(RHR) system is typically used to perform the containment spray function. The
PJ4R system also operates In several other modes, and, therefore, is not always
in standby status.

The containment spray system functions by pumplns water throush spray
nozzles located inside containment to cool the containment atmosphere. In a
typical _ deslgn, the water is initially taken from the refuolln| water storase
tank (RWST) and then, whet, the RWST is depleted, from the containment sunp. In
Blflls the water is taken from the suppression pool, and the RIOt pumps are used to
provide the spray motive force. The spray system typically includes two or mare
independent trains, each with dedicated pumps, spray rln|s, spray nozsles, and
numerous valvep and plplns. Chemicals can also be injected into the spray from
a chemical inS'action system co help remove fission products from the air. A
common IrdR containment spray system schematic is shown in Figure I.

ConGainmant Fan Cooler System

Unlike the containment spray system, fan coolers are used in _gs and BWRs
during normal plant operation to maintain a suitable atmosphere for the equipment
located within the containment. In most P_ plants, and several B_t plants, fan
_oolers are also used as an engineered safety feature to reduce the containnont
temperature and pressure following a LOCAor HSLB. In most B_s, fan coolers are
not used under accident conditions.

The basic design of the fan cooler units includes cooling coils, through
which cooling water circulates; a fan, which blows the containment air over the
cooling coils; and various duct work and dampers to direct the air flow (FISure
2). Older plants typically use a centrifusal fan design, while newer plants use
a vane-axial fan design. Some units also have filters to help remove particula-
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cos from the air. There are typically throe or more fan cooler units located
vi_hln contaimmnt, depending on the plant, each wlth one or _wo fans per unit.

,oxo ,ssus

In order to characterize the effects of aging in containment spray and fan
cooler syscemm, the Huclear Plant lleliabilicy Data System (HPRD5) was searched
co obtain failure information. The search of the NPRDS database covered the five
end one-half year period from January 1986 to June 1991, and produced
approximacsly 1400 records related to failures of the containnmnt spray system,
and approximately 800 records related to failures of fan cooler systems. These
_eoords were reviewed and analyzed to determine system and component agin s
_haracterlstice. In addition to the NPIU)$ review, licensee event reports (LEKs),
and actual plant data were obtained and an.lyzed to corroborate the NPJU)$
fimiings a. This paper focuses on the results of the NPI_$ analysis.

Aeinl Gharacteristi for ant.in.ant q

As part of the data analysis, a determination was made as to whether each
failure was aging related. To make this determination, the NPAR deflnicion of
aging, as dsscribed in Reference l, was applied. By this definition, a failure
is considered aging related if it is the result of cumulative changes with the
passage of time which, if unchecked, may result in loss of function or £apairment
of safety. Factors causing aging include natural internal chemical or physical
processes during operation, external stresses caused by storage or operating
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environment, service wear, and excessive _esCing. Improper installation,

application, or maintenance can also lead to aging degradation under certain
condiclons, if the degr@datlon occurs over a period of time. In addition,
components m_st have been in service for a minimum o£ six months to elinir_ace
burn-ln or infant mortality type failures.

The NPRDS data indicate that aging degradation plays a major role in
_ontainment spray system failures, with 59_ of the failures being aging related
(Fibre 3). Typical examples of aging related failures are laakage of
containment spray pump shaft seals due to normal wear, or incorrect instrumen-
tation readings due co calibration drift over a period of time. In some cases,
insufficient information was available to determine whether or not the failure

was related to aging. These were classified as "potentially aging related" since
they could have resulted from aging degradation.

The data were also examined to identify the cause of failure. To do this,

the data were sorted into three broad categories; namely, normal service, human
error, and ocher. Normal service includes exposure co any stresses the component
would normally be expected co see during the course of daily operation and
testing. This could include, for example, wear of pump shaft seals due to pump
operation, or corrosion of valve internals due co exposure Co poor quality water.
Failures caused by normal service are typically aging related. Failures caused
by human error include improper or lack of maintenance, installation errors, and
operational errors. Failures classified as "other" include chose caused by
failures of other components or systems, manufacturing and design errors, or
failures for which the cause could not be determined.
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Normal mervice is the predominant failure cause for Che concainmanC mpray
bystem, accountin8 for 7&Z of the failures (Figure 4). This supports the high
aBing fraction discussed previously. Human error concributes Co approximately
19Z of the failures. The breakdown of human error failures presented in Figure
4 shows that most human errors are in the area of maintenance. This includes
maintenance which was not performed properly and subsequently resulted in
component failure, or maintenance which was not performed vhen required. These
findings indicate that failures due to human error can be reduced by focusin B on
improvements in current maintenance practices.

During normal plant operation the containment spray system is maintained
in a standby condition, which is the condition this system spends most of its
tim in. Surveillance cesta and maintenance, which are performed periodically,
account for the remaining time. Host failures are detected while the system is
being tested (Figure 5). Approximately one-third of the failures are detected
while the system is in standby, and less than 10% are detected during mainte-
nance. This shows the importance of performing surveillance tests for this
predominantly standby system. Failures which may be present vhllo the system is
in standby awaiting an accident initiation signal may not be detected until the
system is called into operation and it falls to perform its function.

Since the predominant number of failures are detected while the system is
being tested, it is expected that the test results are the most common means of
detecting failures for the containment spray system. This is confirmed by the
data, which show a correspondingly highpercentage of failures detected by test
results (Figure 6). The data also show that the failure detection method most
useful while the system is in standby is inspections, which includes system
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Figure 4 Causes of containment spray system failures
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Figure $ Status of the containment spray system durins
gailure detection

walkdovns. This includes planned inspections, which are performed on a routine
basis, as well as unplanned inspections or casual observations. Detection
methods used to a lesser degree are maintenance actions, alarms, and operational
abnormalities.
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Figure 6 Detection methods for containment spray system failures

The predominant number of failures result in degraded operation of the
system (FIKure 7). The remaining failures either have no effect on system
performance (20Z), or result in a loss of redundancy (20_). These findings
indicate that the failures occurring in the containment spray system typically
are not severe enough to cause a complete loss of system function. However, they
can affect the availability and reliability of the system. In particular,
failures resulting in a loss of redundancy have a direct effect on system
reliability since a single failure can result in loss of system function if one
of two trains is already failed.

To provide a better understanding of how aging degradation affects the
containment spray system components, the data were analyzed to identify the
components most frequently failed. No failures were found for those containment

spray system components that are predominantly in standby status, such as the
containment spray rings and spray nozzles. Of those components that are operated
periodically, valves account for the predominant number of failures in the system
(Figure 8). These data were not normalized to account _or population effects
since the intent of this analysis was to identify areas where additional effort
is needed to control aging degradation, and not to calculate failure rates.
Instrumentation and controls are the second most frequently failed components,

followed by circuit breakers, pumps, and heat exchangers, respectively.

The aging mechanisms and failure modes for the most frequently failed
components were identified from the data to help form a basis for determining how

well current inspection, testing, and maintenance practices are able to detect
aging deEradatlon and incipient failures. In general It was found that each
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component has one predominant aging mechanism and failure mode. However, there
are typically several ochers which also need co be addressed Co completely
control the aging process. The results are summarized in Table 1. In addition
co identifying the aging mechBnisms and failure modes, the percentage of failures
attributed to each was also determined based on the data reviewed.

One of the primary reasons for understanding and managing aging of nuclear
power plants is that as components and systems age there nay be an increase in
failure rate due to unchecked aging degradation. If this occurs, one of the
results could be a decrease in system availability. To determine the

significance of this, a system unavailability analysis was performed to simulate
the effects of increasing component failure rates due to uncontrolled aging.

As the basis of this analysis, an existing PRAwas obtainedwhich included
a cosmondosignfor a containment spray system, with sodiumhydroxide injection.
A system fault tree model was developed, and several system components that could
be affected by aging were identified. A base case unavatlabllity was calculated
using the failure rates specified in the utility PRA or generic databases. A
parametric study was then performed in which the failure rate for selected
components was artificially increased to simulate the effect of increasing

failure rates due to aging. The system unavailability was recalculated for each
CaSe.

The containment spray system design analyzed consists of two trains; each
with one normally closed motor operated valve, one check valve, and one motor
driven pump. Also included in each train are several manual valves, which are
used for test and maintenance purposes, along with piping, instrumentation, and

spray nozzles. The success criterion for the containment spray system is for one
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Figure 8 Most frequently failed containment spray system components'

out of two trains to inject into the containment when signaled. For this
simplified analysis, only the injection phase of containment spray was modeled.

The base case unavailability for the containment spray system was
calculated to be 4.1 x 10 "3 per demand. The combination of events that lead to
a failure (cutsets) show that the failure to correctly reposition manual valves
after surveillance testing are the dominant events leading to system
unavailability. These human errors appear in 11 of the top 15 cutsets, which,
when combined, contribute to 85X of the system unavailability.

For the components that can be affected by aging, failure of the pumps to
start, including common cause failures, contributes to 21X of the system

unavailability. Motor Operated Valve (MOV) failure to open is the next largest,

contributing to 15_ of the system unavailability. Maintenance unavailability,

test unavailabillty, and nozzle plugging are much smaller contributors at 1.4Z,

1.0_, and 0.4Z, respectively.

Using the base case model of the containment spray system, a parametric

study was performed to determine the potential influence of aging on the system

unavailability. Basic events that could be affected by aging were identified and

analyzed. The failure rates for these events were multiplied by factors of two,

five, and ten, and a new system unavailability was calculated. The events

analyzed for the containment spray system are pump failure to start, NOV failure

to open, check valve failure to open, nozzle plugging, and maintenance

unavailability. Maintenance unavailability was included since aging degradation
can lead to an increase in downtime for maintenance.
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An increase in pump and motor operated valve (HOV) failure rate has the
greatest influence on total system unavailability (Figure 9). If the pump
failure rate were to increase by a factor of five, its contribution to system
unavailability becomes approximately equal to that of the human error related to

repositioning the manual valves. At ten times the base case failure rate, the
total system unavailability increases by a factor of three, and the top cutset
contributing to system unavailability involves pump failures instead of the human
errors. Similar results are seen for HOVs. These results show that, for the

particular design analyzed, if pump or MOV aging degradation is not properly
controlled and failure rates increase over time, failures of these components can

become an important contributor, and lead to an increase in containmenl: spray
system unavailability. If all component failure rates were to increase due to
uncontrolled aging, a dramatic increase in system unavailability would _esult,
as shown in Figure 9. It should be noted that for other system configurations,
other components may be more important than those chosen for this illustrative
example.
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Figure 9 Containment spray system unavailability versus

component failure race
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kaine Characteristics £or Fan Cooler Systems

As was done for the containment spray system, the fan cooler data were
sorted to identify the fraction of failures related to akin s. The results
indicate that akin K degradation is also an important contributor to £ailures o£
the fan cooler units with over 501 of the £allures related to aging (Figure 10).

"Am an example o£ an age related fan cooler unit £ailure, one plant reported that
lov glow and high temperature alarms were received for one o£ the containment
cooling units. Investigation found that the alarms were caused by reduced air
glow through the coolin K coils due to the accumulation o£ dirt and dust on the
coils. This was corrected by cleanin K the coils. In another case a plant

reported that a fan motor circuit breaker £ailed its £unctional test. The
breaker failed to recharge and could not close. Investigation £ound that the
drive pawl, ratchet assembly, and pawl pivot were worn due to normal wear. These
parts wore subsequently replaced.

_;IJrG

SZZ

mucl: mns ti06 _ 6/0L

Fiauro 10 Fraction o£ fan cooler unit £allures related to aging

Normal service is the predominant £allure cause £or £an coolers (Figure

11). This is consistent with the high percentage o£ £ailure8 related to aging,
and indicates that aging management is important £or £an coolers. Human errors
account for approximately 23Z o£ the £atlures, and these are dominated by
maintenance related errors.

Most £an cooler £ailures are detected while the units are in service

(Figure 12). The category "in service" includes the time when the unit is
actually operating, as well as the time the unit is in standby waiting £or a
start signal. The remainder o£ the £ailures are detected while the unit is being
tested or is out £or maintenance.
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¥isure 12 Status of fan coolers during failure detection
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_/hile the units are in service, operating abno_alities and tnepectlon= are
the predominant methods used to detect failures (Figure 13). Alarms account for

approximately 8Z of the failures detected. While this percentage is low, it does
not indicate that the system is inadequately instrumented since many of the more
common failures (e.g., leaks) do not require instruments to detect them. The

remaining failures are detected by test results and maintenance, which is
consistent with the £indings for the status of the units during failure
detection.

ABNO_L OPERATION 3q_

TEST RESULTS 2c:J_

ALARM 8_

MAINTENANCE 10_

INSPECTION 22_

SOURCE:NPRDS1/86 TO 6/91

Figure 13 Detection methods for fan cooler failures

As previously discussed, plants typically have three or more fan coolers
inside containment to provide redundancy. In the event one unit fails, another
available unit can be put into operation to make up for the failed unit. In
cases such as this, the effect of the failure would be classified as a loss of

redundancy. The containment cooling function would not be affected. In other
cases, the failure may not be severe enough to cause the fan cooler unit to be
inoperable. However, some corrective action is required or the condit_on would
worsen and eventually lead to a complete £ailure of the unit. In these cases the

failure would be classified as degraded component operation.

The data were sorted based on the aforementioned classifications to

identify the effect of the failures on fan cooler performance. The predominant
failure effect was found to be a loss of redundancy (Figure 14). This indicates
that most failures are severe enough to cause a loss of function of the fan
cooler unit. From this finding the importance of redundancy becomes apparent.
The remainder o£ the failures are equally divided between causing degraded
component operation and having no effect on fan cooler performance.
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FIEure 14 Effect of fan cooler failures reported to NPEDS

There are a number of different components which must function properly in

order for a fan cooler unit to operate. Each component can be affected bylaging
to a different degree. Circuit breakers supplying power to the fan cooler units

are the most frequently failed component, accounting for approximately one-_ird
of all fan cooler failures (Figure 15). Typical circuit breaker problems include

blown fuses, worn trip units, burned contacts, worn springs, defective overload
relays, and trip settinss out of calibration. In addition to circuit breakers,
other comzonly failed components are instrumentation and controls, valves, heat

exchangers (i._., cooling coils), fan motors, and blowers. The aging mechanisu
and failure modes for the fan cooler system components were identified, and the
results are summarized in Table 2.

An unavailability analysis was also performed for a typical fan cooler
system. To perform this analysis, fault trees were developed that aodeled the

individual fan cooler subcomponents that could be subject to aging degradation.
The subcomponents modeled are the fan motors, cooling coils, circuit breakers,
and dampers. As for the containment spray system, maintenance unavailability was
also included in the model.

The plant design chosen as the basis for this analysis is a PWRwith five
fan cooler units inside containment. The units are normally operating, as
required, to maintain the containment temperature within specified limits. On
an accident signal, the operating fan coolers switch to a slower speed and the
standby units start. Three units are sufficient to maintain the containment

pressure within design limits for the design ibasls accident.
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The base case containment fan cooler system unavailability was calculated

• to be 5.3 x 10 "s per demand. This is based on a success criteria of three of
give fan cooler units operatin&, thus the system fails when three gan cooler
units fall. As a result, most cutsets have three elements. Unlike the

contai_ent spray system, there are no dominant failure contributors. The top
cutset is the common mode failure of the fan motors, which itself contributes llX

to the system unavailability. The remaining 807 cutsets _enerated from the

analysis contribute less than IX each.

The unavailability analysis of one common P_ fan cooler system design

showed no dominant, sinale contributor to system unavailability. The largest
single contributor was a common mode failure of the fan motors. Based on a
cumulative contribution from all cutsets in which it appears, the unavailability

analysis results show maintenance unavailability to be the leading contributor
to system unavailability at 79I. This is followed by dampers £ailing to open,
which contributes 6SX, circuit breaker malfunction, which contributes 50X, and

the common cause failure of the fan motors, which contributes llX. Cooling coil

failures do not signi£icantly contribute to system unavailability.

A parametric study_ similar to that done for the containment spray system
was performed for the fan cooler system. For each event analyzed, the base case
failure rate was multiplied by factors of two, five, and ten to simulate the

ef£ects of agin 8 degradation where no provisions are made to properly manage it.
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For the system doslgn modeled, an Increase in fan damper failure rate duo
to uncontrolled agin$ would have the greatest influence on system unava_Llability
(Femurs 16). When the failure rate is doubled, the system unava_llabillty
increases by a factor of approximately two. For a ten fold increase in failure

rate, system unavailability increases by a factor of approximately 66. The
exponential increase in unavailability is due tot he redundancy o£the components

in the system design. When circuit breaker failure rate increases by a factor
of 10, system unavailability increases by a factor of approximately 13. Ths|o
results indicate that, for this particular design, aging of dampers and circuit
breakers should be properly controlled since an increase in failure rate could
result in a signi£icant increase in system unavailability.

0,004

O, 003

000E

0.001

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FAILURE RATE MULTIPLIER

FAN MOTCIRS _ COOL.I_ _IL5

¥1sure 16 Fan cooler eystem unavailability versus component
failure rates

CONCLUSIONS

This phase I aging, analysis has provided a basis for understanding the

effects of aging in containment cooling systems. For the containment spray and
fan cooler systems, aging characteristics, such as aging mechanisms, failure
modes, detection methods, and components most frequently failed were identified.
Conclusions and reconunendations resulting from this study are summarized below:

- Asing degradation exists in contairunent cooling systems and is a significant

contributor to £ailures. Since these systems play an important role in accident
mitigation, plant programs should spect£tcally address the proper management o£
aging in containment cooling systems. Each o£ the aging mechanisms identified
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in this study 2, and summarized in Tables 1 and 2 should be addressed by at least
one monitoring technique,

- Most containment spray system failures are detected by surveillance tests and

inspections. This is significant since it shows the importance of performing
tests and inspections on standby systems to detect degradation before it results
in an operational failure. It should also be noted that for standby systems,
testing can be a significant contributor to aging degradation.

- Approximately 30% of fan cooler system failures are detected by abnormal
operation. This indicates that approximately one third of the failures are not
detected by current testing or inspections. Therefore, the need for improved

IS&M practices should be evaluated.

- The review of industry and plant specific data has shown that the failures

occurring in _a contai_ent cooling systems are usually not severe enough to
result in a complete loss of system function. Typically, the most severe failure
result in a loss of redundancy, however, the system is still able to perform its

design function.

- If aging is not properly controlled and component failure rates increase with
age, this will result in a corresponding increase in system unavailability.
Therefore, plant programs should include measures co identify any time-dependent
trends in component failures so they can be properly managed.
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Table 2 8umnary of As£ns Hschen£sms end FsLlur, Modes for Fin Cooler
$ystu Components

|
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PHASEI AGINGASSESSMENTOF NUCLEAR
AIR-TREATMENTSYSTEMHEPAFILTERSANDADSORBERS

W. Kevln Winegardner
Pacific Northwest Laboratory

ABSTRACT

A Phase I aging assessment of high-efficiency particulate
air filters and activated carbon gas adsorption units was
performed by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory as part of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory 'Commission's Nuclear Plant Aging Research
Program. Information was comptled concerning design features;
failure experience; aging mechanisms, effects, and stressors; and
monitoring methods. Over 1100 failures, or 12 percent of the
filter installations, were reported as part of a U.S. Department
of Energy survey. Investigators from other laboratories have
suggested that aging could have contributed to over 80 percent of
these failures. Several instances of impaired performance as the
result of the premature aging of carbon were reported. Filter
aging mechanisms range from those associated with particle loading
to reactions that alter properties of gaskets. Mechanismsthat
can lead to impaired adsorber performance include the loss of
potentially available active sites as a result of the adsorption
of moisture or pollutants. Stressors include heat, moisture,
radiation and airborne particles and contaminants.

_NTRODUCTIONANDBACKGROUND

This paper describes the Phase I interim aging assessment of the high-
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters and gas adsorption units (adsorbers)
of nuclear air-treatment or cleaning and ventilation systems. The Phase I
aging assessment of HEPAftlters and adsorbers is part of an evaluation of the
effects of aging on Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems, one of the groups
of systems of current interest in the Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR)

Program (USNRC1991Z_ The study was performed for the U,_ Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (USNRC) vj Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)(_ Information
concerning the design and construction of the two air-treatment system
components is summarized. References to the documents that combine to provide
basic physical, chemical, test, and performance standards for filter media and
impregnated activated carbon as well as for assembled components are also
i ncl uded.

Aging mechanismsand effects are discussed in conjunction with
stressors, the agents or sttmult that can result in degradation. Failure
experience, based on analyses of Licensee Event Reports (LERs) and a survey of

(a) Operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE)sites, is summarized and, where possible,
related to aging. The discussion of failure experience also includes exhaust-
air treatment experience associated with the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident.

Inspection, surveillance, and monitoring methods (ISMM) are reviewed.
_hese methods are used to establish the condition of the filters and adsorbers
once the components have been placed in operation. Surveillance tests, whtch
ape a series of tests periodically performed to monitor component condition
and demonstrate the current ability to remove fine particles and iodine and
iodine compounds, are described.

The identification of potential safety related aging issues, coupled
with the need to avoid duplication, were the key considerations in identifying
candidate ESF systems for initial study. Air-treatment or cleaning and
ventilation systems were ultimately selected because failure of these systems
can impact both plant and public safety. Predomtnately system components
ftlters and adsorbers can be the last barrier in preventing the release of
radioactivity to the public following an accident, Including that associated
.with the airborne iodine and cesium radtonucltdes that can provide a
substantial contribution to total dose. Further, air-treatment systems are
needed to ensure safe shutdown of the plant or to allow equipment to be
serviced. Satisfactory performance of certain air-treatment systems is
essential to ensure control room habitability. Air-treatment systems and
components are also used to provide a safe and/or controlled environment for
personnel and equipment during normal operations. Operability of some safety-
related equipment depends on particular systems to remove heat from the rooms
where these components are installed.

Air-treatment systems consist of some or all of the following
components: moisture separators or demisters, electrical heaters, preftlters,
HEPAftlters, adsorbers, postfilters, fans or blowers, ductwork, dampers, and
valves. The first step in the Phase I study was to identify a boundary to
tsolate the components that would be assessed. The fundamental components tn
terms of providing plant and public safety are those designed to capture
radioactive gaseous and particulate contaminants; namely, tha adsorbers and
HEPAfilters, respectively. One or both are Installed in nuclear air-
treatment systems. The particles could be radioactive chemtcal compoundsor
otherwise inert airborne material contaminated by radioactive species. Gasses
of primary interest include the elemental and organic forms of radtotodtne.
Activated carbon is used to remove the gaseous or volatile forms of iodine and
is usually impregnated with other chemicals to enhance the remeval of the
organic species. HEPAfilters and activated carbon adsorption units were
selected as the focus for tntttal Phase I assessment not only because they are
essential for safety, but in the case of the adsorbers, it has long been
established, and was evidenced again during the TMI accident, that aging
mechanisms associated with this component can lead to impaired performance
(Burchsted et. al. 1976; Wilhelm and Deuber 1991).
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COMPONENTDESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

The particle filtrationand gas (vapor)adsorptionunits (adsorbers)
included in nuclear air-treatmentsystems are designedto remove radioactive
materials. The materials,airborne particlesor volatile species,may be
suspended in or exist as gas phase constituentsof recirculatingaerosols,
gaseous effluents,or accidentalreleases. The adsorbers,activatedcarbon
beds, can effectivelyremove elementalradioiodineand are often impregnated
with other chemicalsto enhance the retentionof organic species. The fine
particle filters,HEPA filters,may also be significantlyinvolvedin
radloiodineremoval because iodine can be in the form of solid cesium iodide
(Csl).

HEPA filtersclean or treat aerosols by separatingsuspendedparticles
from an essentiallyatmosphericpressuregas stream. The filter media is made
from a mixture of glass fibers and is in the form of filter "paper."
Particlesare collectedby interception,impaction,and Browniandiffusion.
The continuousgas phase passes throughvirtuallyunchanged. A HEPA filter is
.definedas a "high-effici'encyparticulateair filter having a fibrousmedium
with a particle removalefficiencyof at least 99.97% for 0.3 /_mparticlesof
dioctyl phthalate [DOP]" (ASME 1989). An excellentreview of the construction
and servicecharacteristicsof HEPA filtershas been preparedby First (1991).
As indicatedby First, "Filtersconstructedwith paper pleated the full depth
of the rigid outer frame and with adjacent pleats held apart by full-depth
corrugated separators are the most widely used." In other words, the glass
fiber filter paper is in the form of a continuous sheet pleated vertically
over the separators.

As indicatedabove, adsorbersare used to remove gaseous radioiodine
species from effluents. Variousstandards and specificationspermit the use
of any adsorbentmedium that has been demonstratedto be equal to or better
than activatedcarbon in terms of radioiodineretention. However, only
activatedcarbon is discussedbecause it is essentiallythe only material used
and supportingtesting proceduresand acceptancecriteria are specific to its
use. Gasses are directed throughtightly packed beds of activatedcarbon
granules. The carbon or charcoal is prepared by controlledheating in a steam
environmentto remove volatileorganicmaterial. The heating generatesa
material with a large surface-to-massratio and internalsurfacesor sites
where adsorptionof iodine moleculescan take place. The active media is
usually "...activatedcharcoalthat is derived from either coal or coconut
shells. Although elementalradioiodineis retainedefficientlyby activated
carbon alone...,the charcoal is often impregnatedwith additionalchemicals
to improveits retentionof organic species (e.g.,methyl iodide)."(Wilhelm
and Deuber 1991).

Basic qualificationsfor the filter media and assembledHEPA particulate
filtersare contained in two military specifications(U.S. Departmentof
Defense 1985, 1986). Primarystandardsfor adsorbentmedia, assembled
ad$orbers,and related testingmethods are presented in Sections FD, FE, and
FF of ASME/ANSl code AG-I and two ASTM specifications(ASME/ANSl1988; ASTM
1989, 1990). Numerous documentssupplement and/or support the precedingfive
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references, including USNRCand other ASMEand ASTHpublications. One of the
most closely related USNRCpublications is Regulatory Guide 1.52, Design,
Testing, and Nafntenance C_tteria for Post Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature
Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Plants (USNRC1978).

AGINGMECHANISMS.EFFECTS.ANDSTRESSORS

The obvious effect of service associated with HEPAftlter use ts the
Increased pressure drop (resistance to air flow) through the filter medta
arising from particle retention (loading). In a relatively clean environment,
filters may be used for severalyears before replacement is required. Dust
loading, along with heat and radiation, also have the potential to reduce the
effectiveness of the organic materials used to strengthen the ftlter medium
and provide water repellency. High moisture content is another potential
normal stressor, an agent or stimuli that stems from normal conditions and
that can produce aging mechanisms and effects, which can lead to Increased
pressure drop as well as reduced filter medtumstrength.

Ftlter media may embrittle from prolonged exposure to air containing
normal concentrations of oxygen and oxides of nitrogen and sulfur. Aging
mechanisms or processes that can gradually change the physical characteristics
of HEPAfilter components other than the media include corrosion of metal
members and physicochemtcal reactions that alter the properties of sealants,
gaskets, and water repellents. Metal components that could be affected
tnclude the frames and corrugated separators. Heat and radiation are
stressors associated with phystcochemtcal reactions potentially affecting face
gaskets and the adhesives and sealants that are used to splice the medium,
fasten the gaskets to the filter face, and seal the filter pack to the frame.

Exposure to air containing stressors (namely, moisture and contaminants
or pollutants) can slowly and continuously degrade the performance of gas
adsorbers. This aging, also termed weathering, is |nherent because of the
nature of the material used, tn that it has been "activated" to dramatically
Increase surface to mass ratio and provide countless reactton sites, and
because of the essentially ubiquitous nature of the contaminants. Many
airborne constituents, including moisture, can readily react or be adsorbed by
carbon beds, reducing the number of active "sites" that otherwise would be
available for radtotodine adsorption. During normal operation, charcoal may
be exposed to air flows containing such contaminants as volatile organic
solvents, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and carbon monoxide. Because of
system flow rates, even traces of pollutants can have a significant,
cumulative effect. Oxidation as well as competitive loading can tmpatr bed
performance, including decreasing the efficiency of the tmpregnant. Because
airborne constituents can vary dramatically with time and amongsites, it ts
essentially impossible to provide crtterta for the useful life of Impregnated
activated carbon.

It should be emphasized that the possibility of impaired performance In
terms of radioiodine retention as a result of the aging or weathering of
impregnated activated carbon has been a concern almost from the start of the
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nuclear tndustry's ex|stence. In fact, concern about the useful 11fe of
carbon could be considered one of the ftvst, tf not the ftvst, aging issues.

FAILUREEXPERIENCE

An unusually large amount of potentially useful fatlure data were found
tn the literature. Analyses of LERs submitted by commercial nuclear power
plant operators, covertng the pertods from January 1, 1975 through June 30,
1978, 1978-1981, 1985-1987, and 1988-1991, to tdenttfy those pertaining to
air-monitoring, air-treatment, and ventilation systems, have been prepared by
Hoeller (1979), Moeller and Sun (1983), Jacox (1989), and Sommevand Otenaat
(1992). In summary, 15_of 43,500 reports were associated wtth the subject
systems wht]e an estimated roughly 100, or about Z_, of the system reports
appeared to be associated wtth HEPAftlters and carbon adsorbevs. No
relationship to aging was reported. Moellev and Kotra (1985) and Moellev and
Sun (1987) revtewed LERs for the periods 1981 through 1983 and 1984 through
1986, respectively, to tsolate those pertaining to control room habitability.
Of the approximately 20,800 reports, 4_ were related to thts subject. About
60 of the LERs were associated with tmpatred filter or adsovbev efftc|ency.
Several instances of the premature, agtng of carbon from error-Induced
conditions were reported.

Using a survey, Carbaugh (1983) collected data on the numbers of and
reasons for HEPAftltev changeouts and failures at USDOEsttes for the years
1977 through 1979. A total of 1,105 ftlter failures, or 12_ of the 9,154
f|lter applications, were reported. A maJortty of the fa|lures occurred for
unknownor unreported reasons. Johnson et al. (1989) explained the results of
the above survey: "If one examines the categories reported for filter
failure, tt is evtdent that the effects of aging could contribute to 81_ of
these failures, except for the 19"/,resulting from handling or tnstal]ation
damage." These same investigators reported results of an experimental
evaluation of the tenstle breaking strength of aged ftlter media specimens
that revealed that 4Z'/, of the samples dtd not meet the specifications for new
materta]. A significant loss in water repe]lency from values specified for
new media was also measured (Johnson et al. 1989).

Selection of adsorbers for Phase I study was reinforced by literature
references revealing that the low radtotodtne decontamination factors
associated wtth the TMI accident were attv|buted to the premature aging of
charcoal. Before presenting detatls related to aging tssues, tt should be
emphasized that butldtng ventilation systems played an important vole in
decreasing the radtonucltde release associated wtth thts incident and tn fact,
prevented the release of most of the radtotodtne. However, the terms
"somewhat dismal results" and "rather unsatisfactory" have been used to
descvtbe exhaust atr filtering experience during the TMI accident (OECD1984;
gtlhelm and Deuber 1991). In summary, tt was determined that the filtering
systems Installed at the time of the acc|dent provided a decontamination
factor (DF) of 9.5 for all spectes of radtotodtne (corresponds to a retention
efficiency of 89.5_) and the radtotodtne releases were higher by about a
factor of ftve than they would have been tf there had been no system
deterioration. The preceding values and reasons for the degradation are
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detatled by Rogovtnand Frampton(1980) anddiscussed by Bellamy (1981) tn a
paper that was prepared to summarizepertinent (related to air-cleaning
technology) efforts and recommendationsof vartous Investigative groups.
artefly, systemdegradation and the fact that the radioiodtne retention
efficiency was only 89.5_ were ultimately attributed to pre-acctdent agtng of
the Impregnatedactivated carbon. For a numberof reasons, ventilation atr
was passedthrough exhaust systemsfrom the ttme of carbon Installation to
Just shortly after the accident. This approximately one-year ttme frame
tncluded pertods of exposureof the carbon beds to fumesfrom patnting and
cleanup efforts. Furthermore, exemptionsto technical specifications
postponedsurveillance tests that could have revealed the extent of agtng.

Review indicated that releases of radioactive material in particulate
form during the TH] accident were negligible. Postacctdent efforts included
changeoutof HErAfilters as well as carbon. As indicated by Rogovtnand
Frampton(1980),."These HEPAswere visually examinedbefore changeoutand were
intact and tn satisfactory condition, but were damagedduring changeout...".
Unfortunately, no used HEPAftlters or sections of filter media were retained
for analysis."

INSPECTION.SURVEILLANCE.AND MONITORINGMETHODS

The use of surveillancetests,a seriesof testsperiodicallyperformed
to monitorcomponentconditionand demonstratethe currentabilityto remove
fineparticlesand iodineand iodinecompounds,is emphasized.Surveillance
testsincludein-placeleaktestsand visualinspectionsto evaluatefilter
banksand adsorbersin termsof componentdamageand bypass. Also included,
and specificallyrelatedto agingconcerns,are laboratorytestsof used or
agedcarbonsamplesto determineremainingradiolodlneadsorptioncapacity.
In additionto the surveillancetests,HEPAfilterpressuredrop is
continuouslymonitored(alarmedand indicated).

Surveillanceleak testingof installedHEPA filtersand adsorbersis
specifiedbecausegradualdeteriorationand leakscoulddevelopunderstandby
ms well as serviceconditions.Thesetestsare basedon a DOP or halide
challengeaerosolor gas introducedupstreamof the filtersor the adsorbers,
respectively.Concentrationsupstreamand downstreamare thenmeasured. It
shouldbe emphasizedthat theseare leakratherthanefficiencytests. For
mdsorbers,however,the leaktest Is supplementedwith laboratorytestsof
mgedor used carbonsamplesto determinesystemefficiencyand remaining
cmpmcltyforRthyl iodide. It is statedin ASMENSOg that "Sufficienttest
cmnlstersor othermans of obtainingsamples..,of usedadsorbentshall:be
installedin the adsorbersystemto providea representativedeterminationof
the responseof the adsorbentto the serviceenvironmentover the predicted
lifeof the adsorbent.Testcanistersshallbe installedin a locationwhere
theywillbe exposedto the same air flowconditionsas tho adsorbentin the
system, shall have the sameadsorbent bed-depth as the adsorbent in the
system, and shall be filled with representative adsorbent from the samebatch
of adsorbent as that of the system" (ASHE1989).
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CONCLUSIONS

There appear to be adequate inspection, surveillance, and monitoring
methods(IStel) for normal conditions. It is recognized that, excluding local
ruptures and tears, neither pressure drop monitoring nor surveillance leak
testing of Installed HEPAftlters wtll provide indications of aging in terms
of reducedftlter media strength. However,even aged, intact ftlters can
still effectively removeparticles'under normal conditions. On the other
hand, thts lack of indication maybe important whenconsidering reactor
accident conditions. Regulations require atmospheric cleanup systemsto
mitigate the consequencesof postulated accidents and, as indicated earlter,
systemcomponentscan be the last barrier against the release of radioactivity
to the public.

The Phase I study found that the HEPAftlters and adsorbers are
considered to have a long service ltfe, especially the filters. Thus, if a
severe accident happensttts ltkely to occur at a time whenthese two ftnal
confinement barriers have been in use for anextended period, even years.
Even with existing ISMMmethods, aged and posstbly degraded componentscould
fat1 to provide the radiation protection neededfor safe shutdownor be the
weak ltnk that allows the release of radtonucltdes to the environment.
Furthermore, the assessmenthas revealed the need for an improveddefinition
of accident conditions and the posstble need for additional information to
evaluate the performanceof aged componentsunder such conditions. Past
design basis evaluations based on the assumptionthat iodine is primarily in
the volattle formmey be neither correct nor conservative whenevaluating air-
cleantng system performance. It is recognized that improving the definition
of accident conditions ts outside the scope of the NPARprogram. It is also
recognized that comprehensiveassessmentsltmtted solely to the development of
information for performanceevaluation could be made. However, for such
studies to be definitive, knowledgeconcerning challenges must ultimately be
obtained, as wt,ll be discussed below.

Limited information concerning the range of challenges expected for
ftlters and adsorbers during accidents is already available as a result of
source term reassessment and reactor risk studies (Stlberberg et al. 1986;
USNRC1990). Subsequentwork has revealed further insights into iodine
chemical form. Although this follow-on effort did not address ultimate
disposition, using calculated data from seven severe accident sequences, it
was found that "in most of the calculations for the seven sequences, iodine
entering containment from the reactor cooltng system was almost enttrely in
the form of CsI with very small contributions of I or HI" (Beahm,Weber, and
Kress 1991). Additional insights concerning accident conditions should also
becomeavailable as a result of recent regulatory efforts to provide improved
source term definitions. As part of several regulatory activities to
incorporate severe accident insights into the safety assessmentof future
plants, the NRChas issued a proposedrevision of the reactor accident source
terms. The proposedrevision ts in terms of fission product composition,
magnitude, timing, and iodine chemtcal form, for release tnto containment
(Softer 1992). Utilization of these revised source terms should provide
improvedestimates of accident conditions and the associated challenges to
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filters and adsorbers. For example, evaluation of iodine chemistry during the
portion of the transient that follows release tnto containment will be needed,
resulting in better estimates of whether iodine remains primarily in the
particulate form or ts converted to a volatile species before it reaches
ftlters and adsorbers.

Even if detatls concerning accident conditions were available, there
might be insufficient information to develop reltable predictions concerning
the performance of aged components. Quantification of the structural ltmlts
and failure mechanism of aged filters in moist airflows and of the parttcle
loadtngs that would cause failure of reduced strength and/or particle-laden
ftlter media are examples of potential information needs. Statistically
designed engineering-scale experiments, Involving aged components and
utilizing the improved estimates of the ranges and combinations of challenges,
may ultimately be Justified. It is also posstble that improved estimates of
conditions could negate the need for further work, because either moderate or
extremely severe stressors were predicted. In the case of moderate stressors,
additional study would be unwarranted if near-normal operating conditions were
identified. In the case of severe conditions, HEPAftlters are stmply not
sized to handle the massive loading of nonradioactive particles that
conceivably could result from molten core-concrete interactions.

An improved definition of accident conditions may also reveal that aging
concerns associated xtth the filters and adsorbers of "normal" treatment
systems may equal those of ESF systems and that the designations of primary
and secondary used tn RG 1.52 (USNRC1978) for ESF systems may be trtvial in
terms of accident considerations. One of the findings resulting from
investigations 'into the TflI accident was the fact that "...a nonengtneered
safety feature ft]ter system designed for normal operation only, i.e., the
auxiliary building exhaust ventilation filtration system, greatly reduced, the
quantity of radiotodtne release to the envtronment...the safety grade versus
nonsafety grade designation [for the two air treatment systems operating at

the ttme of the accident] was meaningless..." (Rogovin and Frampton 1980). An
improved understanding of severe accident conditions could also further
emphasize the importance of other air-treatment system components. For
example, along with HEPAfilters, greater emphasis would be placed on coarse
or roughing pre-filters and even demtsters tf tt were determined that high
parttcle concentrations were Involved.

Finally, it should be emphasized that information used to estimate the
performance of aged air-treatment system componentscan have a significant
impact on the calculated consequences of postulated accidents. This is
illustrated by the analysis of a postulated loss-of-decay-heat-removal
accident at Browns Ferry. The standby gas treatment system (SGTS) failure
model used, listed as the area of greatest uncertainty with respect to
informal sensitivity analyses, includes best estimates concerning the filter
loading that will cause failure, the type of failure, and the functioning of
the adsorber under the projected accident environment. It is noted that "the
SGTSfailure mode] assumesprime importance because the SGTSis the last
barrier to the atmosphere in this accident sequence" (Wtchner et al. 1984).
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PRIORITIZATION OF MOTOR OPERATED VALVES BASED ON RISK
IMPORTANCES

W. E. Vesely (SAIC)
G. H. Weldenhamer (NRC)

In responsem Generic Letter89-10 whichrecommendstesting of motoroperatedvalves
(MOVs),the use of probabilisticriskassessments is evaluatedas a tool for prioritizingMOV
tests andfor determiningtest schedules. A PRA-based prioridzationof MOVs can potentially
identifythose MOVs which areimportantto risk and whichoptimize testing resources. In
previousresearchcarriedout underthe NuclearPlant Aging Research(NPAR) Program,PRA-
basedapproacheshave been developedto prioritizecomponents when multipledegradationsand
common cause failures could exist. These degradationand failure scenariosaresimilar to those
describedin Generic Letter89-I0. Using the NPAR workas a basis,criteria aredefined for
validlyapplyinga PRA to assist in developing a response to GenericLetter 89-I0.
Considerationsfor satisfying the criteriaaredescribed,anda validationapproachis presented.
Examplesof PRA applicationsarealso illustrated.
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PRIORITIZATION OF MOTOR OPERATED VALVES BASED ON RISK
IMPORTANCES

W. E. Vesely (SAIC)
G. H. Weidenhamer (NRC)

Introductiorl

Genetic Letter 89-i0 t (hereafter identified as GL 89-10) identifies operational problems that
may exist in specific, affected safety related motor operated valves (MOVs) that may impede
their proper functioning in mitigating accidents. Consequently, GL 89-10 recommends that each
utility review and assure the technical basis for the operability of each affected safety-related
MOV in the plant. The correct settings for each MOV are to be determined to assure that the
MOV properly functions, i.e. opens or closes as required, against the differential pressures which
occur during accident conditions. GL 89-10 recommends that the capability of each MOV to
function should be demonstrated by dynamically t3sting the MOV under appropriate pressures
and flow conditions. In addition to the dynamic tests, GL 89-10 recommends that tests be
performed throughout the life;of the plant to assure that the proper MOV switch settings are
maintained.

Since the conduct of a dynamic test is relatively expensive and since from 50 to 300 MOVs may
need to be tested depending on the plant, compliance with GL 89-10 involves significant
resources. However, if the MOVs are not able to properly function then the risk of an accident
at a plant can be significantly increased. Thus, even though the tests are expensive, it is
important to carry out the dynamic tests to assure their functionability and to minimize the risk.
Also, it is important to carry out surveillance tests during the lifetime of the plant to assure that
the valves remain functional.

A Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for a plant has the potential of being an important tool in
responding to GL 89-10. The plant PRA can potentially be used in two important ways. First of
all, the PRA can be used to prioritize the dynamic tests of the MOVs in terms of their risk
importance. The tests could then be carried out in a phased manner in which the most risk
important MOVs are tested first, then the second highest group of MOVs are tested, etc.
Secondly, the PRA can be used to identify surveillance test schedules for the MOVs to assure
that their risk contributions are controlled throughout the life of the plant. The test schedules
could also be optimized according to the risk importance of the MOVs.

The plant PRA thns has the potentialfor helping to define a response to GL 89-10 which both
minimizes the risk impacts and minimizes the resource requirements. By identifying and
focusing on the most risk important MOVs tint, the risk impacts associated with the potential
MOV problems are minimized. By developing a graded, prioritized response, the associated
resource requirements are furthermore optimized. However, in order for the PRA to be validly
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used, specific issues and validation i need be addressed. Th_eseare discussed inrequ :ements to
the following sections and recommendations, as well as demonstrations of results, are given.

laura

To support a response to GL 89-10, a plant PRA can be used to prioritize the MOVs for the
dynamic tests and can be used to determine schedules for the surveillance tests. In developing a
PRA-supported approach to respond to GL 89-I0, various issues need to be addressed. A
checklist of these issues is given in Table I. These issues, along with response considerations,
am:

I TheMOVs includedinthePRA areonlya subsetofthoseaddressedbyGL 89.10.
i

All the safety related MOVs in the plant which are addressed by GL 89-I0 need to be first of
all identified. Those particular MOVs included in the plant PRA then need to be marked.
These marked MOVs represent the subset of MOVs addressable by the PRA.

2. The particular faUure modes addressed by GL 89-10 need to be those covered by the PICA.

GL 89-10 identifies the critical failure modes of concern, i.e. failure to open and failure to
close. The failure nmdes covered in the PRA need to be consistent with these critical failure

modes. If they are not then this furtherreduces the subset of MOVs addressable by the PRA.

3. The faUure rates used for the MOVs in the PRA may be too low for GL 89-10 response.

PRAs standardly utilize MOV failure rates which are based on test data and experience data
which do not necessarily include the hydraulic binding failures addressed in GL 89-10.
These failures as well as other relevant accident-condition failures occur under pressures and
pressure differentials which are not generally covered in test and experience data. Thus,
even when the MOVs have their correct settings, their failure rates for accident response can
be higher than those used in the PRA. A failure rate as high as 8.7x10 "2per demand can
exist under accident conditions as indicated in the supporting documents to GL 89-10. These
higher failure rates thus need to be considered, at least for sensitivity studies, in responding
to GL 89-10.
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TABLE 1. CHECKLIST OF ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED IF THE PRA IS USED TO
RESPOND TO GL 89.10

1. The MOVs included in the PRA are only a subset of those addressed by GL 89-10.

2. The particular failure modes addressed by GL 89-10 need to be those covered by the
PRA.

3. The failure rates used for the MOVs in the PRA may be too low for GL 89-10 response.

4. Common cause failures among MOVs as treated in the PRA may be inadequate for GL
89.10 response.

5. PRA importance prioritizations of MOVs need to consider joint MOV importances.

6. MOVs may be unimportant for core damage frequency prevention but may be

important for consequence mitigation, shutdown risk control, or when external events
are considered.

7. The cascading effects of MOV failures may not be adequately addressed in the PRA.

8. Truncations in the PRA may cause MOV importances to be underestimated.

9. The MOV prioritization criteria and test scheduling criteria need to account for the
associated risk impacts.

10. The prioritized groupings of MOV dynamic tests and MOV test schedules need to be
validated for their risk control.

11. To develop a complete response to GL 89.10, the PRA evaluations need to be integrated
with deterministic evaluations.
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4. Common cause failures among MOVs as treated in the PRA may be inadequate for GL 89-10
response.

If an MOV has the operational problem identified in GL 89-10 then because of the
systematic nature of the problem it is likely that other_MOVs of similar design and function
will also have the problem. Thus, common cause failures (CCFs) among the affected MOVs
can be relatively likely. PRAs generally don't treat this type of CCF, but instead utilize
general historical information. To respond to GL 89-10, the CCF models in the PRA thus
need to be extended to cover the groups of potentially affected MOVs identified in
GL 89-10.

5. PRA importance prioritizations of MOVs need to consider joint MOV importances.

Standard PRA importance measures, such as risk achievement worth and the Fussell-Vesely
importance, evaluate importances of failures which occur one at a time. An MOV may be
singly unimportant if it alone fails or is degraded. However, the MOV may be a member of
a set of MOVs which if the set all fails or is degraded causes large risk in,pacts. Thus, _he
MOV is singly unimportant but jointly important. It is consequently necessary to consider
these joint importances in prioritizing the MOVs for GL 89- I0 because of the systematic
nature of the problems and because sets of MOVs will be prioritized for testing.

6. MOVs may be unimportant for core damage frequency prevention but may be important for
consequence mitigation, shutdown risk control, or when external events are considered.

If an MOV is assessed to be in an unimportant category based on the risk result evaluated in
the PRA, it still may be important when other risks or other initiating events are considered.
These other risks or initiating events need thus to be evaluated in responding to GL 89-10.
Bounding or qualitative assessments can be adequate if they are based on valid engineering
assessments.

7. The cascading effects of MOV faUure$ may not be adequately addressed in the PRA.

GL 89-10 addresses MOV failures which can occur under higher pressures and pressure
differentials. When one or more MOVs fail under these conditions then the MOVs may
subsequently rupture, spewing water or steam which may fail other nearby components.
These potential cascading effects and interactions thus need to be considered since they can
cause unim_nt MOVs to become important. PRAs do not often consider these effects
because of their assessed small likelihcxxL However, under the conditions addressed by GL
89-10 this likelihood can be increased. The increase in likelihood needs to be assessed and,
if significant, then the cascading effects need to be evaluated or be bounded using the PRA.
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8. Truncations in the PRA may cause MOV importances to be underestimated.

A PRA standardly truncates contributors because of assessed low failure probabilities. In
particular, the minimal outsets used to quantify importances and risk values are truncated
based on a probability cutoff. Under the conditions defined in GL 89-10 the failure rates of
MOVs and their common cause failure likelihoods can be significantly increased. Thus, the
validity of the PRA truncations will need to be reassessed. In particular the minimal outsets
need to be regenerated to properly include the MOV contributions under increased failure
rate and increased common cause failure probability conditions. The regenerated minimal
outsets can be used to prioritize the MOVs.

9. The MOV prioritization criteria and test scheduling criteria need to account for the
associated risk impacts.

The criteria which are used to partition the MOVs into different priority groups need to
account for the risk impacts of dynamically testing the different groups at different times.
Similarly, criteria which are used to determine test intervals need to account for the risk

impacts which are incurred from using the test intervals. Risk-based allowed outage time
(AOT) approaches and risk-based surveillance test interval (STI) approaches can be used for
these evaluations provided the GL 89-10 conditions are incorporated into the evaluations.
NUREG/CR-54252 and NUREG/CR-57753 describe these approaches.

10. The prioritized groupings of MOV dynamic tests and MOV test schedules need to be
validated for their risk control.

Once the prioritized groupings of MOV tests are identified, a validation check needs to be
carried out to assure the risk is controlled. To carry out this check, the conditions described
in GL 89-10 can be incorporated into the PRA. With the highest priority group of MOVs
assumed to be rested, the PRA can then be run to determine the resulting risk level until the
next group of,MOVs are tested. In this PRA run, only the tested MOVs are modified, i.e. the
failure rates ahd CCF probabilities are modified to after-test conditions. The next group of
MOVs can be assumed to be tested and the PRA rerun, and so forth. If the prioritized
groupings validly address GL 89-10, the resulting risks incurred should not be significant.
The validation runs can demonstrate this. Similar PRA validation runs can be carried out for
proposed MOV test schedules.

11. To develop a complete response to GL 89-10, the PRA evaluations need to be integrated with
deterministic evaluations.

The PRA results only provide a partial response to GL 89-10. The MOVs covered by

GL 89-10 but not included in the PRA need to be separately evaluated for their importance
ranking and test scheduling. Engineering assessments need to be carried out with the bases
for the proposals clearly documented. Also, those MOVs assessed to be unimportant using
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the PRA should be rechecked from an engineering standpoint to assure they are not
important from a plant operations standpoint. The complete response to GL 89-10 can then
be prepared, integrating the PRA resuks and the deterministic, engineering evaluations.

The followingsectionshighlightandfurtherdiscusscertainoftheaboveissuesbecauseoftheir
specialconsiderations.ThesehighlightedissuesarcIss.uc5 involvingjointimportances,Issue8
involvingPRA truncations,andIssueI0 involvingvalidation.

Joint Risk Imoortances

One of the important issues that is identified above is Issue 5 which is the need to consider MOV
joint importances. In general, the joint risk importance of a set of components is the risk impact
from the set of components jointly failing or being jointly degraded. The joint importance of a
set of MOVs is the risk impact from all the MOVs being jointly affected by the operational
problems identified in GL 89-10.

In using the PRA to prioritize the MOV dynamic tests, the objective is to identify sets of MOVs
addressed by GL 89-10 which have high joint risk importance. The set of priority MOVs to be
tested should reduce the high joint importances caused by GL 89-10 to low acceptable values.

Prioritizing the MOVs by their individual risk importances which are standardly computed in
PRAs will not necessarily identify the set of MOVs of highest joint importance. This is because
the joint risk importance is not directly related to the individual risk importance. An MOV may
have small individual risk importance but may belong to a set of high joint risk importance.
Table 2 illustrate_ examples of individual importances and joint importances of two MOVs being
failed for a particular PRA. The importances here arc risk achievement worths with regard to
core damage frequency (CDF). As observed, the individual importances of MOVs arc relatively
small to moderate while the joint importances of specific doublets of MOVs are extremely high.
Larger combinations of MOVs have even higher importances.

The set of MOVs which is identified as highest priority using a proposed prioritization may not
focus on the highest joint importances if single importance prioritization techniques are used.
_This is one reason why the separate validation step identified in Issue 10 is needed to assure that
the risk is indeed controlled by the identified set. Various algorithms can be used to calculate
the joint importances and to identify the sets of highest joint importance to carry out the most
efficient testing. Joint importance approaches were developed in NRCs Nuclear Plant Aging
Research (NPAR) Program to evaluate joint aging effects of components. These joint
importance approaches are described in NUREG/CR-5510. 4
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TABLE 2 INDIVIDUAL MOV IMPORTANCES VERSUS

JOINT MOV IMPORTANCES

|111 l

CDF IMPORTANCES OF INDIVIDUAL MOVS
CDF RELATIVE

VALVE IDENTIFIER IMPORTANCE
LPR.MOV.irF.1862A $
LPR.MOV.lrr.1860A 3

LPR.MOV.FT.1890A 3
m ,

PPS-MOV-FC-I$3$ 3
PPS-MOV-FC-I$36 3

HPI-MOV-FT-13$0 3
LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 1
LPR-MOV.FT.1860B 1

HPI.MOV.FT.II 1$C '" 1 '

HPI-._OV-FT-IIISE 1
LPR-MOV-FT-1890B 1
HPI-MOV-FT-IIISB 1
HPI-MOV-FT-IIISD 1

ill Illill I IN I

I

CDF IMPORTANCESOF PAIRS"OF MOVS
........... cDF RELATIVE

VALVE PAIR IMPORTANCE

PPs-Mov.FC'I$3$ 'PPS.MOV_FC-l$36 700 -
LPR-MOV-FT-i862A LPR-MOV-FT-1862B .......... 80 ....

LPR-MOV'FT-I860A LPR-MoV-FT-1862B $0

LPR.Mov.Irr.1860B LPR-MOV-FT-1862A $0
HPI'MOV-FT-IliSC HPi-MOV-FT-IIISE ..... 30 '"

•., i ,,,,.,,, , =,.,

LPR-MOV.FT-1890A LPR-MOV-FT-1890B 30
LPR-MOV-FT-1860A LPR-MOV-FT-1860B .... 30

HPI'MOV.FT-IIISB HPI.MOV.IrF.II ISD ....... 30
i i Ell II Ill I
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Truncation in the PI_A

To determine risk importances of MOVs for dynamic testing or to determine surveillance testing
schedules for the MOVs, it is important that truncations are addressed as Issue 8 identifies.
These truncations generally cause specific MOV importances to be underestimated. Truncation
of the PRA minimal cutsets is a major contributor for this potential underestimation. If the
importances of MOVs are determined using the PRA's original cutsets, then the importances can
be significantly underestimated because of the truncation of MOV contributions to the minimal
outsets. The potential for higher MOV failure rates and higher likelihoods of common cause
failures identified in GL 89-10, as well as the need to determine joint importances, can cause the
original minimal cutsets to be invalid, or at least to be highly suspect.

Table 3 illustrates the additional MOVs that were identified as being important from the
regenerated minimal cutsets for a PRA. Minimal cutsets containing MOVs were particularly
regenerated. Risk important events were defined to be important for this exercise if their failure
caused an increase in the core damage frequency of at least a factor of 3. The MOVs identified
in Table 3 which were truncated in the original PRA are important particularly from the
standpoint of GL 89-10 since failures of combinations of these MOVs will cause the entire
emergency core cooling (ECC) function to be lost. Since the cutoff criteria of a factor of 3 does
not directly indicate the final core damage frequency that will be achieved, a separate validation
'run is needed to check that even the larger set of MOVs if tested does indeed control the core
damage frequency. This need for a validation run is identified in Issue 10. In carrying out the
validation run, the original truncated minimal cutsets again cannot be used, but regenerated
minimal cutsets should be used.

Issue 10 identifies the need to carry out a validation run to demonstrate that the risk is indeed
controlled by the prioritization approach or testing scheduled which is proposed. This validation
check is needed because the prioritization criteria or testing schedule criteria do not, in general,
directly indicate the risk level, e.g. the core damage frequency, which is actually achieved if the
proposal is followed. The validation is carried out by rerunning the PRA with the proposed
MOVs tested or the proposed testing schedules utilized.

If the hydraulic binding problems exist as identified in Generic Letter 89-10, then specific
groups of MOVs can be nonoperational. The MOVs in a given group are likely to be those of
the same design and function. Consequently, a prioritization approach should be able to address
this problem and provide acceptable risk levels when the given proposed priority valves are
tested.
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TABLE3. ADDITIONALIMPORTANTMOVSFROMREGENERATINGTHE
MINIMALCUTSETSOFA PRA

_ i i i i ii ii i

LCI-MOV-HW-MVI3A

LCI-MOV-HW-MVI3B

LCI-MOV-HW-MVI3C
LCI-MOV-HW-MVI3D

LCI-MOV-CC-MV2gA

LCI'MOV-CC-MV25B

LCS-MOV-HW-MV7A

LCS-MOV-HW-MV7B

LCS-MOV-HW-MV7C

LCS-MOV-HW-MV7D
- __ ,,,,,, ,

LCS-MOV-CC-MVI2A
LCS-MOV-CC-MVI2B

HSW-MOV-CC-MVI74

HSW-MOV-CC-MV176

RCI-MOV-CC-MV20
,. ,, , , ,., =,

RCI-MOV-CC-MV21

RCI-MOV-CC-MVI31
.,,, , .= ...,

RCI-MOV-CC-MVI32
i i iiii iiii ii
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As input to a validation procedure, the proposed prioritization approach is first of all carried out
and the priority classes of MOVs are determined along with their testing schedules, if testing
schedules are also determined. A validation procedure then consists of the following steps:

1. Identify all groups of MOVs which have the same design and same function. For each MOV
group, set the individual MOV failure rates to 8.7x10 "2. Set the common cause failure

(CCF) probabilities of the MOVs in each similarity group to be equal to 1 to reflect a high
likelihood of all the MOVs in the group being affected if one is.

2. Identify the highest priority set of MOVs to be tested. Remove the high CCF probabilities
from these MOVs and set the CCF probabilities to their nominal PRA values. Also, set the
failure rates of the first priority class of MOVs to be tested to their nominal PRA values. Do
not modify any of the other MOV failure rates or probabilities.

3. Calculate the risk using the PRA under the state defined in Step 2. Regenerate the minimal
cutsets as part of the PRA run. The calculated risk level represents the risk level which is
achieved after having tested those MOVs identified as being priority by the prioritization
approach.

4. If several priority classes are identified then repeat Steps 2 and 3 except that the CCF
probabilities and failure rates of the next lower priority class of MOVs are modified. All
other failure rates and failure probabilities are kept at their values in the previous step. The
results represent the risk level when the MOVs have also been tested in the next priority class
which has been identified. Repeat this step until all priority classes are evaluated which are
to be tested.

If the groups of MOVs which have common cause failures are uncertain, then several PRA runs
can be carried out to evaluate the sensitivity to these groupings. Also, as a sensitivity study,
after testing, instead of setting the MOV failure rates to their nominal PRA values they can be
set to 8.7x10 "2to reflect the situation where the individual MOV failure rates remain at these

higher values after testing.

Conclusions

The plant PRA can be a potentially useful and powerful tool for helping to define an effective
response to GL 89-10. The plant PRA can be used to prioritize the MOV dynamic tests. The
plant PRA can also be used to determine test schedules for the MOVs. In order for the PRA to
be validly used to respond to (_L 89-10, various issues need to be validly addressed. Eleven
issues are specifically identified and responses to these issues are outlined. The issues of joint
MOV importance, PRA truncation, and validation of the proposed approach are specifically
highlighted and more detailed response considerations are described. As in all PRA
applications, sensitivity studies and uncertainty considerations should be incorporated in the

I
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PRA evaluations. If these issues are addressed, then a risk-minimized andburden-optimized
response to GL 89-10 can bedeveloped.
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Abstract

This paper evaluates aging of light water reactor concrete containments and identifies three
degradation mechanisms that have potential to cause widespread aging damage after years of sat-
isfactory experience: alkali-silica reactions, corrosion of reinforcing steel, and sulfate attack. The
evaluation is based on a comprehensive review of the relevant technical literature. Low-alkali
cement and slow-reacting aggrega'tes selected according to ASTM requirements cause deleterious
alkali-silica reactions. Low concentrations of chloride ions can initiate corrosion of the reinforc-

ing steel if the hydroxyl ions are sufficiently reduced by carbonation, leaching, or magnesium sul-
fate attack. Magnesium sulfate attack on concrete can cause loss of strength and cementitious
properties after long exposure. Techniques to detect and mitigate these long-term aging effects
are discussed.

Introduction

This paper evaluates the long-term aging concerns related to light water reactor (LWR) rein-
forced and prestressed concrete containments and foundation elements. The paper also presents
insights for effective management, which will maintain the required containment structural
integrity. The paper is based on a comprehensive review of the technical literature related to con-
tainment design and construction, material degradation, field experience, and insights gained
form inspection, testing, monitoring, and mitigation activities. The paper was prepared for the
USNRC Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program. No new basic research or development has been
carried out in its preparation.

Review of the documented performance of the seventy concrete containments in the United
States, 29 of which are reinforced concrete and 41 are prestressed concrete, has revealed no wide-
spread aging damage except for a few instances of age-related degradation. However, the oper-
ating experience with LWR concrete containments is less than 25 years, and the main question is
whether there are any degradation mechanisms that could cause widespread aging damage to the
concrete containments after years of satisfactory performance.

Review of the operating experience with nonnuclear concrete structures in Europe has
revealed that many structures built during the 1950--70s have experienced widespread aging
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damage after 10 to 15 years of satisfactory experience. Three examples of such damage include
use of high-alumina cement that resulted in the concrete slowly loosing its strength, use of calci-
um chloride as an admixture that caused corrosion of reinforcing steel, and use of new cement
that resulted in concrete with high permeability, which caused rapid carbonation of the concrete.
These examples are described in the Appendix. These specific concrete aging concerns have been
addressed by the LWR containment design in the United States and, therefore, are not relevant.
However, the experience with lnonnuclear concrete structures suggests the question raised in the
preceding paragraph.

The paper first discusses the containment design and materials. Then, it evaluates three
degradation mechanisms that do have a potential for causing long-term widespread aging damage
to concrete containments: Alkali-silica reaction, corrosion of reinforcing steel, and sulfate attack.
Different nondestructive testing techniques are also discussed and various mitigation techniques
are identified.

Concrete Containment Design

Reinforced concrete containments were constructed using concrete and deformed, reinforcing
steel bars (mild carbon steel) exclusively in all elements, including the foundation (basemat).
Prestressed concrete containments were constructed using both conventional reinforcing steel and
prestressed steel elements to provide the strength and ductility necessary for required functions.
Several different designs are used for pressurized water reactor (PWR) and boiling water reactor
(BWR) concrete containments. Figure 1 _hows a PWR containment, which consists of a cylin-
drical wall, dome, and basemat. A portion of the containment is belowgrade and exposed to soil
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Containmentstructurepolarcrtlne
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Refueling
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_.st_._.,ot_o. cav_xZh?'/.x'//x>'/.

Figure1. PWRreinforcedconcretesubatmosphericcontainment.
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and ground water. The upper portions of the walls and dome are abovegrade and exposed to the
external environment. (The internal concrete structures are not within the scope of the paper.)

Figure 2 shows a typical cross section through a reinforced concrete containment wall. The
figure also identifies the typical constituents of containment construction. The most important
design and construction feature of these containments is the cover concrete on the exterior. The
minimum cover thickness has been specified by structural design codesuACl 1989, ASME
1992, and earlier versionsnbased on anticipated exposure conditions and type of structure; the
minimum design cover thicknes_ varies from 19 to 76 mm. Cover concrete generally has the
same properties, consistency, and performance as internal structural concrete, but it is not used for
structural resistance to loads. Rather, the cover is designed to protect the reinforcing steel and
prestressing steel from corrosion and protects the interior structural concrete of the containment
from aggressive chemical attack, provided the cover is constructed properly and crack formation
is controlled. The walls and domes of the reinforced concrete vessels are more prone to concrete
cracking than their prestressed counterparts, in which the concrete is subject to a steady-state
compressive loading from the tendons.

I

The inside surface of a containment is typically lined with welded carbon steel plates, as
shown in Figure 2, which are generally coated with a zinc-rich primer and a polyamide epoxy or
modified phenolic as intermediate and top coatings to protect against corrosion. In some BWR
plants, the inside surface of the suppression pool is lined with stainless steel plates.

Verticaldeformedbars
at 12-inchor 6-inchspacing

Horlzonta0deformed
bars(two oneach face) zoo0_,,...m._

Figure2. TypicalPWRreinforcedconcretecontainmentwallsection.
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The design and construction of concrete containments and basemats generally employed a
number of other nonstructural components and systems to protect the containment vessel and struc-
tural materials from environmental exposure: waterstops, joint sealant, dewatering systems at sites
where groundwater levels are high or flooding is possible, and cathodic protection systems at a few
plants to reduce corrosion of the piles. Waterstops and joint sealants are used in belowgrade and
certain abovegrade construction joints in the concrete, as shown in Figure 2. Construction joints
are parallel planes of concrete at which the installation of concrete was discontinued and fresh con-
crete was later poured against the previous concrete pour. The term construction joint may also
refer to locations where building components intersect (e.g., dome to wall). Waterstops restrict
fluid or gas intrusion and passage along the joint. They are typically made from polyvinyl chlo-
ride and are orthogonal to the constructior I joint. There are many other types of stop and sealant
materials, and performance criteria exist and are identified in ACI Report 504R-77 (ACI 1977).
Should a waterstop fail to perform its function, water may intrude because the construction joint
would act like a crack. Recent testing has shown that the performance of water stop material may
be influenced by temperatures similar to those experienced by the concrete containment, wall
(Deans, Sato, and Bhat 1989). The magnitude of these temperatures is determined by the thermal
gradients present in the wall, which result from the difference between internal (operating) and
external (natural) temperatures and from startup/shutdown cycles.

The exterior surface of the belowgrade portion of the containment is coated with material such
as coal tar epoxies and water proofing compounds, and the basemat is covered with waterproof
rubber membranes that protect embedded steel from corrosion. The waterproofing compounds
traditionally included bituminous saturated felt or fabric layered and cemented with coal tar pitch
or asphalt. The outside surface of the abovegrade portion of some containments is coated with
alkyds or urethane topcoat over various primers.

Containment Concrete Materials

The concrete that was typically used in LWR containment structures consists of Type II port-
land cement, coarse and fine aggregates, water, admixtures, and curing agents for improved per-
formance of the concrete. Desired strength and performance properties typically determined the
proportion of these constituents in the concrete mix. Type II portland cement, which conforms to|

ASTM C 150 (A,STM 1992a), has been used in the containments built in the United States
because it is more resistant to sulfate attack than the more common Type I cement. Another
important feature of Type II portland cement is that it has a lower heat of hydration than Type I
cement. As the sections of concrete containments are relatively thick, this lower heat of hydra-
tion reduces the potential for thermal shrinkage cracks. Coarse aggregates (sizes larger than 4.75
mm) include gravels and crushed stones; fine aggregates (sizes smaller than 4.75 mm) include
sand. Only fine aggregates are used in the grout used for sealing construction joints, bonded ten-
don systems, and other applications. Approximate values of the initial water-to-cement ratios
_weight basis) for the reinforced and prestressed concretes were about 0.5 and 0.35, respectively.

The concrete mixes used in the containment construction typically contain fewer admixtures
and curing agents than are used in current industry practice. Therefore, the potential of concrete
degradation from incompatibiliiies of multiple admixtures is low. The principal admixtures
were those to improve air entrainment and workability. Air-entraining admixtures improve the
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durability of concrete exposed to freeze-thaw cycling. Mineral admixtures such as pozzolans,
which have been used in containment construction at newer vintage plants, reduce thermal
shrinkage and cracking. Experience with these admixtures, though not extensive, show that they
are essentially inert following curing.

The main solid constituents of well-hydrated cement paste are calcium silicate hydrate, calci-
um hydroxide, and calcium sulfoaluminates. The calcium silicate hydrate phase is the principal
solid constituent of the hydrated paste, having a large surface area, which may range between 200
to 300 m2/g (Brown and Clifton 1988), and making up 50 to 60% of the volume of the solids.
The principal source of strength in the hydrated cement paste results from van der Waals' forces
of attraction between solid surfaces; these forces are the main cause of adhesion between differ-
ent solid constituents of the hydrated paste and also between the hydrated paste and the aggre-
gates (Mehta 1986). Because of its large surface area, the calcium silicate hydrate phase is the
major contributor to the strength of the hydrated cement paste. The strength-contributing poten-
tial of the other two constituents is limited because of their smaller volume and surface area; cal-

cium hydroxide crystals make up to 20 to 25% of the volume of the solids, whereas calcium sul-
foaluminate compounds (tricalcium aluminate phase) occupy 15 to 20%. The presence of calci-
um hydroxide is essential for stability of the calcium silicate hydrate phase and corrosion protec-
tion of the reinforcing steel. Therefore, any substantial loss of these solid constituents would lead
to reduction in concrete strength and corrosion of reinforcing steel; such losses can be caused by
carbonation, magnesium sulfate attack, or leaching.

The compressive strength of concrete increases as the water-to-cement ratio decreases. The
minimum compressive strength in reinforced concrete containments was typically 27.6 MPa (4

; ksi) after 28 days of curing, whereas that in a prestressed concrete containment was typically in
_' the range of 41 to 48 MPa. The tensile strength of concrete for a water-to-cement ratio of 0.5 is

about 10 times lower than the compressive strength (Neville 1981).

Concrete Permeability

Permeability is an important property of concrete that affects both initiation and propagation
of its aging degradation. It is a measure of the ease with which a fluid flows into the concrete.
Three materials-related factors determine the permeability of concrete: permeability of the
hydrated cement paste, permeability of large aggregates, and microcracks at the cement paste-
aggregate interface. The size and continuity of capillary voids in the hardened cement paste
determine the permeability of the paste. The coefficient of permeability for freshly mixed
cement paste is on the order of l0 "4 to 10"5cm/s. As hydration of cement progresses, the pores
are reduced in size and lose their interconnections; the permeability of the paste is thereby
reduced, unless the hydration process is interrupted, for example, by a reduction in surrounding
temperature or by application of a sealant on the exposed surface. The coefficient of permeabil-
ity for hardened paste is lower for a lower initial water-to-cement ratio; the coefficient of per-
meability is on the order of 10"11 cm/s for an initial water-to-cement ratio of about 0.4 and of
10-8 cm/s for a ratio of 0.7 (Mehta 1986). The permeability of aggregates generally increases as
aggregate size increases (Mehta 1986). The coefficients of permeability of large aggregates
varies between 10-8 cm/s for sandstone and 10"I1 cm/s for quartz diorite. The resulting perme-
ability of concrete that has aggregate particles of low permeability is expected to be low.
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However, the permeability of concrete can be higher than that of the hydrated cement paste or of
the aggregates because of microcracking ai the aggregate-paste interface.

Two additional factors related to construction and design also affect the overall permeability
of a concrete component: good surface-finishing practices, which include thorough consolidation
and curing, and component thickness. Concrete permeability is lower when good surface finish-
ing practices are followed because the pore structure is more compact and local discontinuities
are not present. The fluid flow path in concrete, which connects capillary pores and microcracks,
also becomes more tortuous as concrete thickness increases; therefore, resistance to the fluid flow
through the thickness increases.

Concrete Containment Degradation Mechanisms

There are several degradation mechanisms associatett with LWR concrete containments.
Those that have potential to cause significant aging damage to the containment structure are
referred to as primary degradation mechanisms, which include aggressive chemical attack, alka-
li-aggregate reactions, leaching, corrosion of reinforcing and prestressing steels, and stress relax-
ation of prestressed steel. Aggressive chemical attack includes attack by groundwater, acidic pre-
cipitation, and chemical spills in the plant. Sulfates found in groundwater (and also in various
soils) can chemically interact with the constituents of the hydrated cement paste and can cause
two types of damage; such attack is called sulfate attack. Sulfate interaction with calcium sui-
foaluminate forms an expansive product that can cause concrete cracking after short exposure.
Use of Type II Portland cement has made the containment concrete resistant to this cracking. The
sulfates, especially m_gnesium sulfates, can also chemically interact with calcium hydroxide and
calcium silicate hydrate and, after prolonged exposure, cause loss of concrete strength and then
concrete cracking. This type of sulfate attack is also called magnesium attack.

Alkali-aggregate reactions are internal reactions between alkalis in the cement or from other
sources and certain reactive components of the aggregates. These reactions can form hygroscopic

products, which swell in the presence of moisture and eventually cause concrete cracking. The
alkali-aggregate reactions include alkali-silica, alkali-silicate, and alkali-carbonate reactions.
Leaching includes dissolution and hydrolysis of several constituents present in the hydrated
cement paste by flowing soft or pure water. Leaching reduces the pH of the pore solution and
concrete strength, and makes concrete more porous. Corrosion of reinforcing steel is initiated by
chlorides, carbonation, or stray current and eventually causes the concrete cover to crack, dis-
bonding between the concrete and the steel, and loss of reinforcing bar cross section.

The prestressing steel (tendons) is susceptible to pitting, general corrosion, stress corrosion
cracking, and hydrogen embrittlement. A small reduction in load bearing area can ultimately lead
to reduced structural capacity. Relaxation of the prestressed steel, along with creep and shrink-
age of the concrete, produces a loss of prestress, which in turn produces a reduced level of com-
pressive stress in the containment concrete. Excessive relaxation can have significant conse-
quences during an accident because the concrete and steel liner could enter into a tensile state,
resulting in cracking. Industry results to date suggest that relaxation of both the tendons and con-
crete is generally within the design range. Because of concern over excessive loss of prestress,
inservice monitoring of the prestress in tendons is required.
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Mechanisms not likely to cause significant aging damage are referred to as secondary degra-
dation mechanisms; these include freeze/thaw cycling, settlement and shrinkage, creep, thermal
exposure damage, fatigue, and radiation damage. These mechanisms have been properly
addressed in the design and construction of the U. S. containments. Concrete used in the con-
struction of containments typically contains an air-entraining admixture, water-cement ratios
below 0.5, and appropriate natural aggregates. Therefore, widespread damage caused by
freeze/thaw cycling is not likely. Initial settlement and shrinkage effects generally manifest them-
selves during the construction phase and early years of operation and are not long-term aging con-
cerns. Design requirements and use of quality control measures during the containment con-
struction have prevented significant settlement and shrinkage. Creep deformation of the concrete
containments has generally been within predicted design values, as witnessed by the relative
absence of documented volume changes. Therefore, creep is not likely to be a primary degrada-
tion factor within the concrete containment vessels. However, reliable estimates of creep defor-
mation for prestressed concrete containments are important because concrete creep is a contribu-
tor to loss of the prestressing.

Concrete containments are generally exposed to temperatures less than 65°C (150°F) under nor-
mal operating conditions, except the concrete around the feedwater and main steam line penetrations
in a few older plants where the penetrations are not cooled. Therefore, widespread degradation of
containment concrete caused by thermal exposure is not expected. Fatigue of the concrete contain-
ments is not a major concern because the normal plant operation produces stresses of relatively
small amplitudes. Fatigue-related damage has not been reported in the Nuclear Plant Experience
Database nor in the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System. Radiation does not have a detrimental
effect on the concrete containments because the radiation levels to which LWR containment struc-

t_aresare exposed are below the threshold value. The reasons for low radiation levels are the large
distances between the containment and the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) equipment and the
attenuation provided by the structures and equipment that surround the NSSS equipment.

Long-Term Aging Concerns

As discussed above, there are three primary degradation mechanisms that could cause wide-
spread aging damage to the concrete containments in the United States after a long term of satis-
factory operation: alkali-silica reactions, corrosion of reinforcing steel (also prestressing steel),
and sulfate attack, particularly magnesium sulfate attack that causes loss of concrete strength.
Hookham (1991) has also identified these three mechanisms as having the greatest potential for
producing aging damage. The presence of these mechanisms is not easily detectable and they
have potential to cause widespread concrete cracking and strength loss.

Damage caused by leaching and sulfate attack, which produces expansive products, occurs
after a relatively short exposure and is detectable at the concrete surface; no widespread damage
caused by these two mechanisms has been reported. The relaxation of prestressed steel was mon-
itored and found to be within design limits. Therefore, these mechanisms do not pose a long-term
aging concern.
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Alkali-Silica Reaction

The most common alkali-aggregate reaction is the alkali-silica reaction, in which hydroxyl
ions react with certain forms of silica to form an alkali-silica gel. Concrete deterioration caused
by an alkali-silica reaction has been reported in several countries. For example, this reaction has
caused widespread deterioration of concrete structures in the United Kingdom over the past l0
to 15 years and has seriously affected hospitals and car parks, requiring major repairs or demo-
lition. The most extensive damage has been reported in highway bridges, and some damage has
been reported in dams (Bungey 1991). In the United States, aggregates containing active silica
are generally found to occur in the western states. No damage to the concrete containments
resulting from alkali-silica reaction has been reported in the United States because such aggre-
gates had been identified prior to construction using the ASTM tests and excluded from the con-
tainment concrete. However, recent research results and field data show that the ASTM tests are

not fully effective in avoiding the alkali-silica reactions..Therefore, there is a potential long-
term aging concern associated with alkali-silica reactions. We first describe the alkali-silica reac-
tions, then discuss the deficiencies of the ASTM tests, and then discuss the detection and miti-

gation techniques.

Damage Caused by Alkali-Silica Reaction. The actualchemical reactionsand mech-
anismsthatproducethe expansionandcrackingarecomplexandnot well-understood.It appears
that the presence of both hydroxyl ions and alkali metal ions (sodium and potassium) is necessary
for the reaction. In as much as large amounts of calcium hydroxide are present in hydrated
cement paste, this reaction is limited by the supply of the alkali-metal ions. The alkali-metal ions
are present in the cement and may also be available from other sources, such as alkali-containing
admixtures and sea water that had penetrated into the concrete. Active silica from the aggregate
dissolves in the pore solution and forms alkali-silica gel. This dissolution is a function of the pH
of the pore solution. Only small amounts of silica dissolve at a pH of 12.5, but significantly larg-
er amounts dissolve at a pH of 13 (Clifton and Knab 1989).

Note that the presence of alkali-silica gel by itself is not harmful, and not all types of alkali-
silica gel are hygroscopic. Only hygroscopic gel, which swells in the presence of water, is harm-
ful. As the amount of water imbibed increases, swelling increases. The resulting internal pres-
sure, if large enough, can cause macrocracking on the concrete surface. The crack pattern in unre-
inforced concrete is irregular and is, therefore, referred to as map cracking. The cracks in rein-
forced concrete are often parallel to the main reinforcement (Clark 1991). Reactive coarse aggre-
gate may lead to pop-out. Gel slowly leaking out through the cracks may indicate the presence
of a reaction. The strength and stiffness of the concrete is reduced by concrete cracking. Critical
locations include the portions of the containment exposed to moisture.

Factors Affecting the Damage Rate. Several factors influence the rateand amount of
swelling and disruption: size and amount of reactive aggregates, aggregate porosity, amount of
alkali in the concrete, mix proportions of the concrete, and the availability of water. When a large
amount of reactive silica is present in a finely divided form (under 75 _m), there can be consid-
erable evidence of reaction, but the reaction product is innocuous (nonexpanding) alkali-silica

gel. On the other hand, if the islze of reactive silica is in the range of 1 to 5 mm, the resulting
reaction product is expansive alkali-silica gel (Mehta 1986, Neville 1981). The reactive mineral
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may be present in a small amount and its distribution may vary from aggregate to aggregate. The
magnitude of swelling decreases with the increase in aggregate porosity because expanding gel
can be accommodated by porous aggregates without causing concrete expansion.

The relative amounts of the sodium and potassium oxides in the cement affects the extent and
rate of the swelling, Potassium oxide Causes expansion to start earlier, but the rate of expansion
is lower than that caused by sodium oxide. Hence, the final expansion is greater with sodium

oxide. The potassium oxide content is greater in the cements used in the United Kingdom and
Germany, whereas the sodium oxide content is greater in some cements used in North America
and Australia (Clark 1991).

ASTM Tests for Identifying Reactive Aggregates. Much of the research to date
relates to identifying during construction the cause of and methods to prevent alkali-silica reac-
tions. Three test methods were developed in the 1960s for identifying reactive aggregates: ASTM
Practice for Petrographic Examination of Aggregates for Concrete (C 295); ASTM Test for
Potential Reactivity of Aggregates (C 289), which is a rapid chemical test; and ASTM Test for
Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate Combinations (C 227), which consists of a mor-
tar bar expansion test (Smith and Raba 1986, Stark 1979). If an aggregate is found to be suspect
in the petrographic examination, the chemical test is performed to further determine the magni-
tude of the reactive aggregates. If the chemical test indicates that the aggregate is potentially dan-
gerous, then a mortar bar expansion test is performed. The specimens in a mortar bar expansion
test are kept over, but not in contact with, water in a storage container, which is then sealed and
kept at about 38°C (100°F). The changes in specimen length are measured after certain time
intervals as specified in the standard.

In normal practice, the mortar bar expansion test (ASTM C 227) has been performed only
with high-alkali cement (alkali content greater than 0.6% of equivalent Na20) because earlier lab-
ore_tory tests with certain reactive aggregates showed that excessive expansion can be avoided if
the cement alkali level does not exceed 0.6%. Subsequently, the 0.6% cement alkali level was
interpreted as an exact cutoff point (below which excessive expansion can be avoided) and
applied to other reactive aggregates without further testing. For high-alkali cement, the test
requires that the expansion of a mortar bar held above the water surface in a sealed container
should not exceed 0.05% after three months and 0.1% after six months.

The expansion caused by the alkali-silica reaction was not supposed to be a concern for the
concrete containments because the above mentioned ASTM tests were used to avoid certain reac-

tive aggregates. However, recent field and laboratory results show that use of low-alkali cement
(<0.6% equivalent Na20) or slow-reacting aggregates, which pass the ASTM test (C 227), may
still result in excessive expansi0n and cracking. Deleterious alkali-silica reaction involving low-
alkali cement has been identified in pavements, bridge structures, sidewalks, and curb concrete.
Figure 3 shows an example of severe cracking in a bridge deck caused by the use of low-alkali
cement. Some concrete with slow-reacting siliceous aggregates in the eastem states that passed the
ASTM test (C 227) has shown the deleterious effects of an alkali-silica reaction. Figure 4 shows
an example of severe cracking in a bridge deck caused by the use of slow-reacting aggregates.
Because of these deficiencies of the ASTM tests, there exists a potential concern for a deleterious
alkali-silica reaction in concrete containments with low-alkali cement or slow-reacting aggregates.
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Figure3. Severecrackingin bridgedeckcaused Figure4. Severecrackinginbridgedeckcaused
byreactionsbetweenlow-alkalicementandaggre- by reactionsbetween slow-reactingaggregates
gates containingactivesilica. Courtesyof D. and cement. Courtesyof D. Stark, Portland
Stark,PortlandCementAssociation,Skokie,IL. CementAssociation,Skokie,IL.

The ASTM test can be improved by making two changes. First, a separate cutoff point for
the cement alkali level can be determined for each of the reactive aggregates under consideration.
Second, the test period can be extended to nine months, for example, and the acceptable expan-
sion limit can be lowered to below 0.1%.

Detection and Mitigation. An in situ test was recently developed for identifying alkali-
silica reaction products in concrete. The reaction products are identified by staining them with
uranyl ions, which have a characteristic greenish yellow fluorescence under short wave ultravio-
let light. This staining technique appears to uniquely identify the products of alkali-silica reac-
tion (Natesaiyer, Stark, and Hover 1991). Thus, this technique can detect the alkali-silica reac-
tion taking place before any concrete expansion and cracking occur. Ultrasonic pulse velocity and
attenuation measurements have been found sensitive to concrete expansion and cracking caused
by alkali-silica reaction.

Excessive expansion of alkali-silicate gel can be averted if the relative humidity of the con-
crete is maintained below 80% and a coating is maintained on the surface to prevent any ingress
of moisture into the concrete.

Corrosion of Reinforcing Steel

Properly installed portland' cement concrete protects reinforcing steel, liner anchorages, and
other metallic embedments against corrosion because portland cement concrete generally has
high alkalinity (pH between 12 and 14) and, therefore, has a passivating effect on embedded steel.
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In addition, the concrete provides a protective barrieragainst corrosive agents. The concrete has
high alkalinity because its pore solution is saturated with calcium hydroxide and, in addition, it
contains potassium and sodium hydroxides (Locke 1983). A protective oxide layer is formed on
the steel surface in the presence of an alkaline environment. This is termed passivation of steel.
Therefore, corrosion of the reinforcing steel is unlikely unless the steel is depassivated as a result
of the presence of aggressive chemicals such as chloride ions in the pore solution or reduced:alka-
linity of the solution, which could be caused by carbonation. However, corrosion initiation is
likely to take a long time because low permeability concrete and a 50-mm-average concrete cover
are used in LWR concrete containments. For example, corrosion initiation by carbonation could
take about 100 years, a (As discussed in the Appendix, such corrosion has taken place in much
shorter periods in certain nonnuclear concrete structures because of high concrete permeability.)
Once corrosion is initiated, concrete cracking and spalling can occur within 5 to 20 years.
Corrosion would also cause loss of bond between the reinforcing steel and the surrounding con-
crete, and eventually would lead to reduced tensile capacity of the structure. The presence of
stray electric current can also cause corrosion of reinforcing steel, but it does not pose a long-term
aging concern. We first discuss the passivation of the reinforcing steel, the factors affecting ini-
tiation and growth of chloride-induced corrosion and carbonation-induced corrosion, then then
discuss the detection and mitigation of reinforcing steel corrosion.

Passivatlon of Reinforcing Steel. Figure 5 is a simplified Pourbaix diagram for pure
iron in contact with a chloride-free aqueous solution at 25°C. Reinforcing steel embedded in con-
crete is highly related to iron in an aqueous solution. The diagram describes the corrosion behav-

a. Personai communications with J. R. Clifton, National Institute of Standards and Technology, July 1993.
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ior of the iron under equilibrium conditions as a function of electrode potential and the alkalini-
ty or acidity of the surrounding solution, specifically the concrete pore solution. This diagram is
also called a potential-pH diagram; the vertical axis represents the potential of the iron measured
with reference to a standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), and the horizontal axis represents the pH
level of the solution in immediate contact with the metal surface. The typical range for the poten-
tial of the reinforcing steel embedded iriconcrete is 118 to 218 mV (standard hydrogen electrode),
which is equivalent to -100 to -200 mV (standard Cu/CuSO4 electrode). The potential increases
as the oxygen content in the solution increases. Figure 5 can be divided into three regions in
which the metal or its different chemical compounds are stable. In the region marked passiva-
tion, the product of the anodic reaction between the iron and the solution is an oxide (either

Fe20 3 or Fe304), which protects the steel. The presence of oxygen is necessary for the steel to
reach a passive state. In the region marked immunity, the reaction rate is sufficiently low that the
absence of corrosion can be expected. In the region marked corrosion, the corrosion products are
ferrous or ferric ions when the pH values are below about 9;, the corrosion products are complex
iron ions when the pH values are above about 12. This is the region of general corrosion for iron.
The basis for the passivity of the steel in an alkaline concrete environment is apparent from the
diagram. There are three potential cathodic reactions that may take place. In the region between
the sloping lines a and b water is stable (no evolution of oxygen or hydrogen takes place), and
oxygen reduction takes place. Above line b oxygen evolution takes place, and below line a both
oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution take place. Oxygen reduction is the main cathodic
reaction in most cases of reinfol'cing steel corrosion.

Figure 6 is a modified Pourbaix diagram for iron in contact with an aqueous solution con-
taining 355 ppm CI" (Pourbaix 1974). The diagram shows the effect of chlorides on the passiva-
tion of iron and can be used to describe the effect of chlorine in the surrounding concrete on the

i Pourbaixdiagramforironin
I chloride-containingaqueoussolution
i (Pourbaix1974)
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Figure 6. Modified Pourbaix diagram for iron in a solution containing 355 ppm CI- (Pourbaix 1974).
Shadedbox showstypicalvaluesof potentialsandpH levelsfor reinforcingsteel.
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carbon steel. Penetration of chlorides to the steel surface destroys the passivity and makes the
steel susceptible to pitting or general corrosion, depending on the electrochemical potential and
pH. However, the passivity is not completely destroyed at pH levels above about 6. The diagram
indicates that, even with a very high chloride concentration, a region of perfect passivity remains.
This suggests that the corrosion of steel exposed to a high-chloride environment can be prevent-
ed by polarizing it to a potential in this'region of perfect passivity.

Ohlorldc-lnduocd Oorroslon of Stool. Figure 7 illustrates the electrochemical process
of corrosion of reinforcing bar embedded in concrete. The process consists of anodic and cathod-
ic reactions. As discussed above, the anodic reaction cannot occur until the passive iron oxide film
is made permeable by the action of Cl" ions. The cathodic reaction cannot occur until a sufficient
supply of oxygen and moisture are available at the steel surface. The anodic and cathodic reac-
tions must balance each other; if either is limited, the corrosion process as a whole is limited. As
shown, the electrons flow in the steel from anode to cathode, and the hydroxyl ions (OH') flow in
the electrolyte (pore solution) from cathode to anode. The electric current flows in the opposite
direction. The current flowing in the electrolyte is called anodic current.

Corrosion of reinforcing steel by chloride ions depends on several factors, including chloride
concentration, cement type, chloride penetration rate, oxygen level, concrete resistivity, and tem-
perature. The first three factors affect the passivity of reinforcing steel and, thus, determine the
time required to initiate corrosiqn. The last three factors dictate the corrosion rate once the pas-
sivity is destroyed.

Factors Affoating Corrosion Initiation -- There are two sources of chlorides: inter-
nal chlorides present in the concrete mix and external chlorides from the sources such as sea
water, brackish ground water, and soils--that diffuse through the cured concrete section.
However, not all of these chlorides _e responsible for corrosion. Only the water soluble chlo-
rides present in the pore solution are responsible. The water soluble chlorides are not uniformly
distributed along reinforcing steel; this nonuniform distribution may lead to the development of
a corrosion cell.

The threshold value of chloride ions necessary to initiate corrosion of reinforcing steel
depends on the level of hydroxyl ions in the pore solution, which is reduced by leaching or car-
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bonation. As the hydroxyl ion level, and, therefore, the pH level, reduces, the threshold value of
chloride ions necessary to initiate corrosion also reduces. Research results show that the depas-
sivation of reinforcing steel is a function of the CI'/OH" ratio in the pore solution rather than of
chloride content alone (Hausmann 1967, Locke 1986, Rasheeduzzafar 1992). A Ci'/OH" ratio of
0.3 has been recommended as a critical ratio below which reinforcing steel is not susceptible to
chloride-induced corrosion.

Chloride ion penetration in concrete is by a diffusion process, which is driven by differences
in concentration of chloride ions, and by a convection process (also known as bulk flow), which
is driven by pressure differences including hydrostatic pressure differences (Pommersheim and
Clifton 1990). As the pore size in the containment concrete is in the range of 1.5 to 100 nm, the
diffusion process generally controls the penetration. [Chloride ions can easily pass through these
pores because their diameters are less than 0.2 nm (Burge 1983).1 However, if cracks, even of
microscopic size, are present in the concrete, the convection process will control the penetration
of chloride ions and other deleterious species. The convection process will also control the pen-
etration if large pressure gradients are present across the concrete section.

Factors Affecting the Corrosion Rate--- Dissolved oxygen must be available for
corrosion of the reinforcing steel to take place, because oxygen reduction is the main cathodic
reaction in a high-ptt environment, as shown in Figure 7. [This reaction takes place between lines
(a) and (b) in Figures 5 and 6.] The rate of oxygen diffusion is higher for a concrete with a high-
er initial water-to-cement ratio (ACI 1989). Gaseous oxygen diffuses at a much faster rate in dry
concrete than in wet concrete. If the concrete is continuously water-saturated (100% relative
humidity), the solubility and diffusivity of oxygen are severely reduced and the oxygen needed to
sustain corrosion is not available. As a result, the corrosion rate of reinforcing steel in water-sat-
urated concrete is very small, even in.the presence of chlorides. However, as discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraph, a relatively humid environment (less than 100% relative humidity) will sup-
port electrochemical reactions. Some test results show that the corrosion rate is maximum at
about 95% relative humidity and is about tkvo orders of magnitude higher than the rate at 100%
relative humidity (Clifton 1991).

The electrical resistivity of the concrete determines the flow of ions in the pore solution from
the cathodic to the anodic areas on the reinforcing steel. The resistivity of the concrete depends
mainly on the moisture content of the concrete. The resistivities of very dry concrete (<1 wt%
H20) and water-saturated concrete (13 to 15 wt% H20) are about 109 Ohm-cm and 103 Ohm-cm,
respectively (Locke 1983). A low electrical resistivity of the concrete is conducive to pit forma-
tion because it facilitates the migration of ions between small anode and large cathode regions.
Significant corrosion is not observed in concrete with a resistivity above 5 to 7x104 Ohm-cm
(Mehta 1986). If the reinforced concrete is expected to remain dry or protected from moisture
during service, then a higher percentage of water-soluble intemal chloride ions in the hardened
cement (1.0 wt% of cement) is permitted for protection against corrosion of the concrete (ACI
1992)o If moisture is present, the limits on the internal chlorides are lower.

Several other factors may influence the initiation and propagation of corrosion within the rein-
forcing steel and embedment system. These include temperature, stray electrical currents from
external sources, possible electrical connection of different reinforcing steel layers, previous con-
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crete repairs, and poor construction practices. The corrosion rate increases with an increase in the
surrounding temperature. Some test results show that the rate is doubled by a 10°C increase in
the temperature (Clifton 1991 )I

Stray electrical currents and electrical connection of bar layers are, typically, local events and
may produce intensified cathode/anode cell formation and eventual corrosion. Cathodic protec-
tion of underground piping located near the containment vessel may also contribute stray currents.
Previous concrete repair areas might have greater permeability than the surrounding sound con-
crete or might have introduced,additional chlorides into the concrete. These are not considered
critical long-term aging concerns .butcould lead to local damage if not properly managed.

In concrete with cracks, chloride-initiated corrosion takes place almost immediately in the
crack zone, and then it continues uninterrupted, as shown in Figure 8, until the concrete cover is
cracked. The corrosion process is then accelerated.

It appears that the determining parameter for the corrosion rate is the ambient environment,
not the crack width, as shown in Figure 9 (Tuutti 1982). The crack width only affects the timing
of corrosion initiation. According to Figure 9, the depth of corrosion at the end of four years is
linearly related to crack width: depth of about zero for a 0. l-mm-wide crack and 0.13 mm for a
0.5-ram-wide crack. At the end of ten years, the depth of corrosion associated with different
crack widths is somewhat more uniform: a depth of 0.17 mm for a 0. l-ram-wide crack and a 0.22
mm for a 0.4-ram-wide crack.

Carbonation of Concrete. Carbonation refers to a reaction between the calcium
hydroxide in the cement paste and carbon dioxide, in the presence of moisture, which results in
a reduction of the concrete pH. The reaction produces calcium carbonate, which is neutral
(pH=7). Carbonated concrete has a' pH of about 8.3, which is low enough to cause a general
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Figure 8. Comparison of chloride initiated and carbonation initiated corrosion of reinforcing steel as a func-
tion of time (Tuutti 1982),
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lossof passivityof the reinforcingsteelprovided by the surroundingconcrete(Vesikari 1988,
Tomosawaet al. 1984). As a result, the steel is likely to experiencegeneral corrosion(Amp
1983). However,carbonationis normallyan extremelyslow process(exceptat the high temper-
aturesthatoccur, for example,in the Middle Easterncountries)that beginsat the surfaceof the
cover concreteand propagatesinw_d. The depth of carbonationmay be determinedby phe-
nolphthaleintestingof removedcoresample. The corrosionproblemsstrictlycausedby carbon-
ation are not as widespreadas thosecausedby chloride intrusion. However, as carbonation
reducesthepH level of theporesolution,the thresholdlevel of chloride ionsnecessaryto initiate
corrosionwill alsobe reduced.

Carbonationdoesnotcausegeneraldisruptionof concrete. Carbonationof hydratedcement
pasteresultsin reducedconcretepermeabilityand increasedhardness(Waltonet al. 1990). The
strengthof concretegenerallyincreasesduringcarbonation. However,concretedoesexperience
shrinkageundercarbonation,whichcouldcausemicrocrackson thesurface;but thesecracksare
unlikelyto be continuous.

Empirical formulas have been developed to predict the depth of carbonated concrete with
time, assuming a constant flow of carbon dioxide (Tomosawa et al. 1984, Vesikari 1988, Clifton
1991). The resulting relationships show that an environment with a relative humidity in the range
of 50 to 70% is most conducive to carbonation; the depth of carbonation is proportional to the
square root of the exposure time. The carbonation rate is lower for dry concrete (for example, the
concrete sheltered under a roof) because this concrete has insufficient moisture to promote an
acid/base reaction (Lewis 1985)_ For surfaces of aboveground containment walls and domes shel-

. tered from rain (assuming average values for a water-to-cement ratio of 0.55 and a cover of 5cen-
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timeters), full carbonation of the cover concrete would not occur until after 100 years of service
life. The carbonation rate is also lower if the concrete is saturated with water that impedes diffu-
sion of any carbon dioxide. The accuracy of the empirical formulas to predict the depth of car-
bonation is still in doubt, and many influencing factors exist. For example, the empirical formu-
las do not account for the reduced concrete permeability caused by carbonation. As a result, the
depth of carbonation is likely to be less than that predicted by these formulas.

For outdoor concrete structures not sheltered from rain, carbonation has a sharp front; the con-
crete pH level at the carbonation front abruptly drops to about 8.3 (Tuutti 1982). For the shel-
tered structures, carbonation does not have a sharp front; the concrete pH level gradually drops
from its normal value at the front to 8.3 at a certain distance from the front.

In concrete with cracks, carbonation-initiated corrosion takes place almost immediately in a
crack zone, but the corrosion products seal the crack and repassivation of the reinforcing steel
then takes place. As a result, the corrosion process is interrupted, as shown in Figure 8. The
process starts again after a long period of time when the entire concrete cover is destroyed by car-
bonation and, then, the corrosion process continues uninterrupted (Tuutti 1982). As discussed,
such interruption does not take place in the chloride-initiated corrosion process.

Detection and Mitigation. Corrosion of the reinforcing steel in a concrete containment
may be detectedby visual examination,and its rate canbe estimatedby electrochemicaltech-
niques. The outer reinforcing steel layers in the containment structure have the greatest potential
for corrosion, and cracking and spalling caused by the expansive corrosion products and the pres-
ence of rust staining can indicate the presence of corrosion. The cracks in the concrete are gen-
erally parallel to the corroding reinforcing bars. Visual examination may be used to estimate the
length, width, and'depth of these cracks. Acceptance criteria relating to cracking and spalling
may then be used for dispositions such as further evaluation, no action, or repair.

Electrochemical techniques include a standard technique for measuring the corrosion poten-
tial (also called half-cell potential) and advanced techniques for estimating the rate of corrosion.

The standard technique includes estimating the reinforcing steel potential against a surface refer-
ence electrode and plotting potential maps. This technique is based on ASTM C876-91 (ASTM
1991) and is used worldwide. It can help in identifying zones of corrosion before appreciable
damage occurs. Plotting of isopotential contours may allow identification of high versus low cor-
rosion rate areas. However, this technique cannot estimate the absolute corrosion rate.

Advanced techniques that can be used to estimate corrosion rates in the identified regions
include the linear polarization resistance technique, electrochemical impedance technique, and
guard ring method (Burdekin et al. 1986). In the linear polarization resistance technique, the cor-
roding metal is polarized a few millivolts (--10 mV) away from its corrosion potential and the
change in applied current density is measured to estimate polarization resistance. The estimated
corrosion rate is inversely proportional to the polarization resistance (Fontana 1986). However,
the estimation of corrosion rate requires the area of the reinforcing steel being polarized, which
is generally unknown and polarization of large structure is not feasible. Therefore, this technique
cannot be used to estimate the corrosion rate of reinforcing steel. Use of the guard ring method,
discussed later, along with this technique could overcome this limitation.
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The electrochemical impedancetechniquemonitorsthe variationof current in response to a
series of appliedvariablefrequencysine wave potentialsof a small known amplitude(typically
±10 mV). Then, the value of the complex impedance for each applied frequencyis calculated.
Basedon theanalysis of these results, it is possible to determinethe type of corrosionoccurring
and the corrosionrate. However,the exact areaof the reinforcingsteel being polarizedmust be
known. Again, using the guardringmethodalong with this techniquecould overcome this lim-
itation.

The guardring method used witheither linearpolarizationmeasurementor electrochemical
impedancetechniqueis a potentialmethod for estimatingthe reinforcingsteel corrosion rate in
the field. This method makes it possible to polarizea small area of knownsize (~ 10cm2) of the
reinforcing steelby meansof a centralreferenceelectrode and, therefore,it is likely thatan esti-
mate of corrosionratecan be made. The guard ring arrangementcomprises a centralelectrode
and an outer ring, which is operatedsimultaneously with the central electrode such thatactual
measurementis madeon the centralelectrode. Thus, thismethod vanbe used to measurethe cor-
rosion rateat the zones of corrosionidentifiedby the potentialmeasurement technique.

CathoOIc Protoction- Cathodicprotectionhas been successfully used for corrosion
protectionof steel in reinforced concrete pipelines and in highway bridge structures(Harttand
Brown 1983),but it has notbeen usedon U.S. concrete containments. The techniqueconsists ofi
a direct currentprovidedfroman externalsource appliedto the metal so thatthe net anodic cur-
rent (see Figure7) is reduced or eliminated. This direct currentis called a cathodiccurrentand
the protectionsystem is called an impressedcurrentsystem. The system employs a rectifier (a
source of low-voltage d.c. power),connecting cables, auxiliaryanodes such as graphite or plat-
inum wire, and a referenceelectrodeto monitorthe potentialof the steel to be protected. Both
the auxiliaryanodesand the referenceelectrode areembeddedin the concrete.

Twodesign featuresof the reinforcedconcretecontainmentsmake the applicationof cathod-
ic protectionmoredifficult than for bare steel. First, the concreteelectrolyte, i.e., the pore.solu-
tion, has a high resistivity, which makes uniform distributionof the cathodic currentdifficult.
Reinforcingsteel in close proximityto an externalsource may be overprotected,and steel at a
greatdistance maybe unprotected.Overprotectionof steel may result in hydrogenevolution at
the steel-concreteinterfaceand possibly result in a reductionof the bond strength. In the case
of prestressedsteel, hydrogenembrittlementmay be a concern. The problemof overprotection
is generallyaddressedby applyinga low resistivity coating on the concrete surfacein which sev-
eral of the auxiliaryanodes areembedded. Consequently,thecathodic currentspreadsuniformly
along the coating and thentravels the shortdistance to the reinforcing steel. Thus, a relatively
uniformcurrent densityresults. The second design feature of reinforced concrete containments
is the possible lackof electricalcontinuitybetween reinforcingsteel membersor thepresence of
an electricalconnection havinga high resistance. In eitherof these two cases, corrosion dam-
age will resultbecause the cathodiccurrentwill returnfrom the reinforcing steel to the ground.

Sulfate Attack

Sulfates found in groundwater(and also in soil and sea water) can chemically interactwith
the constituentsof hydratedcement paste and cause degradationof the concrete. This is known
as sulfateattack. Sulfateattackis knownto cause two distinctlydifferenttypes of concrete degra-
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dation: concrete cracking by expansive chemical products and progressive loss of concrete
strength after prolonged exposure (Mehta 1983). The first type of degradation does not pose a
long-term concern, whereas the second type does.

Concrete Cracking by Expansive Chemical Products. Sulfates in the groundwater
chemically react with calcium suifoaluminate,also called the tricalcium aluminatephase,which
is aconstituentof hydratedcementpaste. This reactionproducesanexpansivehigh-sulfatechem-
ical product called ettringite, which causes concrete cracking after short-term exposure. The
extent of damage to the exposed concrete depends on the sulfate content of the groundwater and
on permeability and composition of the concrete. Such cracking has been one of the major caus-
es of concrete degradation in nonnuclear structures in the western United States and Canada.
However, nuclear power plant containment concrete is not likely to experience severe cracking
caused by expansive chemical products because it has low permeability and is made of Type II
cement with a lo_v tricalcium aluminate content, which .is more resistant to such cracking.
Therefore, concrete cracking caused by expansive product formation is probably not a long-term
concern. One possible exception is as follows. Groundwater with a low concentration of sulfate
ions can produce solutions of high coricentration if it wets the concrete surface, evaporates, and
builds up a quantity of precipitated salts that then dissolve to form a nearly saturated solution that

_could cause concrete cracking in long term (Cohen and Mather 1991, Clifton 1991). If the expan-
sive products are formed, the concrete cover over the belowgrade portion of the containment
structure will crack first, which can be visually detected, provided the sites are made accessible
b_,excavating the surrounding soil.

Loss of Concrete Strength Caused by Sulfate Attack. The sulfates in the ground-
water also chemically combine with the calcium hydroxide and start crystalizing gypsum. A con-
tinuous supply of sulfates will consume most of the calcium hydroxide in the process of forming
gypsum. This leads to a reduced stiffness and strength of the concrete, followed by its expansion
and cracking. In addition, gypsum may react with other constituents of the hydrated cement
paste, causing further expansion and deterioration of concrete (Brown and Clifton 1988). After
prolonged exposure, significant loss of strength takes place, even in concrete made with low tri-
calcium aluminate cements.

Depending on the type of sulfate present in the groundwater, the chemical reaction with the
calcium hydroxide can also affect the alkalinity of the cement. If alkali sulfates such as sodium
sulfate are present, the resulting products include soluble sodium hydroxide, and the high alka-
linity of the cement paste is maintained. High alkalinity is essential for the stability of the calci-
um silicate hydrate, which is the principal cementitious constituent of the hydrated cement paste.
However, if magnesium sulfate is present in the groundwater, the resulting products include insol-
uble and poorly alkaline magnesium hydroxide; this reduces the stability of the calcium silicate
hydrate in the cement paste, which will cause further reduction in strength. In addition, the
reduced alkalinity of the cement paste increases the susceptibility of the steel components to cor-
rosion, as discussed in the preceding section. Therefore, the presence of magnesium sulfate in
groundwater is more harmful than that of alkali sulfates.'

Magnesium sulfate and the' Other magnesium salts (magnesium chlorides and bicarbonates)
present in groundwater also chemically attack the calcium silicate hydrate. After prolonged expo-
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sures to groundwater, calcium ions in the calcium silicate hydrate are replaced by magnesium ions.
The ultimate product of this chemical reaction is a nonexpansive magnesium silicate hydrate,
which is associated with the loss of cementitious characteristics of the hydrated cement paste.
Little research has been performed to evaluate and quantify the long-term effects of magnesium
sulfate attack on concrete strength.

Detection and Mltlgstion. Visual inspection is the primary method that can be used for
detecting the damage caused by sulfate attack. Degradation typically takes the form of crack-
ing, disintegration'of the hydrated cement paste, popout causing a loss of coarse aggregate, and
general surface erosion and staining. Inspection of belowgrade wall surfaces may require exca-
vating the surrounding soil.

Mitigative actions for the damage from aggressive chemical attack may include adding pro-
tective coatings, installing fluid barriers,constructing a drainage/diversion path for the aggressive
chemical, removing groundwater via pumping, or combinations thereof. Mitigative actions may
also require the installation of structural repair materials or partial reconstruction if the state of
degradation is severe.

Conclusions

The main conclusions related to long-term agingconcernsfor the concrete containments are as
follows:

I. Alkali-silica reactions, corrosion of the reinforcing steel, and magnesium sulfate attack all
have potential to cause widespread aging damage after years of satisfactory experience.

2. Excessive concrete expansion caused by alkali-silica reactions resulting from the use of low-
alkali cement or slow-reacting aggregates can occur in material that meets the current ASTM
requirements.

3. The threshold value of chloride ions needed for corrosion initiation will be lower if the

hydroxyl ions are reduced by carbonation, leaching, or magnesium sulfate attack.

4. Some research results show that corrosion of reinforcing steel starts almost immediately in the
crack zone. Once started, chloride-initiated corrosion continues without pause, whereas car-
bonation-initiated process stops until the entire concrete cover is carbonated.

5. The ambient environment, ,not the crack width, appears to be the determining parameter for
reinforcing steel corrosion.'

6. Magnesium sulfate attack on concrete causes a loss of strength and cementitious properties
after long exposure. Further research is needed to fully understand this phenomena.

7. Alkali-silica reaction produ_ctscan be uniquely identified by staining them with uranyl ions,
which have a characteristic greenish yellow fluorescence under short-wave ultraviolet light.
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8. The potential measurementmethod canbe used to identify reinforcingsteel sites susceptible
to corrosionpriorto any concreteexpansion and cracking take place. The guard ring method
is a potential r_ethod to estimate the reinforcingsteel corrosion ratein the field.

9. Maintenance of a surface coating and crack repairare effective to mitigate aging damage.
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Appendix

Widespread Aging of Nonnuclear Concrete Structures

Review of the literature related to aging of nonnuclear concrete structures reveals that many
structures in Europe built in the 1950s have experienced widespread aging damage after 10 to 15
years of satisfactory experience (Nevilie 1985). Three examples are presented here. They are
related to degradation of concrete materials and include use of high-alumina cement, use of cal-
cium chloride as an admixture in structural concrete, and carbonation. High alumina cement was
developed for use in concrete resistant to sulfate attack. The hydrated cement paste contains cal-
cium aluminate as the main cementitious compound, which is chemically unstable. Concrete
slowly looses its strength, possibly because of increased permeability, which eventually leads to
structural failure (Neville 1963). The use of high alumina cement in the United Kingdom was
discontinued in the 1970s after several reported failures.

Calcium chloride was used for a long time as an admixture for rapid hardening of cement, but

its deleterious role in corrosion of reinforcing steel was only recognized in 1970s after several
reported corrosion cases, and then its use was stopped. But it was too late. At present, chloride
ions are at work in numerous existing structures, which may require expensive repair in the
future. It is interesting to note that the use of calcium chloride in prestressed concrete was banned
in the 1950s after failure of a prestressed concrete pipeline in Canada; however, its role in corro-
sion of reinforcing steel was no_trecognized for 20 more years.

Concrete structures built in the 1970s are susceptible to rapid corrosion of reinforcing steel
because of carbonation. The concrete used a new British cement whose modified chemical com-

position facilitated development of more rapid strength. Use of new cement permitted a high
water-to-cement ratio, which resulted in concrete with lower density and higher permeability.
Such concrete undergoes carbonation more rapidly than the old concrete having a low perme-
ability. Eventually, this results in concrete cracking and spalling.

In all three above cases, it is the materials that have caused the significant aging damage.
However, these materials were not tested for their deleterious effects. These effects were mani-

fested after 10 to 15 years of satisfactory performance, and then the degradation was rapid.
Periodic inspection and testing of the concrete structures can detect deleterious effects earlier,
which then could be mitigated.
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for Components Affected by Intersystem LOCAs _
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ABSTRACT

The methodologyoutlinedin NUREG/CR-5603 was used to evaluate (on a
probabilisticbasis)design rulesfor systemsin advanced lightwater reactors
(ALWRs) that could be subjected to intersystemloss-of-coolantaccidents
(ISLOCAs). The methodology is intendedfor pipingelements, flange connections,
on-line pumps and valves,,and heat exchangers. The NRC has directedthat design
rules be evaluated at 350=F for BWR and PWR pressuresof 1025 and 2235 psig,
respectively, and has established a goal of 90% probabilitythat system rupturewill
not occur duringan ISLOCA,event. The resultsof the calculationsshow that
componentsdesignedfor a pressureof 0.4 of the reactor coolant systemoperating
pressure will satisfythe NRC survivalgoal in most cases. Specific
recommendationsfor BWR and PWR applicationsare made.

INTRODUCTION

Low-pressurepiping systemsthat branch to the reactor coolant systems
(RCSs) of lightwater reactors (LWRs) are normally protected by multiple valves
from the reactorcoolant. Failure or misalignmentof these isolationvalves leads to
an intersystem(sometimescalled interfacingsystem) loss-of-coolantaccident
(ISLOCA), and to the potential leak or rupture of low-pressuresystems.

SECY-90-016 (NRC, 1990) and the associated Staff Requirements
Memorandum from the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC) Commissioners
require evolutionaryadvanced LWR (ALVVR)plant designersto include ISLOCA in
the design basis;this requirementhas been extended to passive plant designers as
well. However, the NRC did not initiallyprovidedesign stress allowables or uniform
criteria for ISLOCA design. Subsequently,it was decided to use ASME Service
Level A designstresses and a fraction of the actual design pressure to achieve an
acceptable overall systemfailure probability.

FourALWRs are presentlyunder review by the NRC staff: ABWR, SBVVR,
AP600, and System 80+. The pipingsystems of these plants that may be affected

,

1 Work supportedby the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research, under DOE Contract No. OE-AC07-761D01570.
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by ISLOCAs include, for example, the residualheat removalsystem, the safety
injectionsystem, the makeup and purificationsystem, and other low pressure lines
which branch to the RCS. While the chief safety concerndeals with low pressure
lineswhich bypasscontainment,pipingwhich remains entirelywithin the
containment is of concern as well.

To date no full ISLOCAs have occurredin U.S. nuclear plants, although there
have been several instances of leakage past valves from the RCS to connecting
systems. These instanceshave boen benignand correctable by the plant staff.
The total ISLOCA core damage frequency for existingLWRs was estimated to be in
the range of 2x10a events per reactor per year (Galyean et al., 1993). Thus it is a
low probabilityevent. Since the maintenance proceduresand operator training2 on
ALWRs are expected to be similarto that at present LWRs, the ISLOCA probability
for ALWRs is expected to be in the same range as for currentLWRs.

The NRC has established an objective that evolutionaryALWRs (and by
extension, passiveALWRs) providesome protectionagainst ISLOCA sequences.
The NRC positionis that ISLOCA, for purposesof design, can be treated as a
severe accident with very low frequencyof occurrence, thereby allowing relatively
high conditional failure probabilitiesgiven an ISLOCA. The present NRC goal (but
not a requirement) is to ensure that each connecting system (includingpiping,
flanges, valves, etc.) has at least a 90% chance of survivingan ISLOCA event.

It appears that European nuclearsafety authoritiesare consideringsimilar
actions. The French and Germans released their safety goals in "Common Safety
Approach for Future Pressurized Water Reactors", in which it was stated that
"containment bypass is to be practicallyeliminated by such measures as adequate
piping design pressure"(Inside N.R.C., 1993).

A comprehensive research programto investigateISLOCAs was carried out
in a previous research program at the Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory
(INEL). The resultsare summarized in Galyean et al. (1993). A part of that overall
program concentratedon the failure probabilitiesof mechanicalcomponents in
currentlyoperating LWRs. That portion of the program is documented in
NUREG/CR-5603 (Wesley et al., 1990) and NUREG/CR-5862 (Wesley, 1992). The
purpose of the present program was to use the methodologyoutlined in
NUREG/CR-5603 to evaluate design rules for ISLOCA systems in ALWRs on a
probabilisticbasis. More details of the program may be found in Ware (1993). The
Design of systems for ISLOCA pressuresof 40% of the primarysystem operating
pressure was the base case evaluated. The methodologyis intended to include
piping elements, flange connections,on.line pumps and valves, heat exchangers,
and tanks. The NRC has directed that the design rulesbe evaluated for BWR
pressures of 1025 psig, and PWR pressuresof 2235 psig, at 350"F.

4

2 Plant personnelactions are the leading cause of ISLOCAs.
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METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

A methodologyfor evaluating probabilisticpressure capacitiesfor selected
components in systemspotentiallysusceptibleto ISLOCA events was developed
and reported in NUREG/CR-5603 (Wesley et al., 1990). For some components
(e.g., pipes, tanks) the methodologyfor evaluatingdesign rules is based on an
allowable stress concept. The basic methodologyis to compute failure stresses
which can be used with an ISLOCA survivalcurve to calculate the probabilityof
componentsurvivalat a given system pressure. For other components (e.g.,
flanges), the methodologyis based on limitingthe leak rate for gasketed
connectionsbelow the makeup Capabilityof the plant (a 200 gpm leak rate will be
assumed). The originalNUREG/CR-5603 methodologyhas been slightlymodified in
a few places, but remains basicallythe same as describedin NUREG/CR-5603.

Methodology outllne for allowable stresses

The major stepsand assumptionsassociated with the allowable stress
methodologyare:

Step 1. Determine the stress induced in the pipe during ISLOCA conditions

- the ISLOCA failure mode is assumed to be from a statically-applied
pressurealone

- the stress inthe pipe wall can be calculated usingthe equation for
hoop stress (pr/t)

Step 2. Estimate the median failure stress

- the median ultimatetensile strength (UTS) of the piping materials can
be obtained usingmaterial propertydata

- the median value can be reduced to accountfor triaxial stresses and
the differencesin the gage length of the tensile specimens and the
actual piping

- a furtherreductioncan be applied to accountfor the increase in pipe
diameter caused by the plasticstrain in the pipe wall

Step 3. Estimate the uncertaintyof the failure stress

- the failure stress curve is assumed to have a lognormaldistribution

- the uncertaintyof the failure stress curve can be estimated by
assumingthat the failure probabilityat the yield stress (YS) is 10.3(or
some smaller value) to account for cracking (originalor induced)
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Attentioncan be given to the manufacturer's toleranceand the
corrosionallowance

Discussion of failure mode assumption

To establish design rules based on the failure probabilityof pipingduring an
ISLOCA event, it is desirableto have a simple general methodologythat will apply
to all ALWR piping systems rather than factor in the specificoperatingstresses for
each individualdesign. However, the magnitudes of piping stresses (other than the
ISLOCA pressure stresswhich can be assumed to be the full primarysystem
pressure) are design-specific,small compared to the ISLOCA pressurestresses,
and depend on the plant conditions at the time of the ISLOCA event. Thermal and
deadweight stresses willbe present to some degree, while there is a very low
probabilitythat seismic or water hammer stresseswill exist during the ISLOCA
event. These stresses representonly a portion of the overall design stresses (they
do not includethe pressurestress), which have already been limitedaccording to

' ASME Code rules for A through D Service Levels, and these stresseswould not
increase significantlyduringthe ISLOCA event as does the pressure stress.

The methodology simplyassumes that the only cause of failure is over-
pressure, and includesthe effect of the other stressesin the determinationof the
failure stresses and the uncertainty,as follows. The hoop stresscaused by the
pressure loading is set equal to a failure stress. However, this failure stress will be
reduced from the median UTS. Moreover, a wide uncertaintyhas been assigned by
selectingthe 99.9% survival confidence as the median YS. This accountsfor the
probabilityof a large crackexisting in the material, and also providesmargin for the
additionalstresses such as thermal and deadweight stresses present in the pipe.
Thus, the design stressesbased on highconfidencesof survivalare much closer to
the YS than to the median UTS.

Failure probability determination

In NUREG/CR-5603 the median3 UTSs for carbon and stainlesssteels were
obtained from the open literature and were reduced by factors of 0.85 for stainless
steel and 0.9 for carbon steel to account for the followingdifferencesbetween the
specimens from which the strengthdata were generated and nuclear piping:

1. the material propertydata were based on testing uniaxial tensile specimens,
whereas a state of triaxialstresswill exist in the actual piping(however, only
two of the three stresscomponents are significant)

2. the uniaxial tensile specimengage length was very smallwhen compared to
that of the actual piping,which is assumed to be the pipe circumference.

• _ . ,,,,, , --

3 The median is the stressat which the failure probabilityis 50%.
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These reductionfactors were based on Manjoine's (1975) work. "Chu et al. (1989)
reportedthat General Electric conducted burst tests on seamless A106 carbon steel
pipes and found that "the average burst hoop stressof unflawed pipe specimens
was found to be at approximately90% of the UTS independentof the pipe size".
Unfortunately, there were no correspondingdata for stainlesssteel.

After stressreductionfactors are applied, the resultingstress is called the
median failure stress (cry).The Iognormalcurve resultsin the followingequation for
the failure stress (cro)at a given percent confidence of survival c:

oc = of e -px (1)

The logarithmicuncertaintyof the failure stress (.8)is determined by usingthe
followingvalues of aoand x:

uo= _y
x = the value from the normalprobabilitytables for a survival

probabilityof 10.3 (that is, 3.09)

and solving Equation 1 for ,8. A sensitivitystudy also was conducted for a survival
probabilityof 10"4at Cry.

Once the failure probabilitycurves are determined, the survival probability
(which is 1 minus the failure probability)for any stress is calculated and corrected
for the expansion caused by plasticstress. This correction is applied because the
hoop stress in the piping is computedbased on the originalsurface area that the
pressure acts upon on the inside wall of the pipe. However, the pipe radius
expands as the pressurecauses plastic deformationin the wall; consequently, the
surface area on which the pressureacts increases with strain [the increased radius
is r(1 + e)]. To apply such a correction for the plastic strain, we assume that the
stress-strain relation is bilineerwith the break point at the YS (ay).4 Then the strain
ef correspondingto the median (50% confidence) failure stress (of) can be adjusted
:bythe followingratio to estimate the corresponding strain at the failure stress (O'c):

R = oc - o_, (2)
of - Oy

=l. ii i ill i.,i..

4 Actually, the stress-strain curve is not linear between the yield strength and
the ultimate tensile strength. A straightline between the two points results in a
higherstrain and therefore a lower allowable stress that would the actual curve; thus
the assumption is slightlyconservative.
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The correctedvalues of _c is calculated by dividinge,cby (1 + Ref).

_ o_ e -px
o,c- (:L + a_) (3)

where:

e',c= _¢ corrected for plasticstrain
Rff = strain at _c

Hoop stress (prlt) versus temperature curves for several survival probabilities
are plotted in Figures 1 through 3. The ASME Section III Class 213 Level D stress
limits(for an ABWR pressure of 1025 psig and no corrosionallowance) also are
included,with the hoop stresscomputedas follows:

p___r= S- 0.6 p (4)
C

where:

p = primary system design pressure
r = inside radius
t = wall thickness
S = ASME Code design stress limit

The Level D limitallows a factor of 2 increase in pressure over the normal
primary system operating pressure,so piping designedfor 50% of the expected
ISLOCA pressure would meet the Level D stress limit. The Level D limitprovides
about a 98% confidence of survivalat 350"F for Type 304 stainlesssteel with an
assumed 10.3failure probabilityat the YS (Figure 1). Pipingdesigned for 40% of
the primary system operating pressurewould meet a 2.5 Level A stress limit. The
2.5 Level A confidence level is about 90%. The Level D confidence level at 350=F
would increase to greater than 99% for an assumed 104 failure probabilityat YS
(Figure 2), while the 2.5 Level A confidence level is about93%. Both the Level D
and 2.5 Level A limitsprovidegreater than 99% confidenceof survival at 350°F for
carbon steel with an assumed 10.3failure probabilityat YS (Figure 3).

"_ It would be more logicalto apply the correctionfor plasticstrain as a multiplier
to r in the pr/t stress calculations,but in practice when performingsensitivitystudies
usingseveral pr/t values, it is easier to apply the correctiononly once to the
allowable stress, and thereby not have to perform the correctionfor each pr/t that is
calculated.
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Figure 1. Comparisonsof allowable stress limitsfor Type 304 stainless steel
pipe: ASME Code Level 0 and probability-basedconfidence limits

(10.3probabilityof failure at YS)
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Figure 2. Comparisonsof allowable stress limits for Type 304 stainlesssteel
pipe: ASME Code Level D and probability-basedconfidence limits

(10.( probabilityof failure at YS)
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Figure 3. Comparisons of allowable stress limitsfor SA-106 Grade B carbon
steel pipe: ASME Code Level D and probability-basedconfidence limits

(10.3probabilityof failure at YS)

Mothodology for ioak rate assumptions

For nonmetalliccomponentssuch as gaskets and seals (where leakage will
occurbefore rupture) and in the case of metalliccomponentssuch as piping and
vessels, the basic assumptionwill be to limit the leakage to a small amount that is
within the capabilityof the plant's coolantmakeup system.

A related questionthat is not withinthe scope of the present study, but which
is planned to be addressed later, is whether small linesunder a certain diameter (as
yet to be determined) that branch from the main system, may be excluded from
considerationbecause the leakage from a ruptured line in the systemwill be within
the capacity of the plant's coolant makeup system.

Investigations of other possible assumptions

A number of assumptionswere made in the previoussectionto obtain pipe
survival probabilitycurves_ In some cases alternative assumptionswere
investigated to determine how different assumptionswould affect the results. For
example, the Iognormaldistributionrepresentsa distributionthat is appropriate when
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the variable is the product of a number of factors. Other probabifitydistributions
(such as Weibull or beta distributions)also couldbe used. Consequently, the
Iognormaldistributionand the Weibull distribution,a distributionthat was conceived
for failure data, were compared. The Weibull distributionresults in about a 3 to 4
ksi increase in allowable stress levels over the Iognormalcurve. Thus the Iognormal
curve provides more conservative stressvalues than does the Weibull curve.

Figures 1 and 3 show that using the previousfailure assumptions,carbon
steel has a higher probabilityof survival than does stainlesssteel. This does not
,mean, however, that carbon steel is a preferred material;the higherfailure
probabilityfor carbon steel is a result of the ratiosof the YS and UTS of carbon and
stainlesssteels, and the basisthat is used in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code for selecting allowable stresses. The ASME Code uses the lesser of 114of
the UTS or 2/3 of the YS as the allowable stress for Class 2 piping.

The allowable stress is based on 114of the UTS for SA-106 Grade B carbon
steel, but on 2/3 of the YS for Type 304 stainlesssteel at 400°F. 6 For carbon steel
the ratio of the YS to the design stress is 2, while the ratio is only 1.5 for stainless
steel. Thus the 99% survivalconfidencestress (YS) is twice the design stress (the
Level D limit) for carbon steel, but twice the designstress for stainlesssteel is
greater than the YS so the survivalconfidenceat the Level D limit is less than 99%.

Brookhaven National Laboratoryhas attempted to define the failure
uncertaintyby assigningthe average UTS as the 99% failure limit to the failure
curve,and 90% of the average UTS as the median of the curve (Chu, 1989). The
basisfor the 90% value as the median of the curve was from the GE pipe burst test
resultspreviouslymentionedin which the hoop stressat burst was 90% of the UTS.
The resulting failure probabilityat the YS ranged from 2 x 10.3to 8 x 103, which is
aboutthe same order of magnitudeas the failure probabilityof 1 x 10.3assumed in
NUREG/CR-5603. While the Brookhavenstudy has a defensible basis for the
median and upper confidence level, the lowerconfidencelevel was not based on
anythingphysical and did not take into accountthe possibilityof cracking,but was
decided by the parameters of the upper portionof the curve. Yet it is in the lower
regionof the curve that we are interestedsince we need to determine stress limits
for high probabilitiesof survival.

The difficultiesin establishingthe lowersurvival confidence limit in the
Brookhavenand NUREG/CR-5603 studies show that there is no straightforwardway
to define the lower limit. We have no data for overpressurefailures of nuclear
pipingthat has been designedto ASME Code stress limits. However, we do know
that for pipingdesigned to ASME Code requirements,there have been no

6 S is used throughoutthe text to indicateASME Code stresses (e.g., Sy is the
Code yield stress and Su is the Code ultimatetensile strength),whereas o-is used in
the text to denote computedstresses.
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Figure 4. Survival confidencesat 2.S times the Level A stress for various
probabilitiesof failure at the Level A stress

overpressurefailures (excludingpiping thinned by erosion/corrosion),so the failure
probabilitymust be "low". If we assign various failure probabilitiesto represent this
"low" numberat the Level A design stress and the failure stress in Table I as the
median stress,the surviva!probabilitiesat 2.5 times the Level A stress for 350°F
are as shown in Figure 4. _Using this argument, the lower confidence limit is now
based on somethingphysicalfor which we have data, namely the design stress
value for whichwe have experience at operatingpressures. However, we have no
operatingdata at higher pressures, nor do we have any precise knowledge of the
magnitude of the failure probabilityat the designstress.

Based on operating experience of LWRs worldwide,the failure probabilityat
the design stress is estimated to be less than 104 events per reactor per year, so
the survival confidence from'Figure4 at 2.5 times the Level A stress is about 92%
or greater. The survival confidences in Figure 4 are approximately the same for
carbon and stainlesssteels, whereas usingthe assumptionof 10.° failure probability
of failure at the YS, the survival confidence is substantiallygreater for carbon than
for stainlesssteels.
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The alternate methodof developingan uncertaintyfor the failure curves leads
to basicallythe same conclusionas does the method in NUREG/CR-5603, that is,
the minimumsurvival confidenceat 2.5 times the LevelA design stress is greater
than 90%. This argument is based on actual operatingdata, and showsa better
balance between the carbon and stainlesssteel survivalprobabilitiesthan does the
NUREG/CR-5603 method.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

In NUREGICR-5603 the median UTSs for carbonand stainlesssteels were
obtained from Harvey (1985) and Weiss and Sessler (1963). In a September 1992
presentation by the author to the ASME Subgroupon Design in New York, a
question was asked whether the NUREG/CR-5603 data had been compared to the
data used in generating the ASME Code material propertyvalues. In response,
material propertydata were obtained from alternate sources and compared to the
NUREG/CR-5603 data. The ASME staffstated that the originaldata are found in
some old ASTM publications,designated DS5 (stainlesssteel) and DS11 (carbon
steel) and their supplements(Simmons and Van Echo, 1965; Simmons and Cross,
1952 and 1955; Smith, 1969 and 1972). The data in the five ASTM publicationsare
carefully referenced (in almost all cases) as to the source,the productform (bar,
plate, pipe/tube, etc.), and the test temperature, individualdata points (as opposed
to averages) are tabulated. Therefore, these publicationsmake excellent sources to
which the NUREG/CR-5603 median values can be compared. Data from several
other sources also were used to supplementthe ASME/ASTM data, where
applicable. Dr. Gery Wilkowskiof Battelle ColumbusLaboratorieswas particularly
helpful in identifyingmaterial propertydata sources.

i
From discussionsWithALWR vendorsand a review of the materials in

operating plants, the followingmaterialsare believedto be those that will likely be
used in systems subject to ISLOCA in ALWRs:

• Type 304 stainlesssteel pipe (wroughtand cast) and plate

• Type 316 stainless steel pipe (wroughtand cast)

• SA-106 Grade B carbon steel pipe

• SA-516 Grade 70 carbon steel plate

A comparisonof the NUREG/CR-5603 values to the material propertydata
obtained from alternate sources indicatesthat the NUREG/CR-5603 values are
conservativeand/or representativefor most types of materials. However, there are
two cases where the NUREGICR-5603 values appear to be nonconservative.
These are for Type 316 stainlesssteel and SA-516 Grade 70 carbon steel.
Alternate material propertydata were used in this studyfor all materials except SA-
106 Grade B carbon steel, for which the NUREG/CR-5603 values were used.
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COMPONENT EVALUATIONS

To achieve the goal of 90% system survivalconfidencefor the ISLOCA event,
each of the componentsin the system (piping, flanges, pumps, valves, heat exchan-
gers) must have a survivalconfidencesuch that the productof the confidences
equals 90%. If the survivalconfidencegoal for each of these five components is set
for 98%, then the overall system survival confidencewillbe about 90%.

The methodologyof NUREG/CR-5603 defined the uncertaintyin the failure
stress by assigninga failure probabilityat the YS. Since the probability of failure at
the YS is essentiallyzero for unfiawed material, this methodologyassumes that a
large flaw exists inthe material in a small percentage of cases. The probabilityof a
large flaw existing increaseswith the amountof material, such as the length of
pipingor the number of welds in a component. However, thiswas not taken into
account in NUREG/CR-5603. Althoughit is not based on failure probabilities,the
ASME Code followsthis same logic in that the design allowable stresses are applied
regardless of the size of a component or the number of welds.

i

The NUREG/CR-5603 methodologywas appliedto the componentsthat
make up the systemsthat will be designed for ISLOCA. Specifically,the survival
confidencesfor componentsdesigned to 40% of the operatingpressure at 350°F
are calculated. Corrosionallowances were included,where applicable, but
manufacturingtolerancesWere not included.

Piping

Calculationswere performed to estimate the percentsurvival probabilityof
various sizes (2 to 20 in. nominal diameter) of carbon and stainlesssteel pipes. A
design temperatureof 350°F and design pressuresof 410 (BWRs) and 894 (PWRs)
psig (40% of the operatingpressures of 1025 and 2235 psig for currentplants) were
used. The minimumwall thickness for each pipe size was calculated using
Equation (3)of ASME Code Section III NC-3641.1 and corrosionallowance values
of 0.120 and 0.004 in. (BWRs) and 0.060 and 0.003 in. (PWRs) for carbon and
stainless steel pipe, respectively. Based on the value of the calculated minimum
wall thickness,the next higher standard pipe schedulewas identified.

Three survivalconfidenceswere calculated:

(1) The confidencebased on the wall thickness from the ASME Code minimum
wall thicknesscalculations.

(2) The confidencebased on the wall thicknessof the loweststandard pipe
schedulewith a wall thicknessgreater than the calculatedthickness in (1).

(3) If the survival confidence in (2) was less than 99.0%, the calculationswere
repeated for the next larger (higher) pipe schedule.
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In the design of actual piping systems, pipingwith minimu[n wall thicknesses
will not generally be used, but rather standard pipe schedules. Therefore, standard
pipe schedules were selected from B36 [ASME (1985a, 1985b)] using the following
approach. B36.10 listsa number of thicknessesfor each nominalsize pipe.
However, only those designed by a Schedule number (for example, 20, 30, 40, etc.)
or by standard (STD), extra-strong (XS), or doubleextra-strong (XXS) designations
have been chosen for the tables. For carbon steel, the approach uses the minimum
thicknessstandard schedule from B36.10 that is greater than the minimum
calculated thickness. B36.19 lists pipe schedules for stainlesssteels where the
schedule designationis followed by an "S". For stainlesssteel, the approach uses
standard schedules from B36.1g. However, B36.19 lists no 40S or 80S schedules
above 12-in. nominaldiameter, so B36.10 schedulesare used for these larger sizes.

The calculationsare summarized in Tables I though6 for Types 304 and 316
stainlessand SA-I06 Grade B carbon steel pipes. No manufacturingtolerances are
included in these calculations. Otherwise, they represent conservativesurvival
confidences in that no pressure resistance is allowed for the material withinthe
corrosion allowance.

Tables I through 3 show that for BVVRs,STD pipe schedules willgive greater
than 99% survival confidencefor all three materials. Using40% of the operating
pressure as the design pressure would result in 5S pipingbeing chosen for piping
up to 12 in. for Type 316 stainlesssteel, and up to 6 in. pipingbeing chosen for
Type 304 stainlesssteel. STD pipingwould be chosen for all carbon steel piping
except for sizes 8 to 12 in., for which less than STD scheduleswould give 99.9%
survival confidences.

Tables 4 through6 show that for PWRs, XS pipe scheduleswill give greater
than g8% survival confidencefor all three materials,with the exception of the larger
sizes. Schedule 60 is needed for all sizes greater than 18 in. for carbon and Type
316 stainless steel, and for sizes greater than 16 in. for Type 304 stainlesssteel.

Pipe f'_ings purchased to the requirementsof ANSI B16.g and analyzed to
the requirements of the ASME Code are assumed to be of equal strengthto the
same schedule of straightpipe.

Flanges

Although NUREG/CR-5603 includesa methodologyfor leak rate calculations
where gross leakage is taking place (since this is needed to evaluate operating
plants), the best approach at the design stage is to size the flange and p-escribe
bolt preloads so that no gross leakage is allowed. In flange terminology,this means
that the gross leak pressure (GLP), where the internal fluidpressureequals the
gasket stress, is notexceeded for the desired confidencelevel. To assure that
gross leakage does not take place duringan ISLOCA event, it is recommended that
high strength bolts be used in flanges, so that the bolt YS is not exceeded.
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Table I. Survival confidencesfor Type 304 stainless steel BVVRpipe

Table 2. Survival confidences for Type 316 stainless steel BVVRpipe
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Table 3. Survival confldenb.,esfor SA-106 Grade B carbon steel eWR pipe

Table 4. Survival confidences for Type 304 stainless steel PWR pipe
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Table 5. Survival confidencesfor Type 316 stainlesssteel PVVRpipe

Table 6. Survival confidencesfor SA-106 Grade B carbon steel PWR pipe
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The study showed that for initialbolt preload stressesof 40 ksi, all sizes of
Class 300 flanges can be pressurizedto the ABWR pressure of 1025 psig without
exceeding the 99% confidenceGLP. Section 3.2.1 of NUREG/CR-5603 states that
a bolt preioad of 30 ksi is a representative-3p lowerboundfor Class 300 and 600
flanges. A calculationusing a 30 ksi bolt preload showedthat the lowest 99%
confidenceGLP was 1440 psi. For initialbolt preloadstressesof 40 ksi, all sizes of
Class 600 flanges can be pressurizedto the PWR pressureof 2235 psig without
exceeding the 99% confidenceGLP. A calculationusing a 30 ksi bolt preload
showed the lowest99% confidenceGLP to be 2446 psi.

Valves

[

Unlike piping and flanges, which more or less have standard designs, there
are many differentstyles of valves, each of which has unique features based on the
valve's functionalpurpose. Since for ISLOCA designwe are only interested in the
valve's pressure-retainingcapabilities,the internalsof valves were not considered.

As discussedin NUREG/CR-5603, there are three areas of the valve where
leakage may take place: the valve body (and bonnet), bolted connections,and
packing. The pressure ratingsfor valves from ASME B16.34 (1981) are identical to
those for flanges. Section III (NC-3521) of the ASME Code states that the valve
section modulusand metal area shall not be less that 110% of the comparable
piping parameters. Table NC-3521-1 of ASME Code Section III allows a 1.1 factor
on design pressure for Service Level B. From thiswe can concludethat the walls of
the valve will be at least as thickas the walls of the attached piping,so the survival
confidencesfor the valve bodywill be at least as great as that of the attached
piping. Valves will be hydrostaticallypressure tested to (or very nearly to) the
ISLOCA pressure.

The recommendationsfor Class sizes and boltpreloads made for flanges also
were consideredto be applicablefor valve bolted connections. The packing leakage
is expected to be minimalsince the leak area throughany degraded areas of the
packing material is expected to be small.

Pumps

In contrast to piping and flanges, which more or less have standard designs,
there are many different types of pumps,each of which has unique features. Since
for ISLOCA design we are only interested in the pump's pressure-retaining
capabilities,the pump internalswillnot be examined in this report.

There are three general areas of the pump where the loss of the pressure-
retainingboundary may take place: the casing, bolted connections,and seals.
Piping connectedto pumps is designedto a minimumwall thicknessproportionalto
the pipe radius. The pressurestresses in the pumpcasing should be less than in
the adjoiningpiping,and the survivalconfidence of the pump casing will be greater
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the adjoiningpiping,and the survivalconfidenceof the pump casing will be greater
than that of the adjacent piping. The recommendedClass sizes and bolt preloads
made for flanges also are consideredapplicablefor pump bolted connections.

Seals are judged to be have the highestpotentialfor leakage of the pump
subcomponents. NUREGICR-5603 recommends that a nominal leak rate of 100 to
200 mg/sec be assumed as the pump seal leakage rate under ISLOCA conditions.
Since 200 mg/s is much less than 1 gpm, a leak rate of this magnitude would have
a negligibleaffect on the total RCS fluid inventory. Westinghouse Electric
Corporation(1993) has stated that the RHR pump seal is the only AP600 ,
componentconnected to the RCS that is not designedto have an ultimate rupture
strength equal to the normal RCS operatingpressure. They reportthat the rupture
pressure of the seals with the RHR pumpsoperating is 670 to 700 psig, and that a
seal designed to.withstandfull RCS pressure will likely experience abnormally fast
wear during normal operation. Based on the minimal leakage expected through the
pump mechanicalseals duringan ISLOCA event, it appears that the Westinghouse
proposalof allbwingthe mechanicalseals to fail, but to minimize and control the
leakage, is a satisfactoryapproach.

Heat Exchangers

Heat exchangers can be designedusing eitherthe shell or the tube side as
the boundary for the hottercoolant. The tubes and tubesheet separate the hotter
and cooler fluids. The tubesheet is locatedbetween two bolted flanges and sealed
ifrore the flanges by gaskets on the tubesheettop and bottom; however, there are
several varieties of flange and tubesheetdesign [TEMA (1982)].

Althoughthe ASME Code has designrules for componentstress allowables,
it is not detailed enoughto deal with all the special features of heat exchanger
design. A universallyaccepted code that provides minimumstandards for heat
exchanger design is the TEMA Standards(1982). This standard was originally
designed to supplementSection VIII, Division1, of the ASME Code.

Shells. Hoop stressesfor cylindricalshellswere calculated the same as for piping
for BVVRand PWR conditions. Survival probabilitiesat a pressure ratio of 0.4 (410
psi for BWRs, 894 psi for PWRs) were calculatedto be about 85 to 90%. A
pressure ratio of about 0.48 to 0.49 is needed to achieve a survival confidence of
98% (10.3failure probabilityat YS), and about 0.45 at 104 failure probabilityat YS.
Since there is less metal in heat exchangersthan in pipes, a 104 failure probability
at YS would seem appropriatefor the shells.However, like pipes, the shells would
be made of plate that wouldprobablybe chosen to the nearest 1/8 inch. For,
cylindricalshellsdesigned for BWR conditionsand constructed of plates where the
thickness is divisibleby 1/8 inch, six of the ten example thicknesssurvival
confidenceswere calculated to be greater than 98%. Similar calculationsfor SA-
516 Grade 70 carbon steel shells showedthat the survival confidences were greater
than 99% for both BWR and PWR conditions.
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Hemispherical heads. The thicknessfor hemisphericalheads needs to be only
about half of that of the cylindricalshell. Therefore for cylindricalshells and heads
of nearly equal thickness,failure is controlledby burst of the cylindricalshell.

Todsphedcal and ellipsoidal heads. NUREGICR-5603 discussestwo failur#
modes for dished heads - plasticcollapse and knuckle buckling. For dished heads
with low r/t ratios, Galletly and Aylward (1979) determinedthat head failure will
occurbecause of plasticcollapse rather than knucklebuckling. Galletlydefines
plasticcollapse as the pressure where the deflection of the crown is twice the
deflectionthat occurs at a pressurewhen the material yields. However, plastic
collapse by itself does not represent a failure of the head, only that a certain strain
level has beenireached, or a lower-boundplastic hinge will form. Bennett (1987)
has tested torisphericalheads modelingnuclear reactor containments,and found
that failure occurs firstby the occurrenceof knucklingbuckling,and later at a higher
pressure 2.4 to 3.7 times the bucklingpressure. No mentionis made of plastic
collapse. Therefore, for design considerationsfor ISLOCA, plasticcollapse will not
be consideredas a credible failure mode.

. NUREG/CR-5603 recommends increasingthe analyticallycomputed

.pressuresby a factor of 1.78 (based on limitedexperimental data) to determine the
expected mean capacities. Bennett (1987) reportsa rupturepressure of 2.7 to 3.4
times the bucklingpressure calculated using the BOSOR-5 Code. The NUREG/CR-
5603 approach was followed in this ISLOCA study. Bennett (1987) states that
based on his experiments, "no truly conservative,and accurate equation has been
found to predict the resultsof these fabricatedshell experimentsat this time.... For
margin-to-bucklingstudies,where actual containmentgeometry is known, a
BOSOR-5 analysisor the Galletly formula usingthe 'worstmeridian'will provide a
good estimate of the bucklingpressure". Consequently,the calculationsin the study
used the Galletly equations.

To provide an example for torisphericalheads with representative numbers,
we can use the dimensionsin Figure NC-3324.2-1 of Section III, where I.JD = 1.5 +
1.75/2 + 2 = 0.857, and a knuckle radius of 0.06 of the crownradius. The results
(using.8 = 0.224 for stainlesssteel and 0.245 for carbon steel) showed that using
the equation from Radhamoham and Galletly (1979), the 99% bucklingpressures
are all above the ISLOCA pressure, even withoutapplyingthe 1.78 factor to
computethe failure pressure.

The Galletly and Aylward (1979) equation for ellipsoidalhead knuckle bucking
was used to calculate the bucklingpressures,which were multipliedby 1.78 to
obtainthe estimated failure pressure, and from these the 99% survival confidence
pressureswere calculated. These all were above the ISLOCA pressures. However,
it is assumed in NUREG/CR-5603 that in 20% of bucklingcases, a crack will
develop at the criticalbucklingpressure. For the case with the least margin, Type
304 stainlesssteel at BWR conditions,the survival confidenceat 1025 psi is 73.6%.
If failure occursduring20% of the 26.4% of the cases where bucklingoccurs at
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1025 psig, then failure (rupture)will occur only 5.3% of the time, _andthe overall
survivalconfidence is 94.7%. Since there will be some margin based on fabricating
the head from plate that is made in l l8-inch increments,the confidence will no doubt
be greaterthan 98% for actual heads.

Tube= and tubesheet=. The survival confidencesfor heat exchanger tubes can bei

calculatedthe :same as for pipes. Using the methodologyfor piping, the minimum
survival confidences for heat exchanger tubes subjectto internalpressure designed
to 40% primary coolantpressureat 350°F are 90% for Type 304 stainless steel.
However, if the minimumtube thicknessesspecifiedin the TEMA standards are
used, the minimum survival confidencesfor tubes up to 2 inches (under internal
pressure)are higher. A corrosionallowance of 0.004 inches for BWRs and 0.003
inchesfor PWRs was used. Tubes with wall thicknessesmade accordingto TEMA

, standardswould.havegreater than 99.9% survivalconfidence at BWR pressures,
and also for PWR pressureswiththe exception of 1 and 1 114in. tubes. The 1-in.
20 gage tube has a survival confidenceof 97.4%, but the 1 114-in.20 gage tube has

* onlyan 88.2% survivalconfidence. A 1 1/4-in. 18 gage tube has a survival
confidenceof greater than 99%.

Since tubesheets are basically fiat plates, their primary failure modes would
be from shear or bending, not from burstingas in the case of piping. The bending
and shear stresses are relatedto the tube hole pattern,and therefore are tubesheet
dependent. Formulas (both bendingand shear) for the minimumdesign thickness
of tubesheets, based on the type of construction,are given in the TEMA standards.
The major concern with tubesheets is leakage at flangedjoints. The
recommendations on Class sizes and bolt preloadsmade for flanges also are
applicablefor tubesheet flanges.

Tanks

In most if not all cases, itwill probablyprove impractical to design large tanks
for ISLOCA pressures. Shouldthere be cases in which tanks will be designed for
ISLOCA conditions, the formulasand methodfor vessels in Section 4.5 can be
used. These showed that for the cylindricalportionof the shell, a pressure ratio of
between 0.45 and 0.50 is requiredto meet ISLOCA confidence limits for Type 304
stainlesssteel. A pressureratioof 0.40 would provide99% survivalconfidence for
SA-516 Grade 70 carbon steel.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The NUREG/CR-5603 methodologyfor systemrupturesurvival duringan
ISLOCA event has been applied to ALVVRplants. Conditionsof 350=F and BVVR
pressuresof 1025 psigar)d PWR pressures of 2235 psigwere used. The goal of
the studywas to develop criteriasuch that each of the types of components in the
systemwill achieve about a 98% survivalconfidence,so that the overall system
survivalconfidence would be about 90%.
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The confidencelimitswere determinedby developingstress failure curves
that used a failure stress, defined as 0.9 and 0.85 times the median UTS for carbont

and stainless steel, respectively,as the median failure stress. The uncertaintywas
determined by selectingthe 0.001 confidencefailure stressas the median YS. This
assumption in establishingthe uncertaintyis based on the probabilityof a large
crack existing in the metal, either inducedduringmanufacture or in operation.
There does not appear to be a straightforwardway to establish the uncertainty. An
alternate approach consideredthe operatingexperience in nuclear componentsthat
have been designed and operated accordingto the ASME Code. The alternate

imethod of developingan uncertaintyfor the failure curves leads to basicallythe
same conclusionas does the method in NUREG/CR-5603, that is, the minimum
system survivalconfidenceat 2.5 times the Level A design stress is greater than
90%. This argument is based on actual operatingdata, and shows a better balance
between the carbon and stainlesssteel survival probabilitiesthan does the
NUREG/CR-5603 method.

Available YS and UTS data were used to evaluate the YS and UTS values
used in NUREG/CR-5603. It was concludedthat the NUREG/CR-5603 values were
representativefor SA-106 Grade B carbon steel, but alternate curves were
developed and used for stainlesssteels and SA-516 Grade 70 carbon steel.

A pressure ratio of 0.4 (the design pressuredivided by the operating
pressure) was investigated. The conclusionswere that this pressure ratio was a
suitablevalue for most cases. The recommendedsizes for componentsare:

• Pipe and pipe fittings

BWR - STD for all materials
PWR - STD up to 10 in. for all materials

SA-106 Grade B - 12 in., STD; 14 to 20 in., Sch. 40
Type 316 - 12 to 18 in., Sch. 40.; 20 in., Sch. 60
Type 304 - 12 to 14 in., XS; 16 to 20 in., Sch. 60

• Flanges

BWR - Class 300
PWR - Class 600
Bolts - High strengthwith 40 ksi preload

• Valves

BWR - Class 300
PWR - Class 600
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• Pumps

Design for 0.4 pressureratio
Seals - Need not design for ISLOCA but allow minimal leakage

• Heat exchangers

Cylindricalshell - Design for pressure ratio of 0.40 (SA-516
Grade 70 carbon steel), 0.45 (Type 304 stainless steel)T

Heads - Design for 0.4 pressure ratio
Tubes and tubesheets - Design to TEMA standardsexcept 20 gage for

1-in and 18 gage for 1 114in. tube for PWRs

These recommendationswill satisfythe goal of 90% confidence that gross
leakage will not occurto the systemduringan ISLOCA, but will not assure that
component will remain operable during,or fit for serviceafter, an ISLOCA event.
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ABSTRACT

.The Structural Aging (SAG) Program is being conducted at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) for the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC). The SAG Program is
addressing the aging management of safety-related concrete structures in nuclear power plants
for the purpose of providing improved technical bases for their continued service. The program
is organized into four tasks: Program Management, Materials Property Data Base, Structural
Component Assessment/Repair Technologies, and Quantitative Methodology for Continued
Service Determinations. Objectives and'a summary of recent accomplishments under each of
these tasks are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Concrete structures play a vital role in the safe operation of all light-water reactor plants
since they provide foundation, support, shielding, and containment functions. History tells us
that concrete can be a very durable material. However, a number of factors can compromise its
performance, singly or in combination: (1) faulty design, (2) use of unsuitable materials, (3)
improper workmanship, (4) exposure to aggressive environments, (5) excessive structural loads,
and (6) accident conditions. Furthermore, aging of nuclear power plant concrete structures
occurs with the passage of time and has the potential, if its effects are not controlled, to increase
the risk to public health and safety. Many factors complicate the affect of aging on the residual
life of the concrete structures in a plant. Uncertainties arise due to: (1) differences in design
codes and standards for components of different vintage; (2) lack of past measurements and
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under Contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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royalty-free license to publish or reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow
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records; (3) limitations in the applicability of time-dependent model_ for quantifying the
contribution of aging to overall structure failure; and (4) inadequacy of detection, inspection,
surveillance, and maintenance methods or programs [I].

2. BACKGROUND

In general, the performance of concrete materials and structures in nuclear power plants has
been good. To a large degree, this can be attributed to the effectiveness of the quality
control/quality assurance programs in detecting potential problems (and subsequent remedial
measures) prior to plant operation [2]. However, there have been several instances in nuclear
power plants where the capability of concrete structures to meet future functional and
performance requirements has been challenged due to problems arising from either improper
material selection, construction/design deficiencies, or environmental effects. Examples of some
of the potentially more serious instances include anchorhead failures, voids under vertical tendon
bearing plates, dome delaminlttions, and corrosion of steel tendons and rebars. Other problems
such as the presence of voids or honeycomb in concrete, contaminated concrete, cold joints,
cadweld (steel reinforcement connector) deficiencies, concrete cracking, higher than code-
allowable concrete temperatures, materials out of specification, misplaced steel reinforcement,
lower than predicted prestressing forces, post-tensioning system buttonhead deficiencies, water
contaminated corrosion inhibitors, water intrusion through basemat cracks, low tensile strength
of post-tensioning tendon wire material, leaching of concrete in tendon galleries, and leakage of
corrosion inhibitor from tendon sheaths also have been identified [3-5].

3. STRUCTURAL AGING PROGRAM

Incidences of structural degradation related to the concrete components in nuclear power
plants indicate that there is a need for improved surveillance, inspection/testing, and maintenance
to enhance the technical bases for assurances of continued safe operation of nuclear power
plants. The Structural Aging (SAG) Program has the overall objective of preparing
documentation that will provide the USNRC license reviewers with the following: (1)
identification and evaluation of the structural degradation processes; (2) issues to be addressed
under nuclear power plant continued-service reviews, as well as criteria, and their bases, for
resolution of these issues; (3) identification and evaluation of relevant in-service inspection or
structural assessment programs; and (4) methodologies required to perform current assessments
and reliability-based life predictions of safety-related concrete structures. To accomplish this
objective, the SAG Program is addressing the sources of uncertainty identified earlier with
respect to determination of the residual life of safety-related concrete structures. Structural
Aging Program _tctivities are conducted under four task areas: (1) program management, (2)
materials property data base, (3) structural component assessment/repair technologies, and (4)
quantitative methodology for continued service determinations.

3.1 Pro_rn ManaRement
v

3.1.10biective and Scope
v

The overall objective of the program management task is to effectively manage the technical
tasks undertaken to address priority structural safety issues related to nuclear power plant
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continued service assessments. Managementduties include planning, integrating,monitoring,
reporting,and technology transfer. A key pan of the management functionis the integrationof
the technical objectives and the efforts of program participants. Figure 1 presents program
participantslisted by task underwhichtheirparticularactivity falls.
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Figure 1. Organizationof the StructuralAging Program.

3.1.2 Summaryof RecentAccomDlishments
--

Recent activities under this task have included administration of six subcontracts, and
preparation of an annualtechnicalprogressreport[6] and two foreign nip reports [7,8]. Program
presentations have been made at the NIST 1993 Building Technology Symposia Series [9],
Electric Power Research Institute Life Cycle Management Subcommittee Meeting [10],
International Conference on Failures of Concrete Structures [11], International Atomic Energy
Agency Coordinated Research Program Meeting on Management of Ageing of Concrete
Containment Buildings [12], American Society of Mechanical Engineers Pressure Vessel and
Piping Conference [13], International Conference on Safety an:l Reliability [14], 12th
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InternationalConferenceonStructuralMechanicsinReactorTechnology[15-17],andPost-
SMiRT ConferenceSeminar.ContainmentofNuclearReactors[18].Inaddition,program
personnelparticipatedintechnicalcommitteesoftheAmericanConcreteInstitute(ServiceLife
Prediction,ConcreteMaterialsPropertyDatabase,and Radioactiveand HazardousWaste
Management),AmericanSocietyofMechanicalEngineers(SectionXI WorkingGroupon
ConcretePressureComponehtsandSubgroupon Containments),andInternationalUnionof
TestingandResearchLaboratoriesforMaterialsandStructures(DamageClassificationof
Concrete Structures).

3.2 Materinls Pmnertv Data Base

3.2.I Obiective and Scooe

The objective of the materials property database task is to develop a reference source which
containsdata andinformationon the time variationof materialpropertiesunder the influenceof
pertinent environmental stressors and aging factors. This source will be used to assist in the
predictionof potential long-termdeteriorationof critical structuralcomponents in nuclearpower
plants and to establish limits on hostile environmental exposure for these structures. Primary
activities underthis task have includedcontinuing the development of the StructuralMaterials
InformationCenter and assemblage of materialsproperty data. In addition, survey data and a
durability assessment review of several reinforced concrete structures contained as a part of
severalnuclearpower stations located in Englandwere assembled.

3.2.2 Summaryof Recent Accomnlishments

Structural Materials Information Center (SMIC_. Formatting of the SMIC has been
completedandresults presented in a report [19]. Contained in the reportarcdetaileddescriptions
oftheStructuralMaterialsHandbookandtheStructuralMaterialsElectronicDataBasewhich
form the SMIC.

The Structural Materials Handbook, when issued, will be an expandable, hard-copy
reference document containing complete sets of data and information for each material. The
handbookincludes four volumes that will be provided in loose.leaf bindersfor ease of revision
and updating. Volume 1 will contain performanceand analysis informationuseful for structural
assessments and safety marginsevaluations, e.g., perforce values for mechanical, thermal,
'physical, and other propertiespresented as tables, graphs,and mathematical equations. Volume
2 will provide test results and data used to develop the performance values in Volume 1.
Volume 3 will contain material data sheets providing generalinformation, as well as material
composition and constituent material properties, for each material system contained in the
handbook. Volume 4 will contain appendices describing the handbook organization, and
updatingand revision procedures. Example pages contained in Volumes 1-3 which have been
preparedfor a long-term studyof concreteproperties[20] arcpresentedin Figs 2-4, respectively.

The Structural Materials Electronic Data Base when issued will be an electronically
accessible version of"the Structural Materials Handbook. Due to software limitations, the
electronicdata basewill not be as comprehensiveas the handbook,but it will providean efficient
means for searchingthe variousdata base files to locate materialswith similar characteristicsor
properties. The electronic data base is being developed on an IBM-compatible personal
computer and employs two software programs: Mat.DB [21] and EnPlot [22]. Mat.DB is a
menu-driven software programfor dam base management that employs window overlays to
access data searching and editing features. It is capable of maintaining, searching, and
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displaying textual, tabular,an(igraphicalinformationand datacontained Fnelectronic database
files. EnPlot is a software program that incorporatespop-up menus for creating and editing
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Figure2. Exampleof page fromVolume 1 (PerformanceValues)
of StructuralMaterialsHandbook.

engineering graphs. It includes curve-fitting and scale-conversion features for preparing
e Ipneenng graphs and utility features for generating output files. The graphs generated with
EsPies can be entered directly into the Mat.DBdata base files.

To dates 139 material data bases (123 concrete, 12 metallic reinforcement, 1 prestressing
stead,2 structuralsteel, and 1 rubbermaterial)have been developed. Concrete material property
data and informaL.ionfiles currently contained in the SMIC include: ultimate compressive
strength,dynamiq modulus of elasticity, and flexural strength versus time for several different
concretematerials' which hadbeen cured under a variety of conditions (air drying, moist curing,
or outdoor exposure) for periods up to 50 years; ultimate compressive strength and modulus of
'as:iciLyversus temperature at exposures up to 600°C for durations up to four months; dynamic
4xxlulusof elasticity, ultimatecompressive strength,flexural strength and weight change versus
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radiationexposure; ultimate compressive strengthfor stressed (maintainedat 20 to 55% baseline
compressive strength while heated) and unstressedspecimens versus temperature for exposures
up to 871°C; weight loss versus time for specimens subjected to sulfuric acid concentrations(by
weigh0 of 0.0016 to 0.02%; length change versus time for specimens subjected to wet (2.1%
Na2SO4solution) - dry cycling; creep of sealed concrete exposed to temperaturesof either 20°,
40°, or 70°C while loaded to -0.2 the 28-day ultimate compressive strength; porosity versustime
for thermal exposures to either 20°, 40°, or 70°C; Poisson's ratio versus time for thermal
exposures to 232°C for periods up to 1198 days; and bond stress versus slip for reinforced
concretebond test specimens exposed for 14days to eitherdirector alternatingcurrent(potential
up to 20 volts). Metallic reinforcement data and information files include: ASTM A 615
uncoated, plain and uncoated, deformed carbon steel reinforcing bar material ambient and
temperature-dependentengineeringstress-strainperformancecurves (Grades40, 60 and 75), and
S ,-N (fatigue) performancecurves (Grade40 material); and ASTM A 15 uncoated, plain and
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uncoated, defom_ billet steel ambientengineeringstress-strainperfomunce curves (all ip'ades),
and S-N (fatigue) performancecurvesand temperature-dependent stress-strain performance
curves (In_iate Gradematerial). Prestressingtendon data and information files (ASTM A
421, Type BA material) include a temperature-dependentengineering stress-strainl_forrnance
curve, a tensile yield strenathvs temperatureperformancecurve, an ultimate tensile strength vs
temperatureperformancecurve,andamuldmate tensile elongation vs temperature pefftmmmce
curve. S_ steel data and informationfiles (ASTMA 36 material) include a temperature.
dependenteni0neeflng stress-strainperformance curve, a tensile yield streniphvs temperature
performance curve, an uldmate tensile strength vs temperature performance curve, and an
ultimatetensile elongation vs temperatureperformancecurve. Rubberdata and informadonfiles
[ethylene propylene diane (EPDM), ASTM D 1418] include a temperature-dependent hardness
vs timeperfommncccurve.
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Data Collation, In parallel with efforts to develop the SMIC, activities are being conducted
to establish materials property data for input into the SMIC. Two approaches have been utilized:
(1) obtaining and tesdng of prototypical concrete materials, and (2) pursuing technology transfer
with U.S. and foreign research establishments.

Several U.S. organizations have been contacted to pursue the possibility of removing and
•:testing concrete core samples from prototypical structures. These contacts have resuJted in

procurement of samples from the Shippingport Power Station; EBR-II site; Palisades, Midland,
Dresden, Braidwood, Quad Cities, Zion, and LaSalle Power Stations; and Vallecitos Nuclear
Center. Specimens have been tested and material property data bases developed for heavyweight
and normal-weight concrete materials obtained from the EBR-II site, and for normal-weight
concrete materials obtained from the Vallecitos Nuclear Center and Midland Power Station. The

relation between compressive strength, 28-day reference compressive strength, and age at testing
for specimens prepared from these samples is shown in Figure 5. Specimens obtained from the
Palisades, Midland, Dresden, Braidwood, Quad Cities, Zion, and LaSalle Power Stations have
been tested, but material property data bases have not been completed because baseline data and
information have not been completely assembled. Reference [6] presents additional information
on these materials.

In a related activity, prototypical nuclear power plant concrete materials have been tested
under a subcontract with Taywood Engineering Ltd. (London, England) [23]. Twenty-nine
specimens cast in conjunction with the nuclear power stations at Wylfa, Heysham, Hanlepool
Tomess, and Sizewell "B" were tested. The specimens had ages from 4 to 24 years and had been
stored in a sealed condition at temperatures ranging from 10° to 95°C while either loaded to 13.8
MPa or unloaded. Variables investigated included age of specimen, concrete mix design, loaded
or unloaded while curing, and storage temperature. Prior to compression testing each specimen
was submitted to a series of nondestructive tests (density, ultrasonic pulse velocity, Schmidt
hammer, surface hardness, and dynamic modulus of elasticity). Results indicate that, with only
one or two exceptions, there was a consistent trend for the concrete moduli of elasticity and
compressive strength to increase with age for each of the mixes. From the limited results which
were available for specimens continuously stored at 10° to 20°C, increases in modulus of
elasticity ranged from 3_£ for the Sizewell "B" concrete (test age of 4.8 years) to 112°_ for the
Wylfa concrete (test age of 21 years). Figure 5 summarizes the compressive strength test results.

Associated with the Taywood Engineering Ltd. subcontract was an activity to collate
surveillance data for several prestressed concrete reactor vessels (PCRVs) in England.
Prestressing tendon lift-off load measurement data, results of corrosion examinations, and visual
examination results were compiled from surveillance records for the vessels at Wylfa,
Hanlepool, and Heysham I stations. Two PCRVs are located at each of these stations. Results
obtained covered time periods since prestressing of 23, 14.5, and 13.4 years for the Wylfa,
Hartlepool, and Heysham I stations, respectively. As expected, the tendon lift-off load
measurements showed a general trend for the loads to decrease with time due to the combination
of prestressing steel relaxation and concrete creep. Examination of prestressing strands removed
for inspection and testing revealed only a few minor, structurally insignificant pits indicating that
the combination of waxes and greases used to inhibit corrosion of the ungrouted prestressing
systems has been effective. Tensile test results for the prestressing strands exceeded design
requirements. Visual examination of the concrete surfaces revealed a few surface cracks, with
the cracks < 0.30-ram wide, and when active their rate of growth was <20 microns per year. The
cracks were associated with drying shrinkage. More detailed surveillance results for each of the
three power stations is contained in Ref. [24].
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Figure 5. Relative concrete compressive strengthversus age for nuclear power plantconcretes.
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•Material Behavior Modeling. Modeling studies under this sub, ask are designed to
complement, as closely as possible, related activities conducted under other NRC programs such
as "Perfommnce Criteria for Concrete-Based Barriers for Low-Level Waste Disposal Facilities."
During the previous reporting period, a review and evaluation was conducted to identify and
evaluate models and accelerated aging techniques and methodologies which can be used in

•making predictions of the remaining service life of concrete in nuclear power plants [25]. Recent
activities have focused on development of prototypical data for input into the service life
prediction models that have been identified for corrosion of reinforced concrete.

A collation of survey data and a durability assessment review of reinforced concrete
structures contained as a part of several nuclear power stations located in England has been
completed [26]. The nuclear power station surveys were aimed primarily at providing data
which can be used to predict the onset of corrosion of steel reinforcement due to carbonation or
chloride ingress. Corrosion of steel reinforcement was recognized to be a two-stage process:
activation and propagation. The present state-of-the-art for modeling carbonation and chloride
migration into concrete was reviewed along with factors which affect the time to corrosion
activation, e.g., concentration level, environmental conditions, and diffusion coefficient. Survey
data obtained at selected locations in the Windscale Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor, and Hinkley
Point "A," Bradwell and Wylfa Nuclear Power Stations included chloride content, carbonation
depth, compressive strength, resistivity, moisture content, sorptivity, oxygen diffusivity, and
petrography. Environmental conditions (temperature, relative humidity, and rainfall) and survey
results were used to predict the onset of steel reinforcement corrosion due to either carbonation
or chloride ingress at selected locations in these stations. Predicted maximum age for steel
reinforcement corrosion activation due to carbonation or chloride ingress ranged from 31 to >140
years and 43 to >140 years, respectively. Visual surveys at the stations indicated that for interior
structures the steel reinforcement and concrete were sound with no corrosion, whereas the
external concrete in most instances exhibited only a few localized areas of cracking and spalling.
The exception to this was at Wylfa where the cooling plant exhibited severe rust staining and
spalling due to chloride ion penetration. Other survey results were that the depths of carbonation
reached up to 50 mm for uncoated internal concrete, chloride ingress was generally low (<0.05%
in surface 10 mm) except for Wylfa, and the concretes were free of alkali-silica reactivity and
sulfate attack.

3.3 StructuralComnonent Assessment/Reoair Technoloav

3.3.10biectiye and Scope

The objectives of this task are to: (1) develop a systematic methodology which can be used
to make quantitative assessments of .the presence, magnitude, and significance of any
environmental stressors or aging factors which adversely impact the durability of safety-related
concrete structures in nuclear power plants; and (2) provide recommended in-service inspection
or sampling procedures which can be utilized to develop the data required both for evaluating the
current condition of concrete structures and for trending the performance of these components.
Associated activities include an assessment of techniques for repair of concrete components
which have experienced an unacceptable degree of deterioration, and the identification and
evaluation of techniques for mitigation of any environmental stressors or aging factors which
may act on critical concrete components.
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3.3.2 Summary_of Recen| Accomplishments

LWR Critical Concrete Component Classification, Under this subtask a methodology has
been developed which provides a logical basis for identifying the critical concrete structural
elements in a nuclear plant and the degradation factors which can potentially impact the

• performance of these structures. The methodology was described previously [27].

NDE/Samoling Inst3ectiorl Technology. Nondestructive and sampling/analysis procedures
which are available for performing in-service inspections of the critical concrete components in
nuclear power plants are evaluated under this subtask. Also, recommended criteria are being
developed for use in inspection of these components to assess their current condition as well as
to develop trending information for use in continued service assessments. Primary activities
under this subtask have included a review and assessment of in-service inspection techniques and
methodologies for application to concrete structures in nuclear power plants, and development of
statistical data for selected techniques used to determine the in-place compressive strength of
concrete.

A reviewofdirectandindirecttechniquesthatcanbeusedtodetectdegradationofconcrete
materialsandstructureswasconducted[28].Capabilities,accuraciesandlimitationsofavailable
nondestructiveevaluationtestingtechniqueswereassessed.Alsoincludedinthereviewwas a
discussionofmethodologiesusedtoindicatetheconditionofconcretestructuresandemerging
methods under developmentwhich potentiallyhave applicationto detectionof concrete
degradation,i.e.,leakageflux,polarizationresistance,ultravioletradiation,etc.

Correlationcurvesand statisticaldataweredevelopedforselectednondestructive'testing
techniques[29].Thisinformationisrequiredwheredestructiveandnondestructivetestscannot
beconductedintandematnoncriticallocationstodeveloparegressionrelationbetweenthetwo
tests.Monovariantlinearregressionanalyseswereappliedtodataobtainedfrompublicationson
selectednondestructivetestingtechniquesthatarecommonly used to indicateconcrete
compressivestrength,¢.g.,break-off,pullout,reboundhammer,ultrasonicpulsevelocity,and
probepenetration.Figure6 presentsan exampleoftherelationshipbetweenconcretecylinder
compressive strength and rebound number that was obtained from data for gravel-aggregate
concretes having water-cement ratios from 0.37 to 0.56 by weight, and coarse aggregate contents
from 0.45 to 0.49, by mass.

Remedial/Preventative Measures. Basic activities under this subtask are related to an
assessment of repair procedures for concrete material/structural systems and establishment of
criteria for their utilization. Techniques which can be used to mitigate the effects of
environmental stressors or aging factors are being identified. Recommended preventative
measure procedures which can be used to effectively offset, counteract, or minimize any minor
deterioration effects to prevent them from becoming significant are being established. Current
work is directed at reviews of European and North American practices for the repair of
reinforced concrete structures, preparation of a state-of-the-art report on corrosion of reinforced
concrete, and development of damage assessment and repair prioritization criteria.

A report [30] has been prepared providing an oqerview of the European perspective on
concrete repair, e.g., methods of damage assessment and repair strategies. Specific topics
covered include: (1) criteria used in selection of a particular repair procedure, (2) descriptions of
various repair materials and procedures currently utilized, (3) an assessment of the effectiveness
of the various repair techniques as determined by both in-situ evaluation (testing) or performance
hi:;tory, and (4) an assessment of the future direction of concrete repairs within Europe. Although
there are no European standards governing repair of concrete, there are several documents that
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provide guidelines, with the most widely developed regulations having beenprepared by the
GermanCommittee on ReinforcedConcrete[:3! ]. Steel reinforcementcorrosionoccurring asa
resultof concrete carbonationor chloride presenceare themost importantsourcesof reinforced
concretedistressin Europe. For carbonation,theemphasishasbeenplaced on anti-carbonation
surface treatments, protective properties of patch materials, and the durability/compatibility of
these materials. For chloride attack, efforts are underway to provide an improved understanding
of the corrosion mechanisms, the mechanism of incipient anode development, and the use of
cathodic protection to overcome the problem.

A complementary activity to the one described above is reviewing Noah American
practices for concrete repair. The distinction between the two efforts is that European repair
activities have primarily (but. not exclusively) addressed those for corrosion damaged reinforced
concrete in building and general civil engineering structures, while in North America, repair
activities have concentrated on roads and bridge structures. A draft of a state-of-the-art repair
manual [32] has been prepared which identifies methodologies and materials for repair. Basic
components of the manual include discussions of: when a specific repair technique is applicable,
e.g. specific crack sizes; how the techniques or materials are used, e.g., injection, grouting; how
to evaluate and test a repair; how to maintain the repair after it has been installed; the expected
life of the repair technique; methods for determining when a repair has failed; and methods for
re-repair. Information specifically addressing repair of reinforced concrete structures in light-
water reactor plants was assembled through responses to a questionnaire which was sent to the
utilities. In addi'tion to a general description of the particular plant, the questionnaire requested
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each utility to provide information on inspection procedures utilized, types of deterioration that
have occurred, the deterioration mechanism(s), repair actions that have been undertaken, research
investigations on repair materials, and performance history of repair procedures utilized.
Responses to the questionnaire were provided by 29 sites representing 41 units. Preliminary
analyses of the survey responses indicate that the majority of the plants perform inspections of
the concrete structures only in compliance with the integrated leak-rate test requirements and
surveillances of the prestressed concrete containment post-tensioning systems. The 12 plants
which do conduct regular inspections specifically addressing the concrete structures do so at
intervals ranging from one to five years and rely mainly on visual techniques. The performance
of the concrete structures, in general, has been good with the primary forms of degradation that
have occurred being concrete cracking, spalling, and staining, and steel reinforcement corrosion.
The most comn_n causes of deterioration were drying shrinkage, acid/chemical attack, thermal
movement, freeze/thaw cycles and sea water exposure. The most common locations of
deterioration for the pressurized-water reactor plants were the containment dome and in the walls
and slabs of auxiliary structures. For the boiling-water reactors, the locations of deterioration
were primarily in the walls, slabs, and equipment suppons or pedestals of the reactor buildings
and auxiliary structures. Most of the repair activities were associated with problems during
initial construction (cracks, spalis, and delaminations), with the repairs performed on an as-
needed basis. Little information was available on the materials used for repair, the repair
procedure, or the durability of the repair. Where the performance of a repair was evaluated,
visual inspection was used.

A review of corrosion of reinforced concrete structures, with an emphasis on stray electrical
current-induced corrosion and use of cathodic protection to control the occurrence of corrosion in
these structures has been completed. Four components are required for corrosion to occur:
anode, cathode, electrolyte, and metallic path. Types of corrosion that can occur on metals
embedded in concrete include uniform, bimetallic, fretting, crevice, pitting, selective leaching,
intergranular, stress corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue, and hydrogen embrittlement.
Conditions that affect the corrosion rate include oxygen level, conductivity of electrolyte,
concentration of ions, anode/cathode area, temperature, corrosion resistance of metals, electrical
relationship between metals, radiation (affects crystal structure of metal potentially making it
more susceptible to localized corrosion), and bacteria. Methods which arc available to detect
corrosion include visual observations, half-cell potential measurements, delamination detection,
electrolyte chemistry, corrosion monitors, acoustic emission, radiography, ultrasonics, magnetic
penurbation, metallurgical properties, and electrical resistance. Advantages and disadvantages
of each of these methods hav,e been identified. Remedial methods to control corrosion include
damage repair, cathodic protection, inhibitors, chloride removal, membrane sealers, stray current
shielding, dielectric isolation, coatings, structural modifications to prevent water accumulation,
material selection, and environmental modification. Stray electrical current is any current
flowing in a path other than its intended circuit. Stray current will take all available conductive
parallel paths back to its source and has a magnitude inversely proportional to the resistance of
the path(s). With the exception of prestressing tendons, the portion of the structure picking up
stray current will not experience corrosion damage. However, the area of discharge will result in
metal dissolutiorl. The amount of metal lost will be directly proportional to the current density
and duration of exposure. In the case of prestressing tendons, hydrogen embrittlement corrosion
may result where the structure is picking up the stray current. For the nuclear power industry,
stray current can be anticipated from a variety of sources with the most significant being cathodic
protection systems, high voltage direct current systems, and direct current welding operations.
Half-cell potential versus time study, half-cell potential versus distance study, and cooperative
(interference) testing are techniques commonly used to detect stray current. Mitigation measures
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for stray currentinclude preventionor eliminationof the currentsource, installationof cathodic
protection, drainingthe current from the affected source, and shielding the structurefrom the
source. Cathodic protection is not only a rehabilitationtechniquefor corroding structuresbut is
also a corrosion prevention technique for steel that may lose its inherent passivity by
contamination of the concrete at a later time or even due to occurrence of stray currents. It
mitigates the corrosionreaction by imposingdirect currentflow between ananode placed on the
concrete surfaceandthe metal to be protected. Cathodic protectionsystems areof the impressed
currentor sacrificial anode type. Impressedcurrent systems use a DC power supply (rectifier)to
force current flow from a relatively inertelectrode (anode) through the concrete to the steel
surface to be protected. In sacrificial systems a metal that is more anodic (higher tendency to
corrode) than the steel embedded in the concrete is used as the source of energy. The theory of
cathodic protectionis basically thatall galvanic corrosion of steel is halted when the potential
difference between the anodic and cathodicareas on the steelcan be madeequal to zero. Criteria
commonly used for atmosphericallyexposed bridge s_uc_uresto indicatewhen this condition is
sufficiently met include 100 mV polarizationdecay, E log I analysis, macrocell current reversal,
fixed current density, voltage probe measurement, half-cell potential measurementand rebar
probe polarizationdecay. To be most effective, cathodic protectionrequireselectricalcontinuity
of all metallic components within a concrete structure. Since cathodic protection systems are
DC, they have the potentialto cause straycurrentcorrosionin other structures,and applicationof
cathodic protection to high-strength steel used in prestressing wires or strands may result in
embrittlement due to generation of hydrogen at the cathode. More detailed information on
corrosion of steel embedded in concrete, straycurrent-inducedcorrosion of reinforced concrete
structures,and cathodic protectionsystems is contained in Ref. [33].

A systematic rating system for application in the repairof degraded reinforced concrete
structuresin nuclearpower plants is beingdeveloped. Similar computerized ratingsystems have
been developed for evaluating general civil works concrete structures, e.g., BRAIN (]_.uilding
Rating Analysis and Investigation System). The first phase of this work reviewed existing
damage assessment and repair prioritization systems for bridge and building structures to
determine their applicability to nuclearpower plant concrete structures and an approachwas
identified for development of a rating system for nuclear power plant concrete structures[34].
Input developed under the first phase was used in the second phase to develop a computer
program [35] which simplified use of the aging assessment methodology (see Ref. [27]). The
program was validated throughits applicationto the threeexamples presentedin Ref. [27]. The
approach used in development of the damage rating system is similar to that for the aging
assessment methodology, except that instead of using four factors to develop a rating (repair
prioritization number) two factors are considered, i.e. the environmental exposure and the.
damage significance. Theresulting repairratingsystem is of the form:

RPN - w1(EE) + w2(DS), ; (1)

where,

RPN - repairpriority number,
EE -environmental exposure,and
DS - damage significance.

A qualitative presentation of the repairrating system for reinforced concrete structures
subjected to chloride end,ironmentsis shownin Figure 7. Criteriaare being developed so thata
quantitativeassessment of the damage to a structurecan be made, i.e., environmentalexposure
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and damage values are being developed so that scales can be applied to-Figure 7 and regions
indicating testing and evaluation or repair actions delineated. When completed, ,results
developed under this phase will provide a logical connection between the structuraJ aging
assessment methodology and the repair activities noted above.
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Figure 7. Model for development of repair prioritization methodology.
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3.40uantitative Methodology for Continued Service Determinations

3.4.1 Objective and Sco_u¢

The objective of this task is to develop a methodology to facilitate quantitative assessments
of current and future structural reliability and performance of concrete structures in nuclear
power plants, taking into account those effects that might diminish the ability of these structures
to withstand future operating, extreme environmental or accident conditions. Specific objectives
associated with accomplishing this goal are to: (1) identify models to evaluate changes in
strength of concrete structures over time in terms of initial conditions, service load history, and
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aggressive environmental factors; and, (2) formulate a methodology-to predict structural
reliability of existing concrete structures during future operating periods from a knowledge of
initial conditions of the structure, service history, aging, nondestructive condition assessment
techniques, and inspection/maintenance strategies. This task will implement results obtained
under other program tasks to develop a reliability-based evaluation methodology for concrete
structures which will enable the factors that affect structuraldurability to be taken into account.

3.4.2 Summary of Recent Accomplishments

Since the last Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting status report [36], three journal
articles [37,38,39] and a report [40] have been completed which describe the methodology for
condition assessment and reliability-based life prediction of concrete structures in nuclear power
plants. The methodology includes models to predict structural deterioration due to
environmental stressors, a data base to suppon the use of these models, and methods for
analyzing time-dependent reliability of concrete structural components subjected to stochastic
loads. The methodology can be used to provide a basis for selecting appropriate periods for
continued service and/or determining optimum intervals of inspection and maintenance.
Inspection/maintenance strategies have been identified to minimize the expected future cost of
keeping the failure probability of a structure at or below an established target failure probability
during its anticipated service period. Results of this evaluation are provided in a report which
has been prepared [40]. A summary is provided below.

The failure probability of a structuralcomponent under stationary random loading can be
evaluated as a function of time if the degradation function defining the fraction of initial strength
remaining at time, t, and the probabilistic characteristics of the initial strength and loads modeled
as stochastic processes are known [41]. In order to evaluate the effect of periodic inspection and
maintenance on the failure probability of a structure, it is necessary to relate the strength
degradation to the damage intensities and to determine the impact of various repair strategies on
strength.

De c,radation Function Based On Individual Damage Intensities. The damage intensity is
modeled in the abstract as a state variable taking a value within the interval [0, 1]; the values 0
and I indicate no damage and no residual strength, respectively. An example of this state

:variable would be the ratio of area of reinforcement lost due to corrosion to the original area.
'The following assumptions are made:

(a) Initiation of damages in a component is described by a Poisson process in which the

expected number of damages in time interval (t, t + At] is -t[t*A'v(r)dx for t >0. v(_')

is dependent on the surface area or volume of the component.

(b) Damages initiate homogeneously over the surface area or volume of the component.

(c) Once damage initiates at location j, it grows according to,

{O(t )cz ;O_tcZTlj (2)Xj{t)_-Cj -TIj ;t_Tlj

inwhichXj(t)'saretheintensityofdamageattimet,Tlj'Saretherandomtimesatwhich
damage initiates,Cj'saredamage growthrateswhich are assumedto be identically
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disuibuted and statistically independent random variables described by a cumulative
distribution function (c.dO FCfC), and a is a deterministic parameter. Parameters C and
a depend on the degradation mechanism (e.g., [42]).

(d) The degradation function, G(t), for a component, defining the fraction of initial strength
remaining at time t, can be given in terms of damage intensities as,

G(t)= I"_I j{Xj(t) }. (3)

Consider damages which initiate within interval (tl, t]. Given that the number of these

damages equals n, the rank-ordered initiation times, T(I, ..., Tin are n order statistics of random
variables Wll,..., Win which are statistically independent and identically distributed with

probability density function (pdf) expressed as [40],

v(.,) ;'1_;,,,,.:r
/w,(_)- _,,_(,_ (4)

0 ;Otherwise

From assumption (c), the cdf of Xj(t), FXOC;tl, t),

px(_:t_,t)=l_,Fc1,_,)= 1,_. (S)

The cdf ofXmax (tl;t)= n_{X, (,) initiating within ( t,,t ]} [40],

From assumption(d), the meanof thedegradationfunctionis evaluatedby,

E[o(,)]:,- o. (7)
In the course of the analysis, it was found that the variability in G(t) has a secondary effect on the
time-dependent reliability of a component, and thus the reliability can be evaluated considering
only the mean of G(t), defined as &(t) [40].

De__,adation Function After ReD.r, No nondestructive evaluation (NDE) method can detect
a given defect with certainty. The imperfect nature of NDE methods must be described in
statistical terms r Figure 8 illustrates conceptually the probability, d(x), of detecting a defect of
size x. Such a relation exists, at least conceptually, for each in-service inspection technology.
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Figure 8. Probabilityof detectionof a defectof size x.
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Assume thatduringinspection/maintenancethe entirecomponent is inspected, that all detected
damages are repaired immediatelyand completely, and thatthe repairedpartsof the component
'arerestored to their initial _trengthlevels. Then the effect of inspection/maintenance on g(t)
depends on the detectability function, d(x), associated with the NDE method. The inspection
with higher d(x) makes repair more likely and, accordingly, leads to higher values of the
degradationfunction,g(t). Inthe limit, if an inspectionis perfect,i.e., d(x) = 1 for x • 0, then the
component is restored to its originalconditionby the repair.

Firstassume thatthe detectabilityfunction,d(x), is defined as,

0 ; O_;x<xth
d(x) = (8)

; xth<x_l

wherexthistheminimumdetectablevalueofdamage(seeFig.8).Thesamedetectionthreshold

valuesareassumedforallinspections.Followingm inspectionsattR= {tRl,...,tR..},someof
thedamagesarerepairedandthecdfdescribingX(t)andthenumberofdamagesexistingattime

t• tR,",N(t),changes.The intensitiesofdamagesthatinitiateaftertRs,arcindependentof

repair,andonlythepdfoftheintensitiesofdamagesinitiatingbeforetlc,,isupdated.Letus

considerdamageswhichexistattimetandinitiatewith(A)(0.tR," ]and(B)(tR,,,,t].The

number of damages left unrepaired after tR," , NfA), can be described by a filter-',_dPoisson
processwith a parameter p. v(w) where,

p= P[A damageisnotrepairedby ,,,,,]=Fx(xta.O,tic,) (9)

whilethenumberofdamagesinitiatingwithin(tic#,,t],NeB),isdescribedbya Poissonprocess
withaparameterv(w).Inotherwords,thenumberofdefectsexistingattimetcanbedescribed
byanonstationaryPoissonprocesswithinaparameterv"(w)givenby,
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Jp" V{w) ;0< w _tR.v"(w)= (I0)
Iv(w) ;tR,,<w

Therefore,theprocedureto estimatethedegradationfunctionfora componentbeforean
inspcctiondrcpaircanbeusedtoestimatethefunctionaftermultipleinspection/repair,replacing

v(w)byv"(w),andFX (x;0,t)bytheupdatedcdfF"X (x;tRm,t).

By thetheoremoftotalprobability,F"X (x;tR.,t)canbeexpressedas,

I

inwhichFX(A)(x;tRs1,t)and FX(s)(x;tRm,t)arethecdfofintensityofdamagesingroup(A),

XfAXO,and intensityofdamagesingroup(B),X(aXt),respectively,and P(A)andP(B)arethe
probabilitiesthatadefectbelongstogroup(A)or(B),

= ,(w)dw
P(B) = l- P(A) (la)

in which fw! (w)is evaluated by Eqn. (4)replacing v(w) with v"(w). FX(A)(X; tRm.,t ) is
expressed as,

_o" Fc min, (t- %)a (t_=- "t)" (14)

_'F. x_

ThecdfFxmaz(Bl(X;t)is givenby,

In general, the detectability function, d(x), is not a step function but rather a non-decreasing
function of damage intensity (see Fig. 8). Procedures for dealing with this more general
dctectabi!ity function and for partial inspections have been developed and described elsewhere
[17,_].

Effect of Insoection/Repair O__rations on Reliability, In order to study a simple case,
assume that:
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(a) The initiation of damages is described by a stationary Poisson process with v = 5/yr.

(b) Damage ip_ws linearly as a function of time as described by Eqn. (2) with a = I;
moderate reinforcement _:orrosionis typified by such _owth [40].

(c) The des_lation rate, C, is lognormalIy distributed with mean value, pc = 0.00125,
which corresponds to E[X(40)IT! = 0] = 0.05, and with coefficient of variation, V¢ = 0.5.

The effect on the mean defp'adation function of inspection/repair described by several
detectability functions is illustrated in Figure 9. The first detectability function considered is a
step detectability function in which x0, = 0.03; in the second, Xth is uniformly distributed (i.e.,
d(x) is linear between x_n and x_, where d(x_j0 = 0 and d(x_rj = I); in the third and fourth,

Xo, is lognormally disuributedwith mean, _xth, equal to 0.03, and coefficient of variation, Vxth,

equal to 0.3 or 0.5. It is assumed that inspection/repair is carried out at tR," = 20 years. The

mean degradation function decreases as VX,' increases (which would result in lower reliability);
however, the effect of the general shape of d(x) _ig. 8) is not significant and decreases with time
elapsed since inspection. This insensitivity of the mean degradation to the choice of detectability
function suggests that a general detectability function might be approximated for practical
purposes by a step function with xth : PX,,. This would be advantageous for NDE technologies

currently used for reinforced concrete su'uctures because information on Pith may be more
readily available than information on d(x).

1.00
q

Linear Growth Model

i °-

-- st.p

0.90

-.- ,.owor.,,,Vxm.o.s

-. - vx o.s
j O.U ..... Uniform, VXth=O.S

,,, Norepair

O.80

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Time, years
Figure 9. Effect of several detectability functions on mean degradation function of inspection.
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The effect of multiple inspections/repairs on the mean degradation f_nction is illustrated in
Figure I0, considering the step detectability function. Inspections/repairs are carried out at 20,

30, 40 and SOyears with xtk/ = Xtk =0.05, or at 30 years with xtk = 0.01. With multiple

1.0Q

Unear Damage Model
dleeee
• eoe 0

• eeoe e• •

qit %%j qbs ••

,.,,,.,...,. Xth = 0.01 lit tR=3Oyesrs

...... Xth= 0.06 at _1 = 20, 30, 40, 60 ya_t

... _ , Nom_

0 10 20 30 40 SO 60

Time, years

Figure 10. Effect of multiple inspection/repairs on mean degradation function.

inspection/repair, the mean degradation function can be kept within a narrow range during the
service life of a structure; the width and the location of the range can be controlled by the
frequency and the threshold value of the inspections.

Failure probabilities for a service life of 60 years evaluated with the degradation functions
illustrated in Figure I0 are presented in Figure l I for a reinforced concrete component designed
for flexure using the design load combination for dead plus live load in ACI Standard 318 [43],

0.9Rn = lAD. + 1.7/._ (19)

in which Rn is the nominal strength, and Dn and Ln are the nominal dead and live loads,
respectively The probabilistic models of load intensity used in this illustration are summarized

in Table I [40, 41]. It is assumed that the initial strength has a Iognormal distribution with _/R =
1.15Rn and coefficient of variation (c.o,v,) VR = 0.15, and that Dn = Ln. The slope of F(t)
changes at the time of repair. The combined effect of multiple repairs with xtA = 0.05 leads to a
failure probability during 60 years that is comparable to that of the single more intensive repair.

Conclusiops. Results such as shown in Figure I I suggest the existence of an optimum
inspection/maintenance strategy in which the failure probability of a component is kept below an
established uu-get probability during its service life and the total expected cost, defined as the
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Table I. Load processparameters.

Me" c.o.v, pdf l (rr-l) ti l Ill i i I TIIW|II [ I I II In I II

Dead Load 1.00 Dn 0.07 Normal... --- 40 _,ears
Live Load 0.40 Ln 0.50 TypeI 0.5 3 months' ' i

*Dn and Ln are nominal loads.

Llnar DamageMoclol

0 10 2O SO 4O SO 6O

Tlme, years

Figure I I. Failure probability with multiple inspections/repairs.

sum of the cost of inspections/repairsand the expected loss due to failure, is minimized [40]. In
situations where the cost of failure dominates the expected total cost, the optimum policy
involves inspection/repairat nearlyuniformintervalsduringthe service life of the structure.

4. APPLICATIONOF PROGRAMRESULTS

Potential regulatory applicationsof this research include: (1) improvedpredictions of long-
term material and structuralperformance and available safety margins at future times, (2)
establishment of limits on exposure to environmental stressors, (3) reductionin total reliance by
'icensing on inspection and surveillance through development of a methodology which will
:nable the integrity of structures to be assessed (either pre- or post-accident), and (4)
improvementsin damage inspection methodology throughpotential incorporation,)f results into
nar.ionalstandardswhich could be referenced by standardreview plans.
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EXPERIMENTS TO EVALUATE BEHAVIOR
OF CONTAINMENT PIPING BELLOWS

UNDER SEVERE' ACCIDENT CONDITIONS I

L. D. Lambert,M. B. Parks
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque,NM 87185

Abstract

Bellows are an integral part of the containment pressure
boundaryin nuclearpowerplants. They are used at piping
penetrations to allow relative movement between piping
and the containmentwall. In a severe accidentthey may be
subjected to high pressure and temperature, and a
combinationof axial and lateraldeflections. A test program
to determine the leak-tight capacity of containment
penetration bellowsis being conductedat Sandia National
Laboratories,Albuquerque,New Mexico. Several different
bellows geometries, representative of actual containment
bellows, are being subjectedto extreme deflections along
with pressure and temperature loads. The bellows
geometries and loading conditions are described along
with the testing apparatus and procedures. A total of
thirteentests have been conducted. The tests showed that
bellows are capable of withstanding relatively large
deformations,up to, or near, the point of full compression
before developingleakage. The teqt data is presentedand
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

,The bellowstests are part of the ContainmentIntegrityPrograms [1], which are being
conducted at Sandia under the sponsorshipof the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). The final goalof the ContainmentIntegrityProgramsis to generate a complete
set of validated methods that can be used to predict containment behavior when
subjectedto severe accidentconditions. In pursuitof this goal, a seriesof scale model
containment buildings have been tested to failure. The models were subjected to
static internal overpressurizationat ambient temperatures, with the response being
monitoredby a large numberof sensors. The measuredresponsewas then compared

IThis work was supportedby the U.S.Nuclear RegulatoryCommissionandperformedat SandiaNational
Labonltories,which is operatedby theU. S. Departmentof Energy undercontractnumberDE-AC04-94AL85000.
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with analytical results that were compiled both before and after the test, in order to
verify the analytical methods.

Because of the limited number and scale of the containment models, separate
programs have been conducted to further investigate the severe accident behavior of

containment penetrations. Electrical penetration assemblies, compression seals and
gaskets, inflatable seals, personnel aidocks, and equipment hatches have been
tested. These programs are summarized in Reference 1. The ongoing bellows
experiments are a part of the containment penetration test series.

BACKGROUND

The bellows test program was initiated as a result of concems that bellows Could be a
possible source of containment leakage during a severe accident. Bellows are used
at the piping penetrations of steel containments to minimize the Ioadings imposed on
the containment shell by differential movement between the pipe and the containment

wall. Since these bellows are an integral part of the containment pressure boundary,
they are subjected to the same conditions as the containment building. During a
severe accident, those conditions would involve combinations of axial and lateral
displacements,, internal pressure, and elevated temperatures. Analytical methods
were unable to model the bellows at the large deformations required for bellows
failure [2], therefore, an experimental program was initiated. The objective of this
program is to determine if bellows are a possible source of containment leakage
during a severe accident, and if so, to develop methods to estimate the conditions that
would likely cause such a failure.

Bellows are used primarily in steel containments, and are of two main types [3]. One
.type, used in both Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
containments, is process piping bellows, which vary in size from 6 to 60 inches in
diameter. The other type is vent line bellows that are used in BWR Mk-I containments.
They range in size from 65 to 125 inches in diameter. Process piping bellows are
normally constructed of two plies of SA240, type 304, stainless steel which are
separated by a thin wire mesh (-.0.010-inch wire diameter). The redundant outer ply
provides a check for leakage of the bellows by pressurizing the space between plies
and noting any drop in pressure. Vent line bellows are typically one-ply;
approximately 10% are two-ply. Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the relative location and
construction details of some typical containment bellows.

Bellows are designed to accommodate differential movements that occur between the
containment shell and the pipe to which they are attached. The design basis for these
movements are obtained by summing the maximum deformations associated with
normal operation, safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), and loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). The design standards are provided by the Expansion Joint Manufacturers
Association (EJMA) [4]. Normally, bellows are conservatively designed to withstand
about 5000 cycles of design-basis loading, although they typically experience only a
few minimal cycles due to startup and shutdown of the reactor. Design capabilities of
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two-ply bellows to resist pressure is also very conservative,as each ply is sized to
resist the full containment design pressure.

Drywell_

.=,J_l

FigureI. BWRMark-]Containment

rwellSleeve

Pipe
Bellows

_II Spool(2)
Pmmw

6.60"

I
' Figure2:TypicalProcessPipingBellowsConfiguration
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Figure 3: TypicalVent LineBellows Configuration
i

In the event of a severe accident, the bellows would be subjected to pressure,
temperature, and deflectionswell beyond the design basis. In most cases, radial
growth of the containmentdue to internal pressure would impose axial compression
on the bellows. In a few cases, the bellows would be elongated due to the bellows
being installedon the inside of containment. The bellows would also be deflected
transversely, due to the upward movement of the containmentcaused by pressure
actingon the dome, and/orthermalgrowth of the containmentshell. It is likelythat the
bellowswould fail if the convolutionsbecome fully compressed. Failurewould occur
as the end spools(see Figure2) cut throughthe thin bellowsmaterial or as a resultof
failure of the connectionof the end spoolsto the piping,sincethese connectionswere
not designedfor transferringthe movement (loading)of the containmentshell directly
to the piping.

After determiningthat no data on the performance of bellows subjected to severe
accident conditionsexisted, a test series was formulated to examine the behavior of
variousbellowsgeometriesundersevere accident Ioadings. The test seriescontained
thirteen tests of nine different bellows geometries that are representative of those
found in actualcontainments.

The test series subjectedrepresentativebellowsto severe accident Ioadings. During
the tests, various levels and combinations of internal pressure, temperature, axial
compressionor elongation, and lateral deformation were applied. The goal of this
research program is to develop methods to predict the pressure and deformation
conditionsthat would likely cause a tear in the bellows,which would producea leak
path throughthe containmentboundary.
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Because of the insignificantnumber and magnitudeof loadingcycles during normal
operating conditions,it was decided to test the bellows in like-new conditionwithout
consideringfatigue issues. Corrosionwas also not consideredin these experiments.
Additionaltestingof bellowsin a degradedconditionis planned.

i

The material properties of type 304 stainless steel, which is used in the bellows
.construction,degrades with increasingtemperature. The elongation(or 'ductility')at
failure is reduced by about 35% fromambientto 400°F (see Figure4). Since ductility
is importantin determiningbellowstearing,some of the bellowstests were conducted
at temperaturesof 425° + 25°F.

1
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Figure 4. Effect of Elevated Temperature on Fu, Fy, and e

of Type 304 Stainless Steel

TEST SPECIMENS

The specimen geometries were selected after a lengthysearchto determine the types
most frequently used by the nuclear power industry,and to derive a representative
cross-sectionof thosetypes. An effort to includeextremesin numbersof convolutions,
depth of convolutionsand universalversussingle elementbellows(see Figure 5) was
made.
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The geometry of the tested bellows specimensis providedin Table 1. Figures6 and 7
define the bellowsconvolutionparameters listedin Table I.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

The BellowsTest Series is divided intotwo test types. There are 11 tests of Phase I
specimensand 2 testsof Phase II specimens. Phase I tests are intendedto determine
which, if any, of nine different geometries are more likelyto leak when subjected to
severe accidentconditions,and to determinethe capacityof bellowsin general. Table
2 providesa descriptionof the Phase I tests.

Phase II specimensare representativeof specificbellowsgeometries,with one of the
specimensrepresentingapproximately1:4- scale vent line bellows(VL specimens) in
a BWR Mark - I and the other one being representativeof a full size process piping
bellows(PP specimens)in a PWR containment.

As shown in Table 1, a total of two tests were performed in Phase II. The
displacementsand pressuresspecifiedfor thissequenceare derivedfrom analyses of
the responseof a containmentto severe accidentconditions. The first test of Phase II
was of specimen PP-2. Table 2 provides a list of the combinations of internal
pressure, lateral deformationand axial compressionthat were applied. The bellows
specimenswere heldat 425° + 25°F at all timesduringthe test. As shown in Table 2,
the intemal pressure, axial compression,and lateraldeformationwere increased until
the bellows was fully compressed at an internal pressure of approximately75 psig.
Per the test plan, if the bellows is still intact when fully compressed, the applied test
conditionsare reversed by removingaxial and lateral deformation as well as internal
pressure at the same rate at which each was originally applied. This process
continues until either a crack develops or until all originallyapplied deformationand
pressurehas been removed.
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Table 1: Bellows Test Specimen Data

Inner Numberof Ply Convolution Convolution End Center
Specimen Number PressureDiameterConvolutionsNumberof Thickness Depth Pitch Tangent Spool

I.D. ReQuired _ d..;(in._ N Plies.n LOD_. w (in.) a (_in.) _it_
Phase I:

A-8-2 3 75 12.00 8 2 0.020 0.50 0.50 1.00 Single*
A-8-2-e** 1 75 12.00 8 2 0.020 0.50 0.50 1.00 Single
A-8-1-e 1 75 12.00 8 1 0.020 0.50 0.50 1.00 Single
B-8-2 2 45 12.00 8 2 0.020 1,25 0.75 1.00 Single
B-8-2-e 1 45 12.00 8 2 0.020 125 0.75 1.00 Single
B-8-1-e 1 45 12.00 8 1 0.020 125 0.75 1.00 Single
B-12-2 2 45 12.00 12 2 0.020 125 0.75 1.00 Single

Subtotal 11

w Phase IhO't
UJ

PP-2 1 25 19.25 6 2 0.031 1.50 1.00 2.00 9.50
VL-2 1 75 19.25 4 2 0.020 0.50 0.50 1.0C 3.00

Subtotal 2

Total 13

SpecimenI.D. numbersinPhase I testsdenotethebellowsconstruction.The first letter(A or B) indicatesconvolutiondepth. Thefirst
numberindicatesthe numberof convolutions(8 or 12), and thesecondnumberindicatesone ortwoplies.

*SpecimensA and B are singlebellows. PP (processpiping)andVL (vent line)are universal(2 convolutedsectionswitha center
spool) bellows.

**'e" indicatesthatthe end tangentshallbe attachedto theouterdiameterof theend spoolfor these specimens(total4). Allother
detailsof the conoectionare thesame as shownin Figures6 and7. The endtangentsof the remainingspecimensshallbe attachedto
the innerdiameteras shownin F_jure7.



Table 2
Load Combinations for PP-2

Phase II Test

Internal Lateral Axial
Pressure Deformation Compression

0.2 0.24 0.13
0.6 0.73 0.39
1.0 1.21 0.64
5.0 1.34 0.73
10 1.48 0.85
20 1.71 1.08
30 1.90 1.26
40 2.14 1.47
45 2.06 1.59
50 2.22 1.77
52 2.25 1.89
54 2.28 2.08
56 2.31 2.35
58 2.33 2.80
60 2.34 3.61
62 2.37 4.45
64 2.39 5.37
66 2.40 6.37
68 2.42 7.43
70 2.44 8.55
72 2.46 9.85
74 2.48 11.25
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The other Phase II test was of specimenVL-2. For this test, the VL-2 specimenwas
simultaneously subjected to axial compression, internal pressure, and lateral
deformation. These !oadingswere linearly increased from ambient conditionssuch
that the internalpressure was 150 psig and the lateral deformationwas linch when
the bellows were fully compressedaxially. All pointson the bellows specimenwere
held at 425 ° :f.25°F throughoutthe test. Per the test plan, if the bellows is still intact
when fullycompressed,the appliedtestconditionsare reversedby removingaxial and
laleral deformationas well as internalpressureat the same rate at which each wu
originally applied. This process cor_tinuesuntil either a crack develops or until all
originallyapplieddeformationand pressurehas been removed.

TEST APPARATUS

All of the bellows specimens were tested on a hydraulically actuated load frame
(Figure 8). The cylindersthat load the bellowsin the axial and lateraldirectionshave
force capabilitiesof 350,000 poundsand 250,000 pounds,respectively. The hydraulic
power unit containsa variable flow pumpfor each cylinder. The flow rate is adjusted
before the start of the test. The load frame is displacement-controlledby a computer
that operates solenoid valves controllingthe hydraulicsystem, based on operator
commandsand input fromdisplacementtransducers. That computeralso controlsthe
pressureand oil circulatingsystemand recordstest data.

Figure 8. BellowsLoadFrame
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A second computer receives load, displacement, internal pressure, and temperature
data from the first and displays it in a window over a video image of the specimen
duringthe test for recordingon videotape.

A stillcamera also captures imagesof the bellowsspecimenduringthe test. A grid is
•superimposedover the image of the bellows by means of a partially reflective glass
platelocated infront of the camera, wherethe image of the gridis reflected.

The test specimen is bolted intothe loadframe by means of flangesthat are weldedto
the end spoolsof the bellows, The bellowsis positionedso that the axial dimensionis
equal to the free length of the bellows measured outside of the load frame. The
bellowsis ther. incrementallydisplacedas the test progresses. In the case of a test
that includes internal pressure, or internal pressure and temperature, as test
parameters,the bellowsis filledwithoil priorto being mountedinthe load frame.

The pressurizingsystemis nitrogengas over oil,which minimizesthe storedenergy in
the test specimen and facilitates the input of heat to the specimenfor the elevated

.temperature tests.

Instrumentationused during testing consists of strain gages (ambient temperature
only; Figure 9), displacement transducers, load cells, thermocouples, pressure
transducers,and flowmeters. Strain gageswere not used on the elevated temperature
tests due to difficultiesin measuringlargestrainsat elevated temperatures.

oso_ _ ,soi sooocl°

o_ "/ . ....... o-
SG8 SO? SO6

Figure 9. StrainGageLocations

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

Thirteen tests have been conducted. These tests subjectedbellowsto extreme axial
and lateral deformations such as those that could be experienced during a severe
accident. The bellows have demonstratedthe ability to withstandlarge deformations
before developing leakage. Most of the test specimens were able to endure one
complete cycle of full compression, or full extension, with 2 inches of lateral
displacementand remain leak tight.
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The test identification number is coded to indicate the test phase (I or II), the test
number(1 through20) and the test type (e.g. CL, SE, etc.-see Table 4).

Table 3
Description of Phase I Tests

MaximumTest
Test no. Soecimen I,D. .T.9..stDesianation Pressure (osia_

CompressionTests:

2 A-8-2 SC 150
3 B-8-2 SC 75
4 B-8-2 SCT 75
9 B-12-2 SC 75

10 B-12-2 SCT 75
11 A-8-2 CL 0
12 A-8-2 LC 0

ElongationTests:

13 A-8-1-e SE 0
14 A-8-2-e SE 0
15 B-8-1-e SE 0
16 B-8-2-e SE 0

Test
Designation Procedure

CL Axiallycompressthe bellowsuntilall convolutionrootsare fully
compressed. If the bellowsare ;_tillleak-tight,apply lateraldeformation
untila tear inthe bellowsoccurs. No internalpressurewillbe applied
duringthis test.

LC Apply lateraloffsetuntilthe bellowsbecomeunstable(i.e., very small
increasein lateral loadproducesrelativelylarge lateraldeformation). If
the bellowsare still intact,applyaxialcompressionuntilall convolutions
are fully compressed. If the bellowsare still intactafter beingfully
compressed,applyadditional lateraldeformationuntila tear develops in
the bellows. No internalpressurewillbe appliedduringthis test.

SC Simultaneouslyapply internalpressure,axial compressionand lateral
deformation. Internalpressure,axialcompressionand lateral
deformationshallbe increasedlinearlysuchthat the internalpressure
pressurelevel in Table 2 is reachedwhenthe totalapplied lateral
deformationis 2" andthe bellowsare fully compressed.
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Table 3 (cont.)

If the bellowsare stillintact after beingfully compressed,reversethe
appliedtest conditionsby removingaxial and lateral deformationas well
as internalpressureat the same rate at whicheach was originally '
applied. Continueunloadinguntileither a crack developsor untilall
originallyapplied displacementand pressurehas been removed.

SCT Same as SC excepttest temperatureis425° ± 25°F throughout,the
specimenfor the entiretest.

SE Simultaneouslyapplyaxial elongationand lateral deformation. Axial
elongationand lateraldeformationshallbe increased linearlysuchthat
the totalappliedlateral deformationis 2" when the bellowsare fully
elongated. If the bellowsare stillleak-tightafter being fully elongated,
reversethe appliedtest conditionsby removingelongationand lateral
deformationat the same rate at which eachwas originallyapplied.
Continuethisprocessuntileithera crackdevelops or untilall originally
applied deflectionhas been removed. No internalpressurewillbe
appliedduringthis test.

Most containment bellows are installed outside containment, where they would be
subjectedto intemal pressureand compressivedisplacementsin the event of a severe
accident. In a few cases, however, bellows are installed inside containment, and
wouldbe subjectedto extemal pressureand elongationduringa severe accident.

Because of the relativelySmallnumber of bellowslocatedinside containment,and the
added cost and complexityof subjectingtest specimensto external pressure dudng
the tests, it was decided that external pressure would not be included in the 'SE'
elongationtypetests.

The test resultsof all the tests are summarizedinTable4.

Phase I Elongation Tests

Those tests that subjectedbellowsto elongationwere tests 1-13 through1-162 (Figure
10). In all cases, the bellows exhibited remarkable capabilities to remain leak-tight
aher severe deformation.Two of the four specimens(A-8-1-e, A-8-2-e) remained leak-
tight after being displaced to their maximum extension, where all the convolutions
were flattened out and the bellows was essentiallya cylinderagain (Figure 11). The
other two specimens(B-8-1-e, B-8-2-e) were almost fullyextended before developing
a leak. The bellowswith the deeper convolutionswere more than twice their original
lengthat full extension.

2These:tests followed the SE loadingcondition that is described inTable 3.
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Figure 10. Bellows Specimen A-8-1e-I Figure 11. Bellows Specimen A-8-1e-I
(Test I-13-SE) At begining of Leakage

(Test I- 13-SE)



Table 4
Bellows Failure Conditions

Axial Lateral
Test Spgcimen r.__LUJLg_ Temperature .Compression

(psig) (°F) (in.) (in.)

I-11-CL A-8-2-1 NA NA 3-1/43 2-5/8
I-12-LC A-8-2-2 NA NA 3-3/83 2-3/8
1-13-SE A-8-1-e NA NA -5-3/44 1-1/4
1-14-SE A-8-2-e NA NA -6 4 2
I- 15-SE B-8-1-e NA NA -174 2
I-16-SE B-8-2-e NA NA -184 2
I-3-SC B-8-2-1 75 NA, 4-3/43 2-1/4

I-4-SCT B-8-2-2 65 415 4-5/8 1-7/8
I-2-SCT A-8-2-3 150 420 3-3/43 2
I-10-SCT B-12-2-1 68 410 7-3/8 1-7/8

I-9-SC B-12-2-2 72 NA 8-3/8 2
11-19-SCT VL-2 150, 415 33 2-7/8
11-17-SCT PP-2 74 400 10-1/23 5

Phase I Axial Compression Tests
I

A totalof seven Phase I tests were conducted in whichthe bellowswere compressed
axially. Two tests were done to determine the most severe loadingsequence for the
bellows. In one test (I-12-LC) the specimen was subjected to a 2 inch lateral
displacementfollowedby compressingthe bellows until all the convolutionsand the
end spoolswere in metal-to-metalcontact (Figure 12)5. The lateraldisplacementwas
limited to 2 inches based on conservative estimates of the amount of vertical
displacement that the containment building could experience during a severe
accident6. The other test (I-11-CL) reversed the loadingsequence with the bellows
beingfully compressedat the start of lateraldisplacement(Figure 13). In both cases,
the bellows remained leak-tight up to the point of full compression and further
displacementin the lateraldirectionwas requiredto cause a leak. In test 1-12-LC,the
loading sequence was reversed and the specimen was returned to the starting point
and loaded again, before being displaced laterally to approximately 2-3/8 inches
where a leak developed.

Five other tests examined bellowsperformancewhen subjectedto additional loads in
the form of elevated temperatureand pressure. All of these tests were simultaneous
compressivetests, with the displacementbeing incrementedboth axially and laterally
at each loadstep.

3Reachedfull compressionwithoutleakage.
4Elongationshownasnegativevalue.
5At this point, the bellows condition is defined as 'fully compressed'.
6Two inches seems to be an upper bound on the gap between the outside of the piping and the containment opening.
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Figure 12. Bellows Specimen A-8-2-2 Figure 13. Bellows Specimen A-8-2-1
Fully Compressed Fully Compressed
(Test I- 12-LC) (Test I- 11-CL)



The pressure was also incremented so that the maximum pressure was reached
concurrent with maximum displacement. The temperature of the bellows was
increased to 425°F + 25°F before the start of an elevated temperature test. The
temperature was maintained throughout the test.

One test was completed using a bellows with 1/2 inch deep convolutions (Test I-2-
SCT) and two-ply construction. The bellows temperature was 425°F throughout the
test. The specimen was subjected to full axial compression and 2 inch lateral
displacement without leaking. The internal pressure was 150 psig at the maximum
displacements. Upon reversing the displacement direction so that the bellows was
being extended toward its original dimensions, a leak developed through one ply.
Only after being fully compressed and extended for a second time, did the bellows
develop a leak through both plies.

Tests I-3-SC and I-4-SCT were conducted on identical specimens with 1-1/4 inch
convolution depth. Both specimens were subjected to internal pressure, but only the
specimen tested in I-4-SCT was heated to 425°F. Both specimens remained leak-tight
during large displacements. The heated specimen failed just before reaching the fully
compressed state, at axial and lateral displacements of 4-5/8 inches and 1-7/8 inches,
respectively, at an internal pressure of 65 psig (full compression would have occurred
at axial displacement of 5 inches), however, the room temperature bellows remained
leak-tight up to the point Of full axial compression. The room temperature bellows
eventually failed during the reversal of displacement direction (displacements of 4-1/4
inches and 2 inches axially and laterally, respectively) after maximum axial and lateral
displacements of 4-3/4 inches and 2-1/4 inches, respectively (Figures 14 & 15).

The fact that the bellows in the elevated test failed earlier than identical bellows at
room temperature is consistent with the loss of ductility that occurs in the bellows
material with increasing temperature, as shown in Figure 4.

The bellows constructed with deeper convolutions develop sharp creases in the crest
of the convolutions relatively early in the displacement cycle compared to the bellows
with shallower convolutions. Development of these sharp creases appeared to be
soon followed by tears in the bellows material. Thus, the bellows with relatively
shallow convolutions seem to be more resistant to extreme deformations than those
with deeper convolutions. An example of the sharp creases developed in specimen B-
8-2-1 during Test I-3-SC is shown in Figure 16. These sharp creases eventually tear
and leak.

Two identical bellows with 12 of the deeper convolutions were examined in tests I-9-
SC and 1-10-SCT. The convolutions are 1-1/4 inch deep and are very flexible (Figure
17). A relatively large axial displacement was required to close the gap between all
the convolutions and the end spools. The bellows were subjected to more than 8
inches of axial compression along with 2 inches of lateral deflection. Again, the
heated bellows failed slightly earlier than the room temperature specimen.
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Figure 14. Bellows Specimen B-8-2-1
Fully Compressed

(Test I-3-SC)

Figure 15. Bellows Specimen B-8-_2-2
Fully Compressed
(Test I-4-SCT)
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Figure 16. Bellows Specimen B-8-2-1
Tear at Sharp Crease

(Test I-3-SC)

Figure 17. Bellows Specimen B- 12-2-2
(Test I-9-SC)
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The axial and lateral displacementsat the time of leakage for the elevated temperature
test was 7-3/8 inches and 1-7/8 inches, respectively, (Figure 18) versus 8-3/8 inches
and 2 inches, respectively, 'for the room temperature test (Figure 19). Neither of the
bellows reached the point of full axial compression before leakage began, but even
the specimen tested at elevated temperature was over 85% compressed. For both
specimens, full compression would have been reached at an axial displacement of
approximately 8-1/2 inches. Internal pressure for the two tests were 72 psig for Test I-
9-SC and 68 psig for Test I-IO-SCT. In these tests the failure mode was different than
most of the previous tests. Immediately prior to leakage, the bellows convolutions
were observed to roll over the end spool. The specimens have not been dissected to
see exactly where the leak occurred, but it appeared to be a case of the spool cutting
into the thin bellows material.

Phase II Tests

Two tests were completed on the larger piping penetration and vent-line bellows
specimens. The vent line bellows specimen that was tested was a universal bellows
of two ply construction. The testwas 11-19-SCT,utilizing specimen VL-2. Figure 20
shows the bellows at the start of the test. Insulation covers the end spools and lower
part of the bellows to aid in maintaining the test temperature. The test was conducted
at 425°F, with a maximum internal pressure of 150 psig. The specimen proved to be
very durable, and was subjected to two complete cycles of compression and extension
without developing a leak. The lateral displacement was limited to 1 inch during the
compression cycle because the specimen is approximately 1:4 scale, and that
displacement is a conservative value for lateral shear that could be imposed by a
containment building. After enduring two complete compression cycles, the bellows
was sheared an additional amount laterally, while fully compressed at an internal
pressure of 150 psig. The specimen developed a leak through the outside ply at a
lateral displacement of approximately 2-1/2 inches and leaked through both plies at
approximately 2-7/8 inches lateral displacement (Figure 21).

The last test that was completed in this series was a full size piping penetration
bellowsidentifiedas PP-2 (Figure 22). The specimenwas a universalbellowsof two-
plyconstruction. The test identificationnumber was 11-17-SCT. The test followedthe
parameters tabulated in Table 2, which represent a severe accident scenario for this
type of bellows. The specimen was maintained at 425°F during the test, with a
maximum internal pressure of 74 psig at full axial compression. The specimen
developeda leak throughthe innerplyafter being fullycompressed. The outer plydid
not develop a leak after two complete loading cycles. At this point, the bellows was
displaced laterally an additional distance for a total lateral displacement of
approximately5 inches (Figure 23), which was the limit of the test apparatus. The
directionof displacementwas then reversedso that the bellowswas being retumedto
lateral zero while maintainingfull axial compressionand maximum internal pressure.
The outer plybegan leakingas the lateraldisplacementapproached 1-3/4 inches.
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Figure 18. Bellows Specimen B- 12-2-1
Begining of Leakage

(Test I- 10-SCT)

Figure 19. Bellows Specimen B- 12-2-2
Begining of Leakage

(Test I-9-SC)
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Figure 20. Bellows Specimen VL-2
(Test II- 19-SCT)

Figure 21. Bellows Specimen VL-2
Begining of Leakage

(Test II- 19-SCT)
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Figure 22. Bellows Specimen PP-2
(Test II- 17-SCT)

Figure 23. Bellows Specimen PP-2
Fully Compressed
(Test If- 17-SCT)
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DISCUSSION

The tests that have been conducted thus far indicate that bellows are capable of
enduringextreme loads in the form of relatively large displacements, and elevated
internal pressure and temperature while remaining leak tight. Bellows capacity is
somewhat degraded by temperature,but they stillare capable of remaining leak-tight
duringextreme conditions.

As expected, the universal type of bellows can withstand more extreme lateral
displacements due to its design. Sharp creases do not develop until the lateral
displacementis very large. Another geometric factor that affects performance is the
depth of convolutions. The deeper convolutions develop sharp creases with less
lateral displacement than those with shallow convolutions. Tears usuallydeveloped
at one of these creases. The deeper convolutionsalso seem more prone to roll over
the end spoolsand possiblybe sheared by them.

These tests show that a wide range of containmentbellows, if in 'good'condition,will
remain leak-tightup to, or near, the point of full axial compression,while sul:,jectedto
extreme conditionsof internal pressure,elevated temperature,and lateral deformation.
After being fully compressed, additional outward movement of the containmentwill
likely cause large leakage as the bellows are either cut by the end spools or the
connection of the bellows to the end spools will fail, since it was not designed to
withstandthis type of loading.

Since all the bellows in this series were tested in 'like-new'condition,the question of
degraded capacity as a result of corrosionhas not been answered. The specimens
that were not tested during this series of tests will be subjected to accelerated
corrosionand testedat a laterdate.
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ABSTRACT

The methodologies and acceptance criteriafor seismic qualification of equipment are
provided in IEEE Std. 344 endorsed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in
the StandardReview Plan. The IEEE Standardallows seismic qualificationby use of the
similarity analysis method. Data availablefrom past earthquakeevents or vibrationtests
can be used in this regard. The nuclear industry has collected a vast amount of
earthquakeexperience and test data in the last decade, and is planning to use it for
seismic qualificationof equipmentin advanced light waterreactor(ALWR) plants. This
paper discusses the existing data bases including their limitationsand describes the ways
these databases can be used for equipmentqualificationin ALWR plants.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Seismic qualificationof a componentdemonstrates its abilityto perform an intended function in
a given vibratory environment. The science of seismic qualificationprovides reliable as well as cost-
effective methods for implementation. The aim is to simulate the desired vibratory environmentand
operate the component to verify its functionality. The seismic qualification methods can be broadly
divided into three groups: testing; dynamic and static analysis; and similarity analysis. In a test
program, the component is tested under static or dynamic loads, and its performance is monitored. In
a structuralanalysis, static or dynamic, a mathematicalmodel is createdto representthe component and
the responses under the appropriate loads are analytically computed. In a similarity analysis, a
component that has been already qualified (e.g., either by testing, or by dynamic or static analysis) is
used as a referenceand the targetcomponent is compared with the referencecomponent to demonstrate
similarity. The selection of one or more of the above methods depends on the qualification attributes
such as functionalityand structural integrity. The ultimateobjectiveis to demonstratethat the component
functions. For some components, a demonstrationof structuralintegrityensures their functionality. On
the other hand, a componentmay be severely damaged butstill performsits intendedfunction. In order
to avoid such occurrences, one may choose to demonstrateboth functionality and structural integrity,
especially since the damaged state of a componentis extremely nonlinearand the functionality may not
be repeatable. Thus, the selection andsuccessful implementationof an appropriatequalificationmethod
depends on adequateknowledge of the use and function of the component.

So far in the above discussion, the term "component"has been used in a general sense such that
either a structural memberor an equipmentitem can be called a component. In a broader sense, the
above discussion is equally applicable for a system which consists of a numberof sub-systemsor smaller
items. An experimentalprogramprovidesmore reliable results butis typically more expensive thanother
means. Moreover, it may have limited use unless the results can be extended to other components.
Thus, in an initial phase, an experimentalapproach is used, and when sufficient knowledge has been
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gained, the mathematicalor similarity analysis method is employed. This has been the case with
qualification of structural components. Basic parametersand validation of the analysis models are
demonstrated by testing. Areas requiringfurther knowledge are still being addressed by testing (recent
examples: validationof stiffness of shearwalls, failure analysisof block walls, response in soil-structure
interaction).

For the remaining discussions in this paper, the term "component" is used in a narrower sense
to mean "equipment." Seismic qualification of equipment has been extensively performed in the last 25
years for nuclear power plants. A large number of dynamic test programs have been carried out using
laboratory shake tables. On the other hand, several strong earthquakes occurred during this period and
their consequences on equipment in industrial applications have been studied by the industry. This data
:base can also be used to verify seismic capability of equipment.

Recently, there have been several efforts to collect the existing test and earthquakeexperience
data for nuclear power plant equipment [1,2]. Some of this information is currently being used for
addressing seismic adequacy of equipment in existing older nuclear power plants underthe scope of the
NRC Unresolved Safety Issue A-46. An important conclusion of the above efforts is that certain
equipment classes perform much better than others in a vibratory environment.

Currently, the industry is designing a new generation of reactors (Advanced Light Water Reactors
or ALWRs) and attempting to use the experience data base for qualification of equipment in these plants.
This paper discusses the strengths and weaknesses of these data bases, and describes the ways these data
bases can be used for seismic qualification of equipment in ALWR plants. The approach that is employed
to make use of an experience data base for qualification is the similarity analysis. Therefore, the method
of qualification by similarity analysis is described first.

2.0 SIMILARITY ANALYSIS

An equipment item that is similar to one in the experience data base is expected to perform in
a similar manner in a similar vibratory environment. In other words, if the equipment item can be shown
to be similar to one that has successfully withstood a specified vibratory motion, it will be qualified up
to that vibration level, typically measured in terms of a response spectrum. Thus, a similarity of both
the equipment items and vibratory motions should be demonstrated.

For equipmentsimilarity, a knowledge of the equipment design, its functional mechanisms, weak
linksand dynamic responses is required. The equipmentmass, mass distribution, size, stiffness, model
numbers, etc. are frequentlyused for comparison.

On the other hand, a demonstration of similarity of the vibratory environment requires knowledge
of the damage potential of the vibratory motions. This is accomplished by comparison of the response
spectra, power spectral densities, frequency contents, peak-to-RMS ratios, etc.

If both the above similarity comparisons are established, the "similar" equipment item is qualified
for the "similar" vibratory environment. Any extrapolation of "similarity" beyond the above definition
will require further justifications.
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3.0 EXPERIENCE DATA BASES

The experience databases can be groupedinto three majorcategories accordingto their sources:
past qualification,earthquakeevents, andequipmentdevelopment. The relativestrengthsandweaknesses
of each data base are furtherdiscussed as follows:s

Past Qualification - This type of data base is available with EPRI, NRC, vendors and testing
laboratories. The strengthof this database is that the vibrationdatahave been controlled and monitored,
and therefore are reliable. The weakness is that often not enough details of equipmentare available in
the qualification documents. This is especially true for data bases with EPRI, NRC and testing
laboratories.

Earthquake Experience - EPRIand its consultantsmaintaina vast amountof earthquakeexperiencedata.
The strengthof this data base is that the informationof equipmentcan be obtainedto the desired details.
Another attractive feature is that the data represent real earthquakeevents. But, the actual motion
experienced by equipmentin almost all cases is estimated and expected to be narrow-banded.

Equipment Development - As partof developmentof their products, the vendors most often performed
testing that provides an in-depth knowledge aboutequipmentperformance including weak links. The
vibratory motion is also well characterized. But, typically such information is proprietary to the
respective manufacturersor vendors.

Regardless of the data bases, the following general observations can be made as a result of
general discussions of these databases available in the public domain:

t

* Certait_equipment classes are by design simple and can sustain high seismic motions.
s For certainequipmentclasses, the weak links arewell understoodand the qualification levels are

adequatelyknown.
• Certainequipment classes are by design complex and sensitive to vibratorymotions.

These observations provide the necessary inspiration for development of an approach for
qualificationby use of the experience data.

4.0 QUALIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT IN ALWR PLANTS

For ALWR plants, the experience data bases are given as described above but the equipment
types to be qualified are unknown since they have not yet been designed and the design details are not
known. Currently, the basic requirementsfor seismic qualificationof equipmentare documented in the
IEEE Std 344 [3] and NRC StandardReview Plan [4]. In order to verify whether the experience data
bases can be used for qualificationof equipment in ALWR plants, the NRC has appointed an Expert
Panelt. Using the following parameters,the Panel recommendedcategorizationof equipmentinto three
general groups and a graded approachfor qualificationof each group:

1The Expert Panel consists of the author andDrs. Daniel Kana, RobertKennedy and Anshei Schiff. The
views expressed in this paper are not necessarily supportedby other Panel members and the NRC.
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• Excitation-relateddamage severity potential
• Degree of equipment malfunction sensitivity
• Uncertaintyassociated with identificationof malfunction mechanisms.

4.1 Qr0UP1 Equipment

The Group 1 equipment classes are those (a) that by design demonstrate sufficient resistance to
seismic motion; Co) that are designed for special considerations, e.g., operating loads, mechanical
vibration; and (c) whose function is insensitive to seismic motion. For this group of equipment, less
rigors are required to demonstratesimilarity of equipment and motion.

4.2 Group2 Eouioment- - -

The Group 2 equipment classes are not fit for Group 1 categorization but their malfunction
mechanisms are sufficiently known from past experience. A rigorous similarity analysis is required for
this group with a particular emphasis on the malfunction rfiechanism.

• 4.3 Group 3 Eouioment- ..

The Group 3 equipment classes are not fit for Groups 1 and 2, and are typically complex
equipment whose malfunction mechanisms are not well identified. Shake table testing or a combination
of testing and analysis is the recommended qualification approach for this group.

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are some general recommendations for the ALWR equipment design and
qualification:

• Learnfrom past practice, e.g., design weaknesses and failure occurrences.
• Use broader databases.
• Increase vendor participation.
• Eliminate past weak links with sound procurementspecifications.
• Encourageknownsound design practices through procurementspecifications.

The single-most importantpoint is that the industryshould strive for improvementof products
rather than expending resources on qualificationof poorly designed equipment since unlike in the past
the ALWR equipmentcan be procuredas desired by writing appropriatespecifications.
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ABSTRACT

The large-scaleseismictest(LSST)program atHua.lien,Taiwanisa follow-on
tothesoil-structureinteraction(SSI)experimentsatLotung,Taiwan. The
ElectricPower ResearchInstitute(EPRI)and theTaiwanPower Company
(Taipower)organizeda consortiumtoconducttheprogramand tooktheleadin
planningand managing theprogram.Otherorganizationsparticipatinginthe
consortiumthatareprovidingcofunding,cost-sharingand technicalaswellas
management inputtotheLSST programare:theU.S.NuclearRegulatory
Commission(NRC),theCentralResearchInstituteofElectricPower Industry
(CRIEPI),theTokyo ElectricPower Company (TEPCO),theCommissariatA
L'EnergieAtomique(CEA),theElectricitede France(EdF),Frarnatome,theKorea
ElectricPower Corporation(KEPCO),theKoreaInstituteofNuclearSafety(KINS)
and theKoreaPowerEngineeringCompany (KOPEC).

The LSST was initiatedinJanuary1990and isenvisionedtomonitorand
collectearthquakedataforfiveyearsfollowingthecompletionofthetestfacility
in1993.The goalofthisprogramistocollectrealearthquakeinducedsoil
structuredatainordertoevaluatecomputercodesusedinSSIanalysisofnuclear
power plantstructures.A majortaskcompletedin1993was theconstructionofa
I/4 scalemodel ofa reinforcedconcretecontainmentwithinstrumentation

locatedon thestructureand inthefieldalonga threedimensionalstrongground
motionarray.Alsotodatetwo forcedvibrationtests(FVT)havebeenconducted,
one withoutbackfilland one withbackfill.The designofa verticalfiatbottom
tankhasbe_ncompletedand constructionisongoing.Thispaperdescribes
progressoftheHualienprojectwithemphasison theFVT withoutbackfill(FVT-
I)and theblindpredictionresults.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Optimal seismic designs of massive structures typically seen in nuclear power
plants require a detailed understanding of dynamic soil-structure interaction
(SSI) effects. Numerous analytical and experimental studies on the SSI problems
have been performed for various research projects. Methods of analytical
approaches to the SSI problems have been investigated through experimental
studies like forced vibration tests (FVT) and earthquake observations in both
actual or model structures. However, most of the experimental studies have
been conducted at low acceleration levels and do not have sufficient information
on dynamic behavior of actual structures under strong earthquake motions.

The countries of France, Japan, Korea, Republic of China and the United
States are collaborating to investigate the 5SI effects during strong earthquakes.
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in cooperation with Taiwan Power
Company (Taipower) and companies from the aforementioned countries - the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Central Research Institute of
Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI), the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO),
the Commissariat A L'Enersie Atomique (CEA), the Electricite de France (EdF),
Framatome, the Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO), the Korea Institute
of Nuclear Safety (KINS) and the Korea Power Engineering _ompany (KOPEC) -
is conducting a large scale seismic test (LSST) in Hualien, Taiwan, which is
located in an area of high seismic activity. TEPCO is the sponsor of the FVT
series, and CRIEPI has conducted the geotechnical and soil tests. To evaluate the
reliability of the ,551methodologies, an extensively instrumented, one-quarter
scale containment model of a nuclear power plant has been constructed at
HuaUen and has been subjected to forced vibration tests.

The experiment is being performed in three phases:

• FVT-1 - Forced vibration tests prior to backfill of the soil surrounding the
model (discussed in this report).

• FVT-2 - Forced vibration tests after backfill.
• Actual earthquake events.

Each phase is comprised of a blind prediction and subsequent investigation of
the measured and predicted responses.

All organizations of the Hualien consortium participated in the blind
prediction phase of FVT-I. The data provided for the prediction included
geometric and mechanical properties of the containment model, soil data, force
exciter locations and the vibration measurement sensor locations.

Analytical results consist of normalized deflections and deflected shapes,
transfer functions and associated phase relationships. The results of these
prediction analyses will be systematically compared with the measured response
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data. The validities, conservatisms and sensitivities of the SSI analysis
methodologies and input parameters used in these analyses will be evaluated
and assessed through comparison and correlation of the analytically predicted
results with the measured responses. Differences between measured and
predicted responses will be shared as part of the lessons learned, and model
improvements will be incorporated from the results.

2.0 TEST MODEL

The 1/4-scale containment model test structure is a cylindrical shell of
reinforced concrete having a height of 16.13 meters, an outer diameter of 10.52
meters and a shell thickness of 0.30 meters. The roof slab and the footing slab
have thicknesses of 1.5 and 3.0 meters, respectively. The test structure has been
constructed after excavating to a depth of 5.0 meters below the ground surface,
and it rests on a gravelly layer.

The FVT-I analyses were performed using soil profiles described in Reference
I. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 provide the unified soil model of the ground just beneath
the model foundation and in the free field, respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 2-1, the differences in the soil profiles beneath the
foundation are in the 5-12 meter depth below ground level as indicated by lines
A and B. Line A presents the distribution of shear wave velocities measured
after the excavation. Line B describes shear wave velocities directly beneath the
foundation after construction of the containment model. The shear wave
velocities have been determined on the basis of the cross-hole test results and/or
the down-l_ole test results. To establish the deeper soil model, the shear wave
velocity distribution down to a depth of 200 meter has been given, as shown in
Figure 2-3.

Also, the soil densities have been obtained from dry densities of frozen
samples, and the soil material damping ratios have been decided on the basis of
the laboratory cyclic triax/al test data. The Poisson's ratios of the soils have been
calculated by using P and S wave velocities.

For the concrete structures, Taiwan Power Company has recommended using
material properties summarized in Table 2-1 [2]. The damping factor of 2% for
the concrete has been specified to perform the blind analyses.

For the forced vibration tests, steady-state forcing functions are applied by
using a ten ton exciter with sinusoidal harmonic motions. The horizontal
north-south (NS), the horizontal east-west (EW) and the vertical excitation cases
have been performed for the exciter set on the roof floor (elevation +11.13
meters) and on the first floor (elevation -2.00 meters). The selected test cases
used in the FVT-I blind analysis are as follows:
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s The horizontal NS excitation at the roof floor.
s The horizontal NS excitation at the first floor.
• The vertical excitation at the first floor.

The general layout of the measuring points and selected components used for
the FVT-1 blind analysis are listed in Table 2-2.

3.0 ANALYTI_L RESULTS

Various impedance-method (substructuring) and direct-method SSl
approaches have been utilized by the participants for the FVT-1 phase. The
containment structure and surrounding soil have been represented in the
various analysis with models ransing from simple lumped mass systems to
complete 3.dimensional (full, half or axisymmetric) finite element systems.

All analyses have been carried out to a rain/mum frequency of 20 Hz.
Normalized transfer functions and phase ansle relationships have been
calculated for specified load cases at selected locations. Maximum displacement
responses it any location have been obtained from the peak of the normalized
transfer function for that location.

The results found by the partidpattn 8 United States orsani_tions are
stmunartzed in Tables 3-1 to 3-5.

4,0 TEST COMPARISON

As discussed in Section 2 of this report, forced vibration tests (FVTs) were
performed on the 1/4-scale containment model by applyin 8 an excittn 8 force
senerated by an exdter installed on the first floor and on the roof slab. Directions
of excitation were in the horizontal north-south (NS), horizontal east-west (EW)
and vertical directions. Displacement meters measured the responses of the test
model and surmundin 8 soil surface. In addition, earth pressure cells recorded
soil pressure responses. All instruments for the FVTs (i.e., exciter, data
processin 8 system and displacement meters) were imported from Japan and
prepared a_ordin 8 to the execution pro_am.

The FVT-1 test was conducted in October and November 1992, and the l_rT-2
test was conducted in February 1993.

The fundamental frequencies, dampin 8 ratios and displacement ratios found
for FVT-1 are summarized in the following table [3]. The FVT-2 results are not
available since blind predictions have not been completed.
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Excitation Excitation _llturai Dampirq; Displacement Ratio (%)
Position Direction Frequent'y Factor Translation Rockl_ Deformation

(Hz) (%)
ill I I Jill Jill l It Ill lit l l It I tillS I i

Roof D1 4.1 3.6 12 67 21
D2 4.6 3.7 12 6.q 23

Buemat D1 4.z 3.6 .... 61 28.....
D2 4.6 3.7 12 66 22

euemat UD 1'1.0 29.4 (Soil) 83 ....... 17
ii ,i i , iii i , ,, , , ,, i,, iii H IHII i

Fundamental frequencies for FVT-1, before backfill, are about 4.1 Hz for D1
and 4.6 Hzfor D2, (D1 and D2 are the principal axes at 34 ° clockwise from NS) and
the dampiris factors are about 4% for both directions. The sway ratio in the
displacement at the roof floor is about 13% and that of rocking is about 64% for
basemat excitation. For roof excitation, the ratios are 12% and 66%, respectively.

Shown in the following table is a statistical summary of the critical
frequencies reported by all of the participating organizations.

......... .....i I ,,,

Horizontal Direction Vertical Direction
(North-South)

IH I I II,m ,,I I I

Soil Type A Soil Type B Soil Type A Soil Type B
I II II II II ................

Mkdmum 4.66 4.93 8.86 9.70
i

Maximum S.44 6.00 12.80 13.40
!Averale 4.92 5,49 11.53 11.89
Std Dev, 0.22 0.32 0.9S 1.22

IBillII III ' " ........

In general, the SSI analytical predictions slightly overpredict the fundamental
frequency of the test model in both the horizontal (4.92 vs 4.1 or 4.6 I-Iz) and
vertical (11.53 vs 11.0 I-Iz) directions.
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Table 2-1 Material Properties

Density Strength Young's Modulus Poisson's Ratio

(kg/m^3) (kgf/cm^2) (kgf/cm^2)

Concrete 2400 280 (Ultimate) 2.88E+05 0.16
, ,,,.... i

Rebar 7850 2800 (Yield) 2.05E+06

4200 (Yield)

Table 2-2 Observation Points and Response Components

II

Test Response Location Observation Point Coordinates (m)
i i

Component x y z
ill i i .i ml| i i i i ill l lll

NS H15 (y) Roof -4.82 0 11.13

V9 (z) _ Roof -0.08 4.81 11.13

H7 (y) Floor -4.74 0 0

V3 (z) Floor -0.08 4.76 0

Vertical VI 1 (z) Roof -1.42 0.08 11.13

V10 (z) Roof 4.82 0 11.13

V4 (z) Base -0.80 0 0

V5 (z) I Base 4.74 0 0
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Table 3-1 ABB Impell FVT-1 Blind Predictions Using SASSI Computer Code

.....Soil Load Response Frequency Amplitude at' Displacement_ Ratio (%)

profile Direction Componen! of Peak (Hz) Peak (_m/ton) Translation Rockingi Deformation
A H @B H @B 4.74 3.80E+00
A H @B H @R 4.79 2.10E+01 9.0 43.5 47.5
A H @R H @B 4.79 5.60E+01
A H @R H @R 4.79 3.30E+02 6.2 55.7 38.1
A V @B V @B 11.96 1.16E+00

i

A V @B V @R 12.65 1.64E_-00
B H @ B H @ B 5.18 2.30E+00
B H @ B H @R 5.22 1.42E+01 7.9 38.6 53.6
B H @R H @B 5.22 4.00E+01
B H @R H @R 5.22 2.70E+02 5.3 48.5 46.3
B V @ B V @B 12.40 7.70E-01

B V @B V @ R 14.01 1.16E+00

H =Horizontal
V =Vertical
R = Roof
B =Basemat

Table 3-2 City University of New York FVT-1 Blind Predictions Using CARES

Computer Code

Soil Lotd Response Frequency Amplitude at Displacement Ratio (%)

Profile Direction Componen! of Peak (Hz} Peak (gin/toni Translation iRocking i Deformation
(Best Estimate) ,

A H @R H @B 4.8 2.50E+01
A H @R H @R 4.8 1.20E+02 8.0 73.0 19.0
A H @R V @ R 4.8 4.20E+01

A V @B V @B 12.0 9.00E-O1
A V @B V @ R 12.0 1.10E+00

H = Horizontal
V = Vertical
R = Roof
B = Basemat
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Table 3-3a EPRI FVT-1 Blind Predictions Using FLUSH Computer Code

' Soil Load Response Freciuency

Plan Profile Directio n Component of Peak (Hz)
Rectangular A H H @ R 5.44

Rectangular, A V V @ B -center 10.40
Rectangular A V V @ B -wall 11.20

Rectangular A V V @ R -waU 32.50

Rectangulari B H H @ R 5.59

Rectangular B V V @B - center 10.40
Rectangular B V V @B - wall 11.50
Rectangular B V V @R - wall 31.90

Square A H H @ R 5.13

Square A V V @ B - center 9.80
Square A V V @B - wall 11.20

Square A V V @ R - wall 31.10
Square B H H @ R 5.22

Square B V V @ B -center 9.70

Square B V V @ B - wall 11.90
Square B V V @ R -wall 31.10

H = Horizontal

V = Vertical

R = Roof

B --Basemat
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Table 3-3b EPRI FVT-1 Blind Predictions Using SASSI Computer Code

Soil Load ' Response, Frequency Amplitude at Displacement Ratio (%1 --

Profile Directio n Component of Peak !..Hz) .P.eak.(_m/ton) Translation Rockin_l Deformation,II rllll Ill I I 1 I I I [ ]: I i

A H @B H @B 4.98 1.12E+01
A H @B H @ R 4.98 5.0712+01 8.0 67.0 25.0
A H @B V @ B 4.98 1.03E+01
A H @B V @ R 4.98 1.34E+01
A H @ R H @ B 4.98 5.27E+01
A H @ R H @ R 4.98 2.44E+02 8.0 66.0 26.0
A H @ R V @B 4.98 4.97E+01
A H @ R V @ R 4.98 6.48E+01
A V @B V @B - center 11.80 1.21E+00
A V @ B V @ B - wail 10.70 1.49E+00
A V @B V @R - wall 12.10 1.42E+00
B H @ B • H @B 5.76 5.93E+00 ........

B H @ B H @R 5.76 3.02E+01 7.0 60.0 33.0
B H @ B V @B 5.76 5.60E+00
B H @ B V @ R 5.76 8.03E+00
B H @ R H @ B 5.76 3.21E+01
B H @ R H @ R 5.76 1.68E+02 7.0 59.0 34.0
B H @ R V @ B 5.76 3.12E+01
B H @ R V @R 5.76 4.48E+01

B V @ B V @ B - center 12.20 7.30E-01

B V @ B V @ B - wall 10.00 1.07E+O0
B V @ B V @R - wall 13.10 8.70E-01

i i i i i

H = Horizontal
V = Vertical
R = Roof
B = Basemat
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Table 3-3c EPRI FVT-1 Blind Predictions Using Soil-Spring Method

Soil Load Response Frequency Amplitude at Displacement Ratio (%} "

profile Direction Component of Peak (Hz) Peak (.m/ton) Translation[Rocking[ Deformation
A H @B H @ B 4.74 ........ 7.40E+00
A H @B H @R 4.74 3.42E+01 8.0 70.0 22.0
A H @B V @B 4.74 6.99E+00
A H @B V @R 4.74 7.08E+00
A H @ R H @B 4.74 8.55E+01

A H @ R H @ R 4.74 3.94E+02 8.0 70.0 22.0
A H @ R V @ B 4.74 8.01E+01
A H @ R V @R 4.74 8.12E+01
A V @ B V @B 8.86 9.60E-01
A V @ B V @ R 11.20 1.09E+00
B H @B H @ B 5.35 6.01E+00
B H @ B H @ R 5.35 3.09E+01 6.0 65.0 29.0
B H @ B V @ B 5.35 5.82E+00
B H @ B V @R 5.35 5.90E+00
B H @ R H @B 5.35 6.94E+01
B H @ R H @R 5.35 3.55E+02 6.0 65.0 29.0
B H @R V @B 5.35 6.70E+01

B H @R V @ R 5.35 6.79E+01
B V @B V @B l 1.90 6.60E-01
B V @B V @R 15.20 8.50E-01

....

H = Horizontal
V = Vertical
R = Roof
B = Basemat
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Table 3-4 EQE Engineering FVT-1 Blind Predictions Using CLASSI, SASSI and

SUPELM Computer Codes

,,, I , , I I I, III

Method- Load Response Frequency Amplitude at Displacement Ratio (%}
Soil Profile Direction Component of Peak (Hz) Peak (_mdton) Translation Rocking Deformation

,,, , ,,,,,,,,,,u, i_.L ,.,,. , ,11,', T l,,,'

CLASSI-A H @B H @ R 4.80 7.80E+_" 21.9 57.7 20.5
CLASSI-A H @B V @R 4.80 2.09E+00
CLASSI-A H @R H @R 4.77 3.37E+01 21.5 57.8 20.7
CLASSI-A H @ R V @ R 4.77 9.17E+00
CLASSI-A V @B V @R 12.01 1.75E-01
CLASSI-B H @ B H @R 5.59 4.61E+00 19.5 52.3 28.2
CLASSI-B H @ B V @ R 5.59 1.22E+00
CLASSI-B H @R H @ R 5.59 2.32E+01 20.4 55.3 24.2
CLASSI-B H @R V @R 5.59 5.91E+00
CLASSI-B V @ B V @R 12.94 1.06E-O1

SASSI-A H @B H @ R .... 5.39 '...._ .....6.02E+00 20.5' 53.2 26.2
SASSI-A H @ R H @R 5.39 2.78E+01 20.1 53.5 26.4
SASSI-A H @ B V @R 5.39 1;59E+00
SASSI-A H @ R V @R 5.39 7.34E+00
SASSI-A V @ B V @ R 12.06 1.37E-O1

' ' H "' r _.

SUPELM-A .....H @ B " H @R' 5.20 5.10E+00 2019 55.0 24.2
SUPELM-A H @ B V @ R 5.20 1.36E+00

SUPELM-A H @R H @ R 5.20 2.32E+01 20.4 55.3 24.2
SUPELM-A H @R V @R 5.20 6.12E+00
SUPELM-A V @ B V @R 10.01 1.12E-O1

SUPELM-B H @B H @ R 5.94 3.19E+00 1812 50.0 31.8
SUPELM-B H @ B V @ R 5.94 8.56E-01
SUPELM-B H @ R H @R 5.94 1.67E+01 17.7 50.5 31.8
SUPELM-B H @ R V @ R 5.94 4.49E+00
SUPELM-B V @B V @ R 10.01 7.65E-02

n i ,i,

H = Horizontal

V =Vertical

R = Roof

B = Basemat
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Table 3-5 Sargent & Lundy FVT-1 Blind Predictions Usin 8 SASSI Computer Code

Soil Load Response Frequency Amplitude at Displacement Ratio (%) .....f, ,,

Profile Direction Component of Peak (Hz) Peak (_m/ton) Translation Rocking Deformation........ ,H [ III II ..... rllll I

B H @ B H @ B 5.80 5.50E+00
B H @ B H @ R 5.80 2.95E+01 7.0 57.0 36.0
B H @ B V @ B 5.80 6,00E+00

B H @ B V @R 5.80 8.50E+00

B H @ _ H @B 5.80 3.10E+01
B H @R H @R 5.80 1.65E+02 7.0 57.0 36.0
B H @ R V @B 5.80 3.40E+01

B H @ R V @ R 5.80 4.90E+01

B V @B V @ B-center 10.40 1.04E+00
B V @B V @ R-center 13.40 1.00E+00
B V @ B V @ R-wall 13.40 9.00E-01

H =Horizontal
V -.-Vertical
R = Roof
B = Basemat
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INTEGRAL TESTING OF RELAYS AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Kamal K. Bandyopadhyay
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, N.Y. 11973

ABSTRACT

Among all equipment types consideredfor seismic qualification, relays have been most
extensively studied through testing due to a wide variationof their designs and seismic
capacities, A temporaryelectricaldiscontinuity or "chatter"is the common concern for
relays. A chatter durationof 2 milliseconds is typicallyused as an acceptance criterion
to determine the seismic capability of a relay. Many electrical devices, on the other
hand, receiving inputsignals from relays can safely tolerate a chatter level much greater
than 2 ms.

In Phase I of a test program,BrookhavenNationalLaboratoryperformed testingof many
relay models using the 2-ms chatter criterion. In Phase II of the program, the factors
influencing the relay chatter criterion,and impactsof relay chatter on medium and low
voltage circuit breakers and lockout relays were investigated. This paper briefly
describes the Phase 11tests and presents the importantobservations.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

A large number of relays are used in a nuclear power plant. They perform various logic
functions in integral electrical and electroniccircuits. If the structurehousing the relays is subjected to
ground shakingdue to an earthquake,the relay contacts vibrate causing the potential for opening or
closing of the contacts. Most contacts experience repeated opening and closing in a _ibrating
environment, and this is commonly known as contact chatter. A single chatter may be as short as a
fraction of a millisecond. Therefore, most circuits do not respondto many of the contactchatters in the
event of an earthquake. The maximum durationof chatter that can be tolerated in a circuit varies
depending on, for example, capacitanceand inductanceof the circuit. The current industrypractice is
to use 2 ms as the maximum acceptablechatterdurationfor seismic qualificationof relays. In an effort
to explore thechatter-tolerantcapabilityof power circuits, BNL conductedan experimentalprogramwith
relays and circuit breakers. The programwas carried out in two parts: electrical andvibration. Both
electrical andvibration experiments includinga dataanalysis are discussed in this paper.

2.0 ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS

2. I Test Procedures

Electrical experimentswere performed in two phases. Inthe first phase, eleven low and medium
voltage circuit breakers, and two lockout relays were tested at locations for determinationof the time
required for these devices to trip. The trip current vs. time plots were recorded with a portable
oscilloscope.
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In the second phase, three lockout relays, three circuit breakers and eight auxiliary self-reset
relays were tested at a power testing laboratory. The trip current traces were recorded. In addition,
electrical pulses of minimumdurationsrequired for tripp!ngwere determined.

2.2 ZtSt.l_dal_

A sample oscilloscope trace is shown in Figure 1. The abscissa represents the time and the
ordinate indicates the voltage or current as it builds up as a DC power source is applied to the trip
solenoid. The total triptime for breakersand lockoutrelays varied between 20 and 60 ms except for the
fast lockout relay. The total trip time consists of the time requiredfor energizationof the tripsolenoid
andthe time requiredfor the latching mechanismto complete its motion until trip occurs as pictorially
presentedin Figure 2. As expected, the triptime increasedas the voltage was dropped. Laboratorytests
with single and multiple pulses provided further understandingof the field test data. The required
durationof a single pulse corresponds to the energizatlon time (Figure 2). In summary, the minimum
pulse durationrequired to trip a device is about a half of the total trip time. The minimum pulse
durationsfor most breakersare comparable to those for lockout relays. The latterjustifies the use of
lockout relays as surrogatesin integraltesting,

3.0 VIBRATIONEXPERIMENTS

3.1 Test Procedures

The vibration tests were performed with a group of source relays producing the chatter and a
group of load devices responding to the chatter, all connected in integral circuits. Five protectiveand
auxiliaryrelayswere used as the source relays, and a mediumvoltage circuit breaker,two lockoutrelays
andanother auxiliaryrelay were used as the load devices. Initially, the source relays were placed on the
shake table and the load devices were seated on a stationarystand. Testing was conducted with both
single frequency and multifrequency input motions. Subsequently, both the source relays and load
devices wc:¢ mounted in a switchgearcabinet andvibratedon the shake table with multifrequencyinput
motion. Electz_-'.aloutputswere monitoredfor both sets of experimentsto determine the chatterdurations
required for tripping of the load devices. The circuit configuration is shown in Figure 3. The
connections between the source relays and load devices were interchangedand the tests were repeated
fourtimes so thateach source relay was once connected to a device. Monitoringcurrentand load device
voltage were varied for determinationof their effect on chatter andtripping characteristics.

3.2 Test Results

3.2.1 Chatter/TripData.....

Thechatterof sourcerelayscausedtrippingof lockoutrelaysandthe breaker.The mostcommon
typeGftimerelationshipbetweenthesourcerelaychatterapdloaddevice(i.e., breakeror lockoutrelay)
trip is shownin Figure4A. The sourcerelay initiateschatterat tl (i.e., temporarychange-of-state)as
thevibrationcontinuesandthe loaddevicetripsa few millisecondslaterat t_. Butthe sourcerelay
remainsin thealternatestatefor a few moremillisecondsbeforeit returnsto its originalelectricalstate
at t3, andthe loaddeviceremainstripped. Therefore,the durationrequired to causethe trip after
initiationof the chatter(i.e., a) islessthan the chatterduration(i.e., b). Thus, in comparisonwith the
electricaltestdatadiscussedin Section2.2, "a" is similarto the "total trip time"of the breakersand
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lockout relays. A sample chatter/triptest result is shown in Figure 5. In an Integralcircuit with the
output of the source relay CO9 controllingoperation of the lockout relay LOR, the lockout relay trips
6.25 ms after initiationof the source relay chatter. The source relay returnedto its original state after
149.5 ms.

13.2.2 Sin_21eFreougncy VibrationData

The sourcerelays were vibrated at selected frequencies andthe vibration levels were adjusted
until a trip occurred in the target load device. The highest vibrationlevel achieved without a trip in the
targetload device is consideredthe capacityof the source relay in terms of its function in thatparticular
circuit. For example, the capacitylevels of IAV measured in termsof sine dwell amplitudes are shown
in Figure 6. As evident from the data, the capacityof this relayto tripa 5 HKbreaker is lower than that
based on the conventional 2-ms criterion.

3.2.3 _,tultifreo_uetl_yVibrationData

The capacity data for the same IAV relay when subjected to multlfrequency excitation are
presented in Figure 7. These results were obtained from shakingof the source relay while the load
device was located on a stationarystand. Figure 8 shows capacity levels of a CO9 relay in termsof the
shake table motion (i.e., the control accelerometer reading) when the devices were mounted in a
switchgearcabinet.

4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The durationof an electrical signal requiredto cause a trip in a circuit breaker or lockout relay
is much less than the actual trip time of these devices. The minimumpulse durations required to trip
circuit breakers and most lockout relays are comparable. Testing in integral circuits with electrical
conditions representing field applications is recommended since the 2-ms chatter criterion can be
unconservative.
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Figure l Oscilloscope Voltage (Current)Time Trace for Westinghouse Breaker DH3
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Figure6 SineDwell CapacityLevel, IAV, VerticalDirection
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Figure 7 MultifrequencyCapacity TRS @ 5% Damping, IAV, Vertical Direction
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(Shake Table Motion i.e., Control Accelerometer Reading)
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Development of an Improved Methodoloav for Proba'bilistic

Seismic Hazard Analysis

Robert J. Budnitz
Future Resources Associates, Inc.

2039 Shattuck Avenue, Suite 402, Berkeley, California 94704

In the late 1980s, the' methodology for performing probabilistic seismic hazard
analysis (PSHA) was exercised extensively for eastern-U.S, nuclear power
plant sites by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) under NRC sponsorship. Unfortunately,
the seismic-hazard-curve results of these two studies differed substantially for
many of the eastern reactor sites, which has motivated all concerned to
revisit the approaches taken. This project is that revisitation.

The NRC, EPRI, and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)are jointly
supporting an 18-montk project that began in the spring of 1993, with the
goal of developing a recommended methodology, including implementation
guidelines, suitable for performing PSHA. The final product of the project
will be a methodology that can be used in seismic regulation of nuclear power
plants and other critical facilities.

To accomplish this objective, an independent committee of technical experts,
the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee, has been established under
joint NRC, DOE, and EPRI sponsorship.* This Committee is developing the
desired implementation guidelines for PSHA. In the course of this work, it is
expected that the Committee will evaluate the PSHA methodologies already
developed by EFRI and under NRC sponsorship by LNLL.

Technical Support Panels sponsored by NRC, DO}', and EPRI will perform
analyses and studies as defined by the Committee. A final Committee report
will summarize the work performed in this project and provide the desired
implementation guidelines, including a recommended methodology, suitable for
the performance of PSHA.

This paper discusses the progress to date for this important project, including
the approach being taken and some of the key technical issues that are being
confronted. Among these are how to provide definitive guidance on seismic
zonation, seismicity modeling, ground-motion modeling, and expert elicitation.

* The members of the Committee are Robert Budnitz (chair), George
Apostolakis, David Boore, Lloyd Cluff, Kevin Coppersmith, AIl:_n
Cornell, and Peter Morris.
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Geologically Recent Near-Surface Faulting and Folding in Giles County,
Southwest Virginia: New Exposures of Extensional and Apparent Reverse

Faults in Alluvial Sediments between Pembroke and Pearisburg

R.D. Law, M.C. Pope, R.H. Wirgart,, K.A. Eriksson,
E.S. Robinson, S. Sayer, E. J. Phlnney & G.A. Bollinger

Departmentof Geologicial Sciences, Virginia Tech., Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

ABSTRACT: A series of faults have recently been identified which cut a folded succession of
stratifiedalluvial deposits located along the north side of the New River Valley between Pembroke
and Pearisburgin Giles County, Virginia. Although the age of neither the faults nor the sediments is
currentlyknown, the unlithified nature of the alluvial deposits suggests that both are, geologically,
relatively recent (Tertiary or Quaternary). The faults are regarded by the authors as being of
considerable potential importance to both the assessment of seismic hazardand to our understanding
of fault development in this section of the Valley and Ridge Province as they would appearto indicate
the, at least local occurence, of geologically recent near surface faulting.

The occurrence of faulting in these geologically recent sediments was first detected during
excavation for land-fill material in early 1992 when two extensional faults were exposed on land
owned by Mr Arnold Bostic of Pembroke, Virginia. The authors became aware of these newly
exposed faults in late May 1992 and have since carried out a detailed analysis of the near surface
folding and faulting of the sediments under Nuclear Regulatory Commission Contract No. NRC-04-
85-121. This analysis has involved the excavation of five bench-type exposures (above road level)
and one trench (below road level). Reconaissance geophysical surveys have also been undertaken in
an attemptto trace to depth the structures revealed in these temporaryexposures.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The excavation site is situated adjacent to Route 460 between Radford and Pembroke into three groups:
on the north side of the New River Valley between lower terraces (including flood plains) at less than 25
Pembroke and Pearisburg in Giles County, m above the modem river level, intermediate terraces
southwestern Virginia (Fig. 1). This area is covered by at 25-50 m above, and high terraces at greater than 50
the Pearisburg Quadrangle 7.5 minute series m above the river. The excavation site deposits may
topographic map. The site is located at an altitude of therefore be tentatively correlated with either the
1800' (549 m) above sea level and is 180' (55 m) above intermediate or higher terraces of Mills & Wagner
the local level ox the New River. The geology of the (1985).
Giles County area is shown on the 1:50,000 scale map
prepared by Schultz et al. (1986) and has also been Reconnaissance seismic refraction and gravity
summarized by McDowell & Schuitz (1990). surveys indicate that this sequence of low density

unconsolidated sediments reaches a thickness of more
The deposits at the excavation site consists of a than 130' (40 m) at the excavation site and rests on an

series of stratified, but unlithified, boulder beds, irregular basement surface. On the Schultz et _1.
gravels and silts. According to the Giles County (1986) map the terrace deposits are shown as resting
geological map of Schultz et al. (1986), the excavation on Lower Ordovician and Upper Cambrian rocks
site is situated on alluvial 'terrace' deposits of composed primarily of dolomite with some thin
unspecified age. Mills & Wagner (1985) have divided sandstone layers. Karst topography is locally
the terrace deposits situated along the New River developed.
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AGE OF THE 'TERRACE' DEPOSITS may be too low, and that erosion rates of up to 290
meters per million years may be appropriate (see also

Age dating of the surficial deposits in this area is Bartholomew & Mills 1991). Based on this erosion
problematic (see Schultz et al. 1989). Mills (1988) has rate, the excavation site deposits would be estimated at
tentatively suggested a Pleistocene age for the 190,000years old.
colluvial deposits in the Mountain Lake area, to the
east of Pembroke. Several authors (e.g. Hack 1980) It should also be born in mind that the unlithtfled
have suggested that the age of river terrace deposits deposits at the excavation site could be of a much older
may be estimated by dividing their heights above the age. Lowry (1979, p. 4) has suggested that the present
modern river level by the regional erosion rate. course of the New River was established as early as
However, Houser (1980, 1981) has shown that such Mississipian times. Lignite found within high-level
calculations must, in karat areas, also take into account gravels near the divide between the New and
increases in local erosion rate due to limestone Tennessee rivers at an elevation of 3150' (960 m) on
solution. Brushy Mountain in Smyth County has been assigned

a late Cretaceous or early Tertiary age (Sears 1957).
The excavation site terrace deposits are situated W.D. Lowry (pars. comm. 1992) has suggested to the

55.0 m above the current level of the New River. authors that the excavation site deposits could also be
Using the curves of Houser (1980) this would indicate of late Cretaceous or Miocene age. However, unless
that these deposits are between 3.0 and 1.5 million faulting has dropped down high-level gravels by some
years old (assuming regional erosion rates of between 350 m, it seems unlikely that the excavation site
20 and 40 meters per million years). Mills (1986) has deposits can be correlated with the lignite-bearing
suggested that the erosion rates used by Houser (1980) gravels of Smyth county. To the best of the author's

Figure 1, Location map showing position of the Pembroke excavatio,
site in relation to the New River, Pearisburg, the Giles County seismic zone
(_tpproximateposition indicated by ruled ornament), and the main Valley &
Ridge thrust faults (Alleghenian age). Also shown are axial traces of the
Alleghenian age Glen Lyn (or Iturricane Ridge) syncline and the Bane
anticline (or dome). Inset shows position of Giles County in relation to
Virgina state boundaries.
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knowledge, no radiometric ages have been obtained for
river terrace deposits in the Penlbroke area of the New EXCAVATION WORK
River valley. Detailed sampling and laboratory
analysisatVirginiaTech,usingstandardsievingand In order to investigatethe geolol_icstructures
, developed in the river terrace sediments at the

chemical separation techniques, has so far failed to
reveal any carbonaceous or fossil material which might excavation site, a series of benches (above road level)
facilitate the more pre_,;,.: dating of these highly together with a trench (below road level) have been
oxidized sediments exposed at the excavation site. driven into the sediments (Fig. 2).

Two verticalcutsweremade inSeptember1992:.
SEISMICITY IN THE GILES COUNTY AREA the lowercutmeasuring122.0m in lengthand a

maximum of 4.3 m in height,and theuppercut
The GilesCountyareaislocatedwithinthesouthern measuring99.0m inlengthand a maximum lleightof
Appalachianseismiczone (Bollinger1973). The 4.0m (Fig.2a).BoththesecutstrendedN20°W (i.e.
Pearisburgearthquakewhichoccurredwithinthiszone 340°.160°),theuppercutbeingsetbacksome6.0m to
on May 31,1897(Campbell1898,Bollinger& Hopper theeastfrom thelowercut. Allgeologicfeatures

;1971a,b)isthesecondlargestknown earthquakein exposedinthevert|calcutsweresurveyedata scaleof
the southeastern Umted States (modified Mercali I inch = 2' anddetailedphotomontageswereproduced
iritensityVIII; body wave magnitude= 5.8 according for bothcuts. Detailedstructuralmeasurementswere
toBollinger& Wheeler1982).On thebasisofseismic made ofthefollowingfeaturesexposed:a)bedding
mbnitoringby theVirginiaTech.network,Bollinger planes,b)faultplanes,c)foliationwithinfaultzones,
(1981)has defineda planarseismiczone inGiles d)lineationslyingwithinthefoliationplanesofthese
Countythatisabout40 km long,I0km wide,and is faultzones.
oriented approximatelynortheast-southwest(Fig. I).
The earthquake hypoceneters define a tabular zone A second series of vertical cuts trending N IOOW
extending from a depth of 5 to 25 km and dipping (i.e. 350°.170 °) were made in April. May 1993 (Fig.
almost vertically towards the northwest. These 2b). From west to east, four cuts were made: a) a
earthquakesare all situated within basementrocks trench measuring70.0 m in length, with a maximum
beneath the detachment to the Appalachian overthrust depth of 3.7 m below road level, b) a lower cut 76.0 m
belt (Bollinger 1981, Gresko 1985). in length with a maximum height of 3.7 m, c) a middle

cut 69.0 m in length with a maximum height of 2,1 m

Bollinger & Wheeler (1983, 1988) have suggested and, d) an upper cut 67.0 m in length with a maximum
that the Giles County seismic zone (Fig. 1) was the height of 2.7 m. Photomontages have been made for
source of the 1897 earthquakeand further proposed each of these cuts and surveying of the geologic
that the mostlikely fault mechanismwas reactivation featuresexposedis currentlyin progressat a scaleof 1
of an ancient basement fault produced by lapetan inch = 2'.
rifting. SeismicreflectiondataacrosstheBaneDome
in Giles County have been interpreted by Gresko
(1985) as indicating that the contact between GEOLOGICAI, FEATURES EXPOSED
crystalline basement and late Precambrian.Cambrian
sediments (located at a depth of between 6 and 8 km) Fold structure
is downthrown to the SE by 1-2 km on steeply dipping 3"he stratified sediments arc arched into a broad ENE-
growth faults located beneath the Giles County seismic WSW trending antiform measuring a horizontal
zone. Study of sediment thicknesses inferred from this distance of at least 95 m from limb to limb, with dips
seismic data suggests that these growth faults became of up to 30° on each fold limb (Fig. 3). A detailed
inactive by Rome Formation (Lower Cambrian)times. analysis has been made of the geometry of this
Focal mechanisnl analysis of recent earthquake activity structure by measuring, in specially excavated 3D
on the Giles County seismic zone indicate exposures, the strike and dip of bedding ata minimum
predominantly reverse or strike-slip motion (Munsey of 30 sites in each cut. Stereographic analysis of poles
1984, Munsey & Bollinger 1985). This sense of to bedding planes exposed in the 1992 cuts indicates
motion would uplift the Pearisburg area relative to the that the calculated fold axis plunges at 7° towards
area located to the southeast of the seismic zone (Fig. N64°E. Similarly, analysis of poles to bedding planes
i), and is compatible with the greater elevation of the exposed in the 1993 trench indicates a calculated fold
river terraces noted by Mills (1986) in the Pearisburg axis plungin[ at 14° towards N63°E (Fig. 4).
area.
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In freshlyexcavatedexposures,foliation is markedby
Polesto Bedding - 1992 benches polishedandlineatedcleavagesurfaces,This lineatio,

lying within the foliation surfacesappears to be
constantlyorientedwithin individualfault zonesandis
interpretedto be of tectonicorigin,developingparallel
to the individualfault'sslipvector,

The averageorientationof foliation and ]ineation
within each of these fault zoneswas estimated by
vectoranalysis,a minimumof i0-20 measurementsfor
both foliation and lineation being recordedin each
fault zone (Fill, S), The local dip andstrike of each
fault (u exposed in the 1992 cuts) was estimated from
this foliation data. Details for each of the live clay-
rich faults aregivenbelow.

Foldaxisplungesat 7" towards064° A centralgrabenstructure(OrabenOne), tneasuri,g
ii.O m in width at its highest currently exposed
structural level, is present in the hinge zone of the
nntiform. Above roadlevel,thegrabenis a downward
-narrowing structure (Figs. 2 & 6) defined by two
faults with orientations: strike NSI°E, dip ?I°SE

Polesto Bedding - 1993 trench (Fault I) and NaO°E, 56°N (Fault 2). A minimuzq
apparent dip-slip off-set of 8,5 m is indicated by
[ithoiogical correlation acrosstheseIraben-defining
faults. Traced downwardsbeneathroad level, these
faults steepen to become vertical, the grahen
measuring4.6 m in width (Fig, '7).

A second, but much smaller scale, grebes structure
(Oraben Two) is present on the SSE dipping llmb of
the antlform and is located 6.0 m to the F.,SEof Graben
One. Graben Two is a downward-narrowing structure,
measuring $.0 m in width at its highest exposed
structural level, and defined by two faults with
orientations:strike N46°E, dip "/I°SE (Fault 3) and
N'/O°E, 5"/°N (Fault 4). Fault 3 defining the NW

Foldaxisplungesat 14° towards063" margin of Oraben Two (Fig. 2)displays an apparent
dip-slip off-sets of 1.37 m. Fau/det4, fining the SE
marginof Oraben Two, displaysan apparentdip-slip

Fiuure 4. Polesto beddinll measured in theSeptember 1992
be,ch cuts andthe 199.t trench excavation. Note thai beddinll off.set of 1.0m.
poles define a highly cylindrical fold in thesecuts and that the.
,,l_le of fold plunlle is steeper in the structurally lower 1993 A further extensional fault (Fault 5) is located6,0 m

excavation.1992benches-G8poles to beddtnllmeasured.1993 tO the SSE of Fault 4 (Fig, 2), Fault 5 strikesN56°E,
trench - 61poles to beddin8 measured. Contour intervals: I. 4,
"/. l0 13&16times uniform distribution, dips at 54° NW anddisplaysan apparentdip-slipoff-

set of 2.8 m.

Faults 2, 4 and 5 dip away from the New River
Faults valleyand,togetherwith Faults] and3, aremarkedby
The sediments exposed at the excavation site are cut I0-20 cm wide zones of green clay-rich fill. Within
by a series of normal (extensional) faults (Figs. 2 & 3). these zones, the basal planes of"individual clay grains
Five of thesefaults display significantoff-set(> I.O m) are orientedparallel to the planarfault zonemargins
andaremarkedby 10-20cm wide zonesof greenclay- anddefinea macroscopicfoliation. As exposedin the
rich fill. Within these zor.._s,the basal planes of 1992 cuts, lineation on the foliation surfaces is
i.dividual claygrainsareorientedparallelto theplanar constantlyorientedwithin individualfault zonesand,
fault zonemarginsanddefinea macroscopicfoliation, measureddownward in the foliatio, from theSW-W
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Figure 6. View towards the ENE of the central grabenexposed in the upper 1992 cut. Grabenis filled
with homogeneous red sands (second highest stratigraphicunitexposed). Sediments on either side of the
graben are stratigraphicallyolder beddedand cross-bedded orange sands and gravels. Stratigraphicoff-sets
lind lineationdata indicateoff.sets of 11.4 and 11.0 m on the N (Fault 1) and S (Fault 2) sides of the graben.
Hammerforscale. Grabenis 11.0 m wide at the topof the cut.

Figure 7. View towards the ENE of the central graben exposed in the April-May 1993 exposures.
Surveyingstakes arespaced at 4' intervals. Note the coarse boulderunit exposed in the trench(foreground);
this boulder horizon is the stratigraphically lowest unit exposed in the 1992-3 excavations.
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strike direction,pitches at 48°, 37°, 48°, 65° and 70° Many hundredsof thesebarrenextensiona!faultshave
on Faults 1-5 respectively(Fig. 5). Assuming these beenrecordedand, basedon the observedthickening
lineationsformedparallel to thefault slip vector,then and thinning of individual stratigraphicunits,at least
totaldisplacementsof approximatelyI 1.4m, t 1.14m, someappearto beof syn-sedimentaryorigin.
1.84m, 1,1m and3.0 m areindicatedfor faults l, 2, 3,
4 and .¢. respectively. The close geometrical ii) Barrenfaults on the limbs of the antiform with
relation._hipsbetween the observed fold and fault apparentreverse.senseoff-setsof lessthan30cm. The
[aeOme_.ries(cf. Figs.4 & 5) suggestthat folding and orientation of these faults with respectto bedding

u]tingmay becontemporaneous, indicatesthat, if they formedbeforefolding,theycould
be extensionalfaults which have beentilted through

The grec, clay-richfill markingtheabovefaultsare theverticalduringfolding to produceapparentreverse-
in strongcontrastto the red oxidized mineralsof the senseoff-sets.
surrounding sediments, These green clays may
indicate (D. Rimstidt, pars. comm 1993) that fluid flow III)Reverse faults with 5-I0 cm of clay-rich fill located
along the fault zones occured under chemically near thehinge-zone of the antiforrn, whose geometries
reducing conditions, and that such conditions are indicate a reverse-sense of motion even if they formed
indicative of upward (rather than downward) fluid before folding (Figs. 8 & 9). The clay-rich fill
flow. associated with these reverse faults is well foliated and

displays a strongly developed down-dip lineation on
In addition to the clay-rich extensional faults the foliation planes. The lineation is oriented within

described above, three other fault-types are recognized the plane of the excavation face, indicating that true,
at the Pemblake site. ratherthan apparent, off-sets are being observed within

the excavation face. These reverse faults, which are
i) Discrete extensional fault surfaces, without any clay exposed in the middle bench of the 1993 excavations
fill, typically displaying off-sets of less than 30 cm. and dip towards the Ilinge zone of the antiform, display

0

Faults 1 & 2 Faults 3 &4 Fault 5

N

central/raben _8_rabenonsouthernlimb southernlimb

Fault I. strike051°, dip 71° (SE) Fault 3 - strike 046°. dip 71° (SE) Fault 5. strike056°, dip 54° (NW)

Fault2- strike0RO°, dip 56° (N) Fault4 - strike070 °, dip57° (N)

Figure 5. Structuraldata from the five major clay-rich faults exposed in
the 1992 excavations. Great circles represent the vector mean orientation of
foliation in each fault zone, circles represent vector mean orientation of
lineation in each zone.
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Figure 8. Clay-rich reverse fault viewed tbw_ds the ENE and exposed in the middle cut of the 1993
excavations. This south-dippingreverse fault is situatedon the northside of the central graben(see Fig. 2)
and displacesa paleosoil horizon (lightcolored)by 30 cat.

Note thateven if faultingocc_ beforetilting of thebeds this faultwould still show reverse sense geometry.
Materialat topof the cut is float. Hammerfor scale. Vertical surveystringsarespacedat 4' intervals.
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Figure 9. Clay-rich reverse fault viewed towards the ENE and exposed in the middle cut of the 1993
excavations. This south-dippingreverse fault is situatedon the south side of the centralgraben(see Fig, 2)
anddisplaces a IJaleosoilhorizon(light colored)by 60 cm.

Note thateven if faultingoccuredbefore tiltingof the beds this fault would still show reversesense geometry.
Materialat topof the cut (above hammer)is float. Verticalsurveystringsarespacedat4' intervals.
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a top to-the N thrust sense on the northem limb of the GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYING
antiform (with minimum off-sets of c. 30 cm) and a
top to-the S thrust sense (off-sets of c. 60 cm) on the A geophysical survey of the Pembroke fault site was
southern limb (Figs. 8 & 9 respectively), undertaken with the objectives of investigating the

depth and character of the "basement" underlying the
Many of the above deformation features may post- unconsolidated sediment in which faulting has been

date formation of the New River terrace gravels observed, and of investigating the horizontal extent
exposed at the excavation site. However, earlier syn- and the depth of structures exposed by excavation.
sedimentary deformation is also indicated by the Results available at the present time include seismic
presence of angular unconformities and small growth refraction and electrical resistivity measurements along
faults in the exposed sections. This suggests that profiles whose locations are shown on Figure !0, and
tilting andfaultingof the sedimentsmay haveoccured gravityand magneticfield intensitymeasurementsat
overa considerabletime intervalandthatthe areawas file gridof observationpointsshownin Figures11and
undergoingdeformationduringsedimentation. 14respectively..
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Figure I0. Geophysics study areashowing locations of seismic refraction
profiles (heavy solid lines) and electrical resistivity profiles (heavy solid
lines andheavy dashed lines). Excavated embankment is shown close to line
SLI. Topographic contours (light dashed lines) are shown at 6 m intervals.
By adding 1,3'70,000 to the values along the south edge, and by adding
360,000 to values along the west edge of the map, Virginia state plane grid
coordinates in units of feet are obtained.
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Seismic refraction soundings were made along low wave speeds in the underlying "basement" suggest
three separate lines using explosive charges ranging a broken limestone terrane similar to that seen at the
from 0.2 kg to 3 kg in shot holes of from 0..5m to 1.5 land surface bordering the deposits of unconsolidated
m deep. Results for each line indicate a layer of sediment.
unconsolidated sediment overlying a broken limestone
terrane. Along line SLI the average thickness of To obtain further information about possible relief
unconsolidated sediment is approximately 40 m. The on the basement surface, gravity accurate within + or -
thickness of this layer increases from 18 m at the 0.02 mgal was measured with LaCoste & Romberg
southeast end to 40 m at the northwest end of line SL2, Meter (3-311 at the locations shown in Figure I1.
and is more than 24 in along line SLY. Variations in These observation points were placed approximately
seismic wave speed along these lines indicate lateral 15 m apart, and their relative positions and elevations
inhomogeneity within the unconsolidated sediment, were determined within + or - 2 cm using a Hewlett
probably related to discontinuous lenses and wedges of Packard Model 3810A infrared transit• Two sets of
sand, gravel, cobble and boulder deposits. Relatively Bouguer gravity values were calculated assuming near
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Figure 11. Contoursat 0.1 milligal intervalsof simple Botngtlergravity
valuescalculatedusinga Bouguerplatedensityof 1.8g/cc. Smallsolid dots
indicate gravity observation sites.
The WNW trending line corresponds to SL2 in Figure 10. By adding
1,370,000 to the values along the south edge, and by adding 360,000 to
values along the west edge of the map, Virginia state plane grid coordinates
in units of feet are obtained. Position of the 1992 bench cuts located to the
east of Route 460 is indicated (cf. Fig. 2). Large solid dots indicate position
of telephone poles adjacent to bench cuts.
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surface densities of 1.8 g/cc and 2.2 g/cc. relief which may characterize the basement surface.
Efforts are currently underway to calculate thickness

Results along line SL2 are presented in Figure 12 to estimates for all gravity observation sites using control
illustrate how gravity data can be used to estimate the points from other seismic lines and from
thickness of the layer of unconsolidated sediment. If measurements on the limestone terrane bordering the
Bouguer gravity variation along this profile is sediment. An interesting featureoftheBouguergravity
attributed solely to variation in thickness of sediment, map is the trend of contour lines which extend NE
then estimates of the contrast between sediment from the grid location of (2700E, 5800N)
density and basement density can be calaulated _using approximately parallel but offset from the strike of
the values of sediment thickness determined at the end faults exposed by excavation. Studies are now in
points of the profile from seismic refraction progressto determine if the gradient indicated by these
measurenlents and the Bouguer gravity values at those contours can be explained by an escarpment or by a
end points. For Bouguer gravity values computed with more gradationai slope on the underlying "basement"
a sediment density of 2.2 g/cc, the estimatedcontrast is surface.
0.81 g/cc, implying an unlikely basement density of
3.01 g/co. For Bouguer gravity values computed with a Electrical resistivity measurements were made
sediment density of 1.8 g]cc the estimated contrast is along the three seismic lines and two additional lines
0.66 g/cc, which implies a basement density of 2.46 by a roll-along offset sounding procedureusing sixteen
g/cc. These latter density values seem reasonable in equally spaced electrodes connected to a switching
view of the relatively low seismic wave speeds unit by a segmented 16 conductorcable. The switching
measured in the sediment and the basement. A unit is used to select different 4-electrode

conversion factor relating Bouguer gravity and combinations for connection to the resistivity bridge.
sediment thickness was then determined. This Five expanding, but offset Wennerconfigurations were
conversion factor was used to calculate estimates of selected from the 16-electrode array. After measuring
sediment thickness for each gravity station location, apparent resistivity from these five combinations the

electrode and cable segment from one end is moved to
Results seen in Figure 12 indicate the nature of the the other end of the array, and another set of readings

is obtained. As this procedure is repeated, the array
"rolls along" in the same way that a seismic geophone

,,. I eowuq,o,s_tvae_,=_ _ spread advancesin CDP reflection profiling. Apparent
•-'t s=_cu_2 . resistivity data are then displayed on a "pseudo-

-S 6 t " _°_ " t

' *.,, .s _ _.......-_

_._o -. -..:___..... ,_;o'.- -5_ section" by plotting each value at the horizontal
_._ • • --,. , = "
¢ / . . .. _-- ..._-..."_, _ position of the center of its 4-electrode combination,°1,_._,| -.1.__.___:_.- • .:_.,,_. and the vertical position equal to the spacing of those 4
!i-s=e_.......__. 7 , "--" ". " ....... 5,, electrodes. The array of values is then contoured to

_.:o 8] : _'_ .,,_. _ complete the pseudo-section.

o 25 5o ,s ,=3 ,26 ,so _ =o, Three pseudo-sections are displayed in Figure 13.
Theonelabelled SL1-RESI8 waspreparedfrom
measurements using 5.5 m electrode spacing along the

__-------- part of SLI passing directly over the central graben
m_ exposed by excavation. The other two were prepared

from measurements using 3.0 m electrode spacing

i . o,,,,_. ,5¢¢,,,' ResL 10), and 4.5 spacingalong profile (Figure m
I

_,m along SL2. Along the latter two profiles themeasurements crossed the estimated position of the
central graben based upon projection of the strike

_,,_.2,_,,' _,:,,, _ direction determined from the excavated exposure.5,o _;_- 1..... 1-...... r - 1 ..... -r...... -r .... The dashed line in Figure 13 indicates the location of
o so ,oo ,so 2o0 the graben on SLi and the projected locations on9_Ince (n_e,$)

ResL and SL2. Of importance are the steeply inclined
contours which may indicate the existance of the

Figure 12. Bouguer gravity variation calculated using graben and associated structure along the profiles
Bouguer plate densities of 1.8 g/cc and 2.2"g]cc, land surface
elevation, and an interpretativecross section calculated using offset from the excavation, Resistivity model analysis
-Bouguergravity and seismic refractionsoundings along profile is planned to test this possibility.
SL2.
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? 't T P 'P T 'P ?,,,,,,s unconsolidatedsedimentreachingthicknessesof more

,,o"t __ >_-D_" _X''''__'_'_ _ I than40 meters,andrestinguponan irregularbasementThe basementappearsto becharacterizedby a
"'I
,::J '"""" "_" _,_ '_'_,¥_' will, the broken limestone terrane that borders thedeposits of unconsolidatedsediment. The terrane

' consistsmostly of angular fragmentsof limestone,

, ,t, , sis ,t, '_0'=mm with dimensionsrangingfrom severalcentimeterstoI :" _ " - more than a meter, and is markedby karst features.,", ,,_,. ,_|llW-_p.,.\(c, < Additional gravity analysis is now underway to

l ,s,., _ ascertain if a NE trending linear escarpment or a more
gradationalslopeextendsalong tile basementsurface

I approximately on strike with faults exposed by
4.0 I, ' "' '

"---'_'%'< .,.," .,,_,_ excavation. Electricalresistivity anomalies suggest._-'f"/_, structures within the unconsolidated sediment on strike

" "'--'-7 i and up to 200 m west of tile structures exposed by
!$1

,,+_ ,,.,,.,, . excavation. Comparison of Bouguer gravity and total.. magnetic field intensity maps reveal an ENE alignment
of anomalies which suggest the possibility of
geologically related density and magnetizationFigure13. Electricalresistivitypseudo-sectionspreparedfrom

measurementsalongprofilesSLI, Res L, and $L2 shownin contrasts.
FigureI0. Contoursarein unitsof ohm.meters.Distanceand
pseudo-deptharein unitsof meters.The dashedline indicates
thepositionof thecentralgrabenexposedby excavationclose
toSLI. anditsestimatedpositionalongResL andSL2. POSSIBLE DRIVING CAUSES FOR OBSERVEDFAULTING AND FOLDING OF THE NEW

RIVER TERRACE GRAVELS

Neither the unconsolidated sediments nor the
underlying limestone are likely tO produce large In termsof seismichazardassessment,it is clearlyof
magneticanomalies.However, localized depositsof criticalimportanceto detenninewhetherthe faultsand
magnetiteor i]menite enrichedsands,or iron oxides folds within the 'terrace' depositshave formed in
precipitatedon thewalls of groundwaterconducting responseto surficialprocessesor to tectonicprocesses.
channels might possibly produce weak magnetic
anomalies. ]nsofar as magneticsedimentmay have Within theGiles Countyarea,spectacularexamples
accumulatedin structurallycontrolleddepressionsona of bothmodem landslides(Samford 1983) and large
former landsurface,or groundwaterchannelsmay be (km scale) ancient landslides (e.g Schultz 1986;
relatedto fractureswithin the sediment,weakmagnetic Schultz& Southworth1987, 1989;Gathright& Radar
anomaliesmightrevealstructurallycontrolledpatterns. 1987; Schultz et ai. 1989) have been documented.

Relative dating of the slides basedon weathering
:To testthispossibilitytotalmagneticfield intensity profiles and blocked streams places them in the

measurementsweremadeatthe samelocationswhere Pleistoce to early Holocene (Schultz 1986).
gravity was measuredusingan EG & O Geometrics Radiocarbondatingof peat horizonswithinsagponds
Mode] G856 proton precession magnetometer, located on top of one these large scale ancient
Results of this survey are displayed in Figure 14. landslidesat White Gate, located11 miles (]8 km) to
Comparisonof this magnetic field with the Bouguer the southeastof theexcavationsite,hasyielded ages
gravity field in Figure 11 reveals someinteresting ranging from 9860 +/- 250 to 7760 +/- 250 years_
apparent correlations. Although dipolar magnetic beforepresent(K.M. Fan'ellin Schultzct al. 1989,fig.
anomalieshavedifferentform than gravityanomalies, 24). These earliestHolocenedatesindicatethe [and
similar anomalylocationssuggestgeologicallyrelated slideandsubsequentformationof a smallsedimentary
densityand magnetizationcontrasts.]n particularthe basinoccuredprior to Holocenetimes.
localanomaliessituatedneargridcoordinates(2900E,
5900N) and near (1900E, 5700N) and alongthe line However, although numerous examples of
connectingtheseendlocationsappearto indicatesuch landslideshave beendocumentedin theGiles County
geologicallyrelatedanomalysources.• area, no examplesof movementalongfoliated fault

gouge surfaces similar to those observed at the
In conclusionthe seismicandgravitymeasurements excavation site appear to have been recorded.

indicate a layer of low density (1.8 g/cc) Deformationassociatedwiththeselandslidestructures
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appears to have involved slip on fault surfaces dipping deposits at the excavation site have been mapped by
towards topographic vaileys accompanied by locally Schultz et al. (1986) as resting on Lower Ordovician
intense brecciation (e.g. Schultz 1986). It will be and Upper Cambrian rocks composed primarily of
recalled that the excavation site faults generally strike dolomite with some thin sandstone layers. No major
at a high angle to the trend of the New River valley in sink hole surface features were reported by Miller &
this area. One possible model explaning the folding Hubbard (i_86) in the immediate excavation site area
and faulting of the Pembroke river terrace sediments on their map of karst features in Giles County.
in terms of a large-scale listric extensional fault However, clear examples of sink hole formation can be
underlying the excavation site, but detaching within seen. in the limestone bedrock immediately to the east
the sediments, is illustrated in Figure 15. of the excavation site. A schematic model of how

solution collapse beneath the excavation site might
The possibility must also be born in mind that the have led to formation of the observed folding and

excavation site extension faults may have formed in faulting in the overlying sediments is illustrated in
response to solution collapse at depth. The terrace Figure 16.

_l I w 1 " I I 1 , 1 I .... I

_Store

6500 MAGNETIC FIELD

Contour Interval 5gammas \ . !

i

Figure 14. Variation of magnetic field intensity shown by contours at 5
gamma intervals• Total magnetic field intensity values are obtained by
adding 53600 gammas to values indicated by the contours• By adding
1,370,000 to the values along the south edge, and by adding 360,000 to
values along the west edge of the map, Virginia state plane gridcoordinates
in units of feet are obtained. Small solid dots indicate observation sites.
Position of the 1992 bench cuts located to the east of Route 460 is indicated
(cf. Fig. 2). Large solid dots indicate position of telephone poles adjacent to
bench cuts.
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,,w sse The authors have been unable to find any examples

t so,. I in the literature of solution collapse leading to the
formation of foliated gouge-rich fault zones like those

7 recorded in the excavation site, In addition, it seems
unlikely that the unequivocal reverse faults exposed in

• ' ,,' .

." '.:" the 1993 excavations (Figs. 8 & 9) can be easily
...... :. ....":.:'._ explained in terms of solution collapse processes.
•"....'..' •. .... Further, as previously mentioned, the presence of
.' ,'.i•':.",.i' .' ' . '."'""" ' "..'' " chemicallyreducingconditionsassociatedwithfluid
"' ' " " flowalong theclay-richfaultzones suggestsupward

: directed fluid flow (D. Rimstidt, pers. comm 1993). If
faulting had occured in response to solution collapse
then one might intuitively expect downward rather
than upward fluid flow along the fault zones.

Figure 15, Schematicgravityslidingmodelfor formationof
ol_servedfoldingand faultingin the 1992excavationsat the The distinct possibility therefore remains that the
Pembrokesite• excavation site faults may have formed in response to
Foldingandfauhingdevelopesin responseto roll-overin the tectonic processes. Assuming that the 'terrace'deposits
hangingwallof a listric extensionalfault detachingwithinthe which are cut by these faults are geological recent,
riverterracesediments, then the faults are of obvious importance to seismic

hazard assessment, A schematic model illustrating
how basement fracturing due to tectonic processes

• . • ... _ . ...... _ • . ,.-- .. might lead to foldingand faultingin the overlyingsedimentsattheexcavationsileisillustratedinFigure

,'ii:i i!_,:;.iii 'if: ii!': i".i i' :.i'ii!i! ..::..ii'..'i!.i"i:'! i i!:iiiii! _.::.iii ')iiii"i!"i'..'i ""¢" "="_" " ' ' i'i excavation17'As indicatedsitefaultsinanareearliersituatedSectiOnwithinOfthiSthepaper,currentlythe' active Giles County seismic zone (Fig. 1) as defined by
;" ' "" : :;-_ "" "__ ": --_ Bollinger (1981). Mills (1986) has demonstrated on a

, ,i,q 1.- i t I I I x, _ River in the Pearisburg area are at approximately a 27

i]_-_v !; I T_I_,! i_ 7 'i'_i,..._'\ m (90') higher structural level than their upstreamI I I Y 'i ! i ! !-i equivilents in the Radford area located 25 km to the
southeast. Mills (1986) has suggested that this relative
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Figure 16 Schematicsolutioncollapsemodelfor formationof
observed folding and faulting in the 1992 excavations at the Figure 17. Schematic tectonic model for formation of
Pembrokesite. observedfolding and faulting in the 1992 excavationsat the

Pembrokesite•
. a) Cavernconfigurationbeforecollapse. Foldingandfaultingdevelopeswithinthesedimentsinresponse

b) Collapseof cavernroofsleadingto foldingandfaultingin to reversefaultingof tectomcoriginin theunderlyingbasement
theoverlyingriverterracesediments, rocks.
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uplift of the Pearisburg area could be due to fault observed fold and fault geometries suggests that
movement on the Giles County seismic zone and has these clay-rich faults may have formed during
estimated an averaged rate of differential uplift which formation of the antiform.
could be as high as 200 mm per 1000 years.

5. In addition to the major clay-rich extensional
Because of the presence of this active seismic zone, faults, numerous barren faults, typically displaying

several extensive previous field searches have been off-sets of less than 30 cm, have also been
made in the Giles County area for surface neotectonic observed. At least some of these faults appear to
features, in either bedrock or surficial deposits, that be of syn-sedimentary origin. Although most of
could be related tc 'seismic activity (Mills 1988, these barren faults display extensional geometries,
McDoweli & Schultz 1990). No such features were a small proportion display apparent reverse sense
found, off-sets. Due to the geometrical relationships

between these apparent reverse faults and the tilted
bedding, these faults could be either true reverse

SUMMARY faults or original extensional faults that were tilted
through the vertical during formation of the

l. At the Pembroke excavation site the blew River antiform.
Terracegravels are arched into a broad ENE-WSW
trending antiform measuring a horizontal distance 6. Unequivocal reverse faults are present ,tear the
of at least 95 m from limb to limb, with dips of up hinge zone of the antiform. The 5-10 cm thick
to 30° on each fold limb. Stereographic analysis of green clay-rich fill associated with these faults is
poles to bedding planes exposed during the strongly foliated and displays a down-dip lineation.
excavations indicates that the calculated fold axis These reverse faults, which strike approximately
plunges at between '7° and 14° towards N64°W, a N70°E, dip towards the hinge zone of the antiforrn
shallower plunge being detected at the higher and display a top-to the N thrust sense on the
structural levels, northern limb of the antiform (with an off-set of c.

30 cm) and a top-to-the S thrustsense (off-set c. 60
2. A graben structure, measuring 11.0 m in width at cm) on the southern limb. The geometry of these

its highest currently exposed structural level, is faults with respect to bedding indicates a reverse
present in the hinge zone of this antiform. Above sense of motion even if they formed before
road level, the graben is a downward -narrowing folding.
structure, defined by two fault zones with
orientations: strike NSI°E, dip 71°SE (Fault 1)and 7. Although many of the fault stn_ctures may post-
N80°E, 56°N (Fault 2). Traced downwards date sedimentation, earlier syn-sedimentary
beneath road level, these faults steepen to become deformation is also indicated by the presence of
vertical, the graben.measuring 4.6 m in width, angular unconformities and small-scale growth
Faults I and 2 are each marked by 10-20 cm wide faults in the exposed section.
zones of foliated and lineated green clay-rich fill.
Assuming the iineations formed parallel to the 8. Reconnaissance geophysical surveys indicate that
fault's slip vector, then total extensional the river terracesedimentsbeneaththe excavation
displacementsof 11.4 m and 11.0 m are indicated site are at least 40 m thick and rest upon an
by the stratigraphic off-sets on Faults 1 and 2 irregular bedrock surface. Electrical resistivity
respectively, surveying indicates that the central graben

structure exposed in both the 1992 and 1993
3. A second graben structure is present on the excavations may extend for at least 200 m along

southern limb of the antiform. The two clay-rich strike to the west of the excavation site.
fault zones defining this smaller graben, have Subsurface continuation towards the west of
closely similar orientations to those defining the structures exposed in the excavation site is also
central graben, but displacements indicated by indicated by an ENE alignment of anomalies in the
lineation and stratigraphic cut-off data are only on Bouguer gravity and total magnetic intensity maps.
the order of 1.0 - 2.0 m. A fifth clay-rich
extensional fault, dipping at 54° to the NW and 9, Age dating of these unlithified sediments remains
displaying 3.0 m of displacement )s present to the problematic. Given their structural elevation above
south of the smaller graben, the present-day position of the New River,

published erosion rates for the area would seem to
_I. The close geometrical relationships between the indicate that the sediments are between 3.0 and 1.5
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